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This work offers a description of the use of Scripture in Hebrews
8–jo and then some suggestions as to the hermeneutic that stands
behind it. Chapter One suggests an approach to determining the struc-
ture of Hebrews and argues that chs. 8–jo constitute the theological
heart and paraenetic core of the book or homily. Chapter Two investi-
gates the use of Scripture in Heb. 8:1-13, and asserts that Hebrews 8
serves as an introduction to the material in chs. 9 and i o, setting out the
three main topics dealt with in detail in these chapters under the rubric
of the priestly work of Christ: sanctuary, sacrifice and covenant.
Chapter Three works through the main theological section of Heb. 9:1-
Jo: i8, in which the old and new sanctuaries, sacrifices and covenants
are compared. Chapter Four examines Heb. 10:19-39, a section of
paraenesis that grows out of the preceding theological discussion of
Christ's superior priestly ministry. Chapter Five concludes this study by
describing matters relevant to the author's use of Scripture in chs. 8–jo,
such as textual issues, technical concerns—including introduction of
quotations and the influence of contemporary Jewish interpretation—
and theological presuppositions. From this, certain hermeneutical prin-
ciples underlying the author's use of Scripture come to light, supporting
a framework of prophetic, typological and universal fulfilment of
Scripture.
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Introduction
The author of Hebrews states plainly and categorically that the Old
Covenant (OC) is obsolete and that his readers are no longer under its
authority. At the same time, he confidently applies OC Scripture to his
readers and their New Covenant (NC) situation, accepting its authority as
the word of God. This tension generates an obvious question: If the OC
is obsolete in the view of the author of Hebrews, how can he use OC
Scripture as if his readers are under its authority? Answering this ques-
tion should provide insight into the way the author of Hebrews views the
Oc and its institutions as well as the hermeneutic that guides his use of
Scripture. This study is not the first to ask this type of question in rela-
tion to Hebrews,' but it is the first to base its investigation on a detailed
analysis of the central chapters of the book where the backbone of its
theology is worked out.
For the author of Hebrews, Scripture "is a divine oracle from first to
last",2 and its message has as much authority for his Christian readers as
it did for its original, OC readers, even if its application is different in the
age of the NC, that is, in the new, Christian situation. The main contribu-
tions of Hebrews to New Testament (NT) theology are easily dis-
cernible: the priesthood of Christ is developed only here in the NT, and,
more than any other book of the NT, Hebrews expounds the relationship
between the Old and New Covenant economies, and in this process
comes nearest to defining the relevance of OC Scripture for NC believers.
In the structure of Hebrews, both the priestly work of Christ and the
relationship between the old and new ages are developed most exten-
sively in chs. 8—i o, the three chapters that, as argued in Chapter One of
this work, contain the theological climax and the paraenetic core of
'Cf. G. Hughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics, p. 71.
2F.F. Bruce, Hebrews, p. 26.
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Hebrews. A close reading of these chapters, therefore, with a view to
discovering how the author of Hebrews uses Scripture in the develop-
ment of his argument, should provide valuable information regarding
not only the author's use of Scripture, but also the hermeneutic which
underlies it. 3
 Although the author of Hebrews never offers an explicit
statement of the relevance of OC Scripture to NC believers, his own use
of Scripture in the light of what he says about the OC and its institutions,
especially in Hebrews 8—jo, provides many clues to the discovery of the
hermeneutic he employs. Concentrating on these chapters of Hebrews,
then, in view of their centrality to the theology and message of the book,
should contribute significantly to an understanding of the use of
Scripture in Hebrews as a whole, while at the same time providing a
more detailed exegetical basis from which to draw conclusions.
Chapter One of this work suggests an approach to determining the
structure of Hebrews and argues that chs. 8—jo constitute the theological
heart and paraenetic core of the book or homily. Chapter Two investi-
gates the use of Scripture in Heb. 8:1-13, with its allusion to Ps. I JO: I, 4
and its citations of Exod. 25:40 and Jer. 3I:3I-34. This chapter asserts
that Hebrews 8 serves as an introduction to the material in chs. 9 and io,
setting out the three main topics dealt with in detail in these chapters
under the rubric of the priestly work of Christ: sanctuary, sacrifice and
covenant. Chapter Three works through the main theological section of
Heb. 9:1-10:18, in which the old and new sanctuaries, sacrifices and
covenants are compared. In this section our author alludes to various
passages in the Pentateuch and to Psalm no, utilises quotations from
Exod. 24:8 and Ps. 40:6-8 and re-quotes with modifications part of the
Jeremiah 31 passage he used in ch. 8. Chapter Four completes the
exegetical task with its examination of Heb. 10:19-39, a section of
paraenesis that grows out of the preceding theological discussion of
3 "Hermeneutics" is often defined similarly to "the science of biblical interpreta-
tion" (e.g. L. Jacobs, "Hermeneutics", in Encyclopaedia Judaica, col. 366), although
many might dispute the difference between the two terms "hermeneutics" and
"interpretation" (e.g. H. Jacobsen ["On the Limits of Hermeneutics", p. 2171 says, "I
have thought of making a motto of the following sentence: 'Interpretation used to be
easy, and then someone called it hermeneutics"; see also A. Thiselton, The Two
Horizons, p. io). In this work, I use the various forms of the word "hermeneutic" to
refer to the method used by the author of Hebrews in his interpretation of Scripture,
including the contribution of his theology and exegetical method to his interpretive
task.
4Scripture references follow the English versions unless otherwise noted.
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Christ's superior priestly ministry. The practical application in this sec-
tion includes both encouragement and warning, and for this the author
relies on reference to the law of Moses, citations from Deut. 32: 35'and
Hab. 2:3, 4 and the possible citation of three words from Is. 2 6:20
(Lxx). Chapter Five concludes this study by describing matters relevant
to the author's use of Scripture in chs. 8–jo, largely matters having
come to light in the exegesis of chs. 8–jo such as textual issues, techni-
cal concerns—including introduction of quotations and the influence of
contemporary Jewish interpretation—and theological presuppositions.
From this, certain hermeneutical principles underlying the author's use
of Scripture emerge, supporting a framework of prophetic, typological
and universal fulfilment of Scripture.
"Probably the key to Hebrews does not lie outside the book itself,
but is to be found in an analysis of the author's use of the Scriptures in
the context of his total work". 5 It is impossible to study Hebrews in any
depth without considering its use of Scripture, and understanding the
message of Hebrews depends to a great extent on understanding the
author's use of Scripture. In Hebrews the relationship between the old
and the new is a foundational theme, and this relationship is inextricably
intertwined with the relationship between NC believers and OC
Scripture. The book of Hebrews speaks more directly to the question of
the significance of OC Scripture in the NC age than any other book in the
NT. Because of this, Hebrews is an important source for determining
how (at least one leader in) the early church viewed and utilised
Scripture.
5D. Smith, "The Use of the Old Testament in the New", D. 59. See also W. Lane,
Hebrews 1-8, pp. cxiii-cxv.
Chapter One
The Function of Chapters 8-10 in the
Structure of Hebrews
"In order to understand correctly the message which the author of
Hebrews has left us it is not enough to read his sentences one after the
other. One must also and above all figure out the composition of the
work as a whole." Although this seems self-evident, some scholars do
not recognise the importance of structure for understanding the book of
Hebrews. 2 Those who do consider issues of structure are by no means in
agreement regarding the structure of Hebrews. 3 This is due in part to the
'A. Vanhoye, Structure and Message of the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. i8.
2The outline given in F.F. Bruce's original commentary (Hebrews, p. xix-xxii),
for example, is simply topical and shows no concern for an overall structure: The
Finality of Christ 1:1-2:18; The True Home of the People of God :i-:i; The
High Priesthood of Christ : 15-6:20; The Order of Meichizedek 7:1-28; Covenant,
Sanctuary and Sacrifice 8:1-10:18; Call to Worship, Faith and Perseverance 10:19-
12:29; Concluding Exhortation and Prayer I 3:1-25; Postscript I 3:22-25. In the
revised edition of his con-imentary, however, Bruce does include a footnote on the
literary structure of Hebrews (Hebrews, p. xxii).
3 G.E. Rice ("Apostasy as a Motif and its Effect on the Structure of Hebrews", p.
29) says, "Beyond . . . generalisations, however, agreement on the structure of
Hebrews comes to an end. As a result, the message of Hebrews, which all agree is
influenced by its structure, becomes the victim of a 'structural push and shove'. That
is not to say that Hebrews' major themes are lost in the discussion. Jesus' divinity,
his superiority to Moses and Aaron, the superiority of his priesthood over that of the
Levitical system, the superiority of the new covenant over the old, etc., remain; but
the fine nuances of the text that enrich our understanding of the major themes are
often minimised by the structural divisions suggested by various authors." See P.
Ellingworth (Hebrews, pp. 50-58) for an overview of how Bruce has approached the
'3
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author's ability to construct very smooth transitions, which tend to cre-
ate inconspicuous section breaks, and the sheer complexity of the
author's line of argumentation and hence his structuring of the book.
Whatever can be said for the structure of Hebrews, one must admit that
uncovering it is a long and arduous process. David Alan Black holds a
similar view:
Literary structures, to use a scientific analogy, are like those mysterious
species of fish which live on the ocean floor. As soon as they are brought to
the surface to be examined, the change in pressure is too great for them,
and they explode, leaving their investigators in a state of frustration and
bewilderment.4
After some frustration and not a few explosions, I will endeavour
once again to bring this delicate creature to the surface. In this attempt, I
will consider the implications of literary genre and rhetorical technique
and then offer an overview of the content of the book. Finally, from the
three perspectives of the author's choice of literary genre, his use of
rhetorical devices and the content of his message, I will suggest an over-
all structure for the book of Hebrews.
STR UCTURE AND THE LITERARY GENRE OF HEBREWS
"Establishment of a literary genre is essential for the full under-
standing of any piece of literature. Hebrews is no exception." 5 It is clear
that Hebrews functions in a way similar to a letter, sent to those known
to the author but some distance away (13:18, 22-25), but it is becoming
more widely accepted that Hebrews is most fundamentally a homily.
Hebrews as a Homily
Some who have considered the notion that Hebrews may actually
be a sermon have not approved it. Manson considers the epistolary end-
ing of Hebrews as evidence that the book is not a sermon. 6 It is, how-
ever, altogether possible that this ending could have been added to a
structure of Hebrews from the perspective of content and Dussaut from the perspec-
tive of form, and Vanhoye who falls somewhere between these two.
4D.A. Black, "The Problem of the Literary Structure of Hebrews: An Evaluation
and a Proposal", p. 163.
5j Swetnam, "On the Literary Genre of the 'Epistle' to the Hebrews", p. 269.
6W. Manson, Hebrews, p. 3.
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sermon which was to be delivered and read by another. Davies draws
the conclusion that it is best to take Hebrews as a letter since it is
addressed to the specific needs of its readers. 7 This characteristic,
though, is as much a part of sermonising as letter writing, as both are
forms of personal communication usually tailored to a particular audi-
ence. Many others, however, do recognise sermonic elements in
Hebrews, and with them I agree.8
Probably the most telling evidence for Hebrews as a homily is the
phrase in 13:22 where the writer describes his own work as a "word of
exhortation" (ó Aóvoç rc rrapaKAr/cJEwc). 9 In the NT, this phrase is
used only once again, in Acts 13:15, where it clearly refers to a syna-
gogue speech or sermon.'° Lawrence Wills has established that the word
of exhortation is in fact a sermonic form in Hellenistic Judaism and
early Christianity." According to Wills, the word of exhortation follows
a tripartite structure: i) an indicative or exemplary section (the
"exempla"), which contains scriptural quotations, authoritative examples
from the past or present, or theological exposition, 2) a conclusion based
on the exempla and showing their relevance to the addressees, and 3) an
exhortation, usually employing an imperative or hortatory subjunctive.
An entire sermon may be structured according to this pattern, or the
pattern may be repeated several times throughout a sermon. Variations
J.H. Davies, A Letter to Hebrews, p. 2. H.H.B. Ayles (Destination, Dare, and
Authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 3) also prefers to take Hebrews as a
letter.
8For example, H.W. Attridge, Hebrews, p. I 3; Attridge, "Paraenesis in a Homily
(Aóvoc rrapaKAijaEws')", pp. 2 16-17; H. Braun, An Die Hebräer, p. 2; Bruce,
Hebrews, pp. 25, 26; Kümmel, Introduction to the New Testament, p. 398; and
R.McL. Wilson, Hebrews, pp. i6, 17.
9Cf. Attridge, "Paraenesis in a Homily (Aó'os rrapaicA4cxEwc)" pp. 211-26.
10Swetnam, "On the Literary Genre of the 'Epistle' to the Hebrews", p. 261. Cf.
also Attridge, Hebrews, p. I; Black, "The Problem of the Literary Structure of
Hebrews", p. 167.
' 1 L. Wills, "The Form of the Sermon in Hellenistic Judaism and Early
Christianity", pp. 277-99. Cf. the critique of Wills by C.C. Black II, "The Rhetorical
Form of the Hellenistic Jewish and Early Christian Sermon: A Response to
Lawrence Wills", pp. i-i8. Black accepts Wills' main thesis, saying, "his presenta-
tion is carefully and copiously documented and, in the main, convincingly argued"
(p. 2), but Black wants to see a closer connection of the word of exhortation form to
Greek rhetoric than Wills. Black's critique, therefore, does not diminish Wills' con-
clusion that Hebrews is a sermon. Cf. also D. Aune (The New Testament in its
Literary Environment), who asserts that Hebrews is "a hortatory sermon".
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may include temporary digression from this structuring as well as repeti-
tion of certain elements of this structure, usually the exhortation, for
rhetorical effect. As Wills points out, Hebrews repeats this pattern sev-
eral times, while at the same time digressing from it and repeating some
of its elements out of order. Other examples of the word of exhortation
format include Paul's speeches in Acts 13:14-41; 17:24-29; 2 7:17-35,
Peter's sermons in Acts 2:14-41; 3:12-26, the town clerk's speech in
Ephesus in Acts 19:35-40, the instruction of the elders in Jerusalem to
Paul in Acts 21:20-25, 1 Cot. 10:1-14, 2 Cot. 6:14—'7:, 1 arKX 2 Peter, I
Clement, the letters of Ignatius of Antioch, the Epistle of Barnabas, the
old LXX version of Susanna, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,
and many more. Several of these examples also demonstrate the practice
of repeating the tripartite pattern to form one longer more complex ser-
mon, as well as that of digressing from the established pattern and of
repeating elements of that pattern out of order. The presence of the word
of exhortation form in a piece of literature, however, does not demand
that it be considered a sermon, as made clear by many of the examples
cited above, but it does indicate, according to Wills, that the work is
either a sermon or sermon-influenced. With respect to Hebrews, Wills
asserts that "the author utilises the [word of exhortation] form and
adapts it to a more sophisticated overall structure".' 2 Hebrews calls itself
a word of exhortation, and this is consistent with the dominant structural
patterns of the book. This, along with the truncation of epistolary con-
ventions in Hebrews, would indicate that rather than simply being a
sermon-influenced epistle, Hebrews is a sermon turned epistle.13
H. Thyen has also argued that Hebrews shares the style of a Jewish-
Hellenistic homily in the light of its similarities with the Cynic-Stoic
diatribe, its use of the OT, and its method of handling paraenesis.
Particular homiletical devices highlighted by Thyen include the frequent
change from "we" to "you" to "I", citation of OT witnesses, reliance on
12Wills, "The Form of the Sermon in Heflenistic Judaism and Early
Christianity", p. 280.
l3To say that Hebrews is a sermon is not to say that it was written only with a
view to being used in a preaching context, although that would have been its first
and primary function. The literary quality of Hebrews would suggest that the author
may have envisioned his work being used outside a formal preaching context as
well. In this way Hebrews probably functioned in a secondary sense in a way similar
to an epistle, just as it was sent in the fashion of an epistle, but its primary identity
remains as a sermon.
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the Pentateuch and the Psalms, methods of introducing OT citations
(A'yEL—I:6, 7; 10:5, KctI 1TcIALU—I:5; 2:13; 45 10:30, KaI—I:IO, and
Ka9thc Kal cii' ETE'p4) AE5'E1-5:6), the employment of several rhetori-
cal devices, attribution of a citation to the Holy Spirit, and more.14
Having evaluated Thyen's work with special reference to Hebrews,
James Swetnam concludes that his work is valuable though not
definitive. Nonetheless, in Swetnam's view, it is a matter of general con-
sensus that Hebrews is in fact a homily.' 5 Finally, D. Aune observes
several rhetorical devices in Hebrews which would cater to an oral set-
ting: the avoidance of hiatus (when one word ends in the same vowel
sound as the beginning of the next, as in "see easily"), the avoidance of
anacolouthon (breaks in grammatical sequence), the use of anaphora
(several lines beginning with the same word), careful attention to prose
rhythm and alliteration. He also points to I 1:32 as an indicator of an oral
context for Hebrews: "And what more shall I say? Time will fail me if I
tell of. .	 "16
If a first-century sermon can be described as a religious speech
delivered before an assembly of believers, and which typically employs
rhetorical techniques as described above, then it seems most reasonable
to understand Hebrews as a written homily, sent in the fashion of an
epistle, but meant to be read aloud as a sermon before a congregation.17
The identification of Hebrews as a sermon is also consistent with its
pastoral concern. It would be an error to treat Hebrews as if it were pri-
marily a doctrinal tract or rhetoric for its own sake. In fact, the primary
thrust of the letter (or homily) is not theoretical but practical, even
though doctrine does play a foundational role by providing a basis for
the writer's exhortation. The warning passages throughout the book are
designed to exhort the readers to faithfulness and obedience, that they
might avoid the judgment of God, and the last three chapters of Hebrews
clearly flow from a pastoral concern for the readers' spiritual under-
' 4H. Thyen, Der Stil der JUdisch-Hellenistischen Homilie, pp. 10-23, 43-50, 62-
72.
15Swetnam, "On the Literary Genre of the 'Epistle' to the Hebrews", pp. 265-66,
261.
t6Aune, The New Testament in its Literary Environment, pp. 212-14.
' 7J.L. Bailey and L.D. Vander Broek (Literary Forms in the New Testament, p.
193) cite Hebrews as an example of a NT sermon, saying, "The sermon form found
in Hebrews most certainly reflects the structure of sermons preached in the early
church and as such indicates its link with the world of rhetoric".
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standing and well-being. Hebrews does not share the view common
today that thinking theologically is too difficult for the average
Christian, but theology is not the driving force behind the book.
Passages such as 2:18; 4:15, 16; 5:12-14; 10:22; 12:1-4; 13:1-JO testify
to the author's heart-felt, pastoral concern for his readers; this is what
drove him to write, and this is what drives his sermon.18
In the light of this, it would be misguided to look for the climax of
Hebrews in its doctrinal parts, and equally questionable to describe the
message of the book without highlighting its paraenetic focus. In
Hebrews we find a sophisticated view of the Christian faith: it is at one
and the same time to be rooted in an informed understanding of theol-
ogy, and reflected in a unique lifestyle of fidelity. To understand the
message of Hebrews, then, it is important to recognise that all of its
theologising serves the purpose of providing a firm basis for its
exhortation, which is the point of the book.
Hebrews as an Exposition of Psalm 110
The application of Psalm I 10 to Christ represents one of the earliest
Christian traditions. In fact, according to Mk. 12:36 19 Jesus himself sug-
gests that Ps. 110:1 is a reference to the Messiah. Many of the NT writ-
ers did not find it difficult to appreciate the implication that Psalm 110
was messianic, and therefore that it could be applied to Jesus, as indi-
cated by quotations of and allusions to the psalm in passages such as
Acts 2:34; Rom. 8:34; Eph. 1:20; Col. :i and I Pet. 3:2 I. Similar quo-
tations and allusions to Ps. i i o:i and I I o:4 are scattered throughout
Hebrews as well (1:3, i; 2:5, 8; 5:5, 6, Jo; 7:1-10, 17, 20; 7:28-8:2;
10:12, I3 12:2).
Allusions to Ps. 1 I 0:1 can be found as early as the prologue of
Hebrews (1:3) and as late as 12:2. In ch. i, the well-known catena of
quotations in vv. 5-13 ends with Ps. I 10:1, the author finally making the
connection between Ps. 2:7 (Heb. 1:5) and Ps. 110:1 (Heb. 1:13) by way
of several Scripture quotations. He does this in order to show, among
other things, that it is the Son who is spoken of in Ps. i i 0:1. This is so
that he can develop the concept of Son throughout the next four chapters
' 8Cf. B. Lindars ("The Rhetorical Structure of Hebrews", p. 384), who says, "the
author is dealing with an extremely urgent practical situation which demands his
utmost skill in the art of persuasion, if disaster is to be averted". Cf. also M. Rissi,
Die Theologie des Hebraerbriefs, pp. I, 21.
19See also Mt. 22:44 and Lk. 20:42.
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(e.g. 2:6; 3:6; 4I4 5:8), make the connection between the Son and the
priest in the order of Meichizedek (from Ps. 110:4) in 5:5, 6 and then
develop the significance of Christ's priesthood in the order of
Meichizedek in ch. 7. The first seven chapters are spent, therefore,
making the connection between Jesus as Sovereign Son (Ps. I io: I—
read in the light of Ps. 2:7) and Jesus as the priest in the order of
Meichizedek (Ps. 110:4), and showing the significance of having a priest
who is also a Son. The kind of skilful exegetical synthesis represented
by the author's confluence of the two roles described in Ps. iio:i and
110:4 into the single person of Jesus is characteristic of our author's
exposition of Scripture. It is also at the heart of his unique contribution
to the early church's messianic understanding of Psalm iio: "If Jesus is
the one addressed in v. I, he is equally the one addressed in v. 4".20 If
his readers had no difficulty believing Jesus was the "Lord" spoken of in
verse I—and they presumably did not—then they should be able to
accept that he was also the "priest" spoken of in V. 4, but of course, they
had not yet adequately understood this.
On the basis of his connection of Ps. 110:1 and Ps. iio: and
therefore the connection of Jesus as Sovereign Lord with Jesus as priest,
he goes on in chs. 8—jo to describe the nature and significance of
Christ's priestly ministry. Here he develops the doctrinal significance of
Jesus' priesthood, building on his exegesis of Ps. 110:4, and using other
relevant Scripture passages such as Jer. 31:31-34. In the next section,
chs. 11-12, he develops the paraenetic thrust of his argument, driving
home the practical implications of his previous exposition. And even
though paraenesis comes to the fore in this section, he continues to rely
heavily on the exposition of Scripture.
Other passages, such as Ps. 95:7, 8 and Jer. 3 1:33, turn up more
than once in Hebrews, but never in more than one division, unlike Psalm
110 which can be found in every major division of Hebrews. And no
other Scripture passage is alluded to with nearly the same frequency as
Psalm ho, which "runs like a red thread through the 21
Furthermore, an examination of the psalm's place in the development of
the author's thought shows that vv. I and 4 of the psalm actually serve
as the backbone of the book. The first seven chapters of Hebrews are
concerned with the connection of Jesus the Sovereign Lord as portrayed
20Bruce, "The Kerygma of Hebrews", p. 4.
21 Attridge, Hebrews, p. 23.
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in Ps. 110:1 with his role as priest as described in Ps. I io:4 and the
significance of Jesus filling this dual role. The next three chapters
explore the theological and paraenetic implications of Christ's priestly
work, focusing on his once-for-all sacrifice, while the last three chapters
deal with the motivational and practical implications of his priesthood.
Finally, in the one place where the author offers a clear and straight-
forward statement of his thesis, 8:1, he relies on allusion to both Ps.
110:1 and 110:4 Therefore, although our author relies very heavily on a
plethora of scriptural quotations and allusions, it is Psalm i io that
stands at the core of his message. To put this in different terms,
Hebrews, as a homily, is most fundamentally an exposition of Ps. i io: i
and 110:4.22
Structural Implications of the Use of Psalm 110
Since Hebrews is most fundamentally a homily, which is an exeget-
ical and practical treatment of Psalm 110 and several other Scripture
passages, it is my contention that the use of Scripture as a homiletical
device in Hebrews can provide useful clues to its structure. For example,
it is hard to imagine anyone suggesting a major division between chs. 3
and 4 since the exposition of Psalm 95 extends over the chapter break.
In the same way, understanding the use of Psalm 110 can provide some
insight into the overall structure of Hebrews since it is used throughout
most of the book. Taking notice of our author's use of Scripture, and
particularly Psalm I 10, helps to establish the limits of the first section of
Hebrews, which in turn suggests a structure for the rest of the book, as
demonstrated by figure I.
STRUCTURE AND THE RHETORICAL CHARACTER OF HEBREWS
"While the author of Hebrews is not a philosopher, it is undeniable
that the book is the work of a skilled rhetorician." 23 Hebrews is perhaps
22Cf. Bruce, "The Structure and Argument of Hebrews", p. 6; A. Snell, New and
Living Way, p. 32. W. Manson (Hebrews, p. i 17) says, "The survey we have now
concluded will have made plain the extent to which the epistle to the Hebrews is
dominated by one great Old Testament Oracle—Psalm cx". G.W. Buchanan (To the
Hebrews, p. xix) makes the dramatic but probably slightly overstated remark: "The
document entitled 'To the Hebrews' is a homiletical midrash based on Ps. 110."
23J.W. Thompson, The Beginnings of Christian Philosophy: The Epistle to the
Hebrews, p. 158.
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Jesus' Fulfilment of Ps. 110:1 and I 10:4	 1:5-7:28
A. Jesus' qualifications as Son (1:5-4:16)
(Development of Ps. I 10:1)
B. Jesus' Dual Role as the Son/Priest (5: i-io)
(Connection of Ps. 2:7 and i jo: I with 110:4)
C. Jesus' Qualifications as Priest (5:1 I-7 28)
(Development of Ps. 110:4)
II. Theological and Paraenetic Implications of Jesus' Fulfilment of
Ps. 110:1 and IIo:4	 8:1-10:39
Ill. Practical Implications of Jesus' Fulfilment of Ps. 110:1 and iIo:4 11:1-13:25
Fig. I
the most rhetorically polished text in the NT, and Harold Attridge finds
no less than thirteen rhetorical devices: alliteration, anaphora, antithesis,
assonance, asyndeton, brachylogy, chiasm, ellipse, hendiadys, hyperba-
ton, isocolon, litotes, and paronomasia. 24 Recognising the rhetorical
character of Hebrews has advanced the study of its structure, especially
in the light of the work of Wills and A. Vanhoye, who offer some
helpful insights.
The Place of Rhetorical Study
The word-of-exhortation form as described by Wills and employed
by our author has obvious implications for the study of the structure of
Hebrews, since the repetition of the exempla-conclusion-exhortation
pattern can give some clue as to the limits of certain sections. 25 I shall
refer to Wills' interpretation of these cycles in Hebrews at critical points
in this discussion.
The work of Vanhoye is shaped largely by his application to the
book of Hebrews of what he terms the "structuralizing techniques of
composition". According to him, our author employs several literary
techniques for marking out the structure of his sermon:
• Announcement of the subject to be discussed [e.g. 1:1-4];
• Inclusions which indicate the boundaries of the developments [e.g. : I
and : 141;
24Attridge, Hebrews, p. 20.
25Wjlls, "The Form of the Sermon in Hellenistic Judaism and Early
Christianity", pp. 277-99.
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• Variation of literary genre: exposition or paraenesis [e.g. : 1-41;
• Words which characterise a development [e.g. angels in chs. i and 2];
• Transition by immediate repetition of an expression or of a word which
is termed a hook word [e.g. Melchizedek in ch. 7];
• Symmetric arrangements [1:5-14 and 2:5I8].26
The most important of these techniques, in Vanhoye' s estimation, is the
announcement of subject. According to him, our author uses this tech-
nique in conjunction with the others to indicate the structure of his
homily, avoiding the coarse method of counting out his points, relying
on the insight of his readers to recognise more artistic and subtle literary
clues to the structure of his work.27
Vanhoye is correct in his observation that our writer gives few
overt clues to the structure of his work, and it is easy to find examples of
the more subtle structuralizing techniques in Hebrews. Furthennore, it is
possible to build an outline of the book on the basis of his theory. So,
has someone finally devised a "scientific", or at least literary method for
solving the problem of the structure of Hebrews? If so, this should
greatly reduce if not end the disagreement. But it does not, for now there
is disagreement over whether or not Vanhoye is right. Some, including
Black and Montefiore, believe he has got it right, 28 but many, among
whom Swetnam has probably given the most thorough and gracious
evaluation, 29 do not (entirely) accept the analysis of Vanhoye. In the
end, Vanhoye's observations do have much to be commended, and
should at least be considered in the process of evaluating the clues to the
structure of Hebrews, but they probably do not offer the final solution,
as they might initially appear to do. The reason for this is that the task of
recognising Vanhoye's "structuralizing techniques" in Hebrews is not as
objective as it might seem. If a section of Hebrews, for instance : I-
5:Io, is announced at the end of the previous section (in this case : 17,
26Vanhoye, Structure and Message of the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 20. Cf.
Vanhoye's La Structure littéraire de l'épItre aux Hébreux, p. 37, where he lists the
first five of these literary indices, not including "symmetric arrangements" in his list
of fully-fledged "structuralizing techniques" until his later English treatment.
271n Vanhoye' s scheme (La Structure littéraire de I 'épItre aux Hébreux, pp. 59-
63) the structure of the book of Hebrews as a whole forms an elaborate chiasm.
28Black ("The Problem of the Literary Structure of Hebrews: An Evaluation and
a Proposal", pp. 168-75) rightly says, "Vanhoye's analysis has much in its favor and
is due more attention than it has received" (p. 169); Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 31.
29Swetnam, "Form and Content in Hebrews i-6", pp. 368-85; and "Form and
Content in Hebrews 7-13", pp. 333-48.
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18), marked out by inclusion, change of genre, characteristic words and
symmetry, who could argue that it does not comprise a structural unit?
However, one can pose an alternative scenario by discovering a different
set of structural clues: by finding a different announcement of subject in
the previous section, a different inclusion and so on, and this is quite
possible (which I will demonstrate later). So if two interpreters do not
recognise the same structural clues, it is probable that at least one mis-
construes what the author had in mind. Then, along with the subjective
element in the task of defining structural clues, the interpreter must also
determine whether a particular clue marks out a main division or a sub-
division. This decision, which establishes structural relationships, cannot
be made in isolation from the reader's interpretation of the book's con-
tent. Finally, it is important to bear in mind that the "techniques"
Vanhoye defines as structural clues can also be used as literary devices
which have nothing to do with the structure of the composition.
Therefore, some judgment must be made as to whether any given device
is intended as a structural marker or is simply there for persuasive effect.
Since Vanhoye' s approach of relying on literary devices does not
avoid the subjective element which is a part of any interpretive enter-
prise, it does not represent a fail-safe method for determining structure.
Therefore, it seems prudent to consider all the factors that may have a
bearing on the issue of structure, not the least of these being content.
This is Swetnam's main criticism of Vanhoye, that he does not give
proper consideration to content:
But worthy as this attention to form is, there is a concomitant danger which
should not be overlooked: if form is too much divorced from content it can
lead to a distortion of content, not a clarification.30
It seems reasonable to conclude that content is an important factor, if not
in the establishment of structure itself, then at least in the interpretation
of literary devices. But surely, any proposed structure of Hebrews must
not be at odds with its content, and therefore must be derived from con-
tent, at least in part. Swetnam's correction, then, that the structure of
Hebrews must be analysed "with attention being paid to both form and
content", must be taken.31
30Swetnam, "Form and Content in Hebrews i-6", p. 369.
31 Swetnam, "Form and Content in Hebrews 1-6", p. 369.
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Structural Implications of Rhetorical Study
Both form and content are important for determining the structure
of Hebrews. In fact, if the primary goal of the author was to communi-
cate a message, and structure is one device by which he could accom-
plish this goal, then structure should be viewed as the servant of content,
and therefore as determined by it. However, form and content are not the
only structural considerations. Literary genre, I submit, also plays a
formative role in the structural development of Hebrews, not genre as
mentioned by Vanhoye—"exposition or paraenesis"—but the broader
question of the genre of the book as a whole. 32 Nonetheless, formal con-
siderations can be very useful structural indicators, and an outline
derived from them can be very instructive.
The first structural seam of Hebrews comes after i:. This is indi-
cated by a change from the compact and highly poetical style of vv. 1-4
to the rapid-fire quotation of Scripture forming the catena in vv. 5-14.
This division is also indicated by the announcement of subject in v. 4,
which is that the Son is superior to the angels. This comparison of Christ
to the angels continues through 2:18, with the characteristic word
cIyvEAo5' appearing throughout the section. This section, from i:—: i8,
is divided in two by the warning in 2:1-4. The next section, which
begins at : i, is announced in : 17, "in order that he might be a merciful
and faithful high priest in service to God, for the propitiation of the sins
of the people". Jesus is shown to be faithful in : i-6, and merciful in
4:14-5:10. Chapter 7, which details God's appointment of Christ as high
priest in the order of Melchizedek, is announced by the phrase in 2 17
"in service to God," and the phrase "for the propitiation of the sins of
the people" announces what would come in chs. 8–jo. The admonition
which starts in 5:11 marks the beginning of a new section, scolding the
readers for their immaturity. Since the previous section ends with the
words "designated by God high priest according to the order of
Meichizedek", it is reasonable to entertain the idea that this section ends
at 6:20 with the similar phrase "according to the order of Meichizedek
he has become high priest forever". This is because this section seems to
stand as a digression in the author's argument, 33 meant to prepare the
32That is, if Hebrews is an exegetical homily based on Ps. 110:1, 4, then the
author's development of these verses may, and in fact does, influence the structure
of the book.
33 Cf. F.D.V. Narborough, Hebrews, pp 102-106.
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readers for what would follow, and if this section is a digression, the
near repetition of the end of the previous section at the end of the
digression may be the author's way of helping himself and his readers
back into the flow of his argument, which would resume at : i. A fur-
ther indication that :i 1-6:20 forms a unit is that, although it does
remain connected to the context by the oath theme which can be found
both before and after the digression, it does not follow directly from the
apparent announcement of subject in 10.34 Vanhoye understands
this announcement as tripartite: I) being made perfect, anticipating chs.
8 and 9, 2) he became a cause of eternal salvation, anticipating Jo: i-i8,
and 3) he is designated high priest in the order of Melchizedek, antici-
pating ch. 7. However, this does not seem. to fit the content of chs. 8 and
9, which more naturally fit together with Jo: i-i8, showing Christ as a
cause of eternal salvation. 35 It may be better to understand the participle
"made perfect" in v. 9 as looking back to what has gone before, and the
announcement as consisting of three different parts: i) to all those who
obey him, anticipating chs. I I_13,36 2) a cause of eternal salvation,
anticipating chs. 8—i o, and 3) appointed by God high priest according to
the order of Meichizedek anticipating ch. 7. This understanding of the
announcement of subject in 5:9, 10 would stand against the divisions
suggested by Vanhoye, because it provides no justification for grouping
cbs. 7—JO as a structural unit. Wills' understanding of 8:1-10:25 as a
complete cycle of the word of exhortation form also stands against
Vanhoye's grouping of chs. 7—TO, since ch. 7 does not follow the word
of exhortation pattern. 37
 This change of genre between chs. 7 and 8
affirms the presence of a structural seam at this point.
Chapter 7 is clearly a unit unto itself, with characteristic words like
Meichizedek, opKw,uooia ("oath"), and various forms of TEAEL ow ("to
perfect, complete"), along with repeated references to Ps. 110:4. If we
continue to follow the announcement of subject in 5:9, 10, then chs. 8-
io also form a unit, and this can be verified by several structural clues
within this section. First, these chapters include one longer section of
theological discourse and one shorter section of paraenesis, both of
which use a form of '3w at or near the beginning. Further investigation
345:8 looks back to the previous context (i.e. :io, i8; 4:15)
35See Attridge, "The Uses of Antithesis in Hebrews 8-io", p. 1-5.
36Cf. ii:8, and the concept of fatherly discipline in 12:7-Il and 13:7.
37Wills, "The Form of the Sermon in Hellenistic Judaism and Early
Christianity", p. 282.
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reveals that there are several words in the first sentence of the theologi-
cal part that correspond to words in the first sentence of the paraenetic
part: 'XoIIEi-'---'-'EXol1TES', dpXLepE'a—LEpa, 05'L'wli—dçYL'wP, a/c77u7c-
QIKO1) TO?) 9Eou and a'Ai8Lus—a'A17OLi%jS'. This list of words or similar
words common to the first sentences of these two parts may indicate a
structural connection, that is, that the paraenetic part (i 0:19-39) should
be seen as connected to the doctrinal part (8:1-10:18). Secondly, the
repetition of parts of Jeremiah 31 in chs. 8 and I 0 serves to bind the
doctrinal part of these chapters together with an inclusio. Thirdly,
understanding 8:1-10:25 as forming a cycle of exempla (8:1—jo: i8),
conclusion (Jo: 19-21) and exhortation (10:22-25) indicates that these
chapters must be a unit. Fourthly, fourteen of the seventeen occurrences
of 6LaGr,IKr/ in Hebrews occur in chs. 8—jo, making it a characteristic
word in this section. Fifthly, the word "faith" serves as a hook word in
10:39 and I 1:1, marking out a structural seam, just as the word
"Meichizedek" serves as a hook word in 6:20 and : i and has a similar
function.
The last three chapters, 11-13, are set apart from the rest of the
book by virtue of genre. The development of doctrine and theology
which makes up the bulk of the first ten chapters and provides a founda-
tion for paraenesis is nearly absent from the last three (though 12:18-29
repeats the earlier pattern in miniature). Instead, these chapters rely on
both positive and negative examples from the past as a springboard for
paraenesis. The first section in these last three chapters, I 1:1-12:3,
forms a discourse on faith, with "faith" serving as a characteristic word
for that section. The limits of this section are defined quite clearly, with
11:4-38 as exempla, 11:39,40 as the conclusion and 12:1-3 as the exhor-
tation. The next division is indicated less clearly in terms of structural
clues. A structural seam may be indicated at i:i by the cluster of
exhortations in 13: I-6--"remain", "do not forget", "remember", "let it
be", and "let it be". But more important is the anticipation of a tripartite
structure for the last three chapters found in 10:22-25, which constitutes
an announcement of subject. The faith theme of 11:1-12:3 is anticipated
in 10:22, "let us approach with true hearts in full assurance of faith"; the
endurance theme of 12:4-29 is anticipated in 10:23, "let us hold fast the
confession of hope without wavering"; the theme of Christian sacrifice
(works) in ch. 13 is anticipated in 10:24, 25, "consider one another for
the stimulation of love and good works". Therefore, it seems best to
understand 11:1-12:3, 12:4-29 and i: 1-19 as forming three units that
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make up the last main section of Hebrews. The final two divisions of the
book are clearly marked out by genre. Hebrews 13:20, 21 is a
benediction, and I 3:22-25 constitutes an epistolary closing.
On the basis of this analysis a rough outline of Hebrews emerges,
one which shows several main divisions and subdivisions of the book
and which indicates some grouping of these divisions, as demonstrated
in figure 2.
With regard to the location of the divisions in Hebrews, this evalu-
ation agrees with that of Vanhoye to a large extent, yet I have tried to
repeat his most enlightening and detailed analysis as little as possible.
There are points at which I disagree with Vanhoye, however, primarily
as a result of differing interpretations of announcements of subject. With
regard to prioritising these divisions, that is, determining which are the
main divisions and which are the subdivisions and thus grouping the
sections, Vanhoye's analysis is less helpful. 38 This becomes most
evident when factors such as literary genre and content are given greater
consideration.
STR UCTURE AND THE CONTENT OF HEBREWS
The Content of Hebrews
It is widely accepted that there are two strands that run through
Hebrews, one doctrinal and the other paraenetic, and each of these
strands has a distinct focus. To suggest an overall theme for Hebrews,
then, it is necessary to distil the message of each strand, consider how
these two strands work together to form the whole and then derive a
theme that is both specific to and inclusive of the book as a whole. The
problem with this procedure is that the demarcation of the two strands is
not always absolutely clear, and there is some overlap between them. In
the end, however, this will not preclude an acceptable outcome since the
interpretation of the parts of the book is not finally determined by how
they are labelled, and since the consideration of every part of the book is
more important than labelling those parts.
38Cf. Vanhoye's response to this charge in the form of his "Discussions sur la
structure de l'épItre aux Hébreux", pp. 349-380.
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Prologue
Jesus Superior to the Angels
A. Superior in Divinity (1:5-14)
B. Warning(2:I-4)
C. Superior in Humanity (2:5-18)
II. Jesus a Faithful Priest
III. Jesus a Merciful Priest
IV. Digression (Readers' unpreparedness for teaching on the subject
announced because of Immaturity)
V. Jesus in the Order of Meichizedek
I:1-4
1:5-2:18
3: I-4 13
4:14-5:10
5:1I-620
7:1-28
VI. Jesus a Cause of Eternal Salvation 	 8: 1-10: 39
A. A Unique Priest which the Readers Have (8:i—io: i8)
B. The Consequent Responsibility which the Readers Have (Jo: I9-39)
VII. Jesus as an Example of Obedience	 11:1-13:19
A. Faith(II:I-12:3)
B. Endurance (12:4-29)
C. Sacrifice (13: 1-19)
Benediction	 13:20, 21
Epistolary Closing	 13:22-25
Fig. 2
The thrust of the doctrinal sections seems to be superiority: the
superior personal qualifications of Jesus in the first seven chapters, the
superior ministry of Jesus in the next three chapters and the superior
standing of NC believers in the last three chapters. According to 8:1, the
main point of the sermon is that Christians have a superior high priest in
Christ. It may be argued that 8:1 is a reference to one section of the book
and not to the whole. Even if this point is taken, and I do not accept it,
the fact that the writer is compelled only here to make such a clear and
succinct statement of his point must indicate that it is central to his
thesis. Therefore, the focal point of the doctrinal parts of Hebrews seems
to be the priestly work of Christ, which is superior because Jesus
himself and his ministry are superior, and which in turn gives NC
believers a superior standing. The paraenetic sections are dominated by
the readers' need for fidelity to their commitment to Christ. Our author
is concerned to encourage his readers to be faithful to Christ and enjoy
the blessing of God rather than slipping away and facing God's
judgment.
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Since it is reasonable to understand the paraenetic sections as
growing out of and being supported by the doctrinal parts, a synthesis of
the two should yield an acceptable understanding of the overall message
of the book. This synthesis is accomplished by answering the question:
what does Christian fidelity have to do with the priesthood of Christ?
For our author, Christian fidelity means fidelity to the new relationship
with God mediated by Christ (e.g. : ii - i 6), and this fidelity is necessary
and reasonable in the light of Christ's priestly ministry (e.g. 10:19-39).
Hence, the message of Hebrews simply stated is, "Christ's priestly min-
istry demands fidelity to the new relationship with God that he medi-
ates". Fidelity to this new relationship, or NC, is more than doctrinal
commitment for our author; it includes confidence in Christ's ministry
both past and present as well as willingness to follow and obey him
whatever the cost. Christ's NC ministry revolves around his priestly
work, which supersedes the OC ministry of the priests in the earthly
tabernacle. Clearly, our writer means to persuade his readers to place
their trust in the priestly ministry of Christ when they are accustomed to
placing it, at least to some degree, in the ministry of the Mosaic
Covenant. From this perspective, Hebrews is all about practising faith in
God under the NC instead of the OC.
Structural Implications of Content
Hebrews opens with a poetically styled pericope designed to lay a
foundation of revelatory authority upon which our author will work. It is
the incomplete word of God through the prophets of old accompanied
by God's final word in his Son 39 that forms the source and authority of
his message. 4° The last verse of the opening introduces the first subject
of the first section, the superiority of Christ to the angels. Much specu-
lation has gone into explaining the author's reason for emphasising the
lower place of angels in chapter one, since it is difficult at first glance to
relate the importance attached to angels in this section to the argument
of the rest of the book. Some have suggested the readers' religious
background as an explanation for the prominence of angels here, for
39Cf. R. Williamson ("The Incarnation of the Logos in Hebrews", p. 7), who
says, "The argument of Hebrews also makes it clear that the 'Word' spoken 'by a
Son' was made up of the whole life, words and, more importantly, deeds of Jesus.
And the opening section of chapter one implies a clear distinction between God's
previous 'words' and his final 'Word'."
40Cf. Lindars, "The Rhetorical Structure of Hebrews", p. 387.
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example, proto-Gnosticism, a connection with Qumran or throne mysti-
cism. It may be that a simpler solution is to be prefened, that the angelic
role in the establishment of the Mosaic covenant drew our author's
attention to the angels (2:2),41 which would reflect the same train of
thought as his comparisons with the exodus leaders and the Aaronic
priests in the following chapters. He begins with the figures (mediators)
that have the closest contact with God—the angels—and works out from
there—Moses, Joshua and then Aaron and the priests. In the catena of
Scripture quotations that makes up the bulk of chapter one, our author
accomplishes two main objectives. First, he shows that Jesus is superior
to the angels because he is divine. Secondly, he shows that it is Jesus the
Son who is referred to in Ps. I I O1, an important connection for him
since he will found the book's argument on his exegesis of Psalm ho,
but will prefer to speak in terms of the Son (cf. 5:5, 6; 7:28).42
Chapter 2 opens with the book's first warning: if the message
brought by angels was binding, how much more the message brought by
the Son. This seems to sum up the importance of the angels in this sec-
tion as being mediators of God's message to humanity, which affirms
the conclusion that our writer understands the angels as involved in the
establishment of the Mosaic covenant. The superiority of Christ, then,
has important implications for the Christian's relationship to the Mosaic
covenant, implications which the author develops later in the book. The
rest of ch. 2 is spent showing the superiority of Christ to the angels
because he is human. Jesus' humanity allows him to fulfil the place of
dominion given to humanity, although our author is very careful to point
out that this dominion, though certain, has not yet been fully accom-
plished. Jesus' humanity also allows him to suffer and die in the place of
his "brothers", and to help them through their temptations. The first two
chapters, then, assert that Christ is superior to the angels, first because
41 See Ex. 23:20-24. Cf. Hurst, The Epistle to the Hebrews: Its Background of
Thought, p. 46; Williamson, Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 189, 194.
42Lindars ("The Rhetorical Structure of Hebrews", p. 391) explains one impor-
tant aspect of the Son connection to our author: "He then reveals why he has devoted
so much space in his opening statement to the contrast between the messianic Son of
God and the angels. It is because of the humanity of Jesus, which is essential to sal-
vation, for otherwise he would not have died a human death. Though the point is not
taken up immediately, it is an indispensable prerequisite for the later exposition of
the purification of sins."
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he is divine, secondly because he is human, therefore it is all the more
important to heed his message.
A comparison of Christ to Moses begins ch. 3. They are both
declared faithful, Moses as a servant in the house of God, Christ as a
Son. The rest of the chapter develops a comparison between the people
of the exodus and the readers, or, more precisely, a warning to the read-
ers not to follow the example of disobedience set by the children of
Israel. This comparison between the two peoples continues into ch. 4,
and assumes a great deal of continuity between the two, especially in the
basic necessity for faith and obedience. 43 While ch. 3 and the first part of
ch. 4 highlight the need for faith and obedience, as described in Psalm
95, the middle section of ch. 4 takes up the theme of entering God's rest,
which is the final point of the Psalm 95 quotation. Joshua enters the pic-
ture with the theme of rest, so that Jesus is presented as superior to both
of the exodus leaders, and his followers are expected to exceed the faith
and obedience of the exodus generation. Just as the superior faithfulness
of the Son is compared to the faithfulness of Moses and Joshua in : I-
4:13, it is the superior mercy of the Son that is compared to Aaron and
the Aaronic priests in : 14-5:10. Jesus' mercy is seen to be more delib-
erate and helpful since it flows from temptations and suffering common
to humanity, and since he successfully withstood that temptation and
suffering and did not sin. Because of this, he should be seen as both a
merciful and faithful high priest.
Priesthood and related matters will dominate the next several
chapters. In ch. 5 the writer makes his first explicit identification of
Christ as the referent of both Ps. i io:i and Ps. 110:4. He speaks of the
Son who is a priest in the order of Meichizedek, since he has already
established in the first chapter that Ps. i I 0:1 is about the Son. After
introducing the subject of the priesthood after the order of Melchizedek,
the author inserts a warning against slackness which begins at the end of
ch. 5 and runs through ch. 6. Since this section (5:11-6:20) forms a
digression, it is best to understand the flow of the main argument as
moving from the order of Meichizedek at :io to the order of
Meichizedek at : i. Chapter 7 brings the readers to a proper discussion
of Melchizedek and a creative proof that the priesthood of Christ is
superior to that of the levites. The logic of ch. 7 fits neatly into a syllo-
gism, whether or not the writer was thinking in these terms:
43See R.V.G. Tasker, The Old Testament in the New Testament, p. 107.
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Meichizedek is a priest superior to the levites (vv. I-jo); Christ is a
priest after the order of Meichizedek (vv. 11-17); therefore, Christ is a
priest superior to the levites (vv. I 8-28). With the close of ch. 7, the
author has accomplished his first main exegetical point: Christ is both
the Sovereign Lord referred to in Ps. I 10:1 and the priest referred to in
Ps. i Io:4, and as such he is superior to all those associated with the
Mosaic covenant, especially the priests.
The focus on the players of the exodus in the first seven chapters is
met by a corresponding focus on the covenant of the exodus in the next
three chapters. Just as Jesus' personal and priestly qualifications are
compared to those of the exodus figures in chs. 1-7, his NC priestly work
is compared to the OC ministry of the exodus priests in chs. 8—jo.
Throughout this comparison covenant and sacrifice are central issues,
since both the levites' and Jesus' priestly sacrifices are seen as mediat-
ing their respective covenants. Chapter 8 serves as an introduction to the
middle section of Hebrews, with the first verse providing a transition
from ch. 7 and the rest of the first section of the book. The introductory
function of ch. 8 is indicated by the fact that the over-arching theme of
chs. 8—jo (Christ's priestly work) is encapsulated in ch. 8: all of the
main topics dealt with in this section (the relationship of Christ's priest-
hood to sanctuary, sacrifice and covenant) are introduced in ch. 8, and
there is no topic in ch. 8 that is not dealt with again in chs. 9 and 10.
Chapter 8, which features the NC as the basis for Christ's priestly work,
goes a step further than the author previously has in impugning the old,
Mosaic system. 44 The trappings of the levitical priesthood are compared
to Christ's priestly ministry in chs. 9 and io. The first 14 verses of ch. 9
recall the old order of the tabernacle, calling it "a parable for the present
time". Verses 15-22 of ch. 9 compare the new covenant to its Mosaic
counterpart, emphasising the importance of blood in the inauguration of
both covenants. In 9:23—Jo: i8 the author compares the sacrifices of the
OC with that of Christ under the new. In this section, he traces the rela-
tionship between the tabernacle and sacrifice in 9:23-28, with animal
sacrifice serving to cleanse the earthly tabernacle and Christ's sacrifice
cleansing the heavenly sanctuary, with i 0:1-18 explaining the superior
effectiveness of Christ' s sacrifice to deal with the sin problem of the
people, in comparison to the levitical sacrifices. Christ's sacrifice is
superior in that it is a once-for-all offering and is permanently effective.
44Cf. R.E. Clements, "The Use of the OT in Hebrews", p. 44.
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The last part of ch. Jo (vv. 19-39) applies the doctrinal content of chs.
8—jo in a section of paraenesis, including a warning. The readers'
confidence before God is our author's primary burden here as he
encourages his readers to draw near to God through the curtain and into
the most holy place by way of Christ's sacrifice. The warning (10:26-3 i)
is of the judgment of God for those who choose to continue sinning, or
rejecting the covenant God has made with his people. Chapter 10 closes
by stressing the importance of confidence (vv. 32-39), as expressed
through enduring sacrifice in the light of Christ's parousia, and reviews
the three main doctrinal topics covered in the previous section: sanctu-
ary, covenant and sacrifice. Since 10:19-39 is the only paraenetic section
in chs. 8—jo, and since it focuses on the readers' confidence before God,
confidence seems to be the underlying concern of the author in chs. 8-
10.
The beginning of ch. ii marks a dramatic shift in subject matter.
The topic of priesthood, which dominates the first ten chapters, is rarely
broached in the last three. Instead, the focus has shifted to Christian
virtue: faith, endurance and sacrifice. Whereas chs. 1-10 concentrate on
Christian responsibility in the light of the superior nature of what God
has done in Christ, chs. I 1-13 concern themselves with Christian
responsibility in the light of the example of Jesus and others. 45 These
examples include the saints of old who exemplify faith, as examined in
ch. i i. Faith is such a strong theme in this chapter that a vital compo-
nent of the argument can be overlooked, that these examples had unwa-
vering faith in spite of not having experienced the ultimate fulfilment of
God's promise. This point is consistent with a strand that runs through
the book. That all things are not yet put under Christ's subjection comes
up in 2:8 and io:i, as does the postponement of reward and fulfilment
of promise in 10:35-39. The exodus/pilgrimage theme also lines up with
this concept of delayed fulfilment. Clearly, the possibility of a delayed
but certain fulfilment of God's promise is an important concept to our
author. This discussion of faith concludes with i: 1-3 where Jesus, the
very author and perfecter of faith, is offered as the ultimate example of
faith for the readers and one to whom they must look.
The rest of ch. 12 is concerned with endurance. According to 12:7
the readers were to endure for the sake of discipline, which indicates
that they must have been facing some difficulty. That the readers' suffer-
45With the exception of 12:18-24 and possibly 13:10-14.
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ing may be coming from God in the form of fatherly discipline is
offered as encouragement to continue in perseverance, which would
result in maturity. Two negative examples form the focal points of a
warning against failing to endure: Esau selling his birthright, which
illustrates the foolishness of not enduring, and the Israelites before Mt.
Sinai, which illustrates the relative ease of Christian endurance before
God in Christ and the greater responsibility of NC believers to the
Christian message because it gives them a direct connection to the heav-
enly realities. The chapter ends with a call to gratitude and reverence in
the light of having received an unshakeable kingdom. This reference is
similar to those in chapter eleven which speak of a heavenly country and
city(vv. 10, 13-16).
Faith enables endurance, and endurance undergirds obedience. In
ch. 13 the priesthood of Christ comes to the fore once again as the
author explains that NC believers are to offer sacrifices to God through
Christ (vv. 15, I 6).46 These sacrifices are praise, good deeds and fellow-
ship, which represent a broad range of Christian activities, and are
clearly intended to take the place of levitical sacrifices for the readers
(cf. vv. , I 0). Seen in this light, the several exhortations at the begin-
fling of ch. 13 provide a more detailed description of the sacrifice of
good deeds, or Christian obedience, and establish it as an important part
of the readers' Christian commitment. That the readers continue in obe-
dience to their Christian commitment and be willing to sacrifice for the
sake of others and in service to God as illustrated by Christ "outside the
camp" must have been our author's utmost concern. But he was not
interested in blind obedience, as vv. and 6 and the broader context of
Hebrews show, but a sacrificial commitment to obey God that flows
from understanding and faith. The homily ends with a benediction
recalling some of the main points of the argument: covenant, perfection
and obedience. It is interesting that the priesthood theme is not promi-
nent in this benediction, but that Christ's resurrection, which is not
mentioned earlier, is. 47 Nonetheless, the benediction does reflect the dual
emphasis of the book: affirming the sufficiency of what God has done in
Christ, and the responsibilities of those who follow him. The beginning
of Hebrews shows no epistolary characteristics, but its ending is typical
of the NT letters. The conclusion that Hebrews is a sermon which was
46Cf also Phil. 4:8 and i Pet. 2:5.
47However, resurrection of believers is mentioned in 11:35.
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sent to an audience some distance away, an epistolary homily, is
consistent with this observation.
Finally, having considered issues related to Hebrews' literary
genre, its rhetorical character and its content, it is possible to develop an
outline that reflects all three of these perspectives, with emphasis given
to content, as shown in figure 3.
PROLOGuE	 1:1-4
I. THE SOVEREIGN SON AS SUPERIOR MEDIATOR 	 1:5-7:28
A. A Mediator Superior to the Angels (1:5-2: i8)
i. Superior because of his Divinity (1:5-14)
2. The Superior Demand of his Message (2:1-4)
3. Superior because of his Humanity (2:5-18)
B. A Mediator Superior to the Exodus Leaders (3:1-5:10)
I. Superior to Moses and Joshua in Faithfulness—
the Readers' Need for Faith (3:1-4:13)
2. Superior to Aaron in Mercy—
the Readers' Need for Confidence (4:14-5: io)
(3. Immaturity of the Readers-5: I 1-6:20)
C. A Mediator Superior to the Levitical Priests (7:1-28)
1. The Superiority of Meichizedek to the Levites (7: i-io)
2. The Appointment of Jesus in the Order of Meichizedek (7: 11-17)
3. The Superiority of Jesus to the Levites (7: 18-28)
II. THE SUPERIOR MINISTRY OF THE NEW COVENANT MEDIATOR 8:1-10:39
A. Introduction to Christ's New Covenant Priestly Ministry (8: 1-13)
B. An Explanation of Christ's New Covenant Priestly Ministry (9: i–io: i8)
i. The Old and New Sanctuaries Compared (9:1-14)
2. The Old and New Covenants Compared (9:15-22)
3. The Old and New Sacrifices Compared (9: 23-10: i8)
C. Paraenesis Based on Christ's New Covenant Priestly Ministry (10:19-39)
i. Confidence to Enter the Sanctuary (10:19-25)
2. Judgment for Rejecting God's Covenant (10:26-3 i)
3. Reward for Enduring Sacrifice (10:32-39)
ifi. NEW COVENANT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PEOPLE OF GOD 	 I I: 1-13: 19
A. Faith in Spite of Delayed Promises (11:1-12:3)
B. Endurance for the sake of God's Discipline (12:4-29)
C. Obedience in a Context of Sacrifice (13:1-19)
Benediction	 13:20, 21
Epistolary Closing	 13:22-25
Fig. 3
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CONCLUSION
In reality, it is impossible to consider the structural implications of
literary genre, rhetorical device and content in isolation one from the
other when contemplating an outline for Hebrews. I have attempted to
treat them somewhat separately here in order to highlight the contribu-.
tion and validity of each perspective. Nevertheless, any useful outline
must take into account as much evidence as possible and, in the end,
must seek to communicate the content of the book as accurately and
comprehensibly as possible.
As for the place of chs. 8–jo in Hebrews, it is clear that these
chapters form the theological and paraenetic heart of the book. The
discussion in chs. 1-7 demonstrates the superiority of the person of
Christ who alone possesses a dual nature, human and divine, and who
alone fulfils the dual role of king and priest. The topic of the person of
Christ is, in Hebrews, important in its own right, but it also serves as the
foundation for the discussion of the ministry of Christ in chs. 8–jo. It is
because of who and what Jesus is (chs. 1-7) that his ministry and death
are so significant (chs. 8–io), but it is the discussion of the latter that
provides the greatest justification for the author's paraenesis. In the light
of what the ministry of Christ accomplishes and what his past suffering
provides, the readers can be, through various means, exhorted to faith-
fulness in their difficult circumstances (e.g. chs. 11-13). This line of
reasoning is employed in 12:3, for example, showing that the priestly
ministry of Christ is not far from the author's mind in the latter stages of
the book, though priestly functions are not explicitly mentioned in chs.
11-13 until 13:10. It is also clear from 12:18-24 that the provisions of
the NC mediated by Christ (8:6-13; 9:15-22) undergird and justify the
author's paraenetic demands (12:24).
Although it would not be proper to call Hebrews 8–i 0 the climax of
the book—that appears in ch. 12—the theological climax of Hebrews
does occur in ch. 10 with the discussion of Christ's NC sacrifice. And on
the back of this theological high point we find what is certainly some of
the most moving and intense paraenesis in the book, in which the author
exposes the link between the book's theological and paraenetic streams:
because of the priestly ministry of Christ NC believers enjoy confident
and direct access to God, which should enable them to remain faithful
(10:19-25), avoiding the judgment of God (10:26-31), enduring hardship
and thus receiving their reward (10:32-39). It is proper, then, to think of
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chs. 8—io as the heart of Hebrews, since they contain the theological
climax and the paraenetic core of the sermon.48
48Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 25; "The Uses of Antithesis in Hebrews 8-jo", p. I.
Chapter Two
Introduction to Christ's New Covenant Priestly
Ministry: Hebrews 8:1-13
Hebrews 8 introduces the second main section of the book. 1 The
first six verses serve as a transition from the author's discussion of the
priestly qualifications of Christ in the fiTst seven chapters to the priet'J
ministry of Christ in the next three. Verses 7-13 provide the main scrip-
tural basis for this section's argument, the heart of which begins at : I.
This pattern of introducing a main division with a pithy theological
statement accompanied by scriptural support is repeated near the begin-
ning of each of the three main divisions of Hebrews, each with a theo-
logical component focusing on a different aspect of Christ's superiority
and incorporating the term IcpE(TTWV (1:4; 8:6; I 1:40), and each with a
different style of offering scriptural support. Following this pattern,
Chapter I asserts that Christ is "better" than the angels because he is a
Son, using a catena of Scripture quotations stretching from v. 5 to v. 13
to support this proposition. Chapter 8 focuses on Jesus' "better" ministry
under the NC, then for support offers the longest Scripture quotation in
the NT, from Jer. 31:31-34. Chapter II and the first three verses of ch.
12 centre on faith and conclude with the readers' even "better" provision
for faith in Christ, quoting very little Scripture for support, but rather
spending 35 verses (11:4-38) reviewing the biblical history of individ-
uals who had been faithful to God even before Christ' s "better" example
(cf. 11:40-12:3). In the light of this, then, Hebrews 8 follows a typical
1 See Attridge, "The Uses of Antithesis in Hebrews 8-jo", pp. 5, 6.
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pattern, for our author, of introducing a section with a theological state-
ment supported by reference(s) to Scripture.2
Unlike the introductory chs. I and I I, ch. 8 creates a smooth tran-
sition from the previous section to its own. The first verse looks back
with the phrase "we have such a high priest", that is, such as he has been
describing, while vv. 2-5 anticipate the discussion of Christ in succeed-
ing chapters as "a servant in the sanctuary and the true tabernacle". The
first two verses of Hebrews 8 also serve as a thesis statement for the
book as a whole, with v. i offering a short, interpretive summary of Ps.
110:1, 4, and with v. 2 consisting of a tightly packed reference to the
priestly ministry of Christ in the heavenly temple. This thesis statement
is introduced by the phrase KEc/5a'AaL 01.' 5 errI -rols' AEy0/JE'uoLs' ("And
[this is] the main point of what is being said"). The term KEçbaAaLo1' was,
according to Lane, used by the Greeks to denote i) the main point of an
argument, 2) a summary or 3) the "crowning affirmation" or "crowning
example". 3 There is no reason to restrict the meaning of KEq5a'AaLou in
this context since it is quite conceivable for a thesis statement to fill
each of these functions simultaneously, which is what it seems to do in
this verse.
First as a summary, v. ib, otoD-rou XOI1EP a'p)(LEpE'a, ôs'
E'KcI9L0EL) €l) 8EçLd YOU 8po'i'oii YfjS' /lEyaAwothJ)7 .c '-' TOIc
otpaiJoic ("we have such a high priest, who sat down at the right hand
of the throne of the majesty in the heavens"), 4 recaps the argument of
2Attridge (Hebrews, pp. 2 17-25) includes only 8: i-6 as introductory, seeing the
argument of this section as properly beginning with v. 7. However, the scriptural
support offered in vv. 7-13 does not seem to be connected to the following material
in such a direct manner as it is to the preceding verses. Whichever verses one wishes
to label "introduction", it is most important to recognise the repeated manner of
beginning a section used by our author, that I have described in the main text above.
In any case, I will deal with ch. 8 as a unit, because it will be easier to understand v.
6 if taken together with vv. 7-14, and vice versa, since they are so closely related
conceptually.
3 Lane, Hebrews i-8, p. 200. Lane observes that most prefer the first option,
rules out the second and argues for the third. He may be splitting hairs, however,
since these three options may be aspects of a thesis statement describing a piece of
literature such as Hebrews. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 2 17) chooses the second option,
summary, as does S. Kistemaker (Hebrews, p. 222). Braun (Hebräer, p. 227), who
recounts the various uses of ICE çbcIA aov in Greek literature, takes a view closest to
the first option.
4See Harris ("Traces of Targumism in the New Testament", pp. 374-75), who
claims that the wording of this allusion to Ps. I 10:1 is "a pure Targunhism".
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chs. 1-7 in which our author introduces the Sonlpriest5 and the benefi-
cial nature of these two roles being fulfilled in one person. This verse is
reminiscent of Heb. 1:3, EJca9LcrEp v 8ELç1 ic /IEyaAWcTV'UT/c à
tçfir1Aois' ("he sat down at the right hand of the majesty on high"),
another allusion to Ps. iio: j•6 Together these two allusions (in i: and
8:1) form a parenthesis or inclusio marking out the first main section of
the book, which begins by focusing on the superiority of the Son, grad-
ually introduces the subject of priesthood (2:17; 31 4:14-5:10; 6:20-
7:28) and ends by focusing on the superiority of that priesthood.
Interestingly, the first allusion in 1:3 is restricted to Ps. iio:i and the
implications of sonship, while the allusion in 8:1 refers to both Ps. iio:i
and 4 and includes both subjects, the sonship and priesthood of Christ.
Heb. 8:2, Ta)!) dyiun' AELTOUPyÔS' Kal T7]s' 07C171177s' Tç dAr/9LuT1c,
r)v E'7T77Ev 0 K5LO5', ouK th-'Opa.rroc ("a servant of the holy place and
of the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, not a human") anticipates
the material in chs. 9 and I 0. These two verses, then, summarise the
theological argument of the book. Secondly, as an assertion of the main
point of Hebrews, 8:1, 2 are certainly an apt description of what the
author is driving at in the theological sections of his work. An under-
standing of Christ as the Son/priest is the persuasive and theological
force behind his paraenesis, which expects that when the readers under-
stand the resources they have to draw upon in Christ they will be willing
and able to remain faithful to God. At any rate, it would be difficult to
imagine a summary as well crafted and succinct as this that did not also
5From the beginning the author of Hebrews shows that he understands the Lord
of Ps. 110:1 as one and the same as the Son referred to in Ps. 2:7 (Heb. I2, 3, 5, 13;
5:5, 6). He may well have been encouraged in this by the LXX version of Ps. I 10:3
which records Yahweh's claim to have begotten the Lord. Throughout the first ten
chapters the author refers repeatedly to Jesus as the Son to highlight his identity, but
alludes to Ps. I 10:1, 4 to highlight his position. The use of "Son" instead of "Lord"
was probably designed to avoid confusing the two characters in Ps. 110:1, mn' and
both of whom the LXX calls /aptoc. Sonship may also serve to identify unmis-
takably the Lord of Ps. iio:i as Jesus. Whatever the case, the term "Son" is pre-
ferred by our author over the term "Lord", but it is still the description of Ps. I 10: I
along with 110:4 which provides the primary foundation for the argument of chs. i-
10. So, because of the repeated use of the term "Son" in the first ten chapters, they
can be described in the author's own terminology as being about the Sonlpriest, yet
the main Scripture passage underpinning the discussion of the Son in these chapters
is Ps. 110:1, even though it does not contain the word "son". It is with this in mind
that I refer to Ps. 110: i as the basis of the discussion in Hebrews about the Son.
6Cf. G.W. Buchanan, To the Hebrews, p. 132.
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function to express the main point of what was being summarised.7
Finally, Lane is correct to argue that this statement functions as the
"crowning affirmation" of what has gone before. Here the author finally
states explicitly what he has been implying and attempting to prove
throughout the first seven chapters, that the readers have inJesus a priest
whose place is on the throne as well as in the sanctuary, and it is not
until this point that our author explicitly connects the concept of throne
from Ps. 110:1 with that of priest from Ps. 110:4. In this way, 8:1 serves
as the climax of the first section (chs. 1-7), with 8:2 serving as an
introduction to the next section (chs. 8-10).
JESUS AS PRIESTAND SON(8:I)
That Ps. 110:1, 4 play a part in the formulation of the thesis state-
ment of Hebrews is an important affirmation of the notion that Hebrews
is most fundamentally a homiletical exposition of these verses. The role
of Ps. 110:1 at another strategic point in Hebrews, i:, adds to this evi-
dence. The opening chapter of Hebrews is dependent on the psalm in
two places, v. 3 and v. 13. In vv. 1-4 there are two subjects, grammati-
cally speaking: God and the Son. Each of them has done several things,
as indicated by relative clauses and participles, but one main action is
attributed to each. God "spoke to us in a Son", and the Son "sat down at
the right hand of the majesty on high". God's act focuses the reader's
attention onto the Son, and this focus is sharpened by the subordinate
clauses "whom he made heir of all things, through whom also he made
the ages". The Son's act, in association with its subordinate clauses,
brings the reader's attention to his own nature, position and ministry,
and launches the author into his first comparison, between the Son and
the angels. As for the reason that the angels figure so prominently in the
author's line of argumentation at this point, one need look no further
than the involvement of the angels in the establishment of the Mosaic
covenant and in the Exodus. Hebrews is clearly very interested in the
Exodus and its players, among whom angels had a part, 8 so it is not at all
strange that it singles them out for discussion, as it does Moses, Aaron,
Joshua, and the people of Israel. This comparison between angels and
the Son is developed in two stages: the first in 1:5-14 argues that the Son
7 Cf. A. Nairne, Hebrews, p. 8i.
8 Exod. 3:2; I4I9 23:20, 23; 32:34; 33:2.
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is superior to the angels because he is divine, the second in 2:5-18
argues that he is superior because he is human. The first half of this
argument is developed with the quotation of several Scriptural texts,
beginning with Ps. 2:7 affirming the Son's sonship, and ending with Ps.
110:1 as the climax of the catena, to summarise the Son's sovereign
superiority.
The catena of verses quoted in ch. i is framed front and back by
references to Ps. 110:1. The discussion of the Son's superiority to the
angels is introduced in conjunction with the allusion to Ps. I 10: I rn v. 3,
with the Son's superiority seen as evidenced by his position at the right
hand of God. Even the author's choice of material for quotation in ch. i
may have been influenced by Psalm ho, according to a principle, simi-
lar to that followed by the rabbis, by which Scripture passages were
collected and interpreted together on the basis of verbal links between
them. This method is referred to in the third and fourth of Hillel's seven
middoth or hermeneutical rules:
3. Binyan ab mikkathub 'ehad: constructing a family from one text.
When several passages form a group around a common topic, the teaching
in one applies to all of them.
4. Binyan ab mishshene kethubim: constructing a family from two texts.
The rules in number three above can be applied on the basis of two pas-
sages, instead of one.9
In Hebrews i, it seems that Psalm i io stands as the parent text, with
other scriptural passages built around it on the basis of verbal parallels,
and with still other passages connected to these quotations on the basis
of new parallels.
For example, in the first quotation, Ps. 2:7 in 1:5, there is a clear
verbal connection with Ps. 110:3 since both contain the word yEl-'l-'ciw.
The next quotation, still in v. , comes from 2 Sam. 7:14 and can be
connected to the Ps. 2:7 quotation since the word utóc occurs in both. It
is not possible to connect the quotation of Deut. 32:43 in i:6 with Psalm
110, but it is here that the author introduces the first quotation contain-
ing the word "angel". The next quotation in i:, from Ps. io:, also
contains the term "angel" and is therefore verbally connected to the
Deut. 32:43 quotation. These two quotations seem to introduce a second
9J.E. Wright, "Relationships Between the Old Testament and the Rabbinic
Literature", pp. 18-20. Cf. Strack and Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and
Midrash, p. 22 and P. Bimbaum, A Book of Jewish Concepts, pp. 331-32.
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family of texts that are brought into juxtaposition with the Ps. i io: i
family to provide a scriptural basis for the author's argument for the
inferiority of the angels, just as the Psalm I I 0 family does for the supe-
riority of the Son. After the Deut. 32:43/Ps. 104:4 couplet, the author
quotes Ps. 45:6, 7 in 1:8, 9. The verbal link in this quotation is with Ps.
110:2, both using the term prcuf38os . Incidentally, there is also a strong
conceptual link between these two passages with the reference to the
throne of God in Ps. 45:6 and the right hand of God in Ps. 110:1, which
Hebrews understands as being synonymous to God's throne (cf. 8:1 and
12:2). The next quotation, Ps. 102:25-27 in 1:10-12, shares a verbal
connection with Ps. I I 0:3 with the use of dpxij. Admittedly, the use of
dpij in Ps. 110:3, where it means something like "sovereignty", is a dif-
ferent usage than that in Ps. 102:25, where it means "beginning", but I
am not arguing primarily for a conceptual link between these passages
but for a verbal link that may explain what drew our author to these par-
ticular passages. The plausibility that the verbal connection between Ps.
102:25-2 7 and Ps. 110:3 is significant increases in the light of what
seem to be clearly significant links throughout the rest of the chapter,
establishing the pattern of the author's modus operandi.'° Furthermore,
this kind of apparently arbitrary connecting of two passages for interpre-
tive purposes on the basis of the coincidental usage of the same word is
not out of step with early rabbinic methods, wherein the seeming con-
ceptual unrelatedness of the passages became a feature of the method
almost as important as the feature of the verbal link itself. So it seems
that Ps. iio:i- influences the author's choice of quotations in ch. I
along the lines of rabbinic practices. More importantly, Ps. I 10:1 is
10This practice of building a family of quotations in Hebrews based on verbal
links with Psalm 110 probably continues at least through ch. 10, since there are other
passages quoted in Hebrews that seem to have a verbal connection to Psalm 110 or
to another passage quoted which can be traced back to the psalm through verbal
links:
Quotation
Ps. 8:4-6 in 2:6-8
Ps. 95: 7-Il in 3:7-Il
Jer. 31:31-34 in 8:8-12
Ps. 40:6-8 in Io:5-7
Hab. 2:3-4 in 10:37, 38
Verbal Connection
UTrOKaYW TWL' rro&3ii
7upa, ó8ó, w/locxEv
)7pfpa,A'EL K?ptOç
dpapn'a
1KW, ELSOKE&)
Parent Text
Ps. 110:1
Ps. 110:5,7,4
Ps. iio:, I
Jer. 31:34
Ps. 40:6,7
For example, Hab. 2:3-4 has a verbal link with Ps. 40:6-8, which is linked to Jer.
31:34, which is finally linked to Ps. 110:1, 5.
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prominent in ch. i with the allusion in v. 3 and the quotation in v. 13,
framing the catena of quotations and providing substantial support for
the assertion that the Son is superior to the angels. In this way, Ps. 110:1
is used to express the main point of the first chapter as well as to intro-
duce the concept of Christ's superiority to the book as a whole.
Another important use of Psalm 110 in Hebrews is to provide a rea-
son or justification for assigning the role of priest to the Son. Although
the subject of priesthood is introduced long before our author makes any
allusion to Ps. I 10:4, it is made clear by his development of the
Meichizedek motif in ch. 7 that Ps. 110:4 provides the scriptural and
logical foundation for the treatment of the priesthood theme in Hebrews.
It is the author's unique interpretation of Psalm 110:1, 4 among NT
writers that forms the main theological point of Hebrews: Jesus is at
once divine king and eternal priest. The argument through 5:Io is
designed to highlight Jesus' unique priestly qualifications as a result of
his being a Son. After the parenthesis of : 11-6:20, ch. 7 outlines Jesus'
priestly qualifications as a result of his being in the order of
Meichizedek. Both of these themes are spawned by Psalm i io, the first
primarily by v. I and the second by v. 4.
The significance of this for understanding Heb. 8:1, 2 is that it
affirms and intensifies the notion that Psalm i io is the central building
block upon which the message of Hebrews rests, and therefore it shows
that 8:1, 2, alluding to Psalm I jO, does indeed provide the reader with a
statement of the main point of the book as a whole, reflecting the most
fundamental thought structures of the homily. 1 ' At the heart of what our
author is trying to accomplish is that his readers understand and live
according to the implications of Psalm i i o when interpreted in the light
of the Christ-event. He wants his readers to realise that in Jesus they
have a sovereign priest ever in the presence of God who would not only
11 While rejecting the notion that "the whole of Hebrews is a midrash on Ps.
no", Attridge does say that "this scriptural text is of capital importance both for the
literary structure and for the conceptuality of Hebrews" (Hebrews, p. 46). Manson
(Hebrews, pp. 117-18) says, "The survey we have now concluded will have made
plain the extent to which the Epistle to the Hebrews is dominated by one great Old
Testament oracle—Psalm 110. . . . In view of the frequency with which this Psalm
appears and re-appears in Hebrews, like the sun's light seen through the trees, it is
idle to put down the doctrine of Christ's eternal high priesthood to 'a flash of inspi-
ration' on the part of the writer, or to 'a gnosis' to which he has come, an ingenious
mental exercise of the order of Philo's speculations on the Logos, a biblical
student's lucubrations on the Old Testament hierarchy."
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have all things subjected to him in the end, but who is willing and able
to help them now.
Priestly Reference in Hebrews 8:1
When our author says in 8:1, "we have such a high priest", he is
pointing the reader back to the last seven chapters, and especially to his
discussion of Jesus and Meichizedek in ch. 7, where he quotes Ps. 110:4
twice and where the topic of Meichizedek' s priestly line itself derives
from Ps. 110:4 as well as Gen. 14:17-20. The term a'PXLEPEU'S' ("high
priest"), then, is a reference to the author's previous discussion, but
more fundamentally it is an allusion to Ps. I 10:4, which is quoted most
completely in 5:6; 7:17 and 7:21 (see figure 4). Although the LXX and
MT speak of the "Lord" being a priest, IEpEV'S' and Hebrews uses
the term apx
 
EpEl)s' in 8:i, indicating a degree of interpretation in the
allusion. Interestingly, Hebrews uses 1EpELS' with reference to the leviti-
cal priests and Melchizedek, but only twice does our author refer to
Jesus as iep6ts': once speaking hypothetically about Jesus' relationship
to the priesthood while he was on earth (8:3) and once with the adjective
,uE5'ac (10:21). Every other time, Jesus is called a'PXLEPEV'S', which is
consistent with the author's conviction of Jesus' superiority, and his
Hebrews	 Psalm 109:4	 Psalm Iio:4
55 7:17
Xi' tepEuc Etc iÔi-'
aia KT Ti)!) yciiz-'
MEAXI UE8EK
7:21
'Q/1oae!) /c.Up105, ical oil
/lEra/IEAI7OI7cTETOL,
Xi) iepei)c Ets' yoz-'
aiciva
U/IOUEU I(V0L0S' ,cat 01)
pera/JEAcIETaL X' eZ'
icpci)c cis' yô aiwi-'a
IcaTa T171) TCLP
MEAXI UE6EK
I ri	 I)?
T? 1-Tt
:p-'	 ?(-
55 7:17	 The Lord swore and he	 Yahweh swore and he will
"You are a priest forever will not change his mind, not be sony, "You are a
according to the order of "You are a priest forever priest forever, according to
Meichizedek"	 according to the order of the manner of
7:21	 MelcIiizedeIC'	 Meichizedek"
The Lord swore and he
will not change his mind,
"You are a priest forever"
Fig. 4
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conception of the nature of Jesus' sacrifice. Chapter 9 indicates that our
author views the sacrifice of Christ as corresponding to several, if not
all, of the sacrifices of the Mosaic system, and as such, Jesus is privi-
leged to enter the holy of holies in heaven in a way that corresponds to
the ministry of the levitical priests on the day of atonement. Since only
the levitical high priest was permitted to enter the holy of holies, it fol-
lows that Jesus must also be high priest in his own order. The author's
conception of Jesus as high priest, then, is more complex than a simple
application of Ps. I I04 to Jesus, since the introduction of the concept of
high priest must have come from another source.
Kingly Reference in Hebrews 8:1
There are enough similarities between 8: lb and Ps. I 10:1 to make it
clear that the one alludes to the other. The differences, however, are
most instructive. In Hebrews, Ps. I I 0:1 is first quoted in I: 13, which
provides a point of reference, indicating the text with which our author
is working. As shown in figure 5, our author's text agrees with both the
LXX and the MT. There is also a near quotation of Ps. I IO1 in 10:12, 13,
EKaOLcyEp El aEeLz TOO OEOV, TO AoirrOi' EK6EXJ/JEuOc wç
TE9wcn p 01 ExOpol al)Tov órrorró&ou TUJP rro&3v al)ToO ("he sat
down at the right hand of God, waiting since then until his enemies will
be made a footstool for his feet"). There is no reason here to suspect that
there is any divergent textual influence, only that the author has adapted
the text to fit smoothly into his own sentence structure. All of this indi-
cates that our author has in mind a LXX text with which we are familiar
Hebrews I: 13
rrpoc íz)a 8E TWI)
d yyc'Aw EL'p77KEU 1-TO YE,
KcIOou à 8Etw1' jiou,
ws d OoT. yo)s'
X0poós' cmv iTrorró6Lov
TWP TTO&LW cJov;
But to which of the angels
did he ever say, "Sit at my
right hand, until I make
your enemies a footstool
for your feet"?
Psalm 109:1
ETTTEL-' 0 iC1LptOS' TU3
It-vp i'qi ,uov KcIOov ic
8cuuu /IOU, EW5' all
TOVS EXOPOUc cTov
rrorró6toi-' T&)1' rro6üJi'
o-ov.
The Lord said to my lord,
"Sit at my right hand,
until I make your enemies
a footstool for your feet".
Psalm 110:1
I rr
T'	 TS)
:j'7r'7 i;
A declaration of Yahweh
to my lord: "Sit at my right
hand, until I make your
enemies a footstool for
your feet".
Fig. 5
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and which follows the Hebrew text very closely.
Having established this, it is possible to identify the changes he
introduces and to assess their importance as indicators of his under-
standing of this passage. The first change is of KcIOOV ("sit down") to
eKa91aEv ("he sat down"), which indicates that the author understands
this command as having been fulfilled by Christ—a similar allusion to
Ps. 110:1 in Heb. 12:2 indicates that the order of events was Jesus
enduring the cross and then sitting down at the right hand of God, with
the author assuming resurrection and ascension between the two (cf.
13:20). This interpretation of Ps. I 10:1 in 8:1 shares certain characteris-
tics with contemporary Jewish methods of interpretation, in particular,
the bold application of Scripture to the interpreter's own time. 12 This is
exemplified in some of the Qumran scrolls such as the commentaries on
Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk and others. For example, the Psalm 37
commentary:
The steps of the Man are confirmed by the Lord and He delights in all
his ways; though [he stumble, he shall not fall, for the Lord shall support
his hand] (23-24)
Interpreted, this concerns the Priest, the teacher of [Righteousness.
whom] He established to build for Himself the congregation of.
Our author applies what he sees as an eschatological text, "sit at my
right hand until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet", to his
own time by seeing it as having been fulfilled in Christ (TOLODYQU
ExoILEl' a'pLEpE'a and e!KdGLoEu). (Though the second half of Ps. i Jo: i
is not directly alluded to in 8:1, it was included in the earlier quotation,
so it is reasonable to understand it as being part of the author's and read-
ers' overall understanding of the passage.) This indicates that our author
sees the Christian community as participating in the benefits of the end-
time, while at the same time being in a position to anticipate end-time
fulfilment (cf. 2:8,9; 6:9-12; 10:35, 36; 12:7-Il, 26-29; 13:13, 14),
which is not unlike the "already, not yet" tension characteristic of
Pauline literature. Our author deals with this "already, not yet" problem
in 2:8-Il where he gives his explanation of a phrase from Psalm 8,
which is very similar to Ps. ijo: ib, rra'uya uTrE'yaac )TroKa'Tw Twi)
12Cf. J.A. Fitzm yer, "The Use of Explicit Old Testament Quotations in Qumran
Literature and the NT", pp. 309, 315-16.
13 G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, pp. 230-43.
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rro&i-' cu5ToO ("having subjected all things under his feet"). Even a
casual observation of life points out the problem, that all things are not
currently subjected to Christ. The author answers this by explaining that
for a little while Jesus had been made low to "taste death for the sake of
all" and to "bring many sons to glory". In fact, Ps. I 10:1 itself implies a
gap between the exaltation and the subjection of all enemies, "Sit at my
right hand, until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet". 14 The
present and future implications of Christ's exaltation and entry into the
throne roomlsanctuary underpin the whole argument of Hebrews, and
the contribution of 8:1 to the readers' understanding of this flows from
an interpretation of Ps. 110:1 which is consistent with contemporary
Jewish practices.
Another characteristic of early Jewish interpretation was the incor-
poration of the interpretation of a text into the quotation itself. For
example, the Qumran commentary on Hab. 2:17 re-quotes the section
which says, "because of the blood of men and the violence done to the
land, the city, and all its inhabitants", as "because of the blood of the
city and the violence done to the land". This is a minor change, but it
does show a willingness to combine the author's interpretation with the
quotation of the biblical text, in this case by equating the terms "men"
and "city".' 5
 By changing Ka9ou to EKa'OLcJEU our author is also making
the interpretive statement that the event described in Scripture had
finally taken place, and that it was Christ who had fulfilled the Lord's
command to sit down at his right hand.
The author continues this practice by expanding the concept of ,uov
from the phrase in the LXX, K 8E1W'3L' ,uov ("at my right hand"), to i'
6E1çZ TOy Gpóuou Tijs' /lEvaAwavi'17c z' Tots' olpai'oic ("at the
right hand of the throne of the majesty in the heavens"). Since it is ó
/ap1oc ("the Lord") or flT' ("Yahweh") speaking in Ps. i i 0:1, it fol-
lows in our author's thinking that the Lord would be sitting on his
throne in heaven. The divinity of the speaker also gives rise to his being
described as "the majesty". (In 12:2 there is another interpretive para-
phrase of Ps. i i 0:1 where the phrase Tils' /1E7'aAwovlJI7c u Tots'
ovpaz-'oLs' is replaced by the simple title 9EoO.)' 6 The concept of the
throne of God is important in the argument of Hebrews and is found
' 4Paul makes a point of this in i Cor. 15:25.
15Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, p. 242.
' 6Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, p. i8o; S. Kistemaker, Hebrews, pp. 2 15-16.
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three times, apart from its use in 8:1. The first of these is in the quota-
tion of Ps. 45:6 in 1:8, which establishes the Son as a righteous and eter-
nal sovereign. The second occurrence is in 4: i6 where the readers are
encouraged to approach the throne of grace with confidence. The last
use of Opduos' in Hebrews is in 12:2, another allusion to Psalm 110. In
the light of this passage, the author's reference to the throne of God in
8:1 as an interpretation of the sitting motif in Ps. I I o: I is all the more
significant since this indicates that the term "throne" almost becomes a
standard way of describing the meaning and significance of "the right
hand" for our author. This is important because the connection of the
throne of God with the mercy seat of the holy of holies supports one of
the main concepts in Hebrews,' 7 that God has provided a sovereign-
priest in Jesus. Hebrews : 14- i6 describes the readers' great high priest
who is able to help those in need, and within all of this priestly imagery
the injunction to the readers is to confidently approach the throne. That
the sanctuary is seen as the location of the throne is confirmed by io:i-
25 where there is a great deal of verbal similarity to : 14-I 6—the great
high priest, holding fast to the confession, confidence, approaching—but
in this case the readers are being encouraged to enter the heavenly sanc-
tuary. This mixing of the imagery of priest and king is fundamental to
the message of Hebrews, which is what makes the author's interpreta-
tion of "the right hand" so important. In the way the author offers this
interpretation he is clearly combining a reference to and an interpreta-
tion of a scriptural passage in his allusion to Ps. iio: I. We can be very
confident of this in this case: knowing the form of the biblical text with
which he begins—since he quotes it elsewhere—we can easily plot the
interpretive changes.
Psalm 110 and the Christ-Event
Another important concern is the logic of identifying Jesus as the
Lord of Psalm 110. If the author of Hebrews shared the assumptions of
the Synoptics 18 and Acts,' 9 that the psalm was written by David and that
Jesus was the Christ, then it is not hard to imagine him making a similar
' 7Cf. Isaacs (Sacred Space), who says, "At 9:5 the mercy seat (iAacrnjptov) of
the earthly tabernacle is explicitly referred to, by which time it has become clear that
for our author the 'throne of grace' where we may receive 'mercy' (4:16) is the
heavenly antitype of the ark and its 'mercy seat'."
' 8Mt 22:44; 26:64; Mk. 12:36; 14:62; Lk. 20:42-43; 22:69.
191.e. Peter's sermon in Acts 233-35.
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decision to apply the psalm to Jesus, simply on the basis of what he saw
as its messianic quality. However, it is also probable that the belief that
Jesus applied Psalm i io to himself opened the way for our author to
make the same application and then to develop even further the connec-
tions between Jesus and the "Lord". This is in line with C.H. Dodd's
now familiar statement:
What forgotten geniuses may lurk in the shadows of those first twenty
years of Church history about which we are so scantily informed, it is
impossible for us to say. But the New Testament itself avers that it was
Jesus Christ Himself who first directed the minds of His followers to cer-
tain parts of the scriptures as those in which they might find illumination
upon the meaning of His mission and destiny.20
This application of the psalm to Jesus, then, is based on the tradition of
Jesus' own application of it to himself as well as its prophetic and mes-
sianic quality—if David is seen to have written the psalm, then the
"Lord" must refer to someone between David and Yahweh in standing,
the Messiah, and therefore the psalm as a whole would be an example of
messianic prophecy.2'
To say that the author of Hebrews applies Psalm i io to Jesus on the
basis of its messianic and predictive qualities, however, does not pre-
clude the involvement of typology in the interpretation of the psalm.22
There is some question as to whether Psalm i io referred initially to
David himself or was taken as a reference to the Messiah right from the
start. The solution to this depends largely on one's view of the author-
ship of the psalm. 23
 If David or a successor of his was understood to
20C.H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, p. 110. Cf. also Shires, Finding the
Old Testament in the New, p. 86.
21 Cf. F.C. Synge, Hebrews and the Scriptures, pp. 12, 58.
22Jt is generally accepted that a type and its antitype cannot, by definition, refer
to the same individual or entity (cf. L. Goppelt, Typos, p. i 8). Therefore, if Psalm
no is a messianic psalm, it would not be possible to describe its messianic interpre-
tation in Hebrews as typological.
23C.F. Keil and F. Delitzsch (Commentary on the Old Testament: Psalms, vol. 5,
p. 189) argue from the unusual position and significance of rTrr in v. I that
David must have been the author, and that he was writing about the Christ.
Alternatively, H.J. Kraus (Psalms 60-150, p. 346) believes the author is "a prophet
active and probably even official in the state sanctuary who at a solemn occasion
addresses the king". W.O.E. Oesterley (The Psalms, p. 461) understands the psalmist
to be writing in the prophetic mode about the king, and sees no messianic allusion in
the psalm itself.
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have written it from his own perspective about someone other than him-
self, then it probably would have been taken as refening to the Messiah
from the start. If, however, David or his successor wrote the psalm about
himself from the perspective of a third person, or if the king really did
not compose the psalm but one of his courtiers wrote it for him, then it
may well have constituted a description of David or another king, which
would provide only for a later typological reference to the Messiah. It
appears that by the first century the Jewish leaders understood Psalm
no as written by David about the Messiah or Son. 24 This perspective
may reflect the true origin of the psalm, 25 but if it does not, then our
author would simply be standing in a tradition—with the rest of the
NT26—of interpreting Psalm i io typologically as a reference to the
Messiah. Even if David did write the psalm originally about the
Messiah,27 which is most likely what our author would have believed, it
is possible to conceive of typology as involved not in the psalm' s inter-
pretation but in its composition. Beyond the psalm's association with
David, bringing to mind the close relationship between David and his
messianic line, its imagery is obviously derived from the experiences of
an earthly king—offering sacrifice, drinking from the brook along the
way, lifting up the head in triumph. E.E. Ellis describes such typological
prefiguring of Jesus in the Psalms:
In a typological correspondence oriented more specifically to Jesus, the
royal and the servant Psalms are applied to the Messiah who represents or
incorporates in himself God's servant people and who is the heir to David's
throne. 28
This typological correspondence is normally understood as being
recognised and developed by later interpreters, but what would hinder
the psalmist himself from setting up a typological relationship as part of
the very fabric of the composition, making it a piece of typological
interpretation in itself? This is especially viable in the light of the typo-
logical interpretations developed within pre-Christian Judaism—if later
Hebrew interpreters could do it why not the earlier Hebrew writers?
Therefore, no matter how the psalm is understood in terms of its mes-
24Cf Mt. 22:44; Mk. 12:36; Lk. 20:42-43.
25\y Manson (Hebrews, p. 92) takes this view.
26Cf. B. Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 80.
27C.F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Psalms, p. 189.
28E.E. Ellis, The Old Testament in Early Christianity, p. 107.
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sianic reference, this reference can be seen as typologically based. The
difference is whether it was the psalmist himself who initiated the typo-
logical connection in the original process of composing the psalm, or
whether a typological significance for the psalm was first conceived by
its later interpreters.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the concern of the writer in
Heb. 8:i is not so much to interpret Psalm no as it is to interpret the
Christ-event in the light of Psalm i i o. When he says, "The main point
of what is being said is, we have such a high priest", he shows that his
main concern is the readers' perception of Jesus. It is as if he were say-
ing, "Look at what Jesus is really like, according to Scripture". H. Shires
is correct when he says, "without the OT Christians would have found it
almost impossible to explain the person of Jesus or the meaning of his
acts, especially his death and resurrection". 29 A purely exegetical treat-
ment may have been primarily concerned with the interpretation of the
scriptural passage, but this is not the foremost concern of our author.
Instead, our author wants to offer a persuasive interpretation of the
Christ and his work that will convince the readers to remain faithful to
him. 3° Certainly, interpreting Scripture in the light of the Christ-event is
foundational to our author's work, but even more fundamentally, he is
attempting to interpret the Christ-event in the light of Scripture. This
distinction is more than simply one of focus or emphasis; it affects the
way the author uses and deals with Scripture at a basic level. For exam-
ple, he exhibits no sense of obligation to deal with scriptural passages in
a systematic manner, either in his quotation or interpretation of them. As
long as the general sense of a passage is maintained and its role in the
development of his thinking clear, then its authority will be added to his
own message and the persuasive force of his work will be increased.
This is illustrated to a lesser degree in 8:1 where the author feels free to
expand the concept of "my right hand" in his allusion to Ps. 110:1.
Goppelt' s observation with respect to typology in particular is applicable
here in a more general sense:
29H. Shires, Finding the Old Testament in the New, p. 34.
30Cf. S. Ruager (Hebraerbrief, p. 144), who states: "So, the central message of
the epistle to the Hebrews is brought to clear expression, 'We, that is the Christian
community, have a high priest, whom we need, namely one who 1'ever lives and
pleads for us" (7:25)" (my translation). Cf. also L. Sabourin (The Bible and Christ, p.
141), who says, "It should be noted immediately that the NT authors are first of all
witnesses to Christ, not exegetes of the Old Testament."
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NT typology is not trying to find the meaning of some OT story or institu-
tion. It compares Jesus and the salvation which he has brought with the OT
parallels in order to discover what can be learned from this about the new
and then, perhaps, what can be learned also about the old.3'
For the author of Hebrews, it is not so important that his readers follow
the steps that brought him to his understanding of Scripture, but rather
that they understand the steps that led him to his understanding of Jesus.
THE HEAVENLY TABERNACLE (8:2, 5)
Not only is Jesus seen as sitting at the right hand of the Father next
to the throne or mercy seat in the holy of holies, but he is also seen as
having an active priestly ministry in heaven. In 2:8-JO our author
explains that although all things do not appear to the readers to be sub-
ject to Jesus, what they could see was Jesus crowned with glory and
honour as a result of his death, that is, they could "see" Jesus seated at
the right hand of the throne. Christ is seated, his earthly work complete,
and now it is up to the Father to subject all things to him—"sit at my
right hand until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet" (Ps.
110:1 in Heb. I: I 3) . The earthly ministry of Christ was finished, but his
heavenly work, his eternal priesthood, had just begun. 32 To explain
Jesus' priestly ministry, our author draws an analogy with the ministry
of the priests under the OC, for which he seems to rely primarily on the
account in Exodus. In this analogy he works from a very highly devel-
oped view of the relationship between the old and the new systems, and
understanding this analogy should make a significant contribution
toward understanding the author' s view of the relationship between the
two systems. The first comparison in this analogy of the two priesthoods
is between the levitical tabernacle and what our author calls the true
tabernacle.
31 Goppelt, Typos, p. 201.
32Westcott (Hebrews, p. 216) draws a distinction between the "session"
(icdOtae) of Christ and his "serving" (AEL oupyos'). Ebrard (Hebrews, p. 246),
however, understands v. 2 as repeating the "principal idea" of v. i with "more dis-
tinctness". Westcott's perspective seems to make better sense.
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Comparison of the Two Sanctuaries
The first connection in Hebrews 8 with Exodus is in v. 2 with the
description of the heavenly tabernacle "which the Lord pitched, not a
human". 33 The author refers to the heavenly sanctuary in v. 2 as
cyL'wP ("the holy place)" 34
 and Ti5' 07crJ1'17s' T1)S' a'Aii9tus' ("the true
tabernacle"),35
 and in v. 5 as TWJI c'rroupal-'Iw ("the heavenly things").
The first description, "the holy place", indicates a level of continuity
between the heavenly and earthly sanctuaries since it is common to both
(cf. Heb 9:1, 24, 25, which refer to the earthly sanctuary). The next term,
"the true tabernacle", indicates both continuity and discontinuity
between the two since the term "tabernacle" is common to both, but
only the heavenly sanctuary is described as "true". The third term,
"heavenly things", 36 indicates an obvious contrast with the earthly tent.
The continuity and discontinuity expressed by these three phrases is
consistent with our author's general conception of the relationship
between the old and new.
The term TóJl) dyt'wu ("the holy place") may be a shortened form of
a ciyta Thfl dyiwi' ("the holy of holies", cf. 9:3, I2 10:19, 20), a
hebraism meaning "the holiest place". 37 If this is the case, by saying that
Jesus is a minister of the holy place the author would not only be
describing his role as priest, but he would also be accentuating his supe-
rior position as high priest. Just as the levitical high priest alone was
allowed into the holy of holies each year, Jesus is privileged to minister
in the holy place before God, not just periodically but continuously.
Alternatively, TWL! dyL' uv may be understood as a reference to the
tabernacle as a whole, since the LXX typically uses it in this way (e.g.
33Buchanan (Hebrews, pp. 133-34) sees v. 2 as an allusion to Num. 24:6, 7, but
this is not convincing since the tents in the Numbers passage refer to the people's
own tents and not to the tabernacle. See Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, pp. 20-24) for a
description and evaluation of the view that the tent mentioned here refers to the body
of Christ.
34Cf. 9:3,8, 12, 24; and especially io:i, 20.
35Cf. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 218) for a discussion of the view that TWI'
and T175 0K77P17S' TI7S' dAijOtvis' should be understood as a hendiadys, and Delitzsch
(Hebrews, vol. 2, pp. 18, 19) for the opposing view.
36lsaacs (Sacred Space, p. 210) posits, along with others, that Hebrews under-
stands heaven to consist entirely of the heavenly sanctuary, that is, that they are one
and the same. This seems to contradict the evidence. Surely a heavenly city and
heavenly Jerusalem would involve more than a sanctuary (11:10, i6; 12:22).
37Cf. Westcott, Hebrews, p. 216; Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 210.
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Lev. i6:i6, 20).38 In any case, Jesus is not just minister of TW1)
("the holy place"), he is minister of rc crK7J'c TT/S' dAi;i8iuc ("of
the true tabernacle"). 39 Our author uses parallelism40 in this phrase, mn-'
âyt'un" AELTOUpyÔS' Jail T1]S' CYKI7I'77S' TTJS' dA179L1)775 ("a minister of the
holy place and of the true tabernacle"), in which both terms refer to
nearly the same entity—in this case one may refer to a part; the other to
the whole. 41 A modulation or increase in intensity from the first element
to the second is evident with this pair. 42 The term "holy place" would be
a natural expression for the earthly tabernacle while the phrase "true
tabernacle" introduces the notion of another tabernacle, and heightens
the distinction between the old and new by claiming superiority for this
other tabernacle. The writer has already established that Jesus is a priest,
so for him to say that he is a minister of the holy place would not be too
shocking to his readers. As he continues, however, his message becomes
more surprising: not only does Jesus' ministry take place in another holy
place, but Hebrews calls the other holy place "the true tabernacle". This
parallel introduces a comparison that he will develop in ch. 9.
Relationship between the Two Sanctuaries
The use of such a characterisation as "true tabernacle" raises an
important question: if the heavenly tabernacle is the true one, what was
the earthly? The opposite of true is usually false, but for our author, in
this case, the true is the heavenly, and its opposite is the earthly, a copy
38Lane, Hebrews, p. 205; Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 222; Moffat, Hebrews, p.
104.
39The use of TO éIytou and i oiauj may be an allusion to Leviticus 16, where
these terms play an important role. Wis. 9:8 also uses both of these terms, and calls
the earthly temple and altar an imitation of the eternal, holy tabernacle:
ETrrac oi'icoäolirlcrai uaôii 	opel áyiw ciou
at ?u rrOAei icaa	 uwrcw' cxov 9uotaaTl7ptoz-',
/11/117/la (7/(7715' ciyi'as, t)u rrpoT7Toi/lacras' dir' dpis.
&ou said to build a temple on your holy mountain
and in the city of your habitation an altar,
an imitation of a holy tent, which you prepared from the beginning)
40Cf. A. Berlin, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism, pp. 29, 96-99.
41 lsaacs (Hebrews, p. 79) takes this phrase as "somewhat of the nature of a hen-
diadys".
42This is also characteristic of parallelism in the Hebrew Bible; cf. R. Alter, "The
characteristics of ancient Hebrew poetry", pp. 611-24.
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( ró6Ety,ua) and a shadow (OKLcO43 of the heavenly (v. 5).44 The true is
true because it is the original and enduring, and the other is not true
because it is simply a temporary representation and substitute for the
true. Interestingly, v7To'SEI y,ua is used most often outside Hebrews with
the sense of example or pattern, 45 but according to the RSV, the NASB
and the NIV the author uses it in 8: to refer to something that is pat-
terned after or follows the example of something else, hence a "copy".
The grammar of 8: 5—coupling the two words of the same case with ai,
the placement of the verb after both words and the use of one modifier
to refer to both words—demands that the terms rró8ELy,ua and mad be
understood as complementing one another and that both describe the
earthly tabernacle, OITLI-'Es' urroSeIy/laTL Icat aiaçz AaTpE1OUCYLU miv
43The use of "shadow" here to describe the earthly tent may show the influence
of the Platonic philosophy of Philo (cf. Philo, Leg. All. 3.103; Post C. 112; Migr.
Abr. 12; Som. i.i88, 206; Plant 27 for examples of his use of mad with and without
reference to the tabernacle, and Det. pot. ins. i6o-6i for thoughts on the tabernacle).
Hebrews, however, does not slavishly follow the Platonic/Philonic outlook, which
identifies everything physical as shadow and everything real as non-physical, since
the physical sacrifice of Christ is part of what Hebrews would consider true or the
opposite of shadow. This indicates that the thought of Hebrews as a whole is not
Platonic, but that the author'sunderstanding of Platonism may have contributed to
his development of the relation between the new and the old. See Williamson, Philo,
pp. 142-59; Hurst, The Epistle to the Hebrews: Its Background of Thought, p. 42;
Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 2 23-24; Strobel, Hebräer, pp. 93, 94; Thomas, "The Old
Testament Citations in Hebrews", p. 309. The use of TEXZ-'ITT/s' and &7,wovpyóc
(used together some 15 times in Philo) with reference to God's creation of a heav-
enly city in Hebrews ii:io indicates that the author is, at least at some points,
opposed to a Philonic philosophy (e.g. Congr. 105, 3-4; Op. mund. 146, 7), but that
he is willing to use terminology associated with it. Lindars (The Theology of the
Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 51, 54) is correct when he says, "We should thus be wary
of accepting the common assumption that Hebrews uses a Platonic model, in which
present earthly phenomena are shadows of eternal realities. . . . The language may be
Platonic, but the idea is strictly temporal in accordance with Jewish and Christian
eschatology." He points out that it is not necessary to trace Hebrews' conception of
the two sanctuaries back to Platonism exclusively, since "the idea that earthly tem-
ples are copies of God's heavenly dwelling was widespread in the religions of the
ancient near east". Bruce (Hebrews, p. 184), Goppelt (Typos, pp. 166-67), Lane
(Hebrews, p. 207), WeiB (Hebräer, pp. 437-38) and others agree; Héring (Hébreux,
p. io) would not.
44Cf. Riggenbach (Hebräer, p. 220), who says, "The mcrp-'ij in heaven is if
dAq9uij, it is the real and substantial, what the earthly tent of meeting was only in a
shadowy and imperfect way" (my translation).
45See Philo, Ebr. 132-33; Attridge, Hebrews, p. 219.
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rrovpat'wiA 6 ("who serve in a copy and a shadow of the heavenly
things"). 47
 The earthly tent cannot be both the shadow of and the pattern
for the heavenly, so rro'&ty,ua must mean something like "copy".
Apart from Heb. 8:, irró6EL'#a is also used in :ii and 9:23. In the
first occurrence the meaning is surely something like "example" ("in
order that no one should fall by the same example of disobedience").
But in the last occurrence, in 9:23, TT68ELy/1a must mean something
like "copy", since it is placed in contrast to the heavenly ("therefore, it is
necessary on the one hand for the copies of the things in heaven to be
cleansed by these, but the heavenly things themselves by better sacri-
fices than these"). 48 In both 9:23 and 8:, then, our author uses
IrróSE1yj.ta in an unusual way. Whereas he uses it in the more typical
sense of "pattern" in : II, it means something like "copy" in 9:23 and
8:5. In these later passages, the author has turned the meaning of
vTró8Et yua on its head, making it mean the opposite of what it normally
would, signifying that which imitates rather than that which is imitated.
Therefore, in 8:5 the OC tabernacle is called a "copy and shadow" of the
heavenly. In fact, Attridge is probably correct in calling i'Tro6EL'y/IaTL
Kal aiaçz a hendiadys, translating it "shadowy copy".49
The word o7aa ("shadow") is only used twice in Hebrews. At 10:1
it is the opposite of EIKW'l) ("the law has but a shadow of the good things
to come, not the form of the things itself"). In 8:5 it is the opposite of the
true, or the thing itself. The notion of shadow is meant to indicate both a
continuity and a discontinuity between the two sanctuaries, since the
form of the earthly tabernacle was determined by the heavenly. The
earthly tent was meant to represent the spiritual meaning and signifi-
cance of the heavenly, but it could never be more than a representation
of the real tabernacle.
46Because of the case and number of TWU erroupauIw it seems that it should be
understood as a shortened form of T&n-' .rrovpauiwi-' mu ó2'iwi' ("heavenly holy
place"). Ebrard (Hebrews, pp. 248-49), who denies that Hebrews speaks of a heav-
enly tabernacle, argues against this, but his is a very difficult position to defend.
47Ebrard (Hebrews, p. 247) observes, "AaYpEi)'cLii with the dative of the person
whom one serves is frequent; it more rarely occurs with the dative of the thing in
which one serves (beside this passage, comp. chap. xiii. io). To take the dative in an
instrumental signification would yield no sense."
48Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, p. 183.
49Attridge, Hebrews, p. 219; Moffat (Hebrews, p. 105) says, "the phrase is prac-
tically a hendiadys". Lane (Hebrews, p. 201) agrees.
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The last characterisation of the tabernacle in 8: i-6 is the term
Tv'rroc in v. 5b, which is part of a quotation, or near quotation, of Exod.
25:40, which may also be influenced by Exodus 25:9; 26:30 and 27:8
(see figure 6).° Upon comparing the texts it is clear that Heb. 8: 5b is not
a word-for-word reproduction of Exod. 2 5:40, and that it may be influ-
enced by other verses in Exod. 25-27. The most obvious deviation from
Exod. 25:40 is the addition of nth-'ra, which comes from either 25:9 or a
variant form of 25:40.51 The only other deviation, except for our
author's introduction of the quotation (vcip q5iat'x'), is 6ELX8áJTa, which
is an aorist rather than the perfect SESEL v,uéuoi-' as in the LXX. Phrasing
similar to 25:40, including the word 86 'IclJvpt and its derivative
rrapaSEIIcl-v/11, is repeated several times in this context in the LXX (e.g.
the texts cited above). In this repetition there is little consistency in the
grammatical form of these two words, with two perfect passive partici-
pies and a present indicative of 8EIicuu,w, and an aorist passive participle
of rrapa5Et'Icvv,w. In the light of this, it may be that the divergence of
Hebrews from the LXX in v. 5b simply reflects the practice in the LXX of
varying the wording as it repeats this phrase. If this is the case, it would
indicate that our author is aware of the broader context of the material
he is quoting, and that the quotation serves as a pointer text designed to
include the larger story in this section of Exodus. 52 This perspective is
plausible since Hebrews so obviously assumes the readers' knowledge
of the exodus at several points, an assumption quite understandable for
anyone communicating to a Jewish audience. On the other hand, it is
also possible that our author is offering his own translation of the
Hebrew but since the rest of the quotation follows the LXX so
closely, and since the aorist form in Hebrews, 8EIXOE'VTa, can be
explained by the broader context of the LXX text, this is less likely.
Whether or not this quotation is influenced by the broader context of
Exod. 25:40, which remains unsettled, there may also be a theological
reason for the writer of Hebrews choosing an aorist form over the per-
fect here. The perfect ("which has been shown to you") could be
50Lane, Hebrews, p. 207.
51 Codex Ambrosianus (F) reads TTOLljcJELS- lTavra. . . . This version of the LXX
may be attested by Philo (Leg. All. 3.102), who says, &d TOVO' ciprfoctc riu
OKI7V7)1) Kal Td cYKEth? TrclvTa atTr)c lTpoTcpoL' jthi' thTÔ Mwoç ("on
account of this you shall find the tent and all its vessels made first by Moses.")
52Cf. Lane, Hebrews, p. 207.
25:9a
Kal TIOL 17C1E1 ç /101 KaTCI
1TUT, Qua E'W aoi
8ELKZ-VW El) TW OPEL
25:
rir
IT1 r
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Hebrews	 Exodus	 Exodus
8: 5b
rOpa ycip nat'v,
TTOL17cYEL5' Trcl-'Ta IcaTa
TO!) TL'TTOl) TO!)
5E1yEUTa 001 El) T1ii
ópct
25:40	 25:40
pa TTOL17UELS' KCITd TOl)
TL/TrOI' TOP SE8ELV/1Li0P
ciot Eu T( opEl.
ru
:iri rur ru--u
For, "see," he says, "you
shall make all things
according to the model
shown to you on the
mountain".
see, you shall do accord-
ing to the model which
has been shown to you on
the mountain.
And see and make [them] in
their pattern which you
were shown on the moun-
tain.
And you shall do for me Like everything which I
with respect to all things, show you according to the
as many things as I show pattern of the tabernacle
to you on the mountain
26:30	 26:30
KW auaaTT7aElc T171)
UK77U11l) Kard TO EiSoç
TO 8E8EL'/1El)o1) 001 El)
T( OpEL.
cP
T -q ithi
And you shall set up the
tabernacle according to
the vision which has been
shown to you on the
mountain.
And erect the tabernacle
like its plan which you were
shown on the mountain.
27:8
K0LA01) 0W-'18WT01)
TTOt 1/17615' UTO KC1Td
TO Trapa8ELy'8Eu aol
T4) OpEL, OVTW5'
TT0t I7cJELS' atrro.
27:8
I	 ri,	 nti :
•9fl 11TEli	 V	 IT :v	 V -:
:ir i
A hollow frame you shall Hollow boards you shall
make it; according to that make it; like that which he
which was exhibited to showed to you on the
you on the mountain, thus mountain, thus they shall
you shall make it. 	 make [it].
Fig. 6 (Differences between the above texts are underscored.)
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construed to imply or even emphasise the continued validity of what
was revealed on the mountain, while the aorist ("which was shown to
you") would not provide for this understanding of 8EL'KUV/JL. 53 Therefore,
the author may be using every opportunity, including the way in which
he quotes Scripture, to contribute to his point that the old system is
obsolete.
Concerning our author's reference to this passage Lane contends,
"The choice of Exod. 2 5:40 seems to have been influenced by the term
-rvrroç, 'pattern, model, illustration,' which attests the 'shadowy' charac-
ter of the earthly sanctuary and its liturgy". 54 This thought has some
merit since, in the LXX, Tv'rroç is used only in Exod. 25:40 and Amos
5:46. But whether or not our author was drawn to this passage by its use
of -rurroç, he does not understand TU'TrOS' in 8:5 as a technical term with
the meaning given to it by modem scholars, and neither is it used in
Exod. 25:40 (LXX) with this meaning. The use of Tt1TrOS in the NT is
quite varied, being used, for example, with reference to a statue (Acts
7:43), a pattern (Rom. 6:17), a moral example (Phil. 3:17) and a type in
the more technical sense (Rom. 5:14; I Cor. 10:6). In Hebrews 8:5
TITTOç is used with reference to the heavenly, the true, the ultimate, in
contrast to the way many have come to define typology with the type
referring to the temporary and lesser element. Here, the TU'TTOS' repre-
sents the element which is the genuine and the historical culmination,
while in modern theological usage it is the antitype which is the histori-
cal culmination or the climactic element and the type is the lesser and
anticipatory element. There is, however, a correspondence between the
use of TthToS' in 8:5 and the modern concept, since in both the type refers
to that which is earlier. 55
 Interestingly, in the case of the two tabernacles,
it is the earlier which determines the nature and form of the later, while
from the perspective of modern typology it is the later antitype that
serves as the basis for recognising preceding types.
The only use of the term TU'TTOS' in Hebrews is in 8:5, but it is clear
that the author has accepted ru'rroc as an appropriate description of the
heavenly sanctuary's relationship to the earthly since he refers to the
earthly tent in 9:24 as the a'VTL'TUTTOS' of the heavenly. Our author uses
53Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 220; Nairne, Hebrews, p. 82; Thomas, "The Old
Testament Citations in Hebrews", p. 309.
54Lane, Hebrews, p. 207.
55Cf. Davidson, Typology in Scripture, pp. 403, 406.
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several other terms to describe the relationship between the old and the
new, including 0-Kid ("shadow", 8:5), óno'&iv,ua ("copy", 8:5; 9:23),
rrapaf3oAij ("symbol", "type", :; 11:19) and ELKWU ("form", 10:1). All
of these terms, including ru'rroc and a'i'rl'Turroç, are used in the context
of typological relationships. 56 So, although the term TV'TIOS' in 8:5 is not
used in the same way as the theological term "type", it does describe a
relationship that is fundamentally typological.57 This typological rela-
tionship is unique in one way, however, since the type, the earthly
tabernacle—speaking in modern terms—does not predate its cone-
sponding antitype, the heavenly. This is due to the unique nature of the
heavenly tabernacle as an antitype, in that it is eternal. But, even though
the heavenly tabernacle predates its earthly type, the heavenly is not in
full operation until the time of Christ's entrance into it after his death,
when the correspondence between the two tents is consummated.
Therefore the typological relationship between the two tabernacles is not
really established until the priestly ministry of Christ begins. 58 In all
other ways this typological connection is not exceptional, and because
of this, much can be learned from it about the use of typology in
Hebrews.59
If the typological relationship between the two tabernacles is char-
acteristic of the use of typology in Hebrews generally, then the terms the
author uses to describe that relationship are very instructive. First, the
antitype (speaking now in modern terminology) is described as "true",
which indicates that in some sense the type is not the real thing. This
does not mean that the type does not really exist or that it has no validity
in its own right, but that in its role as type it is not equal in status to the
antitype, but relates to it as illustration, foreshadowing, and
representation. It means that there is a certain reality which is suggested
by the type, and it is this reality which is the point of focus. Secondly,
the heavenly tabernacle was "pitched by the Lord", and was not a
56This is the case since all of the relationships described by these terms fit an
accepted definition of a typological relationship; cf. Goppelt, Typos, pp. i'i, i8.
57Cf. Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 19.
58Cf. Williamson, Philo, pp. 157-59.
59Goppelt (Typos, pp. 16 1-62) observes, "Of all the NT writings the Epistle to the
Hebrews draws most extensively from the 01 for the development and support of its
exposition. - . - the meanings which Hebrews directly attributes to the OT message
can largely be defended in the light of the modern historical interpretation of
Scripture as typological interpretation."
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human creation. It was also "heavenly" and not earthly. Other
types/antitypes cannot be distinguished by an earthly/heavenly
dichotomy, or even on the basis of human/divine creation. Rather, the
characteristic that the terms "true", "heavenly" and "pitched by God"
describe and that the heavenly tabernacle has in common with other
antitypes is that of being an ultimate spiritual reality. This is not to say
that antitypes cannot be physical; they are—if Christ is seen as an anti-
type, and surely he is (e.g. 10:1-jo), then he is an example of a physical
antitype, but even in his earthly, physical state he was seen as the
embodiment of spiritual reality (1:3). So, while in Hebrews an antitype
may be physical, it always constitutes an ultimate spiritual reality.
Thirdly, the earthly tabernacle is called ,a "copy and shadow" of the
heavenly, which is the pattern, with God requiring the copy to be con-
structed according to this heavenly pattern. A meaningful connection
between type and antitype can be established only because both repre-
sent the work of God in history. 6° It is the continuity of the working of
God throughout the ages, if not his deliberate foreshadowing, that
enables the establishment of a type/antitype connection. With the two
tabernacles it would have been clear to our author that God was orches-
trating a typological relationship from the beginning, which was con-
summated at Christ's entrance into the heavenly sanctuary, illustrating a
profound continuity within biblical history. In some sense, whether
enabled by design or by divine consistency, all typological connections
can be seen as the work of God, and this is certainly how Hebrews rep-
resents them. In this way, all types are patterned after their "real" coun-
terpart, a shadowy copy of a spiritual reality.
Significance of the Two Sanctuaries
Reading the detailed description of the tabernacle in Exodus,
recorded as representing the very words of God, it is difficult to imagine
a biblical author understanding the tabernacle as anything other than a
60Goppelt (Typos, pp. i 7, i 8; cf. also pp. 3, I 2, i 6) explains, "The concept of
typology with which we begin may be defined and distinguished from other methods
of interpretation as follows: Only historical facts—persons, actions, events, and
institutions—are material for typological interpretation; words and narratives can be
utilised only insofar as they deal with such matters. These' things are to be inter-
preted typologically only if they are considered to be divinely ordained representa-
tions or types of future realities that will be even greater and more complete" (italics
mine).
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true or real sanctuary. However, as tangible and concrete as the instruc-
tions in Exodus are, the author of Hebrews is willing to afford it no
more than the status of shadow. For him, the real sanctuary is the heav-
enly sanctuary, and the fact that it is heavenly is precisely what makes it
more real and better. With the discussion of the true, heavenly taberna-
cle the author has introduced a new and very important concept to his
work, a comparison of the new and the old which describes the one as
true and the other as something other than true. In the previous chapters,
the notion of superiority was anchored to the personal qualifications of
Christ, whereas in 8:2 it is the inherently more real nature of that which
is heavenly and which God himself has created that undergirds the
superior quality of the new. The problem with the earthly sanctuary is
the same as the problem with the law, as expressed in i 0:1: they are
both merely shadow, and not the real thing (itself). This is characteristic
of the author's view of the old system as a whole; he sees even the sac-
rifices offered by the levites as incapable of bringing true and permanent
restoration and therefore as necessarily repeated year after year. The old
system, then—and especially the earthly tent—was merely an imitation
of the true.
Our author connects the concept that the earthly tent was a mere
imitation of the true tabernacle in heaven to the fact that it was made by
human hands. Even though, according to Exodus, God gave very
detailed instructions as to the design and building of the tabernacle
(Exodus 25-27) and also provided wisdom and skill to the workers
(Exod. 26:1, cf. 28:3), in the view of our author the tabernacle was still,
in one sense, a human product. On the other hand, the heavenly sanctu-
ary is understood as not only divinely inspired but also divinely created
in its entirety. This introduces another important concept to the flow of
Hebrews' argument: the superiority wrought by the direct and exclusive
working of God apart from the involvement of mere human beings. The
roots of this can be found as early as : i-6, where Jesus' faithfulness is
considered to be of more import than Moses' simply because Moses was
a servant and Jesus a Son. Interestingly, this paragraph on the compara-
tive faithfulness of these two mediators is woven together with a build-
ing motif, which asserts that it is the builder of a house that is worthy of
more honour than the house itself. This perspective may explain why
our author thought it important to establish that the "true" sanctuary was
in fact built exclusively by God, for there would have been some sense,
from this perspective, in which the builders of the levitical tabernacle
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would have been responsible for the glory of that structure. One way,
then, in which the heavenly tabernacle is truer and superior is that, since
it is exclusively God's creation, he alone can take credit for it; thus it
more perfectly reflects the glory of God. 61 Of course, the heavenly
tabernacle being "pitched" by God and not by his people also highlights
its enduring nature, since its establishment and maintenance are depen-
dent upon God alone.
This shift of responsibility from the people of God to God himself
is not limited to the building of tabernacles. Within the covenant lan-
guage of Scripture there is a similar shift of responsibility. Jer. 31:33,
quoted in Heb. 8:io, records God's intent to write his law on the hearts
and minds of his NC people, while Exod. 24:12; 31:18 and 34:1 indicate
that although God himself wrote at least part of the Mosaic Covenant, at
this earlier point it was on tables of stone rather than on the hearts of his
people. Later, in Deut. 6:6-9, the people are told to write the command-
ments on their own heart and doorposts, etc. Deuteronomy 6, containing
the shema, would have been very familiar to the readers, so they may
well have perceived the contrast in the way the two covenants are repre-
sented as they encountered the Jeremiah quotation in Heb. 8:8-12: the
people were to take responsibility for their own assimilation of the ele-
ments of the OC, while under the NC that responsibility falls upon God
alone. God doing in the new situation, in some respects, what the people
would have done in the old is part of the difference between the two sys-
tems which our author perceives, and interprets as an indication of the
superiority of the new. In Hebrews this distinction is not exclusive to
our author's treatment of the relationship between the two sanctuaries,
but it is expressed most emphatically in that context.
According to Exod. 25:40 Moses was shown a "pattern" of the
heavenly temple while he was on Mt. Sinai. It is impossible to tell from
the Hebrew word, or the Greek TthTOS', whether this "pattern"
refers to an actual heavenly temple, as spoken of in Hebrews, or whether
it refers to a representation of the heavenly, or whether it refers simply
to a model for the express purpose of showing Moses what his tent
should look like. 62 Braun thinks it possible that Hebrews equates Mt.
61 Cf. Peterson, "The Prophecy of the New Covenant in the Argument of
Hebrews", p. 75.
62Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 220; Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, pp. 33, 34. Ebrard
(Hebrews, pp. 248-49) contends that Moses was shown a "draught or plan which,
beyond his vision, had no existence." He continues, "The question now presents
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Sinai and heaven, as Exod. 19:3 and 20:22 seem to do.63 Whether or not
this is the case, it is clear that the author of Hebrews takes it as a revela-
tion of the existence of a heavenly sanctuary when Exodus speaks of
Moses seeing an archetypal tabernacle on Mt. Sinai. With the descrip-
tion in Exodus of the presence of God on the mountain, it is possible
that Hebrews may understand Moses as having witnessed the heavenly
tabernacle itself. However, there is no indication in the language of
Exodus that Moses (or God) had entered any structure other than that
offered by the mountain, e.g. being hidden in the cleft of the rock (Exod.
33:21, 22). Furthermore, God's glory on the mountain was not associ-
ated with his throne or the heavenly sanctuary—as it was with the
earthly tabernacle—implying that God's visit to the mountain probably
did not involve the "real" sanctuary. It is clear from Exodus that Moses
at least saw a pattern that he was to follow, but the text of Exodus does
not necessitate even that there be a heavenly counterpart, and it never
states that what Moses would build would correspond to a heavenfy
tabernacle; that must be derived from elsewhere. 64 The characterisation
itself, whether our author understood the passage in this, the right way, or whether
he misunderstood it in the manner of the later Rabbis." Ebrard, believing that our
author did get it "right", is a bit too confident of his view that Hebrews did not
understand Moses as having seen the actual heavenly sanctuary, in the light of the
limited evidence. Whatever the case, it is clear that Hebrews envisions the real exis-
tence of a heavenly tabernacle (8:2; :ii-i; 10:19-22).
63Braun, Hebräer, p. 235.
64By the first century the concept of a heavenly temple being shadowed by an
earthly one was fairly widespread, e.g. I En. 14:9-25; T. Levi 3:1-9; Wis. 9:8; 2 Bar.
:i-; Rev. 3:12; 7I5 11:19; 14:15, I7 15:5; i6:i, 17. According to Attridge
(Hebrews, p. 222), "The notion that the earthly temple is constructed according to a
heavenly pattern is an ancient Semitic one", and Lindars (The Theology of the Letter
to the Hebrews, p. 54) claims that many religions of the first century would have
included an understanding of an earthly copy of God's heavenly dwelling.
Montefiore (Hebrews, p. 135) says, "The idea of a heavenly temple, with an earthly
temple as its counterpart, is very ancient indeed". He goes on to cite the Hammurabi
Code (2:3 I) of Babylonia and Josephus (Antiq. 3,7,7) as examples. He also says that
the use of rurros' in lExod. 25:40 (LXX) suggests the notion of the earthly/heavenly
tabernacle comparison. Goppelt's suggestion (Typos, p. I 67) is very instructive:
"The contrasting of upper and lower worlds is found in Hebrews only in the concept
of the heavenly sanctuary (and the heavenly Jerusalem, 12:22; the same analogy
applies to it). This idea, which can be traced to Exod. 25:40, is not unique in Philo; it
was already widespread in Judaism at an early date." See Attridge (Hebrews, pp.
222-24) for an excellent treatment of "The Heavenly Temple and Its Significance";
and Buchanan (Hebrews, pp. 132-33) on the conception in early Judaism that the
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of Exod. 25:40 in Heb. 8:5, Ka9u)S' KEXP17/JciTtaTaL MwOrnç ,UE'AAWLI
E!TTITEAELI) TI)!) (YKT)1-'I)V, riOpa 'ap	 otzç TTO117CJE1	 rra'vTa icard
TOLl TV'TTO1) TÔl) 8EIXOEL-'Ta Cr01 a.' T4) O'pEI ("just as Moses has been
warned when he was about to complete the tent, for he says, 'see that
you make all things according to the pattern that was shown to you on
the mountain"), indicates that our author takes very seriously Moses'
responsibility to get every detail of the tabernacle just right (the instruc-
tions in Exodus for the construction of the tent are quite detailed). 65 This
would be of vital importance if the earthly tent were supposed to be a
representation or reflection of another sanctuary, 66 otherwise it would
seem reasonable enough for Moses to build a nice or even glorious
structure, but following a general plan, not one so detailed as to specify
everything down to the type of material to be used. There is also a
strong theological reason for Hebrews asserting the existence of a heav-
enly tabernacle. If the OC rest, priests, sacrifices, and even the OC itself
had a New, heavenly counterpart, it would be strange for the earthly
tabernacle to be left out of this. For instance, where would a heavenly
priest offer a heavenly sacrifice were there not a heavenly sanctuary?67
So, our author's theology moves him to recognise a heavenly tabernacle,
and the text of Exodus at least allows it.68
For Hebrews, then, the earthly tabernacle is strictly constructed to
reflect the spiritual characteristics of the heavenly. In this way the heav-
enly situation is being reconstructed on earth, but the heavenly situation
in its most complete state is not antecedent to or even contemporary
with the construction and operation of the wilderness tabernacle, but is
completely realised only in the relatively distant future and only antici-
pated by God. For, as our author sees it, it is only with the death of
Christ and his entrance as the eternal high priest and the presentation of
his once-for-all sacrifice (Heb. 9:12) that the heavenly sanctuary finally
fulfils the typological relationship suggested by its earthly counterpart.
earthly and heavenly sanctuaries were closely related, and that the presence of God
was in both.
65Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 183-84; and Montefiore, Hebrews, pp. I 16-17.
66Riggenbach, Hebräer, pp. 225-2 6.
67Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 218.
68Hughes (Hebrews and Herineneutics, pp. 105, io6) properly recognises that
the application of Scripture in Hebrews is not necessarily required by the meaning of
the scriptural text, but allowed by it, and that the application of Scripture in Hebrews
depends on and reflects the author's Christian presuppositions.
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The heavenly tabernacle provides the pattern for the earthly tent,
and conversely, the earthly tabernacle affords a connection to the heav-
enly sanctuary. As an imitation, the earthly tabernacle was manifestly
inferior to the original. On the other hand, being an imitation made the
earthly tabernacle immensely valuable as a reflection of the original,
heavenly sanctuary. 69 The earthly tabernacle was understood by Exodus
to offer a profound connection to the spiritual domain, the very presence
of God. In this tabernacle God took up a dwelling place on earth that
made his presence more accessible and more enduring than ever before.
Our author asserts a profound connection between the earthly tabernacle
and its heavenly counterpart when he claims that the levitical priests
were serving in a copy and shadow of heavenly things (8:5). This per-
spective flows from his understanding that "Moses was warned" that he
was to build the earthly tent "according to the pattern" he saw on Sinai.
By the Lord's design, the earthly was to be a reflection of heavenly
things, but the levitical priests were only related to the heavenly sanctu-
ary by association, since they served in nothing better than a shadowy
copy of the true tabernacle, at least from Hebrews' point of view. There
was a sense in which, for the exodus generation, God was there in the
physical holy of holies where his physical throne, the mercy seat, stood.
This is evident from the descriptions of the manifest glory of God that
filled the tabernacle (Exod. 29:43; 40:34, 35), as well as the bread of the
presence (Exod. 25:30). Hebrews does not deny this, but for our author
the earthly copy could not be considered the "true" and permanent
dwelling place of God and therefore was inferior, just as the ministry of
the levitical priests was inferior.
69The English translation of Héring (Hebrews, p. 66) says, "The opposition
between the 'heavenly' and 'earthly' things is used to denigrate the levitical cult,
which is only a copy and shadow of the true cult" (italics mine). The word
"denigrate" is used to translate the French "rabaisser". This should not be interpreted
to mean that Hdring understands Hebrews as stripping the old system of any value
whatsoever, since he says later (Hébreux, p. 76), "For our author, there was evi-
dently a time when the first covenant was not yet old and senile [v. 13].
Nevertheless, its inferiority is congenital" (my translation). Although the inferiority
of the old system is vigorously sustained, Hebrews does see the old system as God-
given and worthy of the respect and commitment of those to whom it was given,
even though it sees it as "obsolete" and "about to pass away" in the light of the NC
initiated by Christ. The old, levitical system is seen by our author as having value
even for his Christian readers, since he uses the old as a means of understanding the
new.
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A NECESSARY SACRIFICE (8:3, 4)
Sacrifice is central to the role of the priest, as indicated by Hebrews
8:3, iTaS' yap dPXLEPEVS' EL'S' TO TTOUELU &iJpa YE ical GVOL'CLS'
KaOIcTTaTaL 6OEP duayicaIoi.' XELU TI Kal TODYOP 3 rrpoaEue5'1q7
("for every high priest is appointed to offer both gifts and sacrifices;
hence it is necessary also for this one to have something which he might
offer"). The priestly book of Leviticus begins with a detailed discussion
of offerings and sacrifice, indicating that it sees sacrifice as central to
the function of the levitical priests. The priests were to represent the
people before God, and this necessarily involved making offerings to
God from the people (cf. Lev. 1:2-5). Hebrews understands the priestly
role of Jesus in this way as well, with him interceding for the people of
God, not with animal sacrifices as central to that intercession, but with
his own sacrifice.
There is some debate as to the function of v. 3 in Heb. 8: i-6. Some
contend that it is no more than parenthetical; 7° others disagree. Delitzsch
outlines the argument of these verses with a clear and convincing
scheme, which shows that it is best not to take v. 3 as parenthetical:
The chain of the argument appears to be as follows: Christ is Priest in the
heavenly archetypal sanctuary (v. i, 2); for there is no priest without some
sacrificial function (v. 3); and if here on earth he would not be a priest at all
(v. 4), where there are priests already who serve in the typical and shadowy
sanctuary (v. 5).h1
So, as Delitzsch shows, both v. 3 and v. 4 play an integral role in the
argument of Heb. 8:1-5.
70E.g. Narborough (Hebrews, p. 112) thinks that v. 3 represents a parenthesis,
but this is probably a stronger separation of the verse from the context than neces-
sary in the light of the reference to sacrifice in v. 4. However, the oi'Ju at the begin-
fling of v. 4 probably does harken back partly to v. 2, as Narborough says.
71 Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 25. The observation of WeiB (Hebräer, p. 434)
also stands against the notion that v. 3 is a parenthesis: "The introductory dp in V. 3
indicates—just as in :i in the connection with : 14-16--in any case, that the fol-
lowing details in this respect are an integral part of the argument, since they clarify
the christological statement of v. 2, and indeed in the sense of heightening the neces-
sity of the heavenly priesthood" (my translation).
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Levitical Gifts and Sacrifices
The appointment of the levitical priests is stressed by our author,
probably because Jesus' appointment as priest is foundational to the
argument of Hebrews (cf. ch. 7).72 "In a pattern similar to 9:6, the author
first explained what the custom was for the priests in general. He then
applied it to Jesus in particular." 73
 The purpose of the high priest's
appointment is the offering of gifts and sacrifices, according to v. 3,
which is probably an allusion to the account of the consecration of
Aaron and his Sons to the priestly ministry in Exodus 29. The consecra-
tion ceremony described by Exodus 29 revolves around the offering of
several sacrifices. The broader context, the plans for the tabernacle,
establish that sacrifice was to be a permanent element of the Mosaic
system with its description of the brass altar at the beginning of ch. 27.
Sacrifice, then, is indispensable to the role and function of the
Aaronicflevitical priest.
With the emphasis in Hebrews on the obsolescence of the OC and
its trappings it is easy to forget that our author not only upholds, but also
relies on, the acceptance by his readers of at least the pre-Christian
validity of the old system. 74 His continual use of the old both
theologically and paraenetically as illustration and argument in the new
situation depends upon a respect for the old as having been given by
God and as valid for its time. 75 That our author views the old system
with such respect is established as early as 1:1, where he describes the
prophetic word to the fathers of old as coming from God. As a part of
the old system which came from these fathers of old, "gifts and
sacrifices" were offered by the levitical priests for sins (5:1, 3).76 They
72Ebrard (Hebrews, pp. 246-47) sees vv. 3, 4 as an argument for the necessity of
the existence of a heavenly tabernacle. Jesus was a priest, he needed to offer sacri-
fice as a priest, and he could not do so on earth. Therefore, there must be a heavenly
tabernacle in which he could minister. This view seems to have a great deal of merit,
but these verses are also designed to establish the typological relationship between
Jesus' death and the levitical offerings.
73Buchanan, To the Hebrews, p. 134. Cf. also WeiB, Hebräer, p. 434.
74The readers also wanted to maintain a post-Christian enforcement of the
Mosaic covenant, one of the fundamental problems addressed by Hebrews.
75Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 135.
76Both rrcpi diapruau and )rrèp a/iaptó3zi ("for sins") are used to indicate the
purpose of the offerings, with the two prepositions used interchangeably (see F.
Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament , p. I 2 I and
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were required by God, and were able to avert the judgment of God, at
least for the high priest inside the Holy of Holies (9:7-Jo). Hebrews also
sees these sacrifices as effective in cleansing the earthly tabernacle and
its utensils (9:23). Nonetheless, with everything that the levitical
sacrifices could accomplish, they could not do what ultimately needed to
be done, the permanent perfection of the people (10:1-5).
According to 8:4, the levitical sacrifices were offered according to
the Mosaic law, and being a part of the law they had fundamental limita-
tions. As io:i- explains, the Mosaic law was but a shadow of spiritual
realities to come; therefore, the accomplishments of its sacrificial system
were equally shadowy. Like a shadow, the effect of the levitical offer-
ings was temporary, so that they had to be repeated over and over again,
some daily (7:27) and others yearly (I 0:I). And like a shadow, they
could not change the substance of everyday life, the condition of the
worshipper: they could not take away sin (9:9; 10:4). Another weakness
of the old system, as seen by our author, is the variety of levitical offer-
ings, illustrated by such language as "gifts and sacrifices" (e.g. 8:3; 9:9),
and by the different descriptions of levitical offerings, daily and yearly
(e.g. 7:27; 10:1). In contrast, Christ's self-sacrifice was a single, "once-
for-all" occasion that was effective for all time, and so would never need
to be repeated (7:27; 9:12, 26; 10:10).
Christ's Sacrifice
For Jesus to fulfil his appointment as priest, he would need to have
something to offer as a sacrifice (8:3b), but since his appointment was of
a higher order than that of the levites, his sacrifice would have to be
something quite different from theirs (8:4). In fact, since Jesus' priest-
hood was of a heavenly order (9:23, 24),77 his sacrifice would have to be
of a heavenly nature. While Jesus was ministering on earth, the levitical
priesthood was still in effect, and Jesus' priesthood had not yet been
inaugurated—having the two priestly orders in operation simultaneously
is a logical impossibility to our author, 78 because Jesus' priesthood ren-
ders the levitical priesthood obsolete. According to 8:4, if Jesus were
still on earth (when Hebrews was written) he would not be a priest: EL
Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, p. 270). In fact, 7TEpL a/lapTLw I had
even become a technical term for the sin offering.
77Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 2 18-19 and Bruce, Hebrews, p. 183.
78Cf. Lane, Hebrews i-8, p. 206; Calvin, The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the
Hebrews, p. 182; and Westcott, Hebrews, p. 218.
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/1L1
 OtL) 1711 67T1 V175', oi)8' w' r11 LEpEuc, O1'TWl' Tu)1' rrpocr-
çbEpol-'TwP KaTà 116/101) Ta &pa ("therefore, if he were on earth, he
would not be a priest, there being those who offer gifts according to the
law"). This is the case since his priestly ministry required the unique
sacrifice of himself, i.e. his own death. Jesus' sacrifice was not accord-
ing to the law; there were already priests making those offerings. Jesus'
priesthood was unique and so was his sacrifice, and this sacrifice neces-
sarily removed him from earth and brought him into heaven. Jesus, as
the readers' sovereign high priest, serves in a heavenly sanctuary (8:1,
2), and like the levitical priests he has an offering to make, but unlike
them his offering is not according to the Mosaic law (8:3-5). It is clear
in Hebrews that the only sacrifice Jesus offers is himself (7:27; 9:14, 25,
26), and that this offering involves his death (io:io; 13:12). Therefore,
Hebrews sees Jesus' priesthood as beginning at the time of his death and
entry into the heavenly sanctuary, and sees the validity of the levitical
priesthood as ending at this same point.79
Some take 8:4 as indicating that Jesus' priesthood did not begin
while he was on earth. This brings up an interesting question: Was Jesus
acting as priest when he died on the cross, since when he did this he was
still on earth? It is important to remember that the old, levitical system is
mere analogy, metaphor, or more specifically, a type of the new.8°
Therefore, the relationship between the two cannot be pressed in every
detail, and Hebrews certainly does not. For instance, it was the levitical
priest who killed the animal sacrifice, yet, although Jesus is portrayed as
having offered himself, this does not imply that he killed himself. Jesus'
priesthood is unique, since he is both the one who offers and the one
who is offered. But does our author see Jesus as offering himself as a
priest while on earth, on the cross? According to Riggenbach he does
not:8'
79For Braun (Hebraer, p. 231), the priesthood of Jesus was of a heavenly nature,
saying that his cross was not "on earth", but belonged rather with his ascension.
80Cf. Moffatt, Hebrews, p. 105.
81 Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 226; cf. also Ruager, Hebraerbrief, p. 145. Ebrard
(Hebrews, pp. 246-47) reads "earthly tabernacle" where Hebrews says "earth", so
that Jesus could not be a priest "in the earthly tabernacle", not generally on "earth".
Héring (Hébreux, p. 76) does not sense any difficulty here at all, saying that Jesus
simply did not offer sacrifice on earth "in the usual sense" (my translation).
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Then since v. if speaks exclusively of the priesthood, which Christ per-
formed in heaven, v. 3 cannot deal with an offering brought on the earth,
but rather a subsequent offering in heaven must be envisioned.82
However, this is difficult to sustain in the light of passages such as 7:26-
28 and 10:8-14. In fact, 8:4 does not say that "while he was on earth he
was not a priest", but "If he were on earth he would not be a priest".83
Therefore, the operative question is: If he were on earth when? Our
author certainly cannot mean that if Jesus were ever on earth he could
not be a priest, and in fact, he could not have in mind any time when
Jesus actually was on earth, since either of these meanings would dis-
qualify Jesus from being a priest at all. Therefore, this phrase must refer
to some time after Jesus was on earth, most likely the time when the
phrase was written. Kistemaker rightly interprets the grammar of the
conditional sentence:
In 8:4 the author continues his use of contrast with a conditional sentence
that is contrary to fact. That is, the two parts of the sentence demand coun-
terparts which are implied.
"If he were on earth"—but he is in heaven
"he would not be a priest"—but he is our priest84
Therefore, the meaning of this phrase is that if Jesus were still on earth,
if he had not died, then he could not be a priest. This would be the case
because the only acceptable sacrifice Jesus could make as a priest on
82Riggenbach, Hebräer, pp. 222-23 (my translation). See the following material
in Riggenbach, pp. 223-24 and see also Isaacs (Hebrews, p. 79), who states, "the ref-
erence [rrpouçbpciu in V. 31 is not to Calvary but to our Lord's entrance into
heaven".
83Vos (The Teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. I 13) takes this verse as
indicating that the "centre" of Jesus' priesthood was in heaven and not earth: "If we
take this as a bald geographical statement, then the priesthood of Christ is entirely
removed from earth. But the meaning is rather that if Christ had the centre of His
priesthood, that is, His sanctuary, on earth, He would not be a priest at all." This
interpretation seems to import the notion of sanctuary into the text without warrant.
84Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 21 8. He goes on to say, "The sanctuary in which
Christ serves as high priest is in heaven, not on earth. During his ministry on earth
he could not be a priest at all because he belonged to the tribe of Judah, rather than
the tribe of Levi. However the writer of the epistle does not state or imply that Christ
could not bring his once-for-all offering on Calvary's cross. He only notes that those
who are part of the Levitical priesthood offer gifts that are 'prescribed by the law.'
Jesus did not belong to the priestly clan of Levi and therefore could not serve at the
altar. Instead he serves in the true tabernacle in the presence of God."
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earth, other than himself through death, would be those prescribed by
the law, and there are already those assigned to make those offerings. A
priest must make sacrifices (8:3), and so there would be no room for
Christ as a priest on earth, apart from his self-sacrifice and death. If he
were still on earth when Hebrews was written, he would not (yet) have
made his self-sacrifice through death, and therefore, he could not (yet)
be a priest.
Hebrews 8:4 is meant to show that Jesus' priesthood is a heavenly
priesthood. 85 This, however, does not preclude his death on the cross as
being part of his priestly ministry. It was this sacrifice that facilitated his
departure to heaven, and must be seen as an integral facet of Jesus'
priestly ministry. Hebrews does see Jesus as having offered his body on
the cross as a priest, but it also sees Jesus as making an offering that was
a spiritual sacrifice in the heavenly sanctuary (9:25, 26). Although I
would not agree with every significance that he attaches to this, Calvin
also accepts that Jesus' priestly sacrifice had both an earthly and a
heavenly dimension:
We must always hold this truth, that when the Apostle speaks of the death
of Christ, he regards not the external action, but the spiritual benefit. He
suffered death as men do, but as a priest he atoned for the sins of the world
in a divine manner; there was an external shedding of blood, but there was
also an internal and spiritual purgation; in a word, he died on earth, but the
virtue and efficacy of his death proceeded from heaven. 86
And again, Del itzsch gives a remarkably concise and forceful distillation
of the issue:
the whole paragraph (vv. 3-6) consists of two syllogisms: (a) A priest's
office is to offer sacrifice; Christ is a priest (AEL Toupyos'); therefore Christ
must have something to offer. (b) The sphere in which Christ's priestly
office is discharged must be either an earthly one or not; an earthly one it
cannot be, in as much as on earth (in the material tabernacle) there are
other priests officiating according to the law; therefore Christ's sphere of
priestly operation must be an unearthly, i.e. heavenly one.87
85Lane, Hebrews i-8, p. 206.
86Calvin, The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, pp. 181-82.
87Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 26.
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Jesus' Earthly Ministry
Hebrews 8:4, along with other references, indicates that Hebrews
takes Jesus' earthly experience very seriously. The suffering of Jesus on
earth is clearly of particular importance in Hebrews, with his experience
on the cross mentioned in 2:9, TO, 14-18; 6:6; 10:10; 12:2,. 3 and 13:12,
20. Among the other references to Jesus' earthly life, i:6 tells of his
birth and the angels' worship of him at this occasion; 2:3 refers to the
Lord's teaching ministry; : 15 is possibly primarily an allusion to the
story of the temptation of Christ in the wilderness, and secondarily an
allusion to temptation in Jesus' life in general; :-io is an allusion to
the story of Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane; and finally, 13:20 men-
tions the resurrection of Christ for the first and only time in Hebrews.
In the view of our author, the earthly experiences of Christ were a
necessary prelude to his successful and superior priesthood. In 2:9 there
is a general assertion that Jesus was "crowned with glory and honour"—
a description of his heavenly and thus priestly state—as a result of his
suffering and death. The path of Jesus' glorification, as described in
12:2, includes his earthly experience, indicating that before he could sit
down at God's right hand he had to endure the cross, and this he did
with a view to the joy that it would ultimately bring. In fact, the experi-
ences of Jesus leading up to and including the cross are part of what
makes him a priest superior to the levites. According to 2:10 he was
perfected by his suffering, and 7:28, summing up the chapter on Jesus'
priestly appointment, presents Jesus' perfection as being at the core of
his superior priestly nature. Along the same lines 5:7-TO claims that
Jesus learned obedience from what he suffered, and 7:26, 27 describe
Jesus the priest as sinless, and therefore without the need to offer sacri-
fice for his own transgressions as did the levites. The perfection of
Christ through suffering is also mentioned in 5:9, and is closely linked
by the grammar of the passage to the appointment of Jesus by God as a
priest. 88 This shows again that Hebrews sees a close relationship
between the suffering of Christ and his priestly role.
Jesus' human experience of suffering and temptation as described
in 2:14-17 also contributes to his priestly effectiveness. In this case it is
not the unique experience of Christ suffering on the cross for the sins of
88Both the verbal describing his perfection (TEA ELW9EIc) and the verbal describ-
ing his appointment as priest (rrpoocl yopEvOE(5-) are aorist, passive participles, and
both modify the same (main) verb ('ei'eTo) in the clause.
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humankind that the author has in view, but the everyday struggles
common to all human beings that enable him to be a "merciful and faith-
ful high priest". The point of this passage is that since Jesus was like
those to whom and for whom he seeks to minister, he is able to relate to
their hardships and struggles. And since he was tempted, he can help
those who are themselves going through temptation. In this regard he is
like the levitical priests who were also able to relate to the weaknesses
of the people, since they were beset with weaknesses themselves (5:2).
Christ, however, is in a better position to help, because his death was
powerful enough to actually destroy Satan, the bringer of death. This
concept of Jesus' ability to sympathise with the readers is developed
further in : 15, where Jesus' nearness to the struggles of the readers is
asserted, even though he is seen to have passed through the heavens. His
power to help is explained here in another way: he has been tempted in
every way just like the readers, but he did not give in, he did not sin.
Jesus' priesthood, then, is seen to bridge a gulf between humanity and
divinity, heaven and earth, temptation and sinlessness. So, because of
Jesus' ultimate success and his exaltation to a priestly station at the right
hand of God, his suffering can be an encouragement to the readers, and
12:3 exhorts them to follow the example of Christ. He may have
endured the most atrocious treatment from sinners, yet for him there
awaited a grand and heavenly triumph. The implication is that the
readers could expect a similar joy.
Finally, in 10:10 the readers are told that they are sanctified through
the offering of Christ's body, while at : 14 and 10:29 it is the blood that
does the cleansing and sanctifying, and in 9:24-26 it is the heavenly sac-
rifice of Jesus that "put away sin". In the end it is difficult to completely
separate the offering of Jesus' body and blood from the offering of him-
self in the heavenlies. Jesus' offering of himself as a priest in heaven
assumes that there was a previous offering of flesh and blood, for he
would not have been in heaven unless he had died, and "without the
shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of sins". In fact, it is only the
heavenly priestly ministry of Christ and his spiritual sacrifice that can
finally consummate the redemptive power of his death on the cross.
According to Hebrews, the readers were sanctified by the offering of the
body and blood of Jesus, but that offering was not complete until Christ
had entered the true holy place and offered himself. This is shown by
10:12, which treats the earthly and heavenly events as one: ouoc 5
/i(a lTrp a/1apTLcu TrpOcxEue5'Kczs' 9V01W1 ELS' TO 81 17IJEKE 5'
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EKcj9tUEL) J' 8etá yoIi 8E0v ("but after he offered one sacrifice for
sins forever he sat down at the right hand of God"). The heavenly min-
istry of Christ could not have taken place without his death on the cross,
and the sacrifice of the cross was not complete apart from Christ's con-
summating, spiritual offering in heaven.
The intention of the wording [of V. 41 is therefore aimed at proving that the
service of Jesus has reached fulfilment finally only in a heavenly place. As
he needed his own offering, so he also needed his own place of offering. 89
There is only one sacrifice. Hebrews does not understand the offer-
ing of the body and blood of Christ on the cross as being a different
sacrifice from the sacrifice Jesus made in the heavenlies. 9° The two are
simply parts of the same whole, with the distinction between the two
being somewhat blurred at times (cf. 10:12). Because of this, Jesus'
offering of himself in the true tabernacle can be seen as the spiritual
aspect and the offering of Christ on the cross can be seen as the physical
aspect of the same event, the sacrifice of Christ.
THE NEW COVENANT (8:6-13)
The NC is the legal basis for all of the religious changes associated
with the Christ-event in Hebrews. 9 ' Just as the new age inaugurated by
Christ is an improvement over the old, so the NC is superior to the OC.
Hebrews 8:6-13 describes the NC largely by means of an extended quo-
tation from what is now the well-known NC passage in Jeremiah 31, set-
ting this quotation in a context which defines its significance for the
readers' circumstances and their understanding of the Christ-event.
Superiority of the New Covenant
The 8E near the beginning of v. 6 is anticipated by the 1iá' in 8:4:
"Therefore if he were on earth he would not be a priest. . . But now he
has obtained a superior ministry". 92 There is a particular logic to 8:6,
which describes a relationship between the superiority of the NC and its
89Strobel, Hebräer, pp. 93, 94 (my translation). See also Riggenbach, Hebräer,
p. 222.
90Cf. Weil3, Hebraer, p. 435.
91 As shown by the use of liO/1OGETw in 8:6, cf. 7:1 I. See also 8: 10; 10:28, 29.
92Lane, Hebrews i-8, p. 208; WeiB, Hebräer, p. 439.
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undergirding promises, and the ministry of Christ. 93 According to our
author, the Act oupyta ("ministry") of Christ is better (than that of the
levites) because he is the mediator of a better covenant, and this
covenant is better because it was enacted on better promises. Verse 6 is
offered as a contrast (i-'uuI2] 6e) which focuses on the priestly ministry of
Christ as compared to that of the levites described in the previous
verses. The terms used to refer to priestly service in Hebrews are inter-
esting. In ch. 8 the author uses AaTpcu'w to describe the service of the
levites (v. 5) and Act o up yt' a (v. 6) to describe the ministry of Christ.
Both terms, and their cognates, are used extensively outside the NT, with
a similar history of usage in that both are used in classical sources to
refer to both religious94 and non-religious95 service. In the LXX AaTpEu'w
is used numerous times to refer to religious service, but it is always used
of general religious service and never of priestly service in particular. In
contrast, Act To up yt'a is typically used to refer to priestly service, rather
than general religious duty. 96 In the NT both word groups are used
exclusively with reference to religious service,97 including the service of
a priest. 98 In Hebrews, words related to AaTpcv'w and Act Toupyt'a are
used most often to refer to priestly ministry, whether that of Christ or
that of the levites. In ch. 8 it is clear that these terms are being used
almost in a technical sense as a reference to priestly service, and there is
probably no significance in the author's variation of vocabulary to
describe the priestly ministries of the levites and of Christ in this
instance, since throughout Hebrews there is no consistent distinction
made between the old and new priesthoods by the use of these terms.
In v. 6 the "service" (Act -roupyLa) of Christ is characterised as
"better" (8taqop5-rcpoc) than that of the levites—with similar terminol-
93The Moffat translation of v. 6 asserts a causal link: "As it is, however, the
divine service he has obtained is superior, owing to the fact that he mediates a supe-
rior covenant, enacted with superior promises" (italics mine).
94E.g. PlatoAp. 23C (Aarpeiw) and Arist. Pol. 133oa,13 (Act Toup yz'a).
95E.g. Aeschylus Pr. 968 (AaTpaw) and Isoc. 19.36 (Act TO UP yla).
96See 2 Sam. 19:19 (LXX) as an exception to this.
97Passages which use Act Toupyia and its cognates with reference to financial
service or giving to other Christians may not be as far from the "public service" con-
cept as the other more strictly religious uses in the NT (e.g. Rom. 15:27; 2 Cor. 9:12;
Phil. 2:30). However, even these usages are describing a (primarily) religious act of
giving to the needy.
98Cf. Diod. Sic. I, 21, 7 for an example of Act oupvia used with reference to the
Egyptian priesthood in the first century BCE.
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ogy in V. 2 he is described as a "servant" (AELTovpYóc) of "the holy
place and of the true tabernacle". Christ's superior priestly ministry is
not only the fundamental point of the first five verses of ch. 8, the author
describing the superior position of Christ as priest in 8:1, the superior
location of his ministry in 8:2, 5 and finally his superior sacrifice in 8:3,
4, but the theme of Christ's superior ministry is sustained throughout the
chapter by the author's articulation of the legal support for Jesus' min-
istry in 8:6-13, which is the NC.99 The beginning of v. 6, then, picks up
this theme of the superiority of Jesus' priesthood, pressing forward to
explain the fundamental reason for its supremacy: a new and better
covenant had been brought into force, and Jesus' priestly ministry medi-
ates that new and better covenant.
According to our author, the ministry of Christ is superior to that of
the levites to the degree that the NC is superior to the OC, i'vi-'i2] 6
c9taçbopu)TEpac TETUXEI) AEITOVpyI'CZc, oop Kal KpELTT0UO's' EaTLU
&a9rjKT]c /lEaí777c ("but now he has obtained a superior ministry, by as
much as he is also the mediator of a better covenant"). This language
from 8:6 is reminiscent of 1:4, TocYovTw KpEITTW1J vc1!ó/leuoc Twi'
dyAwu Oc7L) 81 açbO/XJ'TEpO1J 7Tap' al.Tovc KEKA )7p01-'ó/l 17KEI-' 6vo,ua
("having become as much better than the angels as he has inherited a
name superior to theirs"). Not only is the structure of the two clauses
very similar—with the use of the same relative pronoun—but the
vocabulary is strikingly similar as well—with the use of KpEITTWJ) and
8LaqopcóTEpoc in both. In both of these clauses the author is making a
comparison of degree, so that if the readers accept the superior nature of
the first element—the Son (1:4) or the NC (8:6)—then they should
accept the superior nature of the second—the personal qualifications of
Christ (chs. 1-7) or the ministry of Christ (chs. 8–jo).
Mention of the NC is surprisingly rare in the literature which we
refer to as the New Testament. The reason for this can only be surmised,
but it may be because the concept of the NC is so fundamental to
Christian teaching that it is mostly assumed by both the authors of the
NT and its earliest readers'°°—as is the case with the notion of God's
existence, for example. There are, however, several places in the NT
99A covenant is a binding agreement, and provides an established basis for inter-
action between its parties. Hebrews (8:6; 10:28, 29) sees the NC as a legal agree-
ment.
IOOCf. Hughes, "Hebrews ix 15ff. and Galatians iii i ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure". p. 92.
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where the topic of the NC does come to the surface, 1O 1 but nowhere is it
as prominent as in Hebrews 8–Ia. Teaching about covenant plays a crit-
ical and foundational role in these chapters, and the author writes as if
the readers would be well versed in the matter of the Jewish/Mosaic
covenantal system and uses this construct as a prominent background for
his work. There is more material in this section on the NC, including the
very substantial quotation from Jeremiah in ch. 8, and on the explana-
tion of its logic than in any other place in the NT.
The term covenant (t1'fl, 8La8rjKl7) as used in biblical literature
has a variety of usages. In the MT and LXX it is used to describe a treaty
or agreement between two people, as in Gen. 21:27, 32, where Abraham
and Abimelech made a covenant with each other. It can also be used to
indicate an agreement or constitution between a king and his people, for
instance between Zedekiah and the people in Jer. 34:8 (41:8 LXX), an
alliance of friendship as with David and Jonathan in I Sam. 23:18, and
an alliance of marriage as in Mal. 2:1 , but, of course, its primary usage
is to describe a covenant between God and his people. In all of these
usages the relationship between the parties plays an essential role in
determining the nature and meaning of the covenant, and a particularly
important aspect of that relationship is whether the parties are equal or
whether one is subordinate to the other. 102 In the case of a covenant
between God and his people, the people always have a subordinate role,
which may explain the preference in the LXX for 8L a87)'K7) as a transla-
tion of the Hebrew fl' instead of ovi-'Glj/c77. In Classical Greek &ath7'K7]
is generally employed to describe a will or testament—a one-sided dis-
position—while ovi!9ljKl7 is used to describe a covenant or treaty—a
mutual agreement between two parties. 103 When is used in the MT
for a covenant between God and the people its meaning falls between
that of a testament or will and that of a covenant involving two equals.
When God makes a covenant with his people, like other examples of
covenant making, there are benefits and responsibilities incumbent upon
both sides. However, following the pattern of the will or testament, the
terms of the covenant are dictated by God alone and are not nego-
tiable, 104 and in some cases even the fulfilment of the covenant is unilat-
IOIE.g. Lk. 22:20; i Cor. 11:25; 2 Cor. 3:6; Heb. 8:8; 9:15.
1O21-Iarris ,
 Archer, Waltke, TWOT, s.v. 282a
lo3Abbott-Smith, Greek Lexicon, p. 107
iO4Cf. Barclay, Hebrews, pp. 98, 99; Rendall, Hebrews, p. 64.
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eral, depending solely on God's initiative, quite apart from the faithful-
ness of the human party. 105 This agrees with the position of Vos:
That the preference [in the LXX] given to SiaOijiq as a rendering for berith
actually arises out of consideration for God as the principal factor in the
transaction appears from the following: where the berith is made between
man and man and consists in mutual agreement, the translators do not
employ &a9ljKI7 but rn)uth7Icl7, a word exactly corresponding to the word
covenant; on the other hand, where the berith lies between God and man,
even though it possesses equally the character of a mutual agreement, they
never employ ovi-'OrjKl7 but always &aorjicq. Plainly, then, their avoidance
of the former is due to the thought that it connotes something that cannot
be properly predicated of God.'06
In the NT, cTV1 1977'K77 is never used, but 8La9T7'Kii is used some 33
times, 17 of these in Hebrews. Both the notion of covenant and the
notion of will are expressed in the NT using 81a9iIKi7. For instance, Gal.
3:15 and Heb. 9:16 use 8LcI8ijKl7 to describe a will or testament, but
Rom. 9:4 and Heb. 9:20 use the term to refer to a covenant. It is impos-
sible to determine simply on the basis of terminology, then, whether the
NT writer has wilL'testament or covenant in mind when he uses &aO7ic77.
What the NT as a whole means when it speaks of a NC is outside the
compass of this study, but there is some indication that Hebrews is
communicating a concept that incorporates elements of both covenant
and testament when it uses the phase KaLi-'i) 8LathjKi; l07 at the very least
this is true in the context of : I522 . 108
Mediating a better covenant is at the heart of Jesus' superior
priestly service.' 09 In fact, it would be accurate to describe the work of a
biblical priest as being all about mediating the covenant between God
and his people, that is, representing God before his people, and the
people before God, in both the establishment and continuation of the
covenant. Moses, in his priestly role, is an example of this type of
105Cf the Abrahamic Covenant described in Genesis 15-17.
i06Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 603, 604; see also p. 597; cf.
also BAGD, s.v. SiaOrjiai; Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 117.
lO7Cf. Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 227.
1 °8 Cf. Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 5 87-632.
' O9Hebrews (chs. 1-7) has already compared Jesus to Judaism's earliest and
most important mediators—angels, Moses, Joshua, Aaron and the levites—and
found him to be superior to all of them by nature—he is a Son.
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mediator, 1IO communicating the OC to the people of Israel, and at times
persuading God on behalf of the Israelites. Moses is not referred to as a
mediator as such in biblical literature, but many passages of Scripture
make it clear that he fulfils such a role (Exod. 32:30-32; 33:11;
Leviticus i6; Num. 12:6-14; Deut. 5:4, 5).111 The word used in Heb. 8:6
to describe Jesus' role as mediator is ,uEot'T77c, a word not used in
Classical Greek and found in the LXX only in Job 9:3 3. In Hellenistic
and later times JlEa(T17c was used to describe a "mediator, arbitrator,
one who mediates between two parties to remove a disagreement or
reach a common goal". 112 This term may imply a situation of compro-
mise between the two parties, which would contradict the non-negotiat-
ing nature of covenant making between God and his people as set out
above. It is inconceivable, however, that Hebrews would entertain the
idea that God's covenant was the result of a negotiation between God
and his people, or that his covenant represents in any way a compromise
between the two parties involved. This is evident from the way in which
our author treats the NC as a testament/will in ch. 9, since a testa-
mentlwill is not something that can be negotiated or arbitrated.
The noun /1ELT77 is used three times in Hebrews (8:6; :i;
12:24) and the verb pEOLTEV'W is used once (6:17). Our author's use of
/IEGTL TEU'W is quite helpful for uncovering how he may be using ,LLEYL'TrJS'
in the phrase "mediator of a new covenant". It is in 6:17 that God is said
to have "intervened with an oath" (LLEGT1'TEVcTEP opiap) to show that his
promise made to Abraham was reliable. 1 ' 3 According to this, God inter-
vened as a guarantor of the promise or covenant with Abraham, a role
"°Cf. Ruager, Hebraerbrief, p. 147; Strobe!, Hebräer, p. 95.
' 11 Ga1. 3:19 may refer to Moses as a E0(T17S'. Cf. also Philo, Somn. I, 142, 3
and Vit. Mos. 2, i66, 2.
II2BAGD, s.v. ,LLEcJITI7S'. Cf. also Attridge, Hebrews, p. 221; Bruce, Hebrews, pp.
185-86.
"3Lehne (The New Covenant in Hebrews, p. 19) makes the observation that
"Heb. as a whole shows the hand of a careful theologian, and the terminological dis-
tinction between &aOIjKr7 and c7ra7EAia may be deliberate. The former is reserved
for the old covenant at Sinai and for the new covenant foretold by Jeremiah and
inaugurated by Jesus. Without entering into the long-standing debate about the
applicability of the term covenant (in its various translations) to unilateral andlor
bilateral agreements one might say that Heb. avoids any possible ambiguity by
referring to the Patriarchal covenant as rray1yEA1a."
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which he took upon hirnselfll4 for the purpose of communicating to the
heirs of that promise its secure and reliable nature: a.'
/3ovAó/1Ei'oc o OEÔS' ETT18E1aL TOtS' KAl7poz-'ó/JoLs' TijS' E'Tray;vEAI'aS'
TO a/IETcI8ET0I) T775' f3ovAfjc ai)yoO 4LEcTITEUYEJI op/c4) ("by which
God, wishing to show all the more clearly to the heirs of the promise the
unchangeable nature of his resolve, intervened with an oath"). God's
role as guarantor (,uEoL TEuw) of the covenant does not imply that the
nature or content of the covenant was negotiable. Quite the opposite, his
intervention was intended to affirm the one-sided, unconditional nature
of the Abrahamic promise, and in this there is no implication of any
compromise at all. Far from wanting to open up some kind of negotia-
tion, God was acting as guarantor of his covenant or promise with a
view to affirming its unchangeable nature and his determination to carry
it out. Therefore, on the basis of 6:17, it is clear that Hebrews is able to
use the concept of intervention or mediation (,uEcn TEUW and ,uEcn'Tqc) in
a way that does not include an aspect of negotiation or arbitration.115
Instead, our author understands Jesus, the divine/human mediator, as
representing the divine position before the people, for the benefit of both
parties.
Our author thinks of Jesus as a mediator of the NC because in this
role he brings together the two parties, God and his people. Jesus repre-
sents God before the people by offering a relationship with God on the
basis of his (new) covenant, 116 and he represents the people before God
by interceding for them in his priestly role according to the provisions of
the (new) covenant. The terms of the covenant, however, are never in
dispute or up for discussion. Jesus does not act as a mediator, then, in
the sense of bringing two parties together to hammer out an agreement.
1141n the suzerain-vassal treaty form (see Mendenhall, "Covenant Forms in
Israelite Tradition", p. 60), the treaty contained a section wherein the gods served as
witnesses to the covenant. Hebrews 6: 13 says that, because there was no one greater
to which God could make an oath, he swore by himself.
115Moffatt (Hebrews, p. 107) recognises that Hebrews uses LLEO1TI7c in a way
that is distinct from its most common meaning: "MEoiTqs' commonly means an arbi-
trator or intermediary in some civil transaction, but this writer's use of it, always in
connection with &aOiji and always as a description of Jesus, implies that it is prac-
tically a synonym for èfyyuos" (cf. Heb. 7:22). Cf. also Barclay, Hebrews, pp. 96,
97; Hagner, Hebrews , p. iii; Strobe!, Hebräer, p. 95.
116WeiB (Hebräer, pp. 44 1-42) sees a close relationship between the meanings of
the two terms pciris' and 61a07'K77, and offers a helpful treatment of the media-
tor/covenant concepts in Hebrews.
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On the contrary, his role is to represent the two parties as they interact
on the basis of their covenant, a covenant upon which they have both
agreed, but which is conceived and consummated by God alone.
It is necessary for Jesus to mediate a new covenant because the old
one is inadequate, or at least, the new one is an improvement over the
old. According to our author, the NC is an improvement because it was
enacted on better promises, yet he never spells out specifically of what
these better promises consist. To determine what promises the author
refers to here, it is necessary to identify clearly what Hebrews means by
the "old" or "obsolete" covenant, since there are many covenants in
Scripture to which he could be making reference. The general thrust of
the first ten chapters of Hebrews indicates that it is the covenant made
with Moses and Israel during the exodus, the Mosaic Covenant, to
which our author refers as the old, and to which he compares the NC.
This is clearly indicated by his continual reference to things related to
the Mosaic Covenant—its priesthood, sacrifice, the exodus, etc.—as
well as people associated with that covenant—Moses, Aaron, Joshua
and the priests. The quotation from Jeremiah also makes it clear that it is
the Mosaic Covenant that is being compared to the NC, "not like the
covenant which I made with their forefathers at the time when I took
their hand to lead them out of Egypt".
With the identity of the "old" covenant clearly established it is
possible to make a comparison of the promises undergirding each
covenant. However, the only promises specifically connected to the NC
in Hebrews are those that make up the covenant itself, those outlined by
the passage from Jeremiah. 1 ' 7 Unless these are the promises referred to
by the author as providing the basis of the NC, the nature and identity of
these promises remains unsure. As we shall see, it does make sense to
take the details of the NC itself, as described by Jeremiah, as giving an
indication of the promises which form the backbone of the NC: 1jTzc (7Tt
KpE(TTOcJLV En-ayyEAL'ats' uEz-'o/I00ET)7 ai ("which was enacted on bet-
ter promises"). 1 ' 8 There are three main promises sketched in 8: IoI2;119
by a strict reckoning of the grammar, however, the last promise has two
"sub-parts" that deserve a significant amount of separate attention. The
lllCf.
 Hagner, Hebrews , pp. 12 1-23; Snell, New and Living Way, p. 105.
ll8Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, p. i86; Héring, Hébreux, p. 77; Ruager, Hebraerbrief, p.
147; Weil3, Hebräer, pp. 440-41.
ll9Ruager (Hebraerbrief, p. 147) also recognises three main promises: inscrip-
tion of the law on the heart, full knowledge of God and forgiveness of sins.
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first two of the promises are found in v. i 0, while the last one can be
foundinvv. II, 12:
iob &Soi)ç uó/iouc /iov Etc Tiji ätduotai' aUTWU, icat icapSiac
auTwi) E' 1T1Vpa1/J&) auTouc, KCII Eclo/lat auToic ELS' 9EólJ, Kal al)T0i
EcroPTat /101 EL Aaoii II icat 01) /11 &8cIWaLl) ácaoToc T011
TTOALTT71) auTov IcaL EKaOTOc TOIl d8EAq5Ol-' a 0-roD A5'wi T'vw9i T011
IcUpIOP, OTL Th21JTES' EL&)UOVCJLZI /IE diTO /ILKpOU wc icvcJAov aOri-',
12 6-ri t'AEwS' aopat Talc ciSiKIatc auTwu icai TU a/lapTUl-'
VTWP 01) /117 /IU17cTOW ETI
("iob I will give my laws to their mind, and upon their heart I will inscribe
them, and I will be a God to them, and they will be to me a people; ii and
they will certainly not teach each one his neighbour and each one his
brother saying, "Know the Lord", because they will all know me, from
their least to their greatest, 12 because I will be merciful with respect to
their injustices and I will no longer remember their sins").
Since we are attempting to determine how Hebrews may conceive of the
promises of the NC as better than those of the OC, we must determine
whether the new promises mark a change from the Mosaic Covenant. To
do this, we must make the quite warranted assumption that both the
author and his readers were familiar with the elements of the Mosaic
Covenant as put forth in Scripture.
The first promise is that the Lord would write his law on the hearts
of the people. The imagery of this promise immediately brings to mind a
passage of Scripture that would have been very familiar to the first-cen-
tury Jew, especially with its proximity to the Shema, Deut. 6:6-9:
6 And these words which I command you this day shall be upon your heart;
7 and you shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of
them when you sit in your house, and when you walk by the way, and
when you lie down, and when you rise. 8 And you shall bind them as a sign
upon your hand, and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes. 9 And
you shall write them on the doorposts of your house and on your gates
(Rsv).
In this passage, the law was to be internalised, taken into the heart and
mind, just as in the NC passage. There is, however, a fundamental differ-
ence. In the NC promise this internalisation would be accomplished by
God, 120 while in the Mosaic context the internalisation was to be accom -
120Cf. Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 8i.
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pushed by the people themselves. 121 Unlike the NC promise of internali-
sation, the internalisation spoken of in Deut. 6:6-9 does not amount to a
promise at all, but a duty. Many see the distinction between the Old and
New Covenants as being that the NC involves the internalisation of the
law, while the OC did flot. 122
 This view betrays a misunderstanding of
both covenants. First, the Mosaic Covenant was all about producing an
internal, heart change in the people, which involved the internalisation
of the law—obedience from the heart (e.g. Deut. 26:16; 2 8:45-47; I
Kgs. 3:6; Ps. 40:6-8; Prov. 3:1-5; Isa. 51:7). There is no difference
between the two covenants at this point. Secondly, the uniqueness of the
NC lies not in the hope of internalisation, but in how and by whom this
would be accomplished—by God, apart from human effort. Under the
old system, the assimilation of the elements of the OC was the responsi-
bility of the people, while under the NC that responsibility falls upon
God alone. In the NC arrangement, God does, in some respects, what the
people would have done in the old, and this is part of the difference
between the two systems which is perceived in Hebrews as an indication
of the superiority of the new. This distinction is also seen in 8:2 in the
treatment of the relationship between the two sanctuaries, with God
himself pitching the heavenly tent. So, in both covenants the intended
result is the same, internalisation of law, but the way in which this is
accomplished in each is radically different.
The second promise is that the Lord would be God to his people
and that the people would be a people to the Lord. The same or very
similar language can be found in Lev. 26:12; Deut. 7:6; I42 29:13,
which seems to indicate that there is nothing different in this point of the
NC from the old.
The third promise is that there would no longer be teaching among
the people to know the Lord. There are two reasons given for this: first,
that all of the people would already know the Lord, and secondly, that
the Lord would have been merciful and forgotten the sins of the people.
The cessation of the teaching of the people to "know the Lord" is a defi-
121 That this is the thrust of Deut. 6:6 is shown first by the fact that the verb
"shall be" in v. 6 is one of several imperatival futures in vv. 6-9: "they shall be
you shall teach. . . talk. . . bind. . . they shall be. . . you shall write", indicating that
all of these things were the responsibility of the people. Secondly, the instructions on
how the people were to continually interact with God's commandments (vv. 7-9)
were all about the people getting these commandments into their heart (v. 6).
I22Lane, Hebrews i-8, p. 209.
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nile change from the old economy. Not only are Deut. 6:7 and Hos. 6:3
examples of this kind of teaching under the Mosaic system, but Jer.
31:34 itself implies that this teaching was being done at the time of its
composition, "And no longer shall each man teach his neighbour and
each his brother, saying, 'Know the Lord" (RSV). It is eyident, then,
that Hebrews (and Jeremiah) understands the NC economy as incorporat-
ing a divinely-accomplished, universal knowledge of the Lord among
his people, while it does not see this as being the case under the OC.
The first reason given for this change is an obvious one: all of the
people already know the Lord, which was apparently not the case under
the old system. And all the people know the Lord because he has for-
given their sins, the second reason for the change. As for the concept of
knowing God, the difference between the two covenants is not one of
substance, but one of degree. Under the NC, knowledge of God is uni-
versal among the people of God ("from their least to their greatest"),
while under the OC it is not. In the matter of forgiveness of sins, on the
surface there does not seem to be any difference between the two sys-
tems. The concept of God forgiving the sins of his people can be found
throughout Scripture (e.g. Lev. 4:20; 2 Chr. :i; Ps. 32:5; Isa. 6:7)
and in the later writings of the Hebrew Bible the concept of God not
remembering the people's sin is not at all unusual (Ps. 25:7; 79:8; Isa.
43:25; 64:9; Jer. I4I0 31:34; Ezek. 3:20; 18:22, 24; 21:24; 33:13, i6;
36:31; Hos. :; 8:13; :; Hab. 3:7, 17). Even though the concept of
forgiveness, mercy, and not remembering sins is rife in Scripture, there
are numerous examples in the Hebrew Bible of certain individuals and
groups among the people of God, and indeed the people in general,
falling under the Lord's judgment (Lev. 10:1, ; Josh. 2 2:17; I Chr.
21:22; Isa. 1:4-10). This, however, does not necessarily indicate a dis-
tinction between the old economy and the new, for our author himself
speaks of God judging his people in the NC economy (Heb. 10:28-3 I).
In fact, if there is any difference between the two, judgment under the
NC would be even more severe than under the old, or at least the NC
people of God would be deserving of greater punishment for disobedi-
ence: ffóaip 80KELTE xE(povoc aLw6qcrETaL -rL/lwpLac ("how much
more do you think they will be worthy of even worse punishment?"-
10:29).
Though there seems to be the same forgiveness on God's part under
both covenants, the result of that forgiveness in the people is quite dis-
tinct. First, God's forgiveness under the NC produces a universal knowl-
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edge of God, and as a result of this, a cessation of teaching among the
people to "know the Lord". Although there is forgiveness in both
covenants, the difference in result does lead one to ask whether our
author might not see some difference in the nature of forgiveness in the
two systems. There is a hint that this is the case in Heb. I 0:1-4.
Forgiveness came through sacrifice under both covenants, but the sacri-
fices of the Mosaic system, and their effectiveness, were inferior to the
sacrifice of Christ, which is part of the new system. More specifically,
the old sacrifices were not able to bring perfection to the ones offering
them, and they were not able to take away the memory of sin for the
worshippers, since they continually acted as a memorial to sin. Finally,
in io:, our author clearly states, a'Su'uaToi-' )'àp at/ia Tavpwz) KW
TpaycJl) a'çbatpEtu a/iapTtac ("for it is impossible for the blood of bulls
and goats to take away sins"). So, there is no indication that the quality
of the forgiveness itself, as it relates to the attitude of God toward the
sins of the forgiven, is any different in the two systems, but the effect of
the forgiveness/sacrificial process on the people is dramatically different
and superior under the NC, actually transforming the people from within.
This, of course, is not at odds with the notion that God himself would
write his law on the hearts of the people, also a description of internal
transformation.
These three promises and the two promises that support the third
show an interesting progression when their organisation is viewed from
a conceptual rather than a strictly grammatical perspective. The first
promise, that God would internalise his law, facilitates the second
promise, establishment of the God/people relationship. This second
promise facilitates the third, no more teaching the people to know
Yahweh. Then the progression is reversed, in that the third promise is
made possible by another promise, that all the people would already
know Yahweh, and this is made possible by the last promise, mercy and
forgiveness of sin. 123 In this scheme, the pivotal promise is that there
would no longer be any need to teach the people to know God. The oth-
ers facilitate and lead up to this.
123 Cf. Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 42.
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I. I will write my law on their hearts
2. I will be their God, they will be my people
3 . They will no longer teach one another "Know the
Lord"
4. They will all know me
5 . I will be merciful and forgive their sin
Laid out in this way, it is easy to see the parallel structure, with the third
promise at the apex, the second and fourth leading to the third and paral-
lel in thought to one another, 124
 and the first and fifth leading to the sec-
ond and fourth respectively and also parallel in thought to one
another. 125 In other words, these promises can be understood as being
arranged logically in a chiastic structure.
These promises, forming the foundation of the NC, reveal two main
differences between the Old and New Covenants. The first is that God,
instead of the people, would do the internalising of his law. The second
is that forgiveness would have a transforming, internal effect, since it
would cause the knowledge of the Lord to be universal among his peo-
ple and, therefore, the teaching of the people to know the Lord to cease.
The main differences in short: God himself would make knowledge of
himself and his law internal and universal among his people. The heart
of these differences, and that which makes the NC promises better, is not
difficult to ascertain. The fundamental improvement of the new over the
old is that the Lord himself does under the NC, in some crucial instances,
what was left to the people to do under the 0 C. 126 Therefore, when our
author says that the covenant mediated by Jesus is better because it was
enacted on better promises, he means that Jesus' covenant is better
because as a result of it God undertakes to accomplish certain key,
124There will be no teaching (3) because knowledge of the Lord is universal (4),
which firmly establishes the God/people relationship (2).
125The law written on the peoples' hearts (i) marks the people out as belonging
to God and facilitates the practical functioning of the God/people relationship (2).
Universal knowledge of God (4) comes as a result of his forgiveness of the peoples'
sin (5)—note the ÔTI at the beginning of v. I 2. There is an inherent relationship
between law (i) and sin (5), but it is unclear whether the sins forgiven (5) are com-
mitted before the writing of the law on the heart (I), or whether they are sins (5)
committed in spite of the writing of the law on the heart (i), or both. In any case,
both law and forgiveness are issues related to the behaviour of the people, and their
acceptability to God.
126Jesus' priesthood is based on an oath, not a law (7:16, 28), indicating that his
appointment was God's responsibility to carry out, and not human responsibility.
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internal, spiritual transformations, and since it is God who does the
work, the success and security of the covenant is assured. The end result
of this is that the relationship between God and his people, "I will be a
God to them, and they will be to me a people", is seen to be more
secure. In fact, the anticipation is that it would be universally and per-
manently consummated.
So, the NC was enacted (PEU0/J0GETJ7TW) on the basis of these
"better promises". The word op O9ETEU is a legal term that indicates
that Hebrews sees the NC as legally based, as it does the OC according to
7:11 (cf. also Exod. 24:12). 127 Hebrews 7:12 says that a change in
priesthood requires a change in law, and 8:io, part of the Jeremiah quo-
tation and reiterated in 10:16, indicates that under the NC the law would
be written on the people's hearts. This shows that our author conceives
of the NC as involving a law, l28 but not the same law as the OC, and not
a law written on stones or any inanimate material, as was the OC. These
two concepts would have been quite radical in a Jewish context: that the
law associated with the NC is written only on human hearts and minds,
and that God would establish a different law from the Mosaic law.
However, as shown above, the final result and intent of the NC is identi-
cal to that of the OC. Hebrews io:i, XKLaU yap an' ó uo',uoç Tan)
/IEAA6PTWU a'ya8wv ("for the law has but a shadow of the good things to
come"), implies that the same is true of the goal and intent of the NC,
over against the Mosaic law. 129 The use of the shadow imagery in 10:1
to compare the two systems suggests that our author's view of the rela-
tionship between the NC and the OC is similar to his view of the relation-
ship between the earthly and heavenly sanctuaries, where he also
employs the shadow image, as described earlier. There is both a conti-
nuity and a discontinuity between the two systems, and it is this that
drives the book as a whole. Hebrews is all about persuading its readers
to recognise the changes wrought by the Christ-event, particularly his
priesthood and inauguration of a new covenant, yet to do this the author
relies on aspects of the new situation that remain unchanged in relation
to the old. He uses these unchanged elements to encourage the readers
(e.g. 13:5, 6) as well as to spur them on to greater commitment (e.g. 4:1-
127Cf. Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 139. Hdring (Hébreux, p. 77) thinks UOLLOOETéW
as used in 7:11 and 8:6 in the passive may represent a semitism, possibly with the
hophal form of r' lying behind it.
l2SCf. Ebrard, Hebrews, p. 252.
129Cf. Calvin, The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, p. i8.
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3), and perhaps most importantly, he also relies on the continuity
between the two systems as the basis for his interpretation and applica-
tion of Scripture. All of this verifies that our author does indeed under-
stand the relationship between the Old and New Covenants to be one of
continuity and discontinuity, and that he wants his readers to accept the
new with courage and faith. However, he does not intend for them to
reject many of the old categories (priesthood, covenant, law, forgive-
ness, etc.) which he sees as valid for their Christian experience.
Replacement of the Old Covenant
The main proof put forward by our author that the NC was superior
to the old is that even during the time of the OC the Lord (v. 8) was
already anticipating the arrival of the NC, ci yap i TTp&1T77 E'KEL'1117 771)
a/IEpTrTos', 01K di SEUTEpCIS' E'(77-rELTO o'rroç ("for if that first one
were not less than perfect, a place' 3° for a second one would not have
been sought"-8:7).' 3 ' By this the author not only argues for the supe-
rior nature of the NC, but he is also pointing to the failure of the OC. This
failure of the Mosaic system is a fundamental point in Hebrews, and not
recognising the failure of the Mosaic covenant is one of the main prob-
lems of the readers, from the perspective of our author. If Hebrews is to
accomplish its goal of helping the readers to sever their ties and to end
their commitment to the Mosaic system, it must be successful in con-
vincing them that the OC is imperfect and made obsolete by a new
covenant, which is fundamentally better, and to which they have become
connected through Christ.
l3OFor a similar idiom cf. 12:17.
131 Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 37) says, "We might also translate, if that first
had been irreproachable, a place would not have been sought, etc.; but in Greek
neither protasis nor apodosis is so conceived (otherwise the latter would have been a
pluperfect): comp. viii. 4". However, Blass and Debrunner (A Greek Grammar of the
New Testament, p. 182) observe that the imperfect in unreal conditional clauses is
"temporally ambiguous". Robertson (A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the
Light of Historical Research, p. 921) affirms the possibility that the imperfect can
refer to a past action, and gives Heb. i r:i as an example. However, Dana and
Mantey (A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament, pp. 289-90) and Turner
(A Grammar of New Testament Greek, p. 91) are more rigid and would be in agree-
ment with Delitzsch that the imperfect indicates present action. Nevertheless, if
Blass and Debrunner, and Robertson are correct, and I think they are, this would
leave plenty of room for my translation, which seems best in the light of the context.
It was in Jeremiah's day that a place was sought for a NC, and it is precisely to this
that our author refers.
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In Heb. 8:7, our author states that the first covenant is not "without
blame" (4JEfLrrToc), one of his most derogatory statements of the infe-
riority of the Mosaic covenant, along with 8:13. The term d/JE/lTrToç,
when used to describe an inanimate object, means something "perfect in
its kind". 132 So, what the author is saying by this is simply that the first
covenant was not perfect. Perfection is an important theme in Hebrews,
a quality which is applied to Jesus (e.g. 5:9), the results of Jesus' priest-
hood (7:1 i), the heavenly tabernacle (9:1 i), potentially to his readers
(6:1). On more than one occasion our author states that the success or
effect of the OC was less than perfect (7:11; 99 10:1), at least in the
light of what the ministry of Christ would accomplish in connection
with the NC. The use of cieirroc in v. 7, then, is in concert with other
statements that express the limitations of the OC, but perhaps it is a bit
more pointed and intense than the author's usual treatment of the old.
Even so, our author seems to back away to some degree from such
a strident criticism of the first covenant in his introduction to the
Jeremiah quotation in v. 8, ,uE/lçbo'[LEI'os' 'âp ai5 TO i)c A5'ct ("for find-
ing fault with them he says"). Here, the focus of criticism for the failure
of the 0 C is turned toward the people of Israel and away from the
covenant itself, to some degree.' 33 It seems that, although for the writer
the first covenant was never as good as the second, and it was never able
to accomplish for the people what the new could do, the first covenant
was seen in Hebrews as valid for its time and adequate for the purpose
for which it was inaugurated' 34 (Hebrews is quite clear that Israel was
rightly held responsible for its faithfulness or lack of faithfulness to the
132LSJ, s.v. a/IE/JTrTos'.
t33Lane (Hebrews i-8, p. 202) puts forth an interesting suggestion, preferring
the reading aiToIs' instead of arrois' in 8:8 (as does Milligan, Hebrews, p. 228). "If
avToLç is taken with the verb A5'EL (he says), instead of with /IE/Icbó/JEU0c (finding
fault), the logical connection with the preceding verse is sustained. God found fault
not simply 'with them' (i.e., the people) but with the first covenant." There are two
problems with this. First, the pericope containing the NC text, Jer. 31:23-40, is not
directly addressed "to them", but refers to Israel in the third person. But, admittedly,
one could argue that in an ultimate sense it was addressed to Israel. Secondly, the
Jeremiah text does not find fault with the first covenant, but with the people. These
problems with Lane's suggestion are by no means decisive, but it does seem best to
stick with the alternative suggested by the UBS text. Braun (Hebräer, p. 239) says
that the accusative reading is probably the right reading, but in any case the sense
would be the same, since either the accusative or the dative may be used with
p'/1q5o/1aL. Cf. Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 38; Hagner, Hebrews , pp. 124-25.
'Cf. Ebrard, Hebrews, p. 253; Rendall, Hebrews, p. 65.
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Mosaic covenant—e.g. 3:7-19). In Hebrews, the blame for the failure of
the OC falls squarely on the shoulders of the people, and not on the
covenant itself or God. 135 This is the point of the warning passages: the
individual is responsible before God for responding positively or nega-
tively to the covenant of God, whether under the Old or New Covenant.
Yet at the same time, Hebrews recognises a certain inherent inability in
the OC to deal with the depth of the people's depravity. Though our
author consistently holds the OC people responsible for their own infi-
delity, he also asserts the failure of the OC to overcome the people's ten-
dency toward infidelity. In Hebrews, the people and the covenant fail in
different ways. The people fail morally to live up to their obligation to
the covenant, and are therefore culpable. The covenant fails practically
by not providing for the weakness of the people, and is therefore
improvable. A phrase used by Lehne, "the inherently imperfect nature of
the Sinai covenant due to human nature's inability to fulfil it", accu-
rately describes Hebrews' understanding of the failure of the people and
the covenant.'36
The quotation in 8:8-12 is taken from a section of Jeremiah known
as the Book of or Comfort.' 38 Though most of Jeremiah
is quite negative in tone, describing as it does the invasion and exile of
Judah, "about ten percent of the book of Jeremiah may be said to be
devoted to expressions of future hope for the community",' 39 and our
quotation is taken from this ten percent. The divine judgment of God
upon Judah (chs. 2-25) forms the main backdrop for Jeremiah's NC
prophecy (31:31-34), with the book ending in a description of the fall of
Jerusalem, the sacking of the temple and the exile of the people to
Babylon (ch. 52).
135 Cf. Calvin (The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, pp. 186-87), who
gives an answer to what some see as a contradiction when our author first calls the
oc imperfect and then says it was the people who were at fault. He says that the
people are rightly blamed for departing from God through their own disloyalty,
while the weakness of the OC in not being written on the heart is also pointed out.
l36Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, pp. 33, 34.
l3llhompson, The Book of Jeremiah, p. 128.
l38Kaiser, W.C. Jr., "The Old Promise and the Old Covenant: Jeremiah 3 1:31-
34",p. ITO.
I39CaITO11, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 201.
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Our author characterises the thrust of the Jeremiah quotation as
being the Lord's criticism of the people's lack of fidelity to their
covenant responsibility, and his anticipation of the age of a new
covenant. In this quotation there are several interesting textual issues'4°
(see figures a and 7b.) Interestingly, most of the differences between
the Hebrews quotation and Rahlfs' Jeremiah text can be found in
various other LXX versions of Jeremiah. This opens the possibility that
the differences in the Hebrews quotation are a result of the author
relying on a text that varied from the standard texts used today. Of
course this is also possible with regard to differences for which we can
find no witness of a similar reading in the textual traditions of the LXX,
since it is probable that there is not an extant witness to every text type
that may have been known to a first century author. Still, the lack of
textual evidence makes it less likely that a reading to which there is no
known textual witness arises from a variant text. Inversely, finding the
same reading in another septuagintal text does not necessarily explain
the source of a variation in Hebrews, since similar readings may arise in
different contexts merely by coincidence.
The first deviation in Heb. 8:8-12 from Rahlfs' text of the LXX is in
v. 8, where Hebrews uses AE'yEL instead of oii-' in the translation of the
phrase ("a declaration of Yahweh"), a reading which can also
be found in Codices Alexandrinus (A), Sinaiticus () and Marchalianus
(Q). The same variation occurs twice again, in Heb. 8:9, 10, but in these
instances they do not match any alternative text of the LXX. Whether or
not any or all of these three variations are influenced by the textual vari-
ant which matches the first example—the author having used AE5'w in
the first instance chooses for some reason to continue using A5'w
instead of q5i 1w'—is difficult to ascertain. What is certain is that our
author continually prefers AE5'w over çbl7,uí throughout his work, using
the former over 30 times and the latter only once, and this one use of
q5pt', interestingly nearby, is in 8:5 in the introduction to the quotation
of Exod. 25:40. To offer confidently a reason for the author's preference
of k5'u would be virtually impossible, but this preference does seem to
indicate that the variation in the Jeremiah quotation from AE5'w to ç1fl7/1L
may be a simple matter of style. In any case, it would be difficult to
show that these variations had very much exegetical significance.
l40See McCullough, "The Old Testament Quotations in Hebrews", pp. 364-67;
Thomas, "The Old Testament Citations in Hebrews", pp. 310-13.
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Hebrews 8:8b-12
8b 'ISoi) 1,uepa1
pxoTa1 , Ac yet K1)PL0S,
Kal cTV1ITEAEOW T1 TOP
OTKOI) 'IupaiA Kal
011(01) 'Io8a
8109171(171) Kau-'rju,
9 01) K0T1 T171)
StaOrfrcrp-', ii-' e!rroIi7cra
Tots' rraTpacrtv au-rut-'
cii' rppçz rnAa/3oiuov
1101) Ti' XE POc aLTwP
a7'a'EIP au-rouc C/C
yfjs' Aiyv'rrTov, OTt
C1L)T01 01)/C Ci) tetuau
T7 StaOTl/q7 /101), Kayo)
a)Twv, AEYEL
/a)pLos'.
10 un. auTi7 17 &a04ia,
1P &a ao,aai 74) 011(4)
7apaiA /IETâ Tac
17/lEPa5' EKEIPas', AEVEI
ia1ptoc £St600s'_Po/Jovc
/101) El s' T171) Stauotau
auTwi), Kal C1TI Kap8IaS'
auTo)!) E1T17/9a?4W
a5roi1ç, Kal EGT0/lat
aiSrols' ELs' OEOP, ical
au-mi EOOUTaL /101 Et
daó
II K1 00 /117
8i8awow EKacIroc TO!)
iroAmriu auTov 'Cat
EKaUT05' TOP a5EAq5OP
au-mu AE)/WP, ['toOt
TOP lW/Jt0l', OTt Tral-'TEc
EL8T/U0VaLl) /IE alTo
/1tKpou_E?ws' JJE'cJA0U
aurwi-',
12 oTt tAEoiç Ecro/lat
Tats' aStKtats' auTup
Kal TOW d/1apTtoJP
aLTwP 00 ILl /IP17cTOth
ETI.
Jeremiah 38:31-34
31 '18o15 1,upat
EpXouTat, q517o711 KVPIOS',
Kat & athjcro/1 at
01'/c4) 'icrpal7A Kat
011(4) 'IoiSäa 8tathiKilu
icat 1117!),
32 015 Kayd T7P
6taOlj/a7l1, 1711 StE/IT]!)
TOIS' rrapcIcrtl) a15TP
p i7/pa rrtAa/3o/lá-'ov
/101) 7775' xEtpoc auTwi)
Ea'a yEll-' ai5ro15c EK
yi s' At' 715TrTOU, OTt
aUTOL 00K 6PE/1E1 vat-'
?7 8ta9iiq /101), KL
TJIEA17cTa au-rut-',
q517o111 KUptOc
33 O' rt aUTq 17 &a017117,
t)z-' Sta9rjao/lat T) 011(4)
'Iapal7A /IETth Taç
15/1€pac E/CEI1-'aç, q517crzz-'
K15ptoc zit8o15c &Juw
110/101)5' /101) Etc TI]!)
&dt'otai-' auTo)!) icat 7
/cap&ac auTo)!) ypd/iw
auTouc Kal Eoo/1at
al) TOt 5' Etc 8E011, icrn
at.) yol EcropTal /lOt E15'
34 Kai 01. ,ui &Sciwcrtv
ocaooc TOP TrOAITT7P
auTov Kal E/caoToc TOP
dSEAçbOv auTov A'wv
Tu3Ot TOP /CLt0V OTt
Tral-'TE5' Et'SIjCJOVCTIP /IE
alTo /ILKpoI) al5Ti) aL
wc /lEycJAov auTo)!-',
OTt IAEW5' Edo/1 at Talc
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01.) /11/ /11117CT903 ETL.
Jeremiah 38:31-34
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Fig. 7a (Differences between the above texts are underscored.)
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8b "Behold, days are
coming", the Lord,
"and I will consummate a
new covenant over the
house of Israel and over
the house of Judah,
9 not in accordance with
the covenant that I made
with their fathers in the
day I took their hand to
lead them out of the land
of Egypt, because they
did not remain in my
covenant, and I neglected
them",	 the Lord;
io "because this is the
covenant that I will make
with the house of Israel
after those days", ay the
Lord; "putting my laws
into their mind, I will
write them upon their
heart, and I will be God
for them, and they will be
a people for me;
Ii and they will no longer
ever teach each his fellow
citizen and each his
brother saying, 'Know the
Lord', because they will
all know me, from ih
least to their greatest,
12 because I will be
merciful with regard to
their injustices and their
sins I will no longer
remember at all".
31 "Behold, days are
coming", the Lord,
"and I will make a new
covenant with the house
of Israel and with the
house of Judah,
32 not in accordance with
the covenant that I made
with their fathers in the
day I took their hand to
lead them out of the land
of Egypt, because they
did not remain in my
covenant, and I neglected
them",	 the Lord;
33 "because this is the
covenant that I will make
with the house of Israel
after those days", the
Lord; "I will surely put
my laws into their mind,
and I will write them
upon their heart, and I
will be God for them, and
they will be a people for
me;
34 and they will no longer
ever teach each his fellow
citizen and each his
brother saying, 'Know the
Lord', because they will
all know me, from jr
least to their greatest,
because I will be merciful
with regard to their injus-
tices and their sins I will
no longer remember at
all".
31 "Behold, days are
coming", declares
Yahweh, "and I will cut a
new covenant with the
house of Israel and with
the house of Judah,
32 not like the covenant
that I cut with their fathers
in the day I took their hand
to lead them out of the
land of Egypt, because
they broke my covenant,
and I proved myself to be
Lord over them",141
declares Yahweh;
33 "because this is the
covenant that I will cut
with the house of Israel
after those days", declares
Yahweh; "I will put my
law into their inward parts,
and I will write it upon
their heart, and I will be
God for them, and they
will be a people for me;
34 and they will no longer
teach, a man his neighbour
and a man his brother
saying, 'Know Yahweh',
because all of them will
know me, from their least
to their greatest", declares
Yahweh,
"because I will forgive
their crooked behaviour
and their sin I will no
longer remember at all".
Fig. 7b (Differences between the above texts are underscored.)
l4tThe RSV has "though I was their husband, says the LORD"; the NTV "though I
was husband to them, declares the LoRD".
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The next variant, also in 8:8, is the change from 6ia0aoai to
cruurEAEcm), for which there are few matching variants in the texts of the
LXX.' 42 In this case it is possible that there is a theological motivation
behind the variation. 143 The term 8LcITL'OT)/IL is not uncommonly used
with StaOijir to speak of the making of a covenant—in fact the two
words are etymologically related. The LXX rendering, Kal SLa9Tl'cTO/Jai
&aOrjKI7u ("and I will make.. . a covenant") is a perfectly idiomatic
and expected translation of the Hebrew . . . fl1j ("and I will cut
[or make] a covenant"). Hebrews' use of OVUTEAE'W, on the other hand, is
much more creative and less expected, even if it is a perfectly acceptable
representation of the meaning of both the Hebrew and the Greek. 144
 The
term UVUTEAE'w, used in Hebrews only here, has a general meaning of
bringing something to completion or to an end.' 45
 Elsewhere in the NT'46
it always has this meaning, but is never used in connection with the
concept of covenant. Unlike Si aTL'977/IL, used in Acts 12:19 as well as
Heb. 8:10; 9:16, i; I o:i6 with the meaning of making a covenant,
OVPTEAEW is not a word that would typically be used as our author has
used it, so it is reasonable to conclude that he has chosen his terminol-
ogy thoughtfully, as an attempt, at least, to shift the meaning of the LXX
passage. The deliberate nature of the change is affirmed when our author
repeats this part of the Jeremiah quotation in Ic: 16, 17, and reverts back
142For example text 41, according to Thomas, "The Old Testament Citations in
Hebrews", p. 310.
143Thomas ("The Old Testament Citations in Hebrews", p. 310) puts forth a
possible motivation for this change: "The striking fact is that aui-'TEAw is used in
Jer. xli. 8 and 15 in instances in which the covenant is kept or accomplished and
TitEW is used in Jer. xli. i8 in an instance in which the covenant is spoken of as
broken. The only other occurrence of one of these words with &a8rj/a7 in the LXX is
the use of rrotw in Isa. xxviii. 15, also an instance in which the covenant is broken
or annulled. These usages correspond with those in Heb. viii. 8f.: the Lord will
establish (ovuTeAow) a covenant with Israel and Judah; it will not be like the previ-
ous covenant he made (no(17oa), which was broken by their fathers". McCullough
("The Old Testament Quotations in Hebrews", p. 366) rejects Thomas' analysis of
the Jeremiah passages and the notion that his analysis would be relevant to Hebrews
even if it were correct.
'44Attridge (Hebrews, p. 227) points out that the phrase OV1-'TEAEIV 6iaOrj,criv
"has scriptural precedent", and cites Jer. 41:8 (LXX) as an example.
145LSJ , s.v. OVPTE,1W. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 227) says that this use of avz-'TEAw
"recalls the prominent motif of Christ's perfection".
146EupreA'w is used only six times in the NT: Mk. 13:4; Lk. 4:2, i; Acts 21:27;
Rom. 9:28; Heb. 8:8.
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to the wording of the septuagintal text, using SLaTt'Or/,ut instead of
UUl'TEAE'W.
If our author is attempting to change the meaning of this Scripture
passage, what shift of meaning does his choice of vocabulary produce?
Using UUUTEAEW, our author brings a richer, more colourful sense to the
passage. Rather than being content with the straight-forward language of
"I will make a covenant", he prefers something more forceful, "I will
consummate a covenant". There is a theological significance in the
Hebrews quotation not present in the LXX version, which is meant to
fortify the author's own theological position as well as his persuasive
powers. The first significance of the author's choice of wording is that it
emphasises God's own role in completing the covenant, over against the
responsibility of the people for the success or failure of the first
covenant. This is in line with the author's conception of better promises
upon which the NC rests, according to which God himself would do
what the people were expected to do under the OC—especially the
promise that God would internalise his law in the people. Secondly, the
assured success of the NC is implied by the author's choice of lan-
guage.' 47 God is not just going to make a covenant with his people, but
he is going to complete, or consummate a covenant with them. The NC is
a covenant that the people will not be able to frustrate.' 48 Thirdly, the
wording of the Hebrews quotation at this point implies that the NC rep-
resents God's last and best effort to establish a successful relationship
with Israel. God would "consummate" (ovUTEAE'w) his covenant with his
people and in the process he would consummate his redemptive pro-
gramme. In the view of our author, Christ is the fulfilment of God's
redemptive efforts and the consummation of his covenantal plan. Christ,
as mediator of the NC (8:, "has appeared once for all at the end of the
'47Riggenbach (Hebräer, p. 232) does not see this shift of vocabulary as con-
tributing to the author's argument.
148This is not to say that Hebrews would see the success of the readers as NC
believers as individually guaranteed (cf. 6:1-12), but that the continued existence of
a faithful NC people is guaranteed, and as a result, there would never be an occasion
for the replacement of the NC. There is some reason to believe that Hebrews may see
the final fulfilment of the NC promise as eschatological, since Jer. 31:31 as quoted in
Heb. 8:8 indicates that the NC would be made with "the house of Israel", but this is
not actually addressed in Hebrews. Schroger (Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als
Schrftausleger, p. 167) says, "then the author of Hebrews could not have believed
that the benefits of the prophecy were all already in the full possession of the com-
inunity" (my translation).
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age to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself' (Heb. 9:26, RSV). This
indicates that Christ's ministry and the NC fulfil or consummate
(cYuuTeAw) the plan and programme of God, in the mind of our author.
It appears, then, that our author blends the process of interpretation
with the process of quoting the Jeremiah passage, interpreting the estab-
lishment (&aTt'9 /fl) of the NC in the light of his understanding of
the Christ-event. 149 Hebrews' understanding of the NC, as indicated by
its use of CTULITEAO, parallels its understanding of the ministry of Christ
in all three of the characteristics outlined above. The ministry of Christ
and the NC are both seen to be i) the accomplishment of the work of
God by God, 2) entirely successful and 3) the consummation of God's
programme. This is shown most clearly by the author's reiteration of the
fundamental promises of the NC, from his perspective, in i 0:16, I 7, to
show that the work of Christ and the NC work of God are co-extensive.
In this context (10:14-18), Jesus' perfection of those being sanctified is
understood as fulfilling the promises of the NC on at least three levels.
First, the NC involves God in the working out of covenant details in
unprecedented ways, and in Hebrews the working out of these details is
accomplished through his S on.' 5° It turns out to be Jesus who provides
for inner sanctification (9:14; 10:14, 22), who administers the relation-
ship between the people and God (10:12; 3:1-6) and who provides for-
giveness of sin (9:26; io:i8). Since Christ is seen to be a unique divine
agent (1:3), when he is at work, God is seen to be at work (13:2 ii). This
is why the work of Christ can be seen to fulfil God's NC promises to act
on behalf of the people. Secondly, both the NC and Christ's work are
assured success and fulfilment, "by one offering he has perfected for-
ever those being sanctified" (10:14, cf. also 6:19, 20) 151 Thirdly, both
the NC and Christ's work are accepted as the culmination of God's plan
for ruling and redeeming the world, "but this one, having offered one
sacrifice for sins forever, sat down at the right hand of God" (10:12; cf.
also i:, "In these last days he has spoken to us in a Son" and 1:8, "to
the Son {he says], 'Your throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever"). In the
light of this, therefore, our author's treatment of this quotation in this
way can be understood as an example of a christological interpretation,
' 49Schroger (Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. i68) says,
"This passage is already in the OT directly messianic" (my translation).
l5OCf.
 Attridge, Hebrews, p. 227; Lane, Hebrews z-8, p. 208.
I5I This is something different from saying that every person associated with the
NC is assured success.
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since Hebrews, seeing the accomplishments of the NC and the ministry
of Christ as co-extensive, projects the qualities of Christ's ministry onto
the NC.
The next variant is related to the &aTIiiJu/ovvTEAE'w variant, since
it is a phrase that modifies the &aTt'O71L/ovuTEAe'cü variant. At issue is
the change from T4) 011(4) 'JopaiA ,cat T4) o'iaJ 'Jot8a ("with the
house of Israel and with the house of Judah") to the phrase ni Tól'
oiicou 'Jcipai)A at nl rôi' oTioii 'Iou'Sa ("over the house of Israel
and over the house of Judah"). Since there is no known equivalent to
this reading in the LXX tradition, and since the LXX rendering is a closer
representation of the Hebrew text (T •fl 'r1), it
seems likely that this is also a deliberate and possibly theologically
motivated variation. It is possible that it is part of the same interpretive
enterprise as the verbal variation before it, designed to integrate the
author's understanding of the ministry of Christ with Jeremiah's elucida-
tion of the NC particulars. A covenant is not made with Israel, from
Hebrews' perspective, but over Israel, wording which may be meant to
emphasise the reduced role of the people and the increased role of God
in the implementation of the NC. On the other hand, when Jeremiah uses
a similar phrase, quoted in 8:10, our author follows it verbatim, I$TL
alri7 i &aGi,iq, i)i &athicro,uat TW 011(4) 'Iapai)A ("because this is
the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel"). This may indi-
cate that the addition of the preposition and the change of case in v. 8
may be grammatically motivated in the face of the verb change—
although rn' does not routinely follow avuT6Aa. 152 It is really impossi-
ble to come to a certain conclusion, but in either case, the meaning of
the text is essentially unaltered.
In V. 9 our author again uses a verb other than the LXX StaTL'OTJ/lL,
preferring to use rrotw to speak of making a covenant. This reading,
erroIr,aa, can also be found in Codex Marchalianus, which may explain
its appearance in the Hebrews quotation. It is also quite possible that our
author chose to vary from the text he knew simply as a matter of style.
But, whatever the reason for the variation, it has little theological signif-
icance, since oiw is used as a synonym of &arIOiyit in this context.
152However, rn' does appear routinely in Hebrews with 0L1'KOI-' as its object (an
alternate reading of 2:7, then 3:6; 8:8; 10:2 i), with the meaning "over" in the sense
of power or rule (BAGD, s.v. ni III, i, b, a).
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Further, rroiw is a perfectly reasonable translation of 	 in the light of
its connection to 1'1.
At the end of v. 9 there are three more textual issues. The first is the
very insignificant crasis of 5'J to form the term Kc1yU5. The third,
the use of Ae5'EL instead of q5i7oi'i-', has been dealt with above. The sec-
ond, ie'Ar1aa ("I neglected"), does not represent a change from the
LXX, but an unexpected and interpretive translation of the Hebrew
'I? ("I proved myself to be Lord") by the LXX, which is followed by
our author. 153 This is, first of all, an indication that Hebrews is relying
on the Greek Scriptures at this point, rather than the Hebrew Bible.
Another issue is that, on the surface, it seems as though the LXX (and
Hebrews) says the opposite of what the Hebrew Bible claims. If one
understands the Hebrew as translated above, "I proved myself to be
Lord over them", one might expect that God proving himself to be Lord
would be a very active and involved pursuit, yet the Greek texts under-
stand God as being very uninvolved, "I neglected them". This problem
can be resolved, however, by recalling how Scripture describes God's
act of asserting his lordship over Israel in the light of their disobedience.
Jer. ii:i says, "Therefore do not pray for this people, or lift up a cry or
prayer on their behalf, for I will not listen when they call to me in the
time of their trouble" (RSV). This passage indicates that Scripture
understands the "punishment" of Israel by God as partly involving his
neglect and lack of protection, allowing other nations to over-run God's
covenant people and take them into exile. This may be what lies behind
the LXX rendering. The Lord shows that he is in fact lord by pulling
away from his disobedient people and leaving them to their destruc-
tion. 154 However, if one understands the Hebrew as does the RSV,
"though I was their husband, says the LORD", then it is much more
difficult to explain the LXX rendering, unless the translators of the LXX
used a text that read ("abhor", "loathe") instead of '?P. This is
a possibility suggested by the editors of BHS in the light of the LXX, but
there is no other textual support for it. In favour of the notion that the
Hebrew Voriage used something other than S) is the occurrence of
in Jer. 3:14, where it is translated in the LXX by icaTaicvptev'aw.
But divergent Greek renderings provide very slim evidence in this case
that the Hebrew Voriage was not the same in each instance, since it is
153Cf. Nairne, Hebrews, p. 84.
154Cf. Kistemaker, Hebrews, pp. 225-26.
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possible to explain the validity of both Greek translations. Therefore, the
translators of the LXX may have understand 'I'?S) as meaning some-
thing like "I proved myself lord over them", or their Hebrew text may
have read 'S). Whatever the case, our author simply accepts the LXX
text at this point.
Heb. 8:io contains at least five textual problems. The first, the
change of q517a1u to AE' 'EL, has already been dealt with above. The next
issue is the omission of 81aw ("I will give") in the phrase &8o's' &kmi
vópouc pov ("I will surely give my laws"). This omission is witnessed
in the LXX's textual tradition in Codices Alexandrinus and
Marchalianus, and is repeated in the requotation of Jer. 31:33 in Heb.
io:i6. This omission also follows the Hebrew text, ') ("I will give"),
more closely. In the light of this, and since it is difficult to imagine any
reason for the author of Hebrews deliberately making such a change,
unless he is attempting to adjust the text to be more faithful to the
Hebrew (which is unlikely), it may well be that our author is following a
version of the LXX which does not include the term Sü5aw. The use of
lio'povc ,uov ("my laws") in both Greek texts for the singular
("my law") is the next issue.!55 The use later in v. I 0 of the plural
pronoun a?)Tos' ("them") to refer to uo',uouc can be dealt with here as
well. It is hard to explain this change, except that it may be the result of
some bias with the translators of the LXX. Westcott observes:
The rendering of 'irrn by the plural vó,uovç is remarkable. It may have
been chosen to dissociate the general idea of the divine 'instruction' from
the special Mosaic code with which it had been identified. The plural
occurs again in the same quotation c. x. i6, but not elsewhere in the NT;
nor does the plural appear to be found in any other place of the LXX as a
translation of the rflii. It is found for the (Hebr.) plural in Dan. ix. io .
Conversely, ó z-'o1uoç is used to express the plural; Ex. xviii. 20; Lev. xxvi.
46 (rhim).156
There is some difficulty with believing that the translators of the LXX
would have wanted to distance the NC from the law of Moses. This sen-
timent does fit with the thrust of Hebrews, but our author is simply fol-
lowing the text of the LXX at this point. Therefore, apart from showing,
again, that Hebrews follows the Greek version of Scripture, little can be
made of these variations, since they do not clearly represent a significant
l55Codex Sinaiticus uses the singular uó/iou.
l56Westcott, Hebrews, p. 225.
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change in meaning from the Hebrew text. The next variant is the use of
E'rnypth/Jw ("I will write on") in Hebrews in place of 'pa'/Jw ("I will
write"). This variant, also witnessed by Codex Marchalianus, may be
seen to make little difference to the meaning of the text, since in both
Hebrews and the LXX the preposition is provided in the phrase !iil
Kap8Iac azrwv ("upon their heart"). However, Thomas observes:
'pa'çbw is the general word for "write", while rn ypdq5w, particularly in the
NT, is used for the more permanent types of writing, such as inscribing or
engraving (cf. Mark xv. 26; Acts xvii. 23; Rev. xxi. 21, the only other NT
instances). 'Em 'pciçbw is particularly appropriate here, as it emphasises the
permanent nature of the laws of the new covenant.157
This variant may be the result of a different septuagintal text, but, in the
light of Thomas' observation, it is more likely a theologically motivated
variation originating with our author.
There is one more variant in the Hebrews quotation of the Jeremiah
passage. It is the omission of al5T(311 ai', near the end of v. i i, from the
phrase cLTTÔ /lLKpou aóTwv ical cs' /lEya'Aou a ycv. The LXX text of
Swete omits the ical', and Codex Alexandrinus' 58 also omits the a)m3v.
Neither of these words are syntactically necessary, and the omission of
either or both has little to no effect on the meaning of the passage; how-
ever, the LXX is closer to the Hebrew text. This variant is typical of most
of those found in this quotation, in the sense that its effect on the mean-
ing of the text is quite insignificant, and in the sense that it may reflect
an alternative textual tradition, or it may simply be an invasion of our
author's own style. Two sets of variants in this quotation, however, do
seem to be deliberately introduced by our author to make a subtle but
significant theological point: the change from ätaOrjao,uat Tqi OL'KqJ
'IapaiiA ical Tqi otiap 'Ioi)c9a to UUUTEAEUa) 1TL Toy 01/COil 'IapaijA
Kal 1Ti T011 oi,coii 'Iov'Sa, and the change from icai nl icapStas'
auTwu vpcIçliw airou's' to ical E1Ti Kap&as' al)Tan' ?rriypa'./iw
auTo i5ç.
Having looked at the variants in Hebrews' quotation of Jeremiah's
NC passage, there are still some important issues with which to grapple.
The first is the identity of the people with which the NC is made.
157Thomas, "The Old Testament Citations in Hebrews", pp. 3 12-13.
l58Moffatt (Hebrews, pp. 109-10) surmises that Hebrews usually follows Codex
Alexandrinus, though it may be more accurate to say that it follows a text much like
Codex Alexandrinus. Cf. also Weifi, Hebräer, p. 445.
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Jeremiah clearly identifies them as Israel, 159 and our author nowhere
contradicts this: ical crul'TEAthW ei TOP OTKOP 'IcipaiiA Ical 7TL TOL-'
01/COP 'Joa &a8rfKl7li Katurft-' ("and I will consummate a new
covenant over the house of Israel and over the house of Judah"-8: 8),
and Ô'Tt aVT77 77 &a8i/'K17, i)ii 81a977'clo/JaL T(f) oi',ap 'IcrpaijA
("because this is the covenant that I will make with the house of
Israel"-8:io). Since Hebrews describes its readers as participating in
the NC, does this mean that the author would identify his readers as part
of Israel? Hebrews makes much of the similarities between the two peo-
ples and their responsibilities before God, especially in the warning pas-
sages (e.g. 3:12-4:3; i:i, 2). At the same time, in Hebrews there is a
clear distinction made between those under the OC and the Mosaic Law,
and those under the NC and the ministry of Christ (e.g. :i-; 10:28, 29;
11:39, 40; 12:18-24; 13:10). Hebrews 3:1-6 describes two houses, one
with the servant, Moses in charge, the other with the Son, Jesus in
charge ("whose house we are"), indicating that our author sees his read-
ers as making up a group of people distinct from those under Moses.
Chapter 13 is very enlightening on this subject. Here, the author claims
that his readers have an altar that is unavailable to "those who serve in
the tabernacle" (v. i o), further defining his readers as a distinct entity, at
least distinct from mainstream Israel. However, it is 1311 - 16, and espe-
cially v. 13, which may give the clearest answer to this question. In this
verse the readers are instructed to follow Jesus outside the camp. The
context makes it clear that the camp is Jerusalem, which they can aban-
don because the city they are seeking is not the earth-bound Jerusalem,
but a heavenly city (v. 14, cf. also 11:14-16). In effect, the readers are
being encouraged to break with the religious community of Israel, and to
abide religiously, at least, "outside the camp". This seems to indicate
that our author sees his readers as comprising an entity separate from the
Israel of his day.
Nevertheless, there is good reason to believe that, although
Hebrews depicts the readers as religiously distinct from contemporary
Israel, it also understands them as Israel's spiritual 60 This must be
the case since Hebrews depicts the work of Christ as both the fulfilment
l59Kaiser ("The Old Promise and the Old Covenant: Jeremiah 31:31-34", p. i io)
says, "The whole context meticulously connects the new covenant strophe with a lit-
eral restoration of the Jewish nation. . . . On this point almost all commentators are
agreed; at least initially so."
160Cf.
 Calvin, The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, p. 190.
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of God's promises to Israel and the typological consummation of God's
system of relating to Israel (ch. 8),161 and since it sees its readers as par-
takers in and benefiting from this same work of Christ (10:19-25; 11:39-
4o).162 In other words, through Christ, the readers enjoy the fulfilment of
God's promises and plan for Israel, even though they are not themselves
Israel. Therefore, there is a sense in which our readers have, at least for a
time, supplanted Israel as the people of God. Jeremiah, however,
promises the NC to IsraeL' 63 Whether or not Hebrews sees its readers in
a spiritual sense as the true Israel or a new Israel, as opposed to the
mainstream Israel of the day, or as something entirely other than Israel
is not clear from this context alone. Hebrews never answers the question
of the complete or final fulfilment of Jeremiah's prophecy, which
expects the establishment of the NC to be with Israel proper. What is
clear is that Hebrews sees its Jewish readers, above all else, as followers
of Christ.
Hebrews 8:9 reasserts another important perspective, held by both
Jeremiah l64 and Hebrews, that it is the Mosaic Covenant that is iden-
tified as the OC and that is replaced by the NC. This is a reassertion
because this point has already been made throughout the first seven
chapters (e.g. 3: i-6). It is important, however, to recognise the implica-
tions of this. Hebrews never asserts that the NC replaces any of the
scriptural covenants other than the Mosaic Covenant. In fact, our author
affirms the continued validity of the Abrahamic Covenant in 6: I3I9,165
and in a fascinating way he shows how God's unchanging promise to
Abraham can be a spiritual encouragement to his readers. By recognis-
161 Cf. Weil3, Hebräer, pp. 43 9-46; Spicq, L'Epitre aux Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 232.
162Cf. Ruager, Hebraerbrief, p. 149.
163 JCjstemaker (Hebrews, pp. 226-29) understands the reference to Israel and
Judah in the Jeremiah passage very broadly, including both Jew and Gentile believ-
ers, and not as a specific reference to the nation of Israel. But this seems to stretch
the meaning of these terms beyond reason. Hebrews obviously sees its readers as
participating in the NC, but it simply does not interact with the issue of the relation-
ship of the nation of Israel to the NC. Nevertheless, a literal fulfilment of the NC
promise with the house of Israel and the house of Judah at a later time would contra-
dict nothing in Hebrews (cf. Montefiore, Hebrews, pp. 140, 141; Hagner, Hebrews,
p. 125).
164Even the Jeremiah text says that the Lord would make a NC not like the one
made with the exodus generation, indicating that even Jeremiah was anticipating the
replacement of the Mosaic Covenant.
165Cf. Swetnam, "A Suggested Interpretation of Hebrews 9,15-18", p. 383.
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ing the unchanging stability of the Abrahamic Covenant, the readers can
be encouraged and emboldened to grasp hold of the hope that lay before
them, hope which comes from Christ's entry into the heavenly sanctuary
as a forerunner. In other words, God's promise that the readers would
one day follow Jesus into the heavenly tabernacle was as sure as his
promise to bless and multiply Abraham, the fulfilment of which the
readers themselves could verify, even by their own existence as Jews.
Confidence in the God of Abraham would allow the readers to connect
to their "anchor for the soul" in Jesus, who sits at the right hand of the
throne of God in the heavenly holy of holies. So, Hebrews does not see
the NC as replacing the Abrahamic Covenant, and this is why the author
can make such a connection between his readers and Abraham (cf.
2:16).
Neither does Hebrews see the promise/covenant made with David
as having been replaced. In i: our author quotes the first part of 2 Sam.
7:14, which, in its original context, is in the middle of a section promis-
ing the eternal establishment of David's kingdom. Our author applies
this passage to Jesus, indicating that he sees him as the fulfilment of that
promise to David. In fact, Psalm 110, the Scripture passage that stands
nearest to the heart of Hebrews' message, is an enthronement psalm that
describes "the Lord" taking up his rule from "Zion". This psalm is in
line with the kingdom promise to David in 2 Sam. 7:11-16, and our
author's reliance on it, along with his application of 2 Sam. 7:14 to
Jesus, shows that he sees Jesus as fulfilling God's kingdom promise to
David. So, rather than being supplanted, the Davidic promise is fulfilled
by Jesus and his ascension to the right hand of God. This leads to an
interesting question. The work of Christ is understood by our author as
the fulfilment of both the promise to David and the covenant made with
Moses, but in the case of the former, the fulfilment is such that it estab-
lishes the promise as eternally valid, while in the case of the latter, its
fulfilment makes that covenant obsolete and no longer in force. What is
the difference in these two fulfilments?
First, the difference begins with the way in which Hebrews views
the nature of the two promises. The promise to David itself requires that
it be an eternally valid promise, since it provides an assurance that
David's kingdom would be eternal. There is no way for this promise to
be fulfilled without remaining valid forever. Unlike the promise to
David, the Mosaic Covenant could be broken by the people and its
validity put into jeopardy, even though it was initially meant to be valid
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forever (e.g. Exod. 12:14, 17, 24; Lev. 16:29). The Mosaic Covenant
can be discarded if the people refuse to abide by its terms. Undergirding
this difference is the fact that the Davidic promise does not carry with it
any conditions. God simply states that he would establish David's king-
dom forever, and David is not required to do anything more than he has
already done, so that the success of the promise does not rest on David's
shoulders. On the other hand, the success of the Mosaic Covenant does
require that the people abide by the covenant stipulations. It is clear that
our author (and indeed Jeremiah) blames the failure of the OC on the
people and their failure to live up to the standards laid down in the
Mosaic Law (Heb. 8:7-9). Jeremiah's ringing criticism of the OC and its
people would have been sufficient evidence to our author that the
Mosaic Covenant was different from the other covenants and promises
found in Scripture. The language used by the NC passage in Jeremiah
would have convinced our author that the Mosaic Covenant was not
permanent, and since no language like this is used in relation to the
Abrahamic or Davidic promises, he would have no reason to treat these
promises as if they, like the Mosaic Covenant, would lose their potency.
The success of the Mosaic Covenant, then, was conditioned on the per-
formance of the people with whom the covenant was made,' 66 while the
success of the Davidic promise was dependent on God alone.
Secondly, though the Mosaic Covenant and the Davidic promise
both have their fulfilment in Christ, the two are fulfilled in different
ways. The OC is predictive of something else only in an inferential way,
and this is seen only with the benefit of hindsight and from a perspective
that is able to consider the import of the Christ-event. The OC stands as
shadow and type of the work of Christ, so that Jesus fulfils the old by
offering the real thing that the old could only foreshadow, 167 and after
the offering of the (new) real, the old is no longer relevant. Conversely,
the Davidic covenant is predictive by nature, so when Jesus fulfils that
promise nothing is set aside, and there is nothing in this fulfilment that
surpasses the quality of the original promise. Even if David is seen to be
a type of Christ, as the OC can be seen as a type of the NC, the fulfilment
of the Davidic promise is not typological, as is the fulfilment of the OC,
because it is not David that is being fulfilled but the promise to David,
and predictive fulfilments must be considered distinct from typological
166Cf. Nairne (Hebrews, p. 84), who cites Ex. 29:5 and Lev. 26: 14ff.
167Cf. Lane, Hebrews 1-8, p. 21o; Manson, Hebrews, p. 129.
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fulfilments. 168 Therefore, the two fulfilments are by nature fundamen-
tally different. The NC fulfils in the sense of achieving the purpose and
intent of the old, 169 but it does so in an improved way—this fulfilment is
typological. The fulfilment of the Davidic promise is a simple
realisation of a promise and prediction.
It is important to recognise, when considering the use of Scripture
in Hebrews, that the author sees only the Old or Mosaic Covenant as
coming to an end and as having been replaced by the NC in the new,
Christian system which he describes.' 70 There is no reason to believe
that Hebrews understands the other promises and covenants in Scripture
as losing their force for his readers; in fact, it is quite the opposite.
Our author's exegetical comments on this quotation (8:13) are quite
brief. This may be because he considers the meaning of the quoted ma-
terial to be clear enough by itself, or because the point he wishes to
make is simple and brief, or, most likely, because ch. 8 serves primarily
as an introduction to the subject(s) dealt with in the next two chapters,
so he is able to leave a further discussion of these issues to those chap-
ters (e.g. 9:15-22).' 7 ' In fact, the re-quotation of part of the Jeremiah
passage in ch. io indicates that the message of chs. 9 and JO as a whole
is, in one sense, an elaboration of the concepts introduced by the
Jeremiah passage. 172 In the author's short exegetical comment he
focuses on one word from the quotation, icati-'i-' ("new"). Hebrews uses
two synonyms, KaLuo'c (8:13; 9:15) and voç (7:24), to describe the NC,
with each having a slightly different meaning—since synonyms rarely
have exactly the same force. In general, KaLi'dç means something that is
new in quality, while ioç describes something new in time. Something
can have both characteristics, newness of time and quality, and it is
probable that our author understands the NC as being new in both of
these ways. It is also probable that when the LXX and our author choose
the term KaiPo's' it is because the covenant's qualitative newness is
ió8Goppelt, Typos, pp. 17, i8, 198-202.
l69Westcott, Hebrews, p. 226.
l7OThe better promises of 8:6 are compared to the promises of the Mosaic
Covenant, as the following context suggests.
l71Buchanan, To the Hebrews, p. 139.
172jnd jr ,
 The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 8o; Manson, Hebrews,
p. 127; Snell, New and Living Way, p. 33.
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prominent in their thinking at that point.' 73 In any case, it is probably
best not to overplay this distinction. 174
 The covenant spoken of by
Jeremiah was "new", and for our author this terminology creates a con-
trast with the Mosaic Covenant that shows it to be old and obsolete: i.i
Ti A'EtP Katri' TrETraAaLwKElJ TTl) TTpWT77J) ("by saying' 75 'new'
he has made the first obsolete"). The logic of this is pressed still further
as our author asserts that if the Mosaic Covenant was old and obsolete,
then it must be near disappearing: TO 6 rraAaLo1EuoL' ical yipaooii
yv's' a'q5ai-'w7loD ("and that which is made obsolete and is old is near
disappearing"). 176 According to Caird, "Here is a perfectly sound piece
of exegesis".'77
However, the tenses and vocabulary used by our author in 8:13
create an interesting question: Does our author mean that the OC is near
disappearing from Jeremiah's perspective, or simply from his own per-
spective? Hebrews' use of the perfect, TrETraAaiwKEi-', indicates that our
author sees the language of Jeremiah, calling the NC "new", as making
the Mosaic Covenant old or obsolete. The term TraAalóu can have either
meaning, "old" or "obsolete", but its use in the next clause indicates that
he is probably using it as a description of the Mosaic Covenant's obso-
lescence. Here it is used in conjunction with the synonym yipa'o-iau, and
the two words, used together as they are, describe something that is near
to disappearing. There seems to be little reason for the author to have
used these synonyms together in this way unless he wishes to emphasise
a slightly different quality with each. Since the range of meaning for
v71pa'UKW is the narrower of the two, "to grow old", it would make the
173Trench, Synonyms of the New Testament, pp. 219-25. Cf. also Delitzsch,
Hebrews, vol. 2, pp. 44, 45; Westcott, Hebrews, p. 223.
174Kaiser ("The Old Promise and the Old Covenant: Jeremiah 31:31-34", p. iio)
stresses that the NC in Jeremiah is really a "renewed" covenant, as does Fischer
("Covenant, Fulfilment and Judaism in Hebrews", pp. 175-87)—see below. Kaiser,
however, does not take the notion of the renewed covenant to the extreme that
Fischer does, recognising that while there is a great deal of continuity between the
two covenants, there is also significant 'discontinuity.
175 0r "when he says". Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 44) says, "Eu qi Ayeiz
here is like El' Ti r5rrorci&it at ii. 8 and a' 'i43 ,k5'EoGat at iii. i5."
176Moffatt (Hebrews, p. iii) points out that "th/auIELv is applied to legislation
in the sense of abolition, lapsing or falling into disuetude" in Hellenistic Greek. And
Nairne (Hebrews, p. 84) points out that this term is used frequently in the "LXX of
Jeremiah for sudden violent removal".
t77Caird, "The Exegetical Method of the Epistle to the Hebrews", p. 47.
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best sense to take rraAaLo'a) as having a meaning within its own range
("to make, be or become old, to become obsolete") but that is a bit less
general, "to become obsolete". This translation choice is confirmed by
the context, since the logic of the clause works best with TraAaLo'w
translated as "obsolete". He says that yo rraAaLoi/1Evol-' Kal y77paaKol)
is near disappearing. It is easier to see where he gets the notion of
disappearance if he is beginning with the concept that the OC is obsolete,
and not just old. So, if it is best to translate naAaiów as "obsolete" in the
second instance, it is probably best to understand it this way in the first
instance as well. Therefore, our author would have considered the OC
"obsolete" even from Jeremiah's perspective. 178 But, in our author's
estimation, was it "near disappearing" back that far? It seems that its
disappearance is directly related to its obsolescence, and since it was
obsolete when Jeremiah was written, it would have been near
disappearing then as well. What he means by near, however, is another
question. Is he referring to nearness of time or something else? It does
not seem reasonable that Hebrews would consider the covenant near the
end if its validity with respect to time in Jeremiah's day. However, this
statement can be taken to mean that, even though the OC was still in
force for several centuries after the NC prophecy, from the time of that
prophecy the Mosaic Covenant was fated for invalidity, and that it
existed from that time "near" the brink of disappearance. In other words,
God had already decided that the Mosaic Covenant had failed and that it
was in need of replacing, 179
 and he could easily do so at any juncture,
but when he did so was another issue. From the time of the NC
prophecy,' 8° the OC's days were numbered—it was near disappearing.181
178 Cf. Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrzftausleger, p. i68.
According to Lindars (The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 82), "the
prophecy of the new covenant necessarily renders the old one obsolete".
179Lane, Hebrews i-8, p. 208; Riggenbach, Hebräer, pp. 2 3 5-36; Ruager,
Hebraerbrief, p. 149.
l8OCf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 229; Bruce, Hebrews, p. 195; Delitzsch, Hebrews,
vol. 2, pp. 45, 46; Hagner, Hebrews, p. 126; Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 228; Sneli,
New and Living Way, pp. 105, io6; Weil3, Hebräer, p. 447.
181 1f this is true, then this phrase "near disappearing" cannot be construed as a
hint that the temple ministry was in the process of disappearing but still current at
the time Hebrews was written (as is done by Hagner, Hebrews, p. 124), since it
refers to the situation in Jeremiah's time. At the time of Hebrews' writing the
process of disappearing may well have been completed, in the author's view, or he
may not see the process as completed even by the time of the fall of Jerusalem.
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The persuasive force of this line of argumentation for the readers would
have been in the discovery that their Mosaic Covenant had failed and
was doomed to obsolescence, even while it was yet in force, and this
obsolescence of the Mosaic system came to light merely on the basis of
the prophesying of the NC. How inappropriate would it be for them to
cling to the old, now that the new had actually arrived and was in
force?'82
There are those who would disagree with the analysis that Hebrews
understands the NC as having replaced the OC. J. Fischer, for instance,
argues that the NC has fulfilled the OC, but without replacing it.183
According to Fischer, the NC prophecy of Jeremiah uses irony in
describing a "new" covenant that was actually a reinstatement of the old,
with the same goals and intent. What Jeremiah is really saying is that
when God's people finally put themselves right with God in their
covenant relationship it will be as if they are enjoying something new, a
new covenant. This should never have been the case, as the people
should have been faithful from the start, and so Jeremiah's prophecy is a
statement of irony: how new for God's people to be faithful to his
covenant. Fischer compares the enactment of the NC described in
Hebrews with the re-establishment of the covenant for Joshua's genera-
tion in Deuteronomy. Then he goes on to say, "One covenant does not
set aside another. One does not invalidate another so as to nullify its
stipulations. Rather, it renews, expands, adapts, updates".' 84 The empha-
sis put forth by Fisher on the unity of purpose and the shared intended
result between the two covenants is welcome. And his rejection of the
notion that the OC has been set aside in such a way that it could/should
no longer be used to teach the church as a "pointer" to Christ is consis-
There is nothing in this statement for determining the time of Hebrews' writing. Cf.
Bruce, Hebrews, p. 195; Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 228; Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 142;
Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 236.
182The Qumran documents indicate that at least one community in Israel before
the turn of the eras saw themselves as participating in the NC. This community, how-
ever, did not understand the NC as permanently replacing the cultic elements of the
OC, "but they looked forward to a new age which would revive the highest ideals of
the old age; they looked forward to a renovated temple which would still be a temple
made with hands, to a pure sacrificial worship which would still involve the slaugh-
ter of bulls and goats, to a worthy priesthood which would still be confined to the
family of Aaron. . ." (Bruce, Hebrews, p. 193).
183 Fischer, "Covenant, Fulfilment and Judaism in Hebrews", pp. 175-87.
84Fischer, "Covenant, Fulfilment and Judaism in Hebrews", p. 179.
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tent with our author's own use of the OC and its Scripture. The OC is not
without its value even to the NC people, but this in no way argues for the
continued enforcement, or re-enforcement, of the OC for our author and
his readers. The argument Fischer advances indicates that he has not
only misunderstood the most fundamental assertion of Hebrews—that in
Christ God's people have something new, different and better—but he
has also failed to recognise a somewhat subtle but vitally important per-
spective in Hebrews—that the Scriptures of the OC are just as much
Scripture for those under the NC, even though they are no longer under
the OC.' 85 Any view that does not recognise these two foundational
characteristics of the argument of Hebrews will never be able to under-
stand or describe adequately either the thrust of the book's message or
the hermeneutic that spawned it.
Role of the New Covenant in Hebrews
Lehne claims that "the covenant idea" is the "linchpin" of the struc-
ture of Hebrews. 186 "The covenant idea" does play an important role in
Hebrews, and especially in chs. 8–b as indicated by the inclusio formed
around the doctrinal section of these chapters (8:1-10:18) by the quota-
tion and re-quotation of the NC passage from Jeremiah (8:8-12; I 0:16,
17). However, it is not accurate to say that covenant is the main theme
of Hebrews, or even of chs. 8–io, as shown earlier in my discussion on
the structure of Hebrews. The main idea of the book is that the spiritual
needs of the readers are met entirely in the superior priesthood of
Christ, and the main theme of chs. 8–jo is the superiority of the priestly
work of Christ. Indeed, to speak of priesthood necessarily involves the
covenant concept, whether or not covenant is explicitly mentioned—of
course, in Hebrews it is—since much of the significance of the biblical
priest is in his mediation of covenant. Therefore, it should not be surpris-
ing to find in a treatise on priesthood that the concept of covenant would
provide a significant part of the theological foundation of the argument,
and this is the case in Hebrews. Some respond to this as if Hebrews is
being innovative in the "marriage of covenant and cult", 187 not realising
that the Mosaic Covenant and the levitical priesthood has been thus wed
185 These two points will be substantiated throughout this work.
186Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, p. 94; cf. also Vos, "Hebrews, the
Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 59 1-92.
' 87E.g. Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, p. iii.
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from the start. And it may be that the failure to recognise this inherent
"marriage" between the OC (and the NC) and cult has in part led to the
notion that covenant is the main idea of Hebrews, since it is true that if
the concept of covenant is removed serious damage is done to the logic
of Hebrews. 188 However, if the concept of covenant is removed there is
also serious damage done to the logic of biblical priesthood, and the
damage that would be done to the logic of Hebrews by the removal of
the covenant references is due to the theological dependence of the main
theme, priesthood, on the covenant concept. Priesthood, covenant, cult,
redemption—all of these are inextricably intertwined in biblical theol-
ogy and in Hebrews, but the main theological concern in Hebrews is
priesthood.189
The covenant concept in Hebrews is like the concept of Son. They
are both critical elements of the theological foundation upon which the
argument of Hebrews rests. Even the language used to introduce the two
concepts is very similar. In 1:4, 5 our author claims that Jesus is as much
better than the angels as the name he has inherited, Son (Toaou'Tq.
KELTTWl) VEl-'O/1Et-'OS' miii d'Awv Oc7) SLaçbopU.STEp0JJ
 irap'
al5TO?)S' IcEIcAT/pol-'ó,ul7KEIi ó'vo,ua. Thu vdp EL TIE 1-' TIOTE T(al'
dy7'Awv, ïíóç ,UOU el oi5, ?y 077/JEPOU 7'EyáuUT/Kd oE). In 8:6 he
says that the ministry Jesus has obtained is as much better than the
levites as the covenant he mediates (iivv[t] 6 &aq5opcurEpac TE'TuxEl)
AElToupylac, 6a() Ka KpEL'TTOl'óS' thTLIJ 6La8TjKT7S' /IEcTIT77S). The
thought and language parallels here are striking, and it is no accident
that the two concepts, better name (Son) and better covenant (NC), play
a similar role in Hebrews by energising and giving credibility to the
main concept, better priest. It is also no accident that these two similar
expressions come in the last part of the author's introduction to the first
two main sections of his work, which is one more piece of evidence that
it is correct to see 8:iff as introducing section two of the book. In sec-
tion one "Son" is the primary concept which the author uses to support
his thesis that Jesus is, because of his own nature, a superior priest. In
section two, "the NC" is the primary concept which the author uses to
support his thesis that Jesus is, because of his work, a superior priest in
188Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", p. 592.
189 Cf. Isaacs (Sacred Space, pp. I 5-22), who admits that most interpreters
through the ages understand priesthood as the main theme of Hebrews. Although she
does not accept priesthood as the main theme, she does say that "The centrality of
the theme of Christ's priesthood for Hebrews is indubitable".
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practice. We should expect to find in chs. 8—jo, therefore, that the NC
and all its (cultic) trappings are seen as the foundation of Jesus' superior
priestly work.
Chapter Three
Explanation of Christ's New Covenant Priestly
Ministry: Hebrews 9:1-10:18
Hebrews 9:1-10:18 represents the theological core of chs. 8—jo,
with ch. 8 serving to introduce this section, and 10:19-39 containing the
paraenesis that grows out of it. Furthermore, because of the place of chs.
8—jo in Hebrews, this section also represents the theological core of the
book as a whole, chs. 1-7 laying the foundation for the discussion of
Jesus' high priestly ministry in chs. 8—jo by establishing the fact and
nature of Jesus' priesthood, and chs. 11-13 developing the practical
implications of the readers' standing and responsibility before God as a
result of Jesus' priestly ministry. This section explains, or expands on,
the three main topics introduced in ch. 8: the old and new covenants, the
old and new sacrifices and the old and new sanctuaries.
THE OLD AND NEW SANCTUARIES COMPARED (9
.
 1-14)
Hebrews 9:1-14 can be divided into three parts, the first part begin-
fling with o' (9: i) and containing a cursory description of the taberna-
cle of the exodus, the second part beginning with & (9:6) and offering
an interpretation of the significance of the tabernacle for the readers and
the third part also beginning with &? (9:11) and describing the impor-
tance of the heavenly sanctuary. The following will take each of these
parts in turn.
Schematic of the Earthly Tabernacle (9•.
The first verse of ch. 9 develops a theme from ch. 8 (vv. 6, I 3)
using the term TTPC3TOS' ("first"). However, the meaning of this term in
I 14
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the first verses of ch. 9 is somewhat ambiguous.' The use of TTpWTOS' in
9:1 seems to refer to the first covenant, coming after its use in the previ-
ous verse (8:13) where it has this meaning, so the reader naturally makes
this connection, at least initially. This interpretation of TT/X)TO works
well within : i itself, understanding the first covenant as involving regu-
lations for service and a sanctuary: ETXE ,uèu o'v 1/cal] T TTpWTJ7
ÔL/caLw/laTa AaTpEIac -ró YE ?'tOi-' Kocr/ltKóu ("therefore, the first
was also having regulations for service and the earthly holy place"). But
in 9:2 the author goes on to talk about "the first tent", and then in v. 3 he
speaks of a "tent called the holy of holies". In v. 2, then, rrpwos' is used
to refer to the first tent over against another (second) tent, so that the use
of this term in 9:2 has shifted since its appearance in ch. 8. This may
cause the reader to question whether or not the initial understanding of
TrpwTOc in v. i as referring to the first covenant holds up under further
scrutiny in the light of its usage in v. 2. In fact, there is a shift in the
usage of rrpooc from its reference in ch. 8 to the first covenant to its
reference in ch. 9 to the first tent, but this shift does not take place until
after : i. It is clear that TTpW' TOc is used in v. 2 to describe a o/ci7u4, but it
would be awkward to understand i rrpüJ'Yii in : I as referring to the tent,
since the verse would then read: "Therefore, the first [tent] was also hav-
ing regulations for service and the earthly holy place". It would be
strange to understand the first tent as having an "earthly holy place",
because the first tent is itself an "earthly holy place". Therefore, on
account of the awkwardness created by understanding npwoc as refer-
ring to the tent in v. I, along with the close grammatical connection
between 8:13 and : I (oYi)2 and the lack of any clue to the reader that
the author is shifting his usage of the term until 9:2, it seems best to
understand rrpc3oc as having the same referent and usage in : I as it
does in 8:13, relating to the first covenant.3
1 Some manuscripts (e.g. mg, 73, 74, 8o, 8i, 104, 137, 139, 326, 365, 629,
630, 2464) add UK77J-'lj to specify that the "first" refers to the tabernacle. Buchanan
(To the Hebrews, pp. 139-40) also understands TTpJT17 as referring to the first tent.
2Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 231.
3 Attridge (Hebrews, p. 230) says, "Covenant' is clearly implied". Moffatt
(Hebrews, p. I 12) agrees, as does Bruce, Hebrews, p. 197; Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol.
2, p. 47; Kistemaker, Hebrews, pp. 238-39; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 214; Montefiore,
Hebrews, p. 143; Riggenbach, Hebräer, pp. 236-37; WeiI3, Hebräer, p. 449 and
others. Cf. Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 47, for a treatment of the textual history
relevant to this issue, including the reading of the Textus Receptus, 7 TTPW'T17 07(771)17.
Buchanan (To the Hebrews, p. 139) reads "first tent".
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When our author uses rrpwroc to describe the tent in ch. 9, his usage
does not necessarily carry with it the same polemical force as it does
when he applies it to the NC. That is, is used with 6La9ljKr/ in the
context of one covenant being replaced by another, so that the first
belonged to a previous order, while its counterpart, the new, belongs to
the present order. In the context of the tents, when the counterpart of the
first is the holy of holies, both the first and second belong to the same
order. Yet here there is also an aspect of the first tent that makes it infe-
rior to the second tent or holy of holies, just as the first covenant is infe-
rior to the NC (cf. 9:6, 7). This relationship between the first and second,
and the use of similar terminology with regard to the covenants and the
tents is creatively used to illustrate the relationship between the old and
new orders in : 8, with the author playing on the ambiguities he created
at the beginning of the chapter. There will be more on this later.
With v. 2 the author launches into a description of the layout of the
tabernacle, focusing on its furnishings.4 This description relies primarily
on the account in Exodus, but incorporates information from other
sources as well. There are three issues that challenge the interpreter with
regard to the author's agreement with Scripture in his description of the
tabernacle. The first is the inclusion of the golden incense altar with the
holy of holies, 5 since Exod. o:i-io clearly places it within the holy
place or first tent. 6 Some modern interpreters highlight this as a mistake,
and some even take this as evidence that the author was not personally
familiar with the temple service of his day. 7 While our author's seem-
ingly loose treatment of the placement of the incense altar does not seem
4Josephus gives an extended description of Herod's temple in War 5, 184-236.
5 See Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 215, for a treatment of the view that Ov,ueaTTjptoiJ
refers to a golden censor used by the priest to carry live coals into the holy of holies.
He rightly rejects this view. Cf. also Snell, New and Living Way, p. io8.
6Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 220) points to a liturgical tradition which, according to
him, indicates that in the later history of Israel the golden altar was placed within the
holy of holies (i Kgs. 6:20; 2 Bar. 6:7—it is questionable whether these texts can
sustain this point of view, but see i Kgs. 6:22).
7E.g. Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 145. Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 55) says, "but
even supposing him to have been an Alexandrian Jew, he must have been a monster
of ignorance and forgetfulness to be capable of such a mistake". Delitzsch, following
Bleek and Tholuck, believes that the author was influenced by his own view that the
heavenly sanctuary had no veil, and that the incense rising from the altar symbolises
the prayers of the saints coming into the most holy place. This position is interesting,
but a bit fanciful—and unrepresentative of the context of the passage.
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satisfactory to modern sensibilities, it may not have been such a problem
to his earliest readers. 8 In fact, Hebrews is really not as concerned about
describing the conect positioning of the tabernacle furnishings as about
making a theological point. In the material to come, our author will
make a comparison of Jesus' high priestly work and the levitical high
priest's service on the Day of Atonement, an event on which our author
is keen to focus. Exodus 30:7-JO describes the role of the incense altar in
the functioning of the tabernacle, which is primarily one of facilitating
the daily burning of incense. However, the incense altar also plays a role
in the Day of Atonement ceremonies, as outlined by Exod. 30:10: "Once
a year Aaron shall make atonement on its horns. This annual atonement
must be made with the blood of the atoning sin offering for the genera-
tions to come. It is most holy to the LORD" (NIV). It is possible that
Hebrews follows a tradition here that understands the incense altar as
placed in the holy of holies, and that our author does mean to say that the
altar was in the same chamber as the ark of the covenant. 9 However there
is some indication in the text of Hebrews that, following Exod. 30:10,10
our author may be associating the incense altar with the holy of holies,
without saying that it is actually in the holy of holies." When he
describes the contents of the first tent he uses phrasing that unambigu-
ously places these things inside that first tent: oIc77iJ7	 vcip
KaTEcrKEuacrOr) 77 TrpoJ'T17 E1' 7 77 TE Avi'ia ,cat 77 TpaTTE(a icat
rrpo9cats- Twi-' cIpTuni, iic A5'ETat A'ta ("for the first tent was
prepared, in which was both the lampstand, and the table and the presen-
tation of the loaves, which is called 'Holy"-9:2). But, when he
describes the holy of holies he uses different terminology: /IETâ 6 rá
6eiiTepou KaTarrETacr/1a cT/(77V77 7 AEVo/1E'l'TJ CA YLa rAYLWU, xplr
croDu xovaa Dv,it a4pt oil Kcl T7'l' Kt/3WT61) T17S' St aOIlKrl.s' . . . ("but
after the second curtain is the tent called 'Holy of Holies', which had a
8 However, according to B. Metzger (A Textual Commentary on the Greek New
Testament, p. 667), there are several witnesses which try to correct the text at this
point. Nonetheless, the overwhelming bulk of the witnesses attempt no correction
here.
90n the basis of passages such as I Kgs. 6:22; 2 Macc. 2:4-8; Rev. 8:3, Attridge
(Hebrews, p. 235) says, "That there was a tradition placing the altar of incense in the
inner sanctuary is certain".
' 0See Attridge (Hebrews, pp. 236-38) for a treatment of "The Anomalies of
Hebrews 9:2-4 and Numbers".
"Hagner (Hebrews, p. 128) takes this view; Kistemaker (Hebrews, pp. 238-39)
holds a similar position.
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golden altar and the ark of the covenant. . ."-9:3, 4). Readers unfamil-
iar with the tabernacle arrangement as described by Exodus may assume
that Hebrews understands the golden altar to have been within the holy
of holies. The original readers, however, probably would have been very
familiar with the layout of the tabernacle, and would have been able to
detect the author's shift of phrasing,' 2
 noting that he does not actually
say that the altar is "in" the holy of holies, but that the holy of holies
"has" the altar. 13 Evidently, from our author's perspective, the physical
placement of the altar is less important than its functional connection
with the holy of holies on the Day of Atonement. 14 However, at the end
of this paragraph the author admits that his intent is not to go into great
detail on the particulars of the tabernacle layout: npi U51-' ovic EoTL1-'
i-'Dv AE5'ELl icaTà ,ue'pos' ("concerning which [the tabernacle] there is
no time to speak in detail"-9: 5b). Instead of contemplating the meaning
of each detail of the tabernacle arrangement, the author chooses to focus
12Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 56), agrees.
' 3According to Bruce (Commentary on Hebrews, pp. 201, 202) this explanation
"smacks of special pleading", but then even he goes on to describe "a special con-
nection between the incense-altar and the holy of holies, no matter on which side of
the veil the altar stood", because of its function on the Day of Atonement. Nairne
(Hebrews, p. 86) asserts that the altar belongs to the holy of holies. Riggenbach
(Hebräer, pp. 245-46) suggests that the infrequent mention of the incense altar in the
LXX may have made it seem less important to the author than some of the other tools
of the tabernacle, or he may simply have forgotten about the altar, so that he refers to
the incense pan (his understanding of Ou,uta yijptoi-') instead. This does not seem
convincing (cf. Braun, Hebräer, p. 251). Guthrie (Hebrews, pp. i8o-8 i) claims that
"the participle having (echousa) is intended in the sense of 'belonging to' rather than
'standing within," but then he says, "Nevertheless, since the same participle does
service as well for the ark, which was quite definitely inside the holy of holies, the
preceding explanation is not without some difficulty. Nevertheless it is the most rea-
sonable." Moffatt (Hebrews, pp. 114-15) calls the association of the incense altar
with the holy of holies "another of his inaccuracies in describing what he only knew
from the text of the LXX", and finds the explanation above as "quite unacceptable",
since "xouaa as applied to the other items could not mean this". Hebrews also uses
a participial form of xw in 9:4 to describe the golden jar "having" the manna (a' '
aTa/woc xpv xouaa Tcl ,utha-'a), which is certainly a way of saying that the
manna is inside the jar. Therefore, this use of xw in the latter part of v. 4 must be
held in tension with the author's shift in terminology from a' in v. 2 to xouaa near
the beginning of v. 4. At least, the author's use of terminology creates some ambigu-
ity at this point, which may explain his connection of the incense altar with the holy
of holies.
14Cf. Strobel, Hebräer, p. 99; Spicq, Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 250.
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on the significance, general structure and function of the levitical sanctu-
ary.
The second and third issues are the descriptions of the jar of manna
and the rod of Aaron as being in the ark of the covenant (9:4). Both the
jar of manna' 5 and the rod are described in Exod. 16:33, 34 and Num.
17:10 respectively as being placed "in front of the Testimony" (NIV).
Since Exod. 25:16, 21 describe God's instruction to put the "Testimony"
into the ark, it is not too great a stretch to imagine that the jar of manna
and Aaron's rod, previously associated with the Testimony in location,
would have been placed inside the ark as well.' 6
 Therefore, our author's
description of these items as being inside the ark is simply an interpreta-
tion of the material in Exodus, 17 albeit not based on any explicit state-
ment.
According to : i, the first covenant had its own regulations and
place for worship. The first five verses of ch. 9 describe this place of
worship, while the next five verses describe the regulations for worship,
and all of this is with a view to comparing the old place and regulations
with those surrounding the self-sacrifice of Christ depicted in the last
four verses.
Significance of the Earthly Tabernacle (9.. 6-10)
Verses 6-10 comprise one long, compound and complex sentence.
The &? at the beginning of this sentence may cause the reader to remem-
ber the pá-' at the beginning of : I, but there is no grammatical connec-
tion between these two words' 8 since vv. 6-jo are still describing part of
what was introduced by the /1E'l' in 9:1, the regulations for service. 19 In
' 5 Cf. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 236), who says, "A final embellishment of the
biblical accounts is the note that the jar was golden. Exodus knows only of an
ordinary jar, but Philo, too, mentions that the jar of manna was of gold". Presumably
Attridge is referring only to the MT, since to say that Exodus is unaware of the jar's
supposed golden quality does not take into account that the LXX calls it cTTc1IJJOU
pvaoDu, and Hebrews does rely on the LXX over against the Hebrew. What is more,
the Hebrew term translated by the LXX, is a hapax legomenon, so it would be
difficult to determine its range of meaning with certainty.
16So Ebrard, Hebrews, pp. 269-70.
' 7Attridge, Hebrews, p. 236.
18Against Spicq, Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 247.
19Buchanan (To the Hebrews, p. 146) and Weil3 (Hebräer, p. 449) point out that
the appearance of &KaLth,uaYa in vv. i and io forms an inclusio. This marks out
these verses as a unit.
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order for this &' to refer back to the ,uu of 9:1 there would have to be a
contrast between these two statements, and there clearly is not.
According to 9:1, the first, "on the one hand", had regulations and a
place, and having described the place in vv. 1-5, in vv. 6-jo the author
will talk about the regulations, thus still leaving the reader to anticipate
the rest of the contrast introduced by 1ueu, which is not introduced until
v. II. Therefore, the &' in v. 6 must be understood as used in a continua-
tive sense, and is best translated "and". 2° However, 1u'u is also used in v.
6, anticipating the 8 at the beginning of v. 7 and setting up a contrast
between the priests' entry into the first tent and the high priest's entry
into the second tent. The priests enter the first tent 6th TTaJJTO'S', and in
the light of the contrast between the two situations, with the priest going
into the second tent 5rra yoD i-'tavroD ("once a year"), it is probable
that the meaning of 8th Tral-'To'ç here is something like "continually" or
"daily". 21 Leviticus 1-7 and 16 represent the closest correspondence in
the Pentateuch to the material in 9:6-10, so it is probable that our author
relies on these chapters in Leviticus for his description in these verses.22
In chs. 1-7 Leviticus describes the more common offerings, while ch. 16
describes the Day of Atonement sacrifice.
When the author says that the priests go in yds' AaTpELas'
E'rnTEAow'yES' ("to complete the services"-9:6), he is using a phrase
unknown to the LXX. But reading the Pentateuch's instructions for the
offering of sacrifices by the priests, and the penalty for failing to fulfil
these demands, it is not surprising that Hebrews would speak in these
terms. Under the old system there were certain rituals that the priests
20Dana and Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament, p. 244.
21 The NW has "regularly". BAGD translates &à rravrós' "always, continually,
constantly", s.v. &d A, II, ii. Philo (Sacr. 127, 4 and 5) uses this phrase in a tempo-
ral sense in contrast with â'a as it is here, as does Plutarch (Stephanus 830, E, 8).
Josephus (Ant. 2, 216, 7) uses the phrase äid lTavrôç TOU xpóov ("all the time").
Also see SLa TrauTos' used in a cultic context in, for example, Exod. 25:30; 27:20;
28:30, 38; 30:8; Lev. 6:6, 13; 24:2, 8; Num. 47 2 8:10, 15, 23, 24, 31. Cf. also
Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 246.
22Actually, it is practically impossible to tell whether our author is relying on his
own recollection of Scripture itself, or on teaching based on Scripture but handed
down within Jewish andlor early Christian tradition. In either case, since the allu-
sions to scriptural content so far have been largely consistent with Scripture as we
have it today, and since Scripture is the ultimate source of these allusions, whether
by direct or indirect contact, we can compare the descriptions in Hebrews to
Scripture with profit and speak in terms of scriptural allusions.
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were required to perform (râc AaTpELaS' could also be translated "the
ceremonies"), which our author refers to as SLKaLW',UcLTa AapeIas'
("regulations for service"-9: I), and it is the work of the priests in fol-
lowing these regulations that our author describes as "completing the
services". It is only through the shedding of animals' blood that the
priests were able to fulfil their duty, which is in contrast to the readers'
ability to serve the living God (Ta AaTpEvELi-' 8EcJ (PTt-9: 14), on the
basis of the cleansing power of the blood of Christ.
According to 9:7, only the high priest was allowed into the second
tent, only once a year, and not without blood. Numbers 29:7-I I gives a
short description of the Day of Atonement ceremony referred to in this
verse, but Leviticus 16 gives much more detailed instructions. It is in the
Leviticus account that we learn of the requirement of the high priest to
make an offering for his own sins and for those of his household before
he could make atonement for the sins of the people (cf. Heb. 53 7:27).
Hebrews uses an interesting term to describe the sins for which atone-
ment is made, a' yPol7JzcITwi-' ("ignorances, errors"). This term is used in
the Pentateuch only in Gen. 43:11 (43:12 LXX), 23 where Jacob refers to
the replacing of the silver into his Sons' bags by Joseph as a possible
dyvóT7,ua ("mistake"—NIV). By using this term as he does, our author is
probably making a distinction between sins committed in ignorance and
deliberate sin, as does Num. 15:22-31—this is especially likely in the
light of his reference to wilful sin in 10:26.24
The significance of the earthly tabernacle for those under the OC
was that it was where they were made right with God, and where their
connection with God was maintained on a continual basis as well as on
special occasions. After the author's clear and forceful rejection of the
validity of the OC for his readers in ch. 8, one may wonder what possible
significance for his readers our author would want to give to the partic-
ulars of the OC, including the tabernacle and its ceremony. Nevertheless,
in vv. 8-10 the author establishes that the earthly tabernacle does hold
23Jn the entire LXX, it is only used seven times, and only in Gen. 43: 12 in the
Hebrew canon. However, the verb diiiow is used in Lev. 4:13, which shows that
Leviticus probably does form at least part of the background for this part of
Hebrews.
24Leviticus z, also describe what offerings should be made when unintentional
sins are committed; Num. 15:30, 31 demand that the person who sins defiantly
should be cut off from the people. Cf. Montefiore, Hebrews, p. I 48; Hagner,
Hebrews, pp. 129-30.
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some significance for his readers. For our author, the tabernacle (npw'T77c
crKl7lJrls- —v. 8, the antecedent of nTIS' in V. 9)25 stood as a Trapa/3oA7j
("type, illustration, parable") for those in the new age. This language is
very interesting and the concept conveyed by it is very important to a
study of the use of Scripture in Hebrews. Like the term Tu'rroç ("type"),
rrapa[3oA if may be used in a non-technical sense in Hebrews, not carrying
with it the meaning and significance of its theological heirs, "parable" or
"mashal". 26 According to LSJ, rrapa/3oA 17' is used in Hebrews synony-
mously with the term TthTOS',27 but there are uses cited outside Hebrews
which lie closer to the word's etymology, "comparison, juxtaposition",
and other uses with meanings such as "illustration, analogy". 28 However
one understands the term rrapa/3oA4 in Hebrews, it is clear that our
author means to communicate, at least, that there is something in the old
to be learned about the new. This, then, is another way of conceiving and
expressing the typological relationship between the old and new sys-
tems.29
Hebrews 9:9 does not contain the only use of rrapaf3oA4 in the book;
it also appears in I I: 19. In this context the readers are told of the faith of
Abraham who offered up his only son. The profound nature of
Abraham's faith is illustrated in these verses by the fact that he was
willing to slay his son, even in the light of the promise that he would
have descendants through Isaac. 3° Our author reconciles the dilemma
faced by Abraham by extrapolating that he must have expected God to
raise Isaac from the dead. Nowhere does Scripture say that this is what
was on the mind of Abraham, but it may be deduced from the facts given
in Scripture. If God had promised to give Abraham an offspring through
25Cf., for example, Hagner, Hebrews, p. 134; Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, pp. 67,
68.
26Jt is interesting to consider the possible relationship between the use of
rrapaf3oArj here and the rabbinic parable or "mashal". Cf. Young, Jesus and his
Jewish Parables, p. 5.
27Also see Calvin, The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews, p. 199; WeiB,
Hebräer, pp. 45 8-59.
28LSJ, s.v. rrapaf3oAij.
29Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 6 6) also takes the relationship described by
rrapaf3oArj as typological.
30See McNamara, The New Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the
Pentateuch, pp. 164-68 on the Isaac tradition in the Palestinian Targum. According
to McNamara, various aspects of levitical sacrifice were connected to the person of
Isaac.
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Isaac, and if he also instructed Abraham to kill Isaac, then there is only
one apparent resolution to these two contradictory purposes, other than
for one of the two purposes to be abandoned: Isaac would have to rise
from the dead and live on to bear offspring. It is possible that on the
basis of logic similar to this our author extrapolates that Abraham had
faith in God's ability to raise Isaac from the dead, and because of such
faith, in a "parabolic" sense Abraham also received Isaac back (from the
dead). Our author sees the receiving back of Isaac by Abraham as stand-
ing in a typological relationship to resurrection in general, but more than
this, he wants to hold the experience of Abraham alongside the readers'
understanding of resurrection so that what they knew about the one they
could apply to the other in an illustrative or analogical way. In the case
of Abraham, our author expects the readers' theology of resurrection to
inform them with regard to the experience of Abraham, because it is the
strength and profundity of Abraham's faith that the author is labouring to
communicate. But, having established this relationship, it is possible to
learn something about each by comparison with the other, so that the
typological or parabolic relationship becomes a two-way arrangement.
Speaking of this two-way connection with regard to Jesus and the
Mosaic system, Hagner correctly observes:
Just as light is shed upon the work of Christ by its anticipation in the old
covenant, so a knowledge of the fulfillment brought by Christ illuminates
the significance of the tabernacle and the levitical sacrifices.31
When speaking of relationships such as those of the "raising" of
Isaac and resurrection in general, and the earthly and heavenly sanctuar-
ies, our author could have chosen to use terms more usually associated
today with typology, and in fact at times he does (8:5), and even these
terms carry with them the implication that the type and antitype each
have something to teach about the nature of the other. However, by
using a term such as rrapa/3oAij' our author is making explicit what would
have been implicit, and is bringing more toward centre stage what may
have been taken as merely incidental. He is spelling out in no uncertain
terms that not only is there a historical correspondence between the old
and the new in general and between at least some of the corresponding
details associated with each, but also, and very significantly, he is indi-
cating that there is a conceptual correspondence there as well. In other
31 Hagner, Hebrews, p. 130.
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words, with the use of the term rrapaf3oArj the reader is left in no doubt
that, according to Hebrews, there is something to be learned about the
new by looking at and understanding the old, and yice versa. It is one
thing to find continuity in biblical history by showing a typological cor-
respondence between the details of the old and new ages, it is something
more to explore the implications of this continuity by attempting to
understand each age and its details in the light of these points of corre-
spondence. So, for our author, the old is an illustration of the new, and
because of this conceptual relationship, the readers' understanding of
both their own age and the age gone by can be enhanced.
Surrounding the use of rrapa/3oAij in 9:932 we are given more details
as to how our author conceives of this term than in 11:19. Looking at vv.
8-JO it is important to remember that they are grammatically part of one
complex sentence stretching from v. 6 to v. [0, and that there are two
main clauses, making this a compound sentence as well. The first main
clause is in v. 6, Els' 1thj' T71l' rrpw'T17u aKI7ui)v &a rravróç EIUL'acnu
01 iEpELc ("into the first tent the priests enter continually"); the second
main clause is in v. 7, ic 8 -riv 6EuT'pav cnirra TOy el-'LavTou
/1 0'i-'oc 6 dPXLEPEV'S' ("but into the second only the high priest [enters]
once a year"). Everything in vv. 8-jo, therefore, is ultimately connected
to at least one of these main clauses. The first issue encountered in vv. 8-
i o is the role of the Holy Spirit:
8. TOUTO &7AOVI-'TOS' YOU TrPEU/JaTOc YOU ayl'OV, /11/7Tü) rreaucpwaa1
Y171) TOil) aylwi) óSoii ETI T17' TrpwTr)s' CTK11P1?5' XQ"°1S' OTaULP, 9.
r)TLc rrapa/3oAi EIS' TOl-' KaLpôli TO!-' EUECTT77KOTCX, KaO' r)u &3pd TE
Kal Gualat TTPOJçbEpOL-'TcuI /17 8uva/lEuaL Ka -rà auuEt8l7aLP YEAELWCTaL
TOP AaTpEl1OuTa, JO. /1oIiOU E1TI /3p05/lacrt p KaL TT5/lacJLli KaL
&açbdpotc /3aTm a/loiS', 8tKaLw/laTa cJapKoc /xpL Katpou &opOo5cYEwS-
Em KEI/lEl-'a.
(8. the Holy Spirit making this evident, the way into the holies is not yet
revealed while the first tent has a standing, 9. which is an illustration for the
present time, according to which both gifts and sacrifices are offered which
are not able to perfect the conscience of the worshippers, 10. only touching
upon foods and drinks and various washings, fleshly regulations imposed
until a time of improvement.)
32Many interpreters do not give enough attention to the fact that : 8-io is pre-
sented as a napa/3oA7j, and that any understanding of these verses should be guided
by this foundational observation. WeiB (Hebräer, pp. 447-49) and Spicq (Hebreux,
vol. 2, pp. 253-54) are both exceptions, and their interpretation of these verses is very
similar to mine.
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According to v. 8, the Holy Spirit has made something evident, but it is
not readily evident to the reader what that is. Our author uses a similar
concept in I 0:15 where he says, MapTvpEI & 7/ill' Kal yó rrueDia
rn ciyiou ("and the Holy Spirit bears witness to us"), and then he goes
on to re-quote part of the Jeremiah 31 passage which he first used in ch.
8, and to give his own interpretation of the significance of the Scripture
passage in the light of what Christ had done. The introduction to the
quotation of Psalm 95 in Heb. 3:7 also indicates that Hebrews sees
Scripture as equivalent to the words of the Holy Spirit: 8i6, KaOU)c
A'ei TO rrllEu/la rO avLo1) ("wherefore, just as the Holy Spirit says").
In 9:8 what the Holy Spirit has made evident is related to the author's
summary of scriptural teaching on the priests' entry into the inner and
outer tents. The phrase in question, TOUTO 8r,iAoDvyo WV 7771Ev/la -roc
-roD cyL'ov ("the Holy Spirit making this evident"), is a genitive abso-
lute, and is grammatically unconnected to the two main clauses; how-
ever, it is conceptually connected to both main clauses. This conceptual
connection lies in how the Holy Spirit makes "this" evident, which is
through the scriptural account of the functions and manner of the levit-
ical priests. So, in 9:8 (as in 3:7 and 10:15) the Holy Spirit's revelation
comes through Scripture, indicating that Hebrews sees the message of
Scripture as being equal to a revelation of the Holy Spirit. However,
Lane is correct in pointing out that our author sees the involvement of
the Holy Spirit as going beyond the inspiration of Scripture, and
including "special insight which was not previously available to the
readers of the OT but which has clarified the meaning and purpose of the
cultic provisions for Israel in the light of the fulfilment in Christ".33
What is it that the Holy Spirit has made evident through the prac-
tices of the levitical priests? The answer comes in the latter half of v. 8:
as long as the first tent stands, the way of the holy of holies is not
revealed.34 At first this does not seem like much of a revelation, but then
V. 9 goes on to explain that this is an illustration for the present time.
Some have argued that itc at the beginning of v. 9 refers to the preced-
ing context as a whole as if its form were oTt, and that its case has been
33Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 223. Cf. also Attridge, Hebrews, p. 240; Delitzsch,
Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 66; Guthrie, Hebrews, p. 183; Milligan, Epistle to the Hebrews,
p. 249.
34Gen. 3.24 (quAciaaEtz-' 777V óSôi' T011 zAov ric (wi7c) and Judg 40.42 B
(Kal r/3Acqiav ci-wrnot-' utdii' Iopal7A ic ó8óu ri7s' prIpou iai fc/vvou) are
examples of the genitive used with ó8ó- to indicate the way to something.
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attracted to that of rrctpa/3oA 4.35 Others argue that T/T1 simply refers to
rrpoiTl7c aI(171-'77s' at the end of v. 8.36 The latter position seems the most
natural way to understand the sentence, but there is really little differ-
ence in the outcome of these two positions if rrpth-riic aicqc is a refer-
ence to the earthly tent (see below). The earthly tent and its significance
for the ministry of the priests cannot be separated in this context, so if
ifrtc refers to one it naturally includes the other. There is also some
debate concerning the reference of the "present", 37 but it seems best to
understand the "present time" as referring to the age of the NC, in which
the writer and his readers took part, as Moffatt asserts, since Hebrews
avoids reference to the then current practice of Judaism and the temple
rites, preferring to speak in scriptural terms. 38 (If this reference does refer
to the "present" practices of the temple, and not the age of the NC, then it
is unique in Hebrews.) Further, although some relate the "present time"
to the practice of Judaism at the time of writing, 39 for our author the NC
and the Christian church are the proper concern of the "present time",
not Judaism. So, the author's "parable for the present time" refers to the
way in which the tabernacle functioned under the OC in order to teach
his readers something about the nature of the old and new systems. This
lesson comes in part in the apparent inability of the levitical offerings to
prepare the people to enter the presence of God, that is, the holy of
35E.g. Bruce, Hebrews, p. 209; Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 149.
36E.g. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 2 4 i; Moffatt, Hebrews, p. i i 8; Riggenbach,
Hebräer, p. 252.
37Moffatt (Hebrews, p. i i8) sees the "present" as referring to "the period inaugu-
rated by the advent of Jesus with his new &aOruiai", in which the writer and his read-
ers lived. Manson (Hebrews: An Historical and Theological Reconsideration, p. 132)
uses the phrase "a parable bearing on the present crisis". Guthrie (Hebrews, p. 183)
believes the "present' age was that which prepared for the appearing of Christ". For
Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 224), the "present age" is the age of the earthly tabernacle,
superseded by the "age of correction" of v. 10. Rendall (Hebrews, p. 70) believes the
author is contrasting "the time being with the time of reformation". Ebrard (Hebrews,
p. 277) follows a different textual tradition at v. 9b, which reads KaO' 5u instead of
ica9' He understands the antecedent of 5 to be aipoi-' T&l-' à-'EUT17K6Ta, and
interprets the "present" as referring to temple worship contemporary with the time of
writing on the basis of this grammatical connection with the levitical sacrifice in v.
9b.
38Wjth the possible but unlikely exception being 13:10, I I.
39E.g. Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 224; Montefiore, Hebrews, p. 149.
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holies. 4° Verses 9 and I 0 describe the superficial effect of the levitical
sacrifices, which the ritual of the tabernacle makes apparent by its
exclusion of the worshippers. If those sacrifices were able to perfect the
worshippers, then they would have enjoyed the privilege of entering the
holy of holies and the presence of God. The importance of coming into
the presence of God was illustrated by the high priest's entry into the
holy of holies on behalf of the people, which was the cultic high point of
the year. But as it was, the people had to be satisfied with a superficial
and temporary cleansing that did not afford them direct and intimate
access to God. 41
 As long as the OC remained valid, direct access to God
was "not yet" (,uljffw) revealed (v. 8), and this shows that the author con-
ceives the OC as temporary and emphasises the time element in the pro-
gression of God's covenant dealings. The OC inherently involved a "not
yet" quality that was far more substantial than that of the NC for our
author, since the OC left a gap in provision and not just realisation. That
there was a greater provision than this to come is clear, because at some
point the people would have to be made fit for the presence of God, and
for our author the presence of God (heaven) is the destiny of the people
of God (10:19, 20; I I: I3I6). 42 Within the structure of the old system
itself there is an implication that the provisions of the Mosaic covenant
are limited and anticipatory, and this becomes most clear from the per-
spective of the new, Christian age. The age of the NC would incorporate
what the OC arrangement could "not yet" (9:8) provide, that is, open
access to God.
The above understanding of the author's rrapaf3oA ij, however, does
not conclude the issue because it does not exhaust the implications of the
use of rrapaf3oATj or its connection to the present time. These two issues,
and the general approach of Hebrews to the relationship between the old
and new, indicate that the author is describing a typological relationship
at this point. 43
 In his "illustration", the author comes back to the ambi-
guity he has created with the term rrpwToc ("first") in :i,	 The
40Cf. Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 223; Caird, "The Exegetical Method of the Epistle
to the Hebrews", p. 50.
41 Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 240.
42See Isaacs' discussion on "Heaven as the Eschatological Goal of the People of
God" (Sacred Space, pp. 205-19).
43Attridge (Hebrews, p. 240) recognises that our author exploits the typological
significance of the high priest's yearly entry into the holy of holies.
Lane (Hebrews 9-13, pp. 223-24) follows a similar approach.
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illustration or parable works because of the ambiguities of the
terminology he uses to describe what the Holy Spirit reveals in v.
Read with one set of definitions, the way of the holy place (the earthly
holy of holies) 46 is concealed while the first (outer, earthly) tent is in
place. Read with another set of definitions, the way of the holy place (the
heavenly sanctuary) is concealed while the first tent (the earthly
sanctuary) has standing. 47 Which is the proper way to read this clause?
They both are, since the full significance of the rrapaf3oArj is understood
by substituting corresponding referents for the two ambiguous terms.
The first, outer tent, in its concealing relationship to the earthly holy of
holies, corresponds to the first, earthly sanctuary in its concealing
relationship to the heavenly sanctuary, as vv. 9-14 make clear. 48 Even
the levitical priests did not have access to the earthly holy of holies as
long as the outer tent was in place, and this was true even for the high
priest apart from his brief yearly entrance. 49 The rrapaf3oArj, then, is in
the fact that a restriction applied to the heavenly sanctuary similar to the
restriction that applied to the earthly holy of holies: as long as the earthly
tent had a standing, access to the heavenly tent was denied. 5° Attridge
expresses a view very similar to this:
45See Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 216, for a discussion of the disputed meaning of
rrpwTl7s', for example. Cf. also Brown, An Exposition of Hebrews, pp. 385, 386;
Hagner, Hebrews, p. 133; Kistemaker, Hebrews, pp. 243-44; Riggenbach, Hebräer,
p. 249. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 271) makes a comment with reference to io:i that
applies equally here: "Our author indulges to the full his penchant for dramatically
exploiting the polyvalence of his language."
46See Lev. i6: i6, 17, 20, 23, 27 for examples of TO dywii (i) as a shortened
reference to the holy of holies.
47Milligan (Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 250) articulates both of these possible
"readings" precisely, and comes very close to the view I am espousing of affirming
the validity of both readings.
480n this point (but not his overall scheme) the position of Ebrard (Hebrews, pp.
275-76) is very similar: "As the holy place, in a local respect, stands related to the
holy of holies, so does the latter stand related, in respect of time, to the fulfilment of
Christ".
49Num. 4:20 says that even the non-Aaronic levites were not allowed to see the
holy things in the tabernacle, lest they die. They could only go in as part of their
express duties related to moving the sacred furniture, and then only after the furniture
had been covered by the Aaronic priests.
50Cf. Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 249; Petersen, "The Prophecy of the New
Covenant in the Argument of Hebrews", p. 76.
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The point is that as long as the cultic system connected with the outer por-
tion of the earthly tabernacle "has standing," the way to both the earthly
and heavenly 3yLa is blocked.51
Lane approaches the issue from a time perspective, and although he
defines TOt' icat pot' EllEaYT/KoTa as relating to the old age, his interpre-
tation recognises that there is a symbolic significance in the two cham-
bers of the tabernacle that represent an earlier time period superseded by
a subsequent time period:
Once the first has been invalidated, the second becomes operative (see
10:9). In the figurative language of the writer, the front compartment of the
tabernacle was symbolic of the present age (rói-' /caLpôl' EUE0T77K0Ta),
which through the intrusion of the icat p0' 8topOóaEws', "the time of cor-
rection" (v io), has been superseded.52
The obvious implication of the relationship between the two tents as
described by this rrapaf3oArj is that Jesus' entry into and sitting down in
the heavenly tent shows that the first tent, the earthly sanctuary, no
longer has any standing.53
The significance of the rrapa/3oA ij goes even deeper, as outlined in
VV. 9, i 0. This further significance comes out of the phrase icaO' tu
&5pa' YE 8ucrt'ai . . . ("according to which both gifts and
sacrifices. . ."). The most significant issue here is the identification of the
antecedent of the relative pronoun. The relative could refer to pJTçIs
cxIcrii-'Tic in v. but this reading is awkward, with gifts and sacrifices
offered KaTa' the first tent. It could also refer to KaL pot' in v. a, 55 on the
basis of an alternate textual tradition in which the form of the pronoun is
5v, but this requires that "the present time" be given an unlikely mean-
ing. 56 The best alternative is to understand rrapaf3oAq' as the antecedent
51 Attridge, Hebrews, p. 240.
52Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 224.
53Cf. Spicq, Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 254. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 240) understands the
"standing" of the tabernacle as not referring to its physical existence but to its
"normative status".
54Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection, p. 258, n. 52; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 224.
55Ebrard, Hebrews, pp. 276-77.
56Attridge (Hebrews, p. 241) rightly asserts, "nothing could be further from our
author's perspective than to see the present time in such a negative light". See also
Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 70.
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of which indicates that the author is still developing his rrapaf3oAij.
This phrase, Ka8 ' i 'i', indicates that what he is about to say builds upon
the distinction of the lesser and greater tents and sacrifices described in
vv. 7, 8. All year long the levitical priests would offer gifts and sacrifices
in the first, outer tent, but these only touched upon the most external
needs of the worshippers, things concerning "foods and drinks 58 and
various washings, regulations of the flesh". 59 But the most spiritually
significant priestly function had to wait for the Day of Atonement,
which, according to Lev. 16:30, would bring atonement and cleansing
from sin. In the rrapa/3oAij', those daily sacrifices, paling in significance
before the Day of Atonement offerings, correspond to the entire levitical
system, and the Day of Atonement sacrifices, which came but once a
year, correspond to the sacrifice of Christ. So, in the same way that the
priests offered the daily, lesser sacrifices in anticipation of the Day of
Atonement, those under the OC had to make do with the lesser, levitical
provision to tide them over until the time when something better would
come, the sacrificial ministry of Christ. The difference between the
effectiveness of the levitical sacrifices as a whole and the sacrificial
ministry of Christ is illustrated by the difference in the significance of
the ongoing levitical sacrifices and those performed on the Day of
Atonement (which depends partly on the difference in the significance of
57See Attridge, Hebrews, p. 241; Bruce, Hebrews, p. 206; Delitzsch, Hebrews,
vol. 2, p. 70.
58E.g. Lev. I 134. Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 73) rightly understands these
terms as "general titles for all the Levitical ordinances concerning such matters".
59Delitzsch (Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 74) correctly describes the view of our author
when he says that "outward purity" is not "a matter of indifference", and that some
inward blessing accompanied the levitical sacrifices when "performed in a right
spirit" (but internal benefit was not inherent to participating in the levitical system, as
it is for the participant in the sacrifice of Christ—see p. 95). The point of Hebrews as
a whole is not that the old was altogether worthless, but that something better has
come. The term "better" implies that the old did have some value, albeit a lesser
value, and 91 I uses the comparative forms /1E1(w1' and TEAELóTEp0c, indicating that
the old had the positive qualities of greatness and perfection (perfection understood
in a relative sense). Narborough (Hebrews, p. i16) takes this verse as a reference to
Gnostic asceticism. This is very unlikely (against Käsemann, The Wandering People
of God, pp. 7-96, and with Hurst, Hebrews: Its Background of Thought, pp. 4, 75),
since 1) Hebrews was written before Gnosticism was fully developed, 2) Gnosticism
does not seem to be a concern of our author in general, 3) this verse can be quite
adequately explained over against a levitical background and 4) the context strongly
calls for a levitical understanding here.
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the outer and inner tents as recognised in vv. 6-8). Therefore, since the
time of improvement has arrived and Christ' s sacrifice has been made
(along with his entry into the heavenly sanctuary), all of the levitical
sacrifices, those of the priests and the high priest, are obsolete and have
been shown unable to perfect the worshippers with respect to the
conscience (cf. 10:1-3).
In this nripaf3oAij', then, there are two areas of conespondence. First,
the outer tent is to the holy of holies as the earthly tent is to the heavenly
tent (according to v. 9 the riapa/3oAi' is for the "present time", and v. i i
makes the connection between the "good things which are" and the
heavenly tent). Secondly, the daily sacrifices are to the Day of
Atonement as the levitical sacrifices altogether are to the sacrifice of
Christ. These two areas of correspondence can be represented
graphically as in figure 8.
9:8 PARABLE OF THE SANCTUARIES
Outer Tent + Holy of Holies
I	 +
Earthly Sanctuary • Heavenly Sanctuary
9:9, 10 PARABLE OF THE SACRIFICES
Regular Sacrifices * Day of Atonement
•	 4,
Levitical System -0 Christ's Sacrifice
Fig. 8
The significance for the readers of the earthly sanctuary and its
sacrifices, then, goes beyond illustrating the superficial and transitory
nature of the old system and its offerings. It was also able to teach them
something about the heavenly sanctuary and the sacrifice of Christ.
Christ's entrance into the heavenly tent shows that the earthly sanctuary
no longer has any standing, and that the levitical sacrifices were no
longer valid. Furthermore, the unique effectiveness of Jesus' offering
suggests that there is no longer any reason for the people to be excluded
from the holiest place and the presence of God. Not only should the
readers look to heaven instead of the earthly tent for cleansing from sin,
but now access to the true sanctuary is more open than was the case even
with its copy. All of this the author develops by making the ministry of
the priests within the earthly tent a rrapa/3oAij for his own time. In fact, it
is the divisions in the functions of the levitical priests within the taber-
nacle on which our author depends, divisions related to the architecture
of the tabernacle, and divisions related to the nature of its sacrifices. The
genius of what our author accomplishes, then, is in his handling of the
divisions within the old system itself in such a way as to help his readers
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better understand the division between the old Mosaic system and the
new Christian system.
Sign ifi cance of the Heavenly Tabernacle (9:11-14)
The & at the beginning of 9:ii recalls the jj0 at the beginning of
9:1, 61
 setting up a contrast between the first system with its regulations
for service and its earthly holy place, and the new with the work of
Christ through the greater and more perfect tent. 62 The levitical priests
had a ministry with a significance in the past (as suggested by Eixe in
:i, for example). Christ "appeared as a high priest" having a ministry
with either a present or future significance, depending on which text one
reads at this point. Verse I i, XPLcYTÔS 6 TrapayEuó/lEuos' dPXLEPEi)c
YWLI 'Euo/1Evwu [or /IEAA0VTWIJ] a' ya9c3 ii 8th T17S' I1Et' OuOc Kai
TEAELOTEpaS' aK77ufS' Ol XELPOTTOLI1TOU TOUT' EcTTIJ) Oil TVTT/ TT1S'
KTL'oEws' ("but Christ, after appearing as a high priest of the good things
which came about [or will come about] through the greater and more
perfect tent not made with hands, that is, not of this creation"), contains
a significant textual problem. The UBS text chooses yEPo/lEuwu because,
according to Metzger, it "appears to have superior attestation on the
score of age and diversity of text type". He goes on to posit that the
alternative seems to have been influenced by io:i which reads, TWU
/IEAAóPmW dyaO3i-'. 63 The choice of the UBS text also conforms best to
the argument of the book, since our author's encouragement to the read-
ers to rely upon Christ in his priestly capacity would be weakened if the
good things that resulted from that priesthood were not available for
them at that time (e.g. 9:14). Therefore, as is generally accepted,
vEPo/JE'l-'wl) is the best reading. 64
 Whatever reading one chooses, the ref-
erence here is to "that heavenly and hidden sphere whose invisible pres-
ence in this our earthly one is an object of faith", 65 as Delitzsch says, so
60The 1ià' ou?i,, at the beginning of :i is itself a classical construction, but this
does not take away from the uá-'/& connection established between vv. i and II.
61 Cf. Ebrard, Hebrews, p. 280; Nairne, Hebrews, p. 86; Weil3, Hebräer, p. 449.
62See Peterson (Hebrews and Perfection, Pp. 140-44) for a treatment of the
"perfect" tent.
63Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, p. 668.
64Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 244; Bruce, Hebrews, p. 2 i I; Ebrard, Hebrews, p.
280; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 229. Cf. Moffatt, Hebrews, p. 120 and Montefiore,
Hebrews, p. 151, for example, who prefer /JEAA6UTWU dyaOc3u.
65Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 76.
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that the good things are both enjoyed by and anticipated by the readers
(6:19, o; 10:19-25; 11:13-16; 12:25-29).
Again, in :i 1-14 the author has used long and complicated sen-
tence structures. These verses consist of two sentences, the first spanning
vv. II, 12, and the second, a conditional sentence, spanning vv. 13, 14.
Most of the main clause of the first sentence is in v. 12, with the subject
coming early, at the beginning of v. I I, Xpiaróc. . . EL'077AOEI) E'çba'rra
Eic rà cJyta ("Christ.. . entered once for all into the holy place"). The
rest of vv. II, I 2 consists of five phrases which all modify the main
verb: he entered I) after appearing as a high priest of the good things
which have come, 2) through the greater and more perfect tent not made
with hands, that is, not of this creation, 3) not through the blood of goats
and bulls, 4) but through his own blood, 5) obtaining eternal redemp-
tion. 66 Grammatically, then, Jesus' entry into the holy place stands at the
core of these verses, which carry forth the discussion introduced at 8:2, 5
and re-affirm several points made in these earlier verses concerning the
superior character, divine constructor, and spiritual nature of the heav-
enly sanctuary, while affirming a correspondence to the earthly tent.
Nonetheless, within the overall structure of a discussion which has the
heavenly sanctuary at its core, sacrifice, particularly the element of
blood, becomes an important theme, and as we shall see, the next two
verses will focus on the notion of blood.
The topic of blood is important because it is the blood that is seen to
produce purification, and this purification is what enables the readers to
"serve" (To AaTpEU'ELu) God. The sanctuary, sacrifice, priests,
covenant—it is difficult to speak of any one of these in isolation from the
others, but the ability of the readers to "serve" God as a result of Jesus'
shed blood would have a particular closeness to the sanctuary concept
for our author as indicated by : i. In this verse, regulations of service
(Aarpci'as') and the earthly sanctuary are treated together, since the
significance of each depends to a great deal on its connection to the
66Many (e.g. Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 82) take the action of the aorist par-
ticiple (E5pci1uEz-'oç) as contemporary with the action of the main verb (eiofjA8ci'). It
is possible to understand the time significance of the aorist upaici-'os- as either
antecedent to or contemporary to Jesus' entry into the heavenly sanctuary, but it
seems best to understand the aorist here as used for its punctilliar quality, consistent
with the once-for-all nature of Jesus' sacrifice, and not as making any assertion
regarding the time of the action described (see 7:27). Cf. BAGD, s.v. CUpIOKW 3, for
the significance of the middle voice form.
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other. The earthly sanctuary was designed entirely with the priestly ser-
vice in mind, and the priestly service would have been impossible to
execute apart from the sanctuary. Moreover, when the author speaks of
the readers' service at the end of this section in V. 14, he is making an
allusion to the priestly service of the levites as mentioned in v. I. This
use of Aa-rpEIa in v. i and AaTpEu'w in v. 14 makes at least two contribu-
tions to this section, the first literary and the second theological. First,
these terms form an inclusio,67 marking out the beginning and the end of
the section. This gives a particular thrust to his discussion on the sanctu-
aries here, showing that the importance of the sanctuary for him goes
beyond its architectural space, and lies, at least to some degree, in what
happens there. Hence the discussion of blood in the latter verses of the
section. Secondly, these terms show that there is a connection for our
author between the priestly ministry of the levites and the service of God
rendered by his readers. 68 Just as the blood of animals was effective in
sanctifying common things used in the priestly service to bring about
cleansing with regard to the flesh, so the blood of Christ is able to
cleanse the conscience of the readers, and thereby make them fit for a
similar service.69
In vv. i I, 12 Christ is said to have entered Ta d5'ta, which is
clearly a reference to the heavenly sanctuary, but beyond this the mean-
ing is not obvious. In 9:2 the author uses cAvta with reference to the
first, or outer tent, in contrast to 'A 't a A yt'wv which is the second,
inner tent. 7° However, 8:2 calls Jesus mn-' dyIwv AEL TO up yó s ical T15
crIcI7l-'17c TT7S' aAT)9Lii17s' ("a minister of the holy place and of the true
tent"), and the term TO ayLou is also used in : i to refer to the whole
sanctuary as it is in 9:24, 25; 10:19; 13:1 I. It seems, then, that the term
iyta is used by our author to signify both the whole sanctuary and the
outer part of the sanctuary in particular, but this latter use only occurs
twice (9:2—anarthrous—and 9:8) and only where there is an overt com-
parison of the inner and outer tents. It is also worth noting that when this
usage occurs in 9:2 the author is reporting what the outer tent "is called".
Actually, it is not difficult to understand how these two uses of the same
term could come about. The entire sanctuary is called the holy place, and
67WeiB (Hebräer, p. 449) points out that AarpcIa (vv. i and 6) and /caTacx/cEvci(w
(vv. 2 and 6) are used as Stichwörter.
68Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 252.
69Scholer, Proleptic Priests, p. 90.
70Cf. Synge, Hebrews and the Scriptures, pp. 26-28.
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within this holy place, if one wishes to speak in a more detailed manner,
there is a most holy place. Since the most holy place is accessed only
from within the holy place, and since, from the most common vantage
point of the normal observer, entrance to the holy place, or outer tent,
would have been most visible, the whole can be described using this
term, as an example of pars pro toto. This does lead to some ambiguity,
however, since to say that someone entered the holy place does not
specify whether or not that person also entered the most holy place. (But
in the case of Christ, it is stated explicitly in 6:19, 20 that he did enter
"inside the curtain".) The use of Ta dfçvLa in 9:12, then, indicates simply
that Christ entered the sanctuary.
Christ's entry into the sanctuary is used by the author as a reference
point for several other concepts articulated in vv. II, 12. First, his entry
came after his appearance as a high priest, which would have occurred,
presumably, at least by the time of his sacrifice on the cross. Secondly,
his entry into the holy place was through the heavenly tent, distinct from
and superior to the earthly tent. Thirdly, he entered not through (& ci) the
blood of animals but through (&d) his own blood. The NW translates Sid
as "by means of", which accurately represents the meaning of the text.
The RSV, however, translates it as "taking", 71 which seems to misread
and misrepresent the preposition 72 by understanding Jesus as having
taken his own blood into heaven. 73
 In fact, this translation misses one of
can be translated as "with" in an instrumental sense (BAGD, s.v. Sici A,
III), but to use "with" in this context connotes association rather than instrument, and
is therefore misleading, since &d is not used with the meaning of association.
72Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 213-14; Stott, "The Conception of 'Offering' in the
Epistle to the Hebrews", p.67; WeiB, Hebräer, p. 467.
73Attridge (Hebrews, p. 248) interprets 8ià Trni iSIou al/laTos' as meaning
"with his own blood", saying, "On the level of the Yom Kippur imagery the preposi-
tion Sw obviously means 'with', thus indicating a shift in sense from its use in the
preceding verse". Nevertheless, he does not believe that Hebrews sees Jesus as hav-
ing actually taken his blood into heaven, but that the author is using blood in a
metaphorical way. However, unless one forces SLd into a very unnatural usage—Sid
can mean "with" in an instrumental sense, but for it to be used in the associative
sense of "with" would be very strange—there is no need to posit a metaphorical
meaning for "blood" in this verse. There are many ways in which Jesus' sacrificial
work does not match the corresponding Yom Kippur imagery in detail, and the
actual carrying of blood into the sanctuary is only one (Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 2 13-14;
Hagner, Hebrews, p. 136). Taking the &d in a more normal sense, "by means of",
indicates a level of discontinuity between the two sacrifices at this point, but this is
not unusual in Hebrews, and it is a more natural way of understanding the grammar
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the distinctions between the old and new systems. Whereas under the old
system the purifying blood had to be physically present in order to do its
purifying work (e.g. 9:19; I 3:1 i), under the new system purification is
by means of Christ's blood, which is not physically present. This differ-
ence in the way Hebrews views the function of the blood of Christ can
be seen in I 0:19, where the readers are given confidence to enter the
holy place by the blood of Jesus, though they have never been physically
near the blood of Christ. Then, 13:12 says that Jesus sanctifies the people
through his own blood (8th TOO 18t'ov aiayoc), though most of them
would never have seen his blood. This verse is particularly important
since the same preposition is used here to indicate that something has
happened on the basis of Jesus' blood. Thirdly, 13:20 entreats God to
prepare the readers for good works by the blood of the eternal covenant,
though, again, there was never any contact between the readers and the
blood. The physical presence of the blood was so important under the
Mosaic system because its cleansing was (largely) directed at the "flesh"
(9:13). The physical presence of the blood of Christ is unimportant
because its cleansing power is spiritual (9: 14). 74 What matters under the
NC is that the blood of Christ was shed, that he died, and by means of75
this shed blood he had the right to enter the sanctuary. Just like the levit-
ical high priest, Jesus' entry into the heavenly sanctuary depended on the
shedding of blood, but unlike the levitical priest he shed his own blood
and he did not take it with him into the holy place. Finally, his entry into
the heavenly sanctuary came after he "obtained (found) eternal redemp-
tion".
Verses 13 and 14 set up a comparison in the form of a conditional
sentence (cf. 2:2), which depends on the continuity between the old and
new but also asserts a significant discontinuity. The comparison is
between the blood of animals as used to purify common things under the
old system and the blood of Christ which cleanses the conscience. The
continuity lies first in that both kinds of blood had the power to effect
as well as a more straightforward way of understanding the significance of Christ's
blood.
74Cf. Ebrard, Hebrews, p. 289.
75Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 249; Delitzsch, Hebrews, vol. 2, p. 7 9; Ebrard,
Hebrews, p. 284. Riggenbach (Hebräer, p. 260), for example, takes the 6tci as instru-
mental. Strobel (Hebräer, pp. 105, 107) takes it as causal, translating "on the basis of
his own blood" (my translation). Spicq (Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 257) says that Jesus
entered heaven "by means of the virtue of his own blood" (my translation).
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some level of purification and cleansing. Secondly, the result of the puri-
fying in both cases is to make something fit for service, whether it be
implements used either for the earthly sanctuary or for purity rites "for
the cleansing of the flesh",76 or Christians who have had their conscience
cleansed. The discontinuity is more profound. First, the power of the
blood of Christ to cleanse is directed at the spiritual rather than the
fleshly, with his offering facilitated by the Holy Spirit (3s' Std
a mc atwut'ov EavTôlJ Trpoo77'uq'K6l'). 77 Secondly, and perhaps
most importantly, the cleansing power of Christ's blood is directed
toward the conscience, and not toward "the flesh".
The reference to the old in this comparison relies on a variety of
Scripture passages. Although the sprinkling of ashes is a particular refer-
ence to Numbers i 9, which gives instructions for the purifying of
unclean persons, the reference to the blood of bulls and goats may be a
more general allusion to the animal sacrifices (e.g. Numbers 28, 29), or a
specific reference to the Day of Atonement sacrifices (e.g. Leviticus 16).
In any case, the protasis, v. 13, focuses on the animal bloodshed
involved in the fulfilment of the Mosaic law, which does have power to
purify the "common", but only "toward the cleansing of the flesh".
Under the old system, blood is sprinkled on many things from the taber-
nacle furnishings (Lev. i 6:18, 19) and the priestly garments (Exod.
29:21; Lev. 8:30) to the people (Exod. 24:8). Sometimes the blood is
sprinided on unclean or common things (Lev. 16:19), and sometimes on
things that are holy (Lev. 16:14), and sometimes blood is sprinided as a
consecration for service (Lev. 8:30). In : 13 our author's concern is with
blood and ashes sprinkled on the unclean. 78 The distinction between
76According to Lev. i6:i8, 19, for instance, the blood of bulls and goats was
sprinkled on the altar "to consecrate it from the uncleanness of the Israelites". Num.
19:9 talks about the ashes of the heifer being used "in the water of cleansing", which
may have been seen by our author as the ashes sanctifying common water in prepara-
tion for the cleansing rite.
77Some see 6td TrUEL/IaTOc aiwvIou as a reference primarily or even entirely to
the spirit of Jesus, e.g. Guthrie, Hebrews, pp. 188-89; Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 266.
Snell (New and Living Way, p. I 13) relates the "spirit" to Jesus' personal nature as
spirit, meaning incarnate God, and Milligan (Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 255) to the
"divine nature of Christ". Whether a reference to the Holy Spirit or the spirit of
Jesus, the spiritual nature and power of Jesus' sacrifice is affirmed by this phrase,
since it asserts the involvement of an enabling spirit. Bruce (Hebrews, p. 217) sees a
reference to the Servant of the Lord in Isa. 42:1, "I will put my Spirit on him" (Nw).
78Cf. Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 89.
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common and holy and the distinction between unclean and clean are
similar, as Lev. 10:10 implies: "You are to distinguish between the holy
and the common, and between the unclean and the clean." In Scripture,
that which is holy has been separated out for special use, in contrast to
that which is common; that which is unclean is separated out for avoid-
ance, in contrast to the clean. So, both sets of distinctions involve sepa-
ration, one a positive separation and the other a negative separation. Our
author is concerned with both issues, as shown by his reference to the
common (Toe's' KEKOL1-'w/Já)OVS') being sanctified or made holy (d)'id(w)
with a view to purity (Ka9apo'T1S'). But, according to our author, the
purity provided by the blood of animals shed under the OC was a purity
concerned with the flesh.
That Jesus' sacrifice had a spiritual effect is expressed by our author
intheapodosisofv. 14: Tro'cYqJ 1aAAoi' ro atpa -roD XPLUTOD, bs &à
TruE?)/laToc aiwut'ou
 eavyôv rrpocrrIz!EyIcEu d'/lw/lov r41 9e41,
/ca8apLEL T1/U cTUUELS)7crLu i,wu a'ri-ô uEKpwu pywu EL'S' TO
AcITpEU'EL u 8Eq) (WuTL ("how much more will the blood of Christ, who
through the eternal Spirit offered himself blameless to God, cleanse our
conscience from dead works to serve the living God"). Jesus entered the
sanctuary through (8i a') his own blood, and he offered himself through
(&a') the "eternal Spirit". In both of these cases the prepositional phrase
with 8ta' expresses the means by which the action is accomplished. The
involvement of the Spirit in the offering of Christ is probably at least
part of what gives his offering its spiritual significance and power, in the
mind of our author. 79
 It was by means of the spirit that Jesus offered
himself blameless (â',uw,uos') to God, a description used frequently in the
LXX to describe the state of perfection required of the animal to be
offered as a levitical sacrifice (e.g. Lev. 14:10; Num. 29:2, 8, 13, 17).
For the animals, d,uwioc ("without defect") refers to their physical con-
dition, but for Christ, diiwiioç ("blameless") is a moral description, indi-
cating along with other passages (4:15; 57 7:26-28) that our author
79Ebrard (Hebrews, pp. 288-90) and others understand the spirit to refer to Jesus'
human spirit, indicating that his death was a moral and spiritual choice, over against
the unawareness of the animals that were sacrificed, so that Christ's sacrifice is
imbued with spiritual power. Either this view or the view that sees nveOia as a ref-
erence to the Holy Spirit is quite reasonable and in line with the author's way of
thinking (see 7:27, where Jesus is said to have offered himself, and 10:29, which
asserts the involvement of the Holy Spirit in covenant matters).
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understands Jesus to have been sinless. 80 Although Jesus' sacrifice on the
cross was fleshy and involved his material body and blood, the
significance of that sacrifice reaches past the material to the spiritual, and
even his qualifications as a sacrifice are evaluated on a spiritual/moral
level rather than on a material level. It is easy to wonder if our author
saw or would have seen any significance in this detail in the typological
relationship between the Mosaic sacrifices and the sacrifice of Christ:
just as the levitical sacrifice had to be physically without defect, Jesus
had to be morally blameless. He does not make this connection
explicitly.
The result of Jesus' sacrifice for the readers is the cleansing of their
"conscience from dead works". These dead works would make the read-
ers' conscience unclean, just as something dead (with the exception of
slaughtered meat) would make the Israelites unclean if they came in con-
tact with it (Leviticus II; Num. 9:6-JO; 19:1 i).81 Therefore the readers'
conscience would need to be purified. According to 6:i, "repentance
from dead works" is foundational to being Christian, and their connec-
tion with "repentance" in that verse indicates that "dead works" must be
a way of saying "sins". Then, once the readers were purified in con-
science they would be fit to serve the living God, and while previously
they were associated with death, now they are associated with life. The
tabernacle itself (e.g. Exod. 29:44), and the priests (e.g. Exod. 29:1-43;
Num. 8:15) had to be consecrated (á'id(w and iaOapt(w) before the
tabernacle service could be performed. In the same way, the readers had
to be cleansed before they could enter the service of God. As described
earlier, the use of AaTpEV'w in 9:14 and AaTpEL'a in : I forms an inclusio,
and links the service of the readers with that of the levitical priests. This
link is also expressed by the connection of cleansing/consecration with
the readers' service of God. For Aaron and his sons, their consecration
allowed them to serve as priests in the presence of God, and only they
were allowed into God's presence, the earthly holy of holies. It may be
that the reason it was necessary for our readers to be cleansed from dead
works before they could serve is that their service was seen, in some
80Cf. Ebrard, Hebrews, p. 290.
81 Cf Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 98; Ebrard, Hebrews, p. 287. Buchanan (To the
Hebrews, p. 149) takes the dead works as deeds done before the readers' baptism
into the community, but also links the concept to defilement by a corpse under the
old system.
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way, as priestly service. 82 Scholer remarks: "Heb., in accordance with
the Old Testament, sees the brothers and rraiSIa of the high priest as also
entitled to hold the priestly office. As the result of Christ's efficacious
sacrifice he has set apart his brothers from the rest of the world for God's
service." 83 And along with this service, they were given access to the
presence of God, the heavenly sanctuary, by the blood of Christ (10:19).
In Hebrews, then, at least one thing the blood of Christ did for the read-
ers was to consecrate them as NC priests, allowing them continual and
permanent entry into the heavenly tabernacle.84
THE OLD AND NEW COVENANTS COMPARED (9.. 15-22)
Blood of the New Covenant (9:15-17)
Hebrews 9:15 begins with a strong connection to the previous
material with the phrase ai 8th TODTO ("and on account of this").85
Because of the power of his shed blood to "cleanse our conscience from
dead works to serve the living God" (9:14), and his appearance in the
heavenly sanctuary as a high priest (9:1 i), Jesus takes his place as the
mediator of a new covenant. Recalling the discussion of the NC in ch. 8,
the readers would be aware that Hebrews understands Jeremiah's
prophecy as at least partially fulfilled by Jesus, and by themselves as
beneficiaries of Jesus' work. Then, from : 15, they learn that as a result
of Jesus' mediation of the NC, and on the basis of his death, it is possible
for those called (e.g. the readers according to 3:1) to receive an eternal
inheritance, and that this provision also applies to those called during the
old age. According to v. 15, even the transgressions committed by the
readers as Jews under the first covenant were ultimately dealt with
through the shed blood of Jesus. Significantly, the provision of "the eter-
82Montefiore (Hebrews, p. 155) calls this service "quasi-liturgical". Manson
(Hebrews, p. I 3 i) and Snell (New and Living Way, p. 107) describe the entire
Christian life as corresponding to the Day of Atonement ritual. Ebrard (Hebrews, p.
287) identifies AaYpE?5E1P as "the willing priestly offering of oneself to God".
Riggenbach (Hebräer, p. 269) thinks it possible that the author ascribes a priestly
service to the readers here, but that the question is unsettled. WeiB (Hebräer, p. 471)
denies any allusion to the readers as a community of priests.
83Scholer, Proleptic Priests, p. 90.
84Cf. 6:19, 2o; 10:19-22.
85Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 254; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 241.
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nal inheritance" for those called under the first covenant is made possible
by the death of Christ. The exact nature of this inheritance is not
divulged in this passage, but the term probably refers to the inheritance
of salvation as referred to in 1:14,86 which the writer connects to the
inheritance of the Abrahamic promise in 6:12, 17.
Hebrews 9:16, 17 represents one of the more difficult of the NT pas-
sages on the NC. The main question is whether these verses use 8iathjia
in the sense of covenant 87
 or in the sense of will and testament. 88 An
argument in favour of taking 8Lath'K77 as "covenant" is that it is generally
understood this way in 9:15 and 20, and TrpiiToc in v. 18 is usually taken
to refer to the "first" covenant. 89 So, to take StaO4K17 as something other
than "covenant" requires an abrupt and temporary shift in the meaning of
the word9° which could be very awkward. 9 ' Lane argues that the author
is using &aGi7'K17 in the sense of covenant in these verses, as in the rest of
the book, and takes the references to the death of the covenant maker as
being symbolised through the sacrifices performed at the inauguration of
86Cf. Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 241.
87E.g. J.J. Hughes, "Hebrews ix i 5ff. and Galatians iii I 5ff.: A Study in
Covenant Practice and Procedure", pp. 27-96; Kilpatrick, "LtaO4ici in Hebrews", pp.
263-65; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 242; Ebrard, Hebrews, pp. 294-95; Nairne, The
Epistle of Priesthood, pp. 91, 92; Westcott, Hebrews, pp. 267-68.
88E.g. Behm and Quell, "&clTL OiIii, 8LaO4Kq", TDNT, vol. 2, pp. I 3 1-32;
Swetnam, "A Suggested Interpretation of Hebrews 9,15-18", pp. 373-90; Vos,
"Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 6 14-16; Braun, Hebräer, p. 273 Bruce,
Hebrews, pp. 222-23; Buchanan, To the Hebrews, p. 151; Guthrie, Hebrews, pp.
190-92; Hagner, Hebrews, p. 142; Héring, Hébreux, p. 87; Kistemaker, Hebrews, p.
256; Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 95; Moffatt, Hebrews,
pp. 127-28; Montefiore, Hebrews, pp. 156-57; Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 273; Spicq,
Hébreux, pp. 262-63; Strobe!, Hebräer, p. 110; WeiB, Hebräer, pp. 478-79.
89As in the RSV and MV. The NASB translates 6taO4ici as "covenant" even in v.
i 6.
90Cf. Hughes, "Hebrews ix iff. and Galatians iii 15ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure", pp. 32-34.
91 Cf. Campbell ("Covenant or Testament? Heb. 9: i6, 17 Reconsidered", p. 108),
who says, "The genera! New Testament usage supports the 'covenant' translation of
&a9rjici. The literary context of Hebrews is full of 'covenant' in the Old Testament
sense; as someone has remarked, Hebrews may be seen as an interpretation of, or
commentary upon, Jeremiah ch. 31. The immediate context of the chapter (cf. vv. i,
4, 15, i8, 20) clearly requires 'covenant'. Moreover, the argumentative purpose of
the author here (cf. v. i, 'for this reason'; v. I 6, 'for'; v. I 7, 'for'; v. i8,
'wherefore') underlies the fact that the rendering 'testament' in vv. 16 and 17 repre -
sents a very radical break in thought, and demands clear and convincing warrant".
See also Kilpatrick, "i.iiiaOiici, in Hebrews", p. 263.
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the covenant. He maintains that the term çbEpEaOaL is being used in the
cultic sense of offering a sacrifice, and that the plural i-'eicpoîc refers to
the plurality of animals sacrificed in the inaugural rites. 92 This view
requires a somewhat strange understanding of the language of v. 16, with
"death" being offered rather than the more usual "sacrifice". Further, this
view must resort to a symbolic reading of some of the phrases in these
verses, but it does have the advantage of explaining the plural i-'EIcpoIs',
which is difficult if one takes the view that the (singular) testator himself
actually dies, and it may be that IIEKpOIc is used in the plural in order to
suggest to the reader that there is a symbolic connection between the
"death" of the singular covenant maker and the multiple animal
sacrifices. 93
 Although the author is speaking of covenant makers in gen-
eral, it may be that he is able to speak so forthrightly about the necessity
of the covenant maker dying because his primary focus is Jesus, who did
actually die as the mediator of the NC.
On the other hand, the terminology and general thrust of : i6, 17
taken more literally do suggest that &aOl]'K77 is used in the sense of
"testament": 6rrov yap 8La977'K77, 9cIua yoz' dua'VKi çb'pEaOaL yoD
8La8E/1à'Ov 6La9r)'KTl yap E7TL PEKpOS' /3E/3aL'a, ETrEL /11/TTOTE
1' ax v'EL OTE (j 6 &a94tEuoc. The NIV translates these verses as
follows: "In the case of a will, it is necessary to prove the death of the
one who made it, because a will is in force only when somebody has
died; it never takes effect while the one who made it is living." Attridge
argues that the characterisations of the 8i a81j1c77 in these verses do fit
very well with the notion of will or testament, and that the author is
relying in some way on a legal, Hellenistic understanding of &a877'K17.94
For him, many of the terms used in these verses, &a9ii'icri, q5'pEaOaL,
&aGE/lEJJOu, l-'EIcpoLs', /36,Baia, and LUXUEL, are used in a legal sense and
this shows that the author is alluding to circumstances surrounding the
establishment of a will and testament. Milligan understands the author to
be using the will and testament concept in : 16, I 7 as an analogy to
illustrate his point that Christ's death was necessary for the provision of
92Lane, Hebrews 9-13, pp. 242-43. See also Hughes, "Hebrews ix 15ff. and
Galatians iii I 5ff.: A Study in Covenant Practice and Procedure", pp. 43, 4 4;
Kilpatrick, "1ta94ia in Hebrews", p. 265.
93Cf. Swetnam, "A Suggested Interpretation of Hebrews 915-18", P
.
 378.
94Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 255-56. Cf. also LSJ, s.v. SlathjK?7.
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the eternal inheritance.95 Some go even further and assert that Hebrews
uses 5La071'Krl throughout with the meaning of "testament", 96 yet outside
of this one passage there is no evidence that our author uses 81a97fra1 in a
way that entirely replaces the concept of "covenant" with that of
"testament".97
The issue of whether 6La8rfKr) is used with the meaning of
"covenant" or "testament" depends largely on whether these verses are
full of legal terms as Attridge claims, 98 or cultic terms as Lane asserts.99
On the surface, it is easy to find legal overtones in vv. 16, 17, but it is
also possible to understand the terminology of these verses in a cultic
sense. The term 8La9TJKTJ is used throughout Hebrews in the sense of
"covenant', with the possible exception of this passage. The religious
and cultic use of q'pcu and its compounds in Hebrews is also well
attested (e.g. :i; 7:27; 8:3; 9:7, 9, 25; Io:i). 100 This, especially in the
light of the more usual meaning of epw,101 opens the possibility that in
9:16 cpEc79aL may express the symbolic, sacrificial representation of the
covenant maker's death. 102 Another well attested use of qpw, "bring by
announcing",'°3 would fit well with the legal understanding of the pas-
sage, but it is possible to understand q5E'pw as referring to the symbolic
announcement of the death of the covenant maker in the covenant' s
inaugural sacrifices. 104 Regarding the use of 6LaTL'9T7/JL here, J. Hughes
95Milligan, Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 259. Cf. also Buchanan, To the Hebrews,
p. 151.
96Cf. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, p. 337, and for an argument
against this view see Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 587-632.
Strobel (Hebräer, pp. 95, 97, 109-10) frequently uses the term "testament" outside
9:16, 17 in connection with the NC.
97Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 6i6-i8.
98Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 255-56. Cf. also Moffatt, Hebrews, pp. 127-28; Spicq,
Hébreux, p. 262; Strobel, Hebräer, p. ho; Weifi, Hebräer, p. 478.
99Lane, Hebrews 9-13, pp. 23 1-32. Hughes ("Hebrews ix iff. and Galatians iii
15ff.: A Study in Covenant Practice and Procedure," pp. 59, 66) has argued that these
terms cannot be construed as legal terms associated with wills and testaments, but
see BAGD, s.v. zLaTt'th7/1L, 3.S.
l °°Hughes ("Hebrews ix 15ff. and Galatians iii i5ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure," p. 6) says, "PepELv is a Jewish cultic term, not a
Hellenistic legal term".
IOILSJ , s.v. çbépw II, but see IV, 4.
lO2Cf.
 Hughes, "Hebrews ix 15ff. and Galatians iii i 5ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure", pp. 42, 43, 6, 66.
lO3Moulton and Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, s.v. çWpw.
lO4Cf.
 Westcott, Hebrews, p. 267; Nairne, The Epistle of Priesthood, p. 91.
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has Showfl, 105 and Behm and Quell take the same position in their TDNT
article, l 06
 that 6LaTL'Th7,w &a9T7'K7z-' is the LXX equivalent of 1'1,
which indicates that ó StaG4tEl-'oc can be understood as "covenant
maker"107 as easily as "testator". The term f3f3atoc is used in 2:2 in con-
nection with the word spoken by angels, that is, the OC.' 08 NEKpcSc is
used several times in Hebrews (e.g. 6:1; 9:14), but only here with any
possible legal connection. The use of L'oxv'w here is interesting, since it
can mean "have force" or "be permanent".'°9 So, v. 17 could be under-
stood to mean that a testament is never in force while the testator
lives, 110 or that a covenant is never permanent while the covenant maker
lives. However, Bruce convincingly argues against the latter option:
"But it is simply not true that 'where a covenant is, there must of
necessity be the death of him that made it".11l In fact, it is practically
impossible not to think of the testamentary use of 8LaOl1'Ic17 in the context
of these verses, speaking of inheritance, 	 the death of the SLat94iEi-'oc
and the 6LaOrfKr1 4-bev'j orce..wt. t4e ;112
Therefore, it seems best to understand SLaGi,'K77 in : 16, 17 as meaning
"testament", and to understand the author as using the term to create an
analogy between the two concepts of testament and covenant, an analogy
of which he makes use to communicate his own view of the NC. In this
' °5Hughes, "Hebrews ix I 5ff. and Galatians iii i 5ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure," pp. 39, 40.
lO6Behn-i and Quell, "&aTL 977/It, &a04,o7", TDNT, vol. 2, p. 105.
107Acts 3:25 is a NT example of this usage.
'OSAccording to Moulton and Milligan (The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament,
s.v. f3'/3atos'), f3/3atoc has a technical meaning "to denote legally guaranteed secu-
rity", but this should not force the reader to assume too quickly that this indicates a
Hellenistic background here, especially in view of : 2. The Mosaic Covenant was
quite legal in nature, and lends itself readily to association with this word.
IO9LSJ, s.v. io-,'i5w, 2, b. If it is possible to understand iox u as meaning "be
permanent" then the criticism of Westcott by Vos ("Hebrews, the Epistle of the
Diatheke", p. 615) may not be valid: "The idea of unchangeableness, irrevocableness
of the covenant, on which Westcott would suspend [his exegesis], is foreign to the
context."
1 lOAccording to Ebrard (Hebrews, p. 295), "it would be too much to affirm that a
testament is never (/ujTroTc) valid so long as the testator lives".
IlIBruce , Hebrews, p. 222. Cf. Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", p.
615.
ll2For those who take this clause as an interrogative, see Nairne, The Epistle of
Priesthood, p. 92; Westcott, Hebrews, p. 268.
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paragraph, then, our author seems to be blending the concepts of
covenant and testament to some degree, as Seib says:
As "covenant" and yet "testament", as "treaty" and yet "disposition", as
"law" and basis of an "expectation of inheritance", the notion strikes a
balance between OT evidence, LXX citation and NT assertions.113
In vv. i6, 17 the author describes the necessity of the death of the
&aO4tEiJoc, and then goes on to say in v. 18 that this is why the first
covenant involved bloodshed. This indicates that he understands both the
old and new covenants as involving a testamentary element. In other
words, the characteristic of the 6LaOTjKI which moves him to exploit the
"testament" usage of the word in vv. 16, 17 applies equally to both the
old and new covenants. Therefore, it would not be correct to interpret
Hebrews as understanding the old system as involving a covenant and
the new system a testament.' 14 In Hebrews, both the OC and the NC have
the essential qualities of a covenant, while incorporating at least some of
the characteristics of a will and testament." 5 Regarding the author's use
of 6LathiKll in this passage, Attridge is probably correct in saying that the
author is using a word play "related to paronomasia, but technically an
example of reflexio or a'vrauciKAacrtc". 116 This word play is used to
communicate a particular aspect of the biblical covenant that the author
has come to understand from a Christian perspective. 117 Just as the death
of Christ provides for the redemption of the peoples of the old and new
covenants, it also assures them of an eternal inheritance. This notion of
inheritance is probably what led our author to introduce the testament
aspect into his treatment of 81a941c1], 118 as Vos says:
The author in speaking of the inheritance is at first still unconscious of the
train of thought which it may open up. But no sooner has he written down
113 5e1b, "z1taOijia im Neuen Testament", p. I 94 (my translation). Delitzsch
(Hebrews, vol. 2, pp. 101, 102) takes a very similar view.
'Cf. Hughes, "Hebrews ix i ff. and Galatians 	 i 5ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure," p. 38.
"5Swetnam, "A Suggested Interpretation of Hebrews 9,15-18", p. 377.
ll6Attridge, Hebrews, p. 255. Cf. also Moffatt, Hebrews, p. 127. For an argument
against the notion of word play here see Kilpatrick, "ztathj,a in Hebrews", pp. 263-
64.
ll7Cf. Swetnam, "A Suggested Interpretation of Hebrews 9,15-18", p. 378.
118 Cf. Gal. 3:17, 18, where the concept of 8i a9rjiq is also related to receiving an
inheritance.
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the word than all at once the possibility of attaching the inheritance to the
diatheke in the sense of "testament" suggests itself to him and he is quick to
see the striking use that may be made of it in the furtherance of his
argument.119
Whether or not the author's allusion to the will and testament concept
was as spontaneous as Vos imagines, the primary purpose of introducing
this aspect is to explain the secure, covenantal basis for the readers'
spiritual inheritance. Through his shed blood, Jesus becomes the media-
tor of a N C, and on this basis he provides both redemption and an
inheritance.
It is important to remember that the original readers did not have to
answer the question of whether 6LaOrIKr/ meant "testament" or
"covenant"; it simply meant 61a077'/c7]. This means that it would have
been far easier for the original readers to deal with the author's word
play, following his reference to the testamentary concept without losing
its significance with regard to the covenant idea. In these verses our
author develops an understanding of 8LaOTjicr/ that is more complex than
either its use in the LXX as a translation of or its legal use in
Hellenistic Greek to signify a will or testament. 12° The notion that the NC
includes an eternal inheritance has contributed not only to the author's
understanding of the nature of the NC, but it has also influenced his
understanding of the OC, as seen in vv. 18-22.
Blood of the Old Covenant (9.. 18-22)
In 9:20, the author quotes Exod. 24:8, which comes in the context
of sacrifices for the inauguration of the Mosaic Covenant. That the
author connects the covenant ritual described in Exodus 24 with the
death of the 6LaO4Levoc is shown by the flow of his argument from vv.
i6, 17 to v. 22. According to v. i8, the necessity of the death of the
&a94tevos as described in vv. i6, 17 is the reason (60ezi the inaugura-
tion of the first covenant involved bloodshed. 121
 The connection of the
119 Vos, "Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", p. 617. Cf. also Bruce, Hebrews,
p. 223; Milligan, Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 258.
120Vos ("Hebrews, the Epistle of the Diatheke", pp. 599-605) provides an excel-
lent treatment of the use of öLaOTjicj in the LXX as the preferred way of describing
divinely initiated covenants, in relation to its Hellenistic use as a technical legal term.
Cf. also Hughes, "Hebrews ix I 5ff. and Galatians iii i 5ff.: A Study in Covenant
Practice and Procedure", pp. 30-32.
l2lCf.
 Lane, Hebrews 9-13, pp. 242-44.
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Oc's inaugural sacrifices with the death of Christ through the
&a0EJ.tevos'/inheritance concept in these verses shows that Hebrews sees
the inaugural sacrifices as a type of Christ's sacrifice, in the same way as
it does the levitical offerings. It is because a 6Lath7'Kq requires the death
of the 8LaGE',uEuoc that even the inauguration of. the first covenant
involved bloodshed (6GEV ov'8 ij rrpw'Ti xwpis' ai'/iaros'
E' yKEKaL'PLcrTaL). By the time the reader gets to v. 18 it has become
apparent that this section focuses on the inauguration of the old and new
covenants over against the continuing practices of covenant stipulations,
and vv. 19-22 confirm this observation. Hebrews 9:18-22, then, is
designed partly to explain that the Mosaic Covenant also shared some of
the characteristics of a will and testament. This, then, is another way in
which the OC anticipated certain characteristics of the NC.
There are several difficulties related to the author's use of Scripture
in vv. I 922. 122 The quotation in v. 20 and the subject matter in these
verses in general indicate that the main Scripture passage to which the
author is alluding is Exodus 24, but these verses also include a large
amount of information given in addition to what is found in Exodus 24.
The first phrase of V. 19, AaA8EL'oc vàp lTcicrl7S' E'VToAIjS' Ka -rd QJ)
i-'ó,uoi-' i)ná MwOa'wc rravTl T4) AaiI ("for after every commandment
according to the law was spoken by Moses to all the people"), seems to
follow reasonably from Exod. 24:7, 8. Exodus does not say that Moses
read every commandment to all the people, but this is not an unreason-
able interpretation of the text since it does say that Moses read the book
of the covenant in the hearing of the people. The substantial additions
begin with the next part of v. 19, which says that Moses took "the blood
of the bulls [and goats] with water and scarlet wool and hyssop and
sprinkled both the book and all the people" (Aa/30.)L' TO al/ia TP
I 0 'X' [ical TW1) TpciyWu] /IETà 1)8aTOS' Kal E'pL'OU KOKKL'L-'OV Kal
UcTcJWTTO1) ai5ó TE TO /3tf3A(oi' Kal TrauTa TO!' Aao E'pa'UTLcTEI-').
First, the sacrifices mentioned in Exodus 24 do not include goats, but the
words ai Twi' Tpa' vwu were probably not a part of the original text of
Hebrews. 123 Secondly, the water, scarlet wool and hyssop are not men-
tioned in Scripture as a part of the OC's inaugural ceremony, but are a
part of the cleansing rites described in Lev. 14:4, 51 and Num. 19:6. This
l22See Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 225-27.
l23Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek NT, pp. 668-69. Cf. also
Attridge, Hebrews, p. 253; Bruce, Hebrews, p. 225.
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sort of conflation of Scripture passages is not unusual in Hebrews (e.g.
9:13), but if these passages are seen to be the author's source here, it
would seem to require that he has understood them in a way that is
inconsistent with their original meaning, since they do not deal with the
inauguration of the OC but later cleansing rites. Finally, there is no place
in Scripture where Moses is said to have sprinkled the book of the
covenant.
A further difficulty comes in the deviation from the LXX in the
quotation of Exod. 24:8 in v. 20 (see figure 9). The first variation is from
t'6ou' to TOUTO. The TO 1) TO reading is found in some LXX witnesses (Sa,
T-A' 24), and it is also reminiscent of the words of Jesus at the last supper
as recorded in Mt. 26:28; Mk. 14:24; Lk. 22:20; I Cor. 11:25. It is
possible that these LXX texts and Hebrews were influenced by the tradi-
tional account of Jesus' words at the last supper.' 25 The next variation,
the change from 8LEOETo to uETELAaTO, is curious since the role of ó
&a94iEi'oc is so prominent in the context. This, however, is not the first
time our author has chosen a replacement where the LXX has &aTIOl7,w.
In 8:8 he uses aveAeaw instead of SiaOiì'ao,uat, and in 8:9 he uses
E' lToL'l7orL instead of 8te94tip'. But in 8:10, with reference to the NC he
does follow the LXX with &a9ijcxo,uat, and in Jo: i6, where he re-quotes
the material from 8:10, he also follows the LXX. It is difficult to know
what to make of this, unless the author is determined to avoid using
&aTlth7/IL in conjunction with the OC. 126 This may be a way of empha-
sising that the OC could only anticipate the inheritance-providing, testa-
mentary nature of the NC, in the light of 9:16, i 7, but this would be
difficult to prove. Another variant is the change of !cz1ptos' to ó OEo'c,
along with a change in its placement in the sentence. Again this is
difficult to explain with certainty, unless the author is quoting from
memory, in which case the switch from icz5ptos' to OEo'ç is not significant.
However, it is more likely that the author is attempting to avoid the
l24The dialogue of Timothy and Aquila.
125Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 257-58; Héring, Hébreux, P. 87; Lane, Hebrews 9-
13, p. 245; Schroger, Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrjftausleger, pp. 169-
70.
126Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 257. Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 245) suggests that this
change comes as a result of the writer wishing to avoid the implication that it was
God that ratified the oc, since Hebrews sees the people as having ratified the OC,
which God initiated. Swetnam ("A Suggested Interpretation of Hebrews 9,15-18",
pp. 376-77) holds a view similar to Lane's, but wants to see the sacrificial animals as
disposing the oc, while Christ disposes the NC.
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confusion between Jesus and God which the term Kptos might engen-
der, wanting the readers to be certain that it is God and not Jesus to
whom Scripture is referring at this point.127
Hebrews 9:20
A'wp, TODTO TO aL/la
T1/S' Staeijiaic i'c
EPCTELAaT0 Trpoc IciS'
6 9eóc.
Exodus 24:8
Kat EZ7TEI)	 Q_V TO
al/la ic Sta9ljKl7c, iç
8LE8E -rO I<upLoc rrpOs
v/lac TTEpI TTcJI'TWI' TWL'
A6'wii' TOTWP.
Exodus 24:8
'ri'rri i- rT rWi
r 'mn' n
:rTrT	 ?!rT-
Saying, "ThIs is the blood and he said, "Behold the And he said, "Behold the
of the covenant which blood of the covenant, blood of the covenant
j commanded to you". which the Lord made with which Yahweh made [or
you concerning all of cut] with you, according to
these words.	 all these words.
Fig. 9 (Differences between the above texts are underscored.)
Verse 21 introduces to the argument the ceremony surrounding the
initial setting up of the tabernacle, which is not difficult to fit into the
context of the inauguration of the OC since both events concern initiation
rites. The problem is that the scriptural account describes the tent and its
vessels as being anointed with oil (Exod. 409-Ii 30:25, 26; Num. 7:1),
while our author asserts that they were sprinkled with blood. 128 The
association of blood with the tabernacle initiation may be influenced by
the use of blood in the ordination of the Aaronic priests (Lev. 8:30), but
there is no explicit indication in Scripture that the tabernacle and all its
furniture was sprinkled with blood. 129 There are at least three possible
explanations for this and the other examples of the author seeming to go
beyond Scripture in vv. 19-22. The first is that these verses represent the
author's own understanding and interpretation of Scripture, probably
involving the conflation of several passages. 13° The second is that the
127Cf.
 Attridge, Hebrews, p. 257; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 245; Delitzsch,
Hebrews, p. I 13; Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schriftausleger, p.
169.
l28Josephus (Ant. 3.206 [8.6]) has the tabernacle sprinkled with oil and blood.
Philo (Vit. Mos. II, 146) describes the anointing of the tabernacle, its furnishings and
the high priest with oil.
l29Attridge, Hebrews, p. 258.
130Cf. Montefiore, Hebrews, pp. 157-58; Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 278; WeiJ3,
Hebräer, pp. 480-81; Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrjfice in the Letter to the Hebrews,
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author is relying on oral tradition or written sources which are no longer
extant.'3 ! If this is the case, he may be using the particle m'is' in
Hebrew) as a rationale for bringing in extra-biblical tradition. Towner
describes several rabbinic devices to "prolong the discourse of Scripture
to later generations", one of which is ribbui or "extension". He explains:
"the presence of a certain particle such as , , , t or a double
word, infinitive absolute, or other grammatical feature was held to indi-
cate that a supplementary teaching from tradition should be introduced at
that point." 132 If the author is using the ná' from the Exodus passage in
this way, this could explain his repetition of the term in these verses, as
described below. The third possibility is that vv. I 9-22 represent an
example of hyperbole with a touch of mild dismissiveness toward OC
practices. 133 There are several elements in these verses that point to this
as a possibility. In three verses, excluding v. 20 which consists almost
entirely of the Exod. 24:8 quotation, the author uses the term iâc five
times: "every commandment", "all the people", "all the people", "all the
vessels of worship" and "all things". This may be meant to create a
quality of exaggeration in these verses. Then, the pervasive, even
monotonous use of blood under the OC, from its inauguration onward,
and the complex ritual associated with blood sprinkled and poured all
around according to the rites of the covenant are presented to the reader
in a seemingly hyperbolic manner in vv. 19-21. Finally, the tone of v. 22
may betray a slight hint of dismissiveness, Kal cT)(E6á11 a' at/JaTI
rrcui-'ya Ka9apL (E Tat 1CTd TÔ1' i-'ó,uov ("indeed, practically everything
is cleansed with blood according to the law"), with crXESo'v listed in LSJ
as used in statements of irony and word play. 134 Therefore, it is possible,
pp. 126-27. Schroger (Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrzftausleger, p. 172)
says, "The writer, generally speaking, conforms to the text of the LXX, but he devi-
ates from it repeatedly for no discernible reason. These deviations, according to B.
Weiss and E. Riggenbach, are to be explained by the fact that the passage is quoted
from memory" (my translation).
' 31 Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, p. 225; Delitzsch, Hebrews, p. ii; Isaacs, Sacred Space,
p. 122; Strobel, Hebräer, p. iii; Weifi, Hebräer, pp. 480-8 I.
132Towner, "Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A Fresh Look",
p. 128.
133Attridge (Hebrews, p. 261) also sees a degree of negativity toward OC prac-
tices in this context, understanding the use of TOLTOLS' in 9:23 as "a disparaging ref-
erence to the animals' blood and purifying implements listed in v. i 9" . Moffatt
(Hebrews, p. 132) takes the same view of roroiç.
14LSJ, s.v. 0XE861-', IV, 2.
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though not provable, that these verses are an example of a subtle use of
language and literary device—hyperbole and mild dismissiveness—that
may have been easily understood as such by the original readers, but
whose qualities of exaggeration do not stand out to the modern reader
who is somewhat handicapped by distance of language, culture and reli-
gious experience. Nonetheless, at the end of v. 22 the author does make a
very serious point based on his previous exposition, that the OC practices
show, and the ministry of Christ confirms, that forgiveness of sin
depends on the shedding of blood (KaL Xwpls ai/IaTEKXVUI'as' o15
yIi-'ETaL 5q5EoLs').135 This statement affirms what the author has said in
v. i, that redemption and inheritance come as a result of death, and
specifically the death of Christ, even for those under the Mosaic
Covenant.
Whatever one understands to be the source(s) behind vv. 18-22, it is
clear that the author goes beyond a strict understanding of the Scripture
passages to which he alludes. 136 It is difficult to say whether the "extra"
material represents information from other sources, the author's own
interpretation of Scripture or an attempt to make a point through exag-
geration and hyperbole. In any case, the author's point is clear: the inau-
gural rites of the 0 C prefigure the testamentary significance of the NC
and the death of Christ, and show that at least since the time of the inau-
guration of the OC, bloodshed has been a requisite to forgiveness. With
this our author has prepared the way for his discussion of the superior
effect of Jesus' sacrifice.
THE OLD AND NEW SACRIFICES COMPARED (9:23-Jo: i8)
Sacrifice and Sanctuary (9:23-28)
Again, a new section is marked out with the use of oi'i-' in 9:23 (cf.
91 10:19) in a way that maintains the flow of the argument. Verse 23
returns to the idea of the earthly copies (l5rró8EL y,ua) of the heavenly
sanctuary first discussed in 8:5, and relates the sacrifice of Christ to the
sacrifices used "to cleanse" the earthly sanctuary. This verse asserts both
a continuity and a discontinuity between the old and the new: both
sanctuaries had to be cleansed, but the cleansing of the heavenly sanctu-
1 35Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 246) notices the similarities between 9:7, i8 and 22,
which show the vital place of blood in this chapter.
1 36See Moffatt, Hebrews, pp. 129-30.
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ary involved better sacrifices, diicIyicq 0' ra 1ià' 'rro8E(y,aara TWL'
' roIc o?)pauoic TOl TOtS' KaOapt'(EcT8aL, aiYâ 8 yd rrovpcJz-'ta
KpEt'TTOUIU 9uai'atc rrapâ rav'raç ("therefore, it is necessary for the
copies of the things in heaven to be cleansed by these, but the heavenly
things themselves with better sacrifices than these"). There are three
elements in this verse that point back to the previous material: the con-
junction oi' ("therefore") and the two uses of the plural of O1)TOS'
("these"). The conjunction at the beginning of v. 23 indicates that the
necessity of the cleansing of earthly copies is a conclusion flowing from
the statements of v. 22 that "almost everything is cleansed with blood
according to the law and without the shedding of blood there is no for-
gene'. The; e;monsttative; pronouns point back to the OC' s inaugural
sacrifices as discussed in 9 18-22, with one used to assert the necessity
of those inaugural sacrifices and the other used to assert their inferiority
to Christ's sacrifice.
On the basis of the typological relationship between the earthly and
heaven\y 'ia'oernacXes, our author states that the heavenly tabernacle
would require a cleansing sacrifice as did the earthly. Unexpectedly, he
uses a plural, 8uoIats ("sacrifices"), to describe the heavenly taberna-
cle's cleansing sacrifices. Lane explains this plural as being a result of
the number of t9ucn'aic being attracted to rov'rotc ("by these means"),'37
possibly indicating that the multiplicity of the inaugural sacrifices of the
OC was dominating the author's thinking at this moment, rather than the
singleness and once-for-all nature of the sacrifice of Jesus. Attridge
tht p'ura1 's b&xg iased for the stateriient of a general princi-
ple.' 38 Alternatively, it may be that the author is thinking of Jesus' one
offering in a multifaceted way, 139 perhaps by separating its earthly and
heavenly aspects.
The description of the earthly tabernacle in v. 24 as made with
hands (ELporroLqTa) echoes 8:2, which describes it as pitched by the
Lord and not humans. The priestly ministry of Christ, like that of the
levitical priests, involves a holy place or sanctuary, but unlike the leviti-
cal tent, the sanctuary in which Christ serves is not a part of the earthly
creation and does not rely on human participation for its existence. In v.
24 our author continues to use language to describe the earthly and heav-
l37Lane , Hebrews 9-13, p. 247.
l38Attridge, Hebrews, p. 261. Moffatt (Hebrews, p. 132) calls 9uaIats'the "plural
of category (like UEKpOIc in v. 17)", as does Riggenbach (Hebräer, p. 282).
139Cf. Guthrie, Hebrews, p. 196.
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enly sanctuaries that combines similar terminology to that of the Greek
philosophers (dAl79Li.Ióc) 140 with the vocabulary of typology
(a'z-'Tt'Tvrroc): ot yap Els' ELpoTro(qTa E1C71]AOev Jvia XpLCTTO'S',
a'VT(TU7Ta TU)!) dArjOti-'c3v, dAA' E(s' C11)TÔV TOP oi)pauo'v, i-'13u
E/1çbal!Lcrth7PaL TCü TTpOcTWTr(p To y OE0D i'rrp ic3u ("for Christ did not
enter into a holy place made with hands, a representation of the true, but
into heaven itself, now to appear before God on our behalf'). The lan-
guage used here is quite similar to that used in 8:2, 5, which describes
the heavenly tent as the a'Ai9tvo's' and the TV'TTOS', but here, while the
heavenly is referred to as the dArOto'c, it is the earthly sanctuary that is
referred to as the a'uTiTvrroç. 141 This indicates that, while in the modern
application of typology the terms are reversed (as in Acts 7:43; I Pet.
3:21), the author's conception is indeed that the relationship between the
two sanctuaries is typological. This is evident in the author's use of the
term nn-oç, but even more so in his juxtapositioning of TUTTOS and
a'I'TL'TVTT05', indicating that he conceives of the earthly as taking the place
of or representing the heavenly (cf. 8:5).142
Some take the phrase "into heaven itself' to be an indication that
the author conceives of the heavenly tabernacle as being equivalent to
heaven.' 43
 Of course, it is possible to read this phrase in this way, but
this is not the only plausible way to understand it. It is also possible to
take the phrase "into heaven itself' as describing the location of the true
sanctuary and not its extent, as Hurst asserts:
An equation of the heavenly tent in Hebrews with "heaven itself" is based
solely on the assumption that in 9:24 Auctor intends this phrase to be the
precise definition of the heavenly tent. It is more probable, on the other
' 40Attridge (Hebrews, p. 261) observes that the intensive use of aLYóç in 9:23,
24 "recalls the standard way in which Plato refers to the ideal or noetic realm".
141 Moffatt (Hebrews, p. 132) understands duTITvTra Twi-' aAi,&z-'wz-' as meaning
"a counterpart of reality", and sees ch'rIrvrra as synonymous with uo8EiflJaTa, lit-
erally "answering to the nnoc" which was shown to Moses.
142LSJ, s.v. dUTITUTTOc, 2, "corresponding as the stamp to the die; figuring or rep-
resenting the true (Heb. 9:24); resembling; counterfeit". According to Isaacs (Sacred
Space, p. 73), "In secular Greek both ythioc and a'i-'iuroç can refer either to the
mould from which something (a coin, perhaps) is struck—in which case it is the
prototype, pattern, exemplar and model—or to the copy which is produced by the
mould—derivative and inferior". See LSJ, s.v. rthros' and Moulton and Milligan, s.v.
7-Tros..
143 Kistemaker, Hebrews, p. 262; Synge, Hebrews and the Scriptures, p.4 See
also Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 209 and Riggenbach, Hebräer, pp. 284-85.
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hand, that instead of defining what the tent is, the phrase indicates the gen-
eral realm in which Christ ministers as opposed to the earthly priests. 1
Jesus' priestly ministry does not take place in the earthly sanctuary, but
in a sanctuary which is located in "heaven itself". That Jesus' entry into
the sanctuary happens in heaven, and the heavenly holy place, is
significant since this indicates that he has entered into the presence of
God on a level unknown to the levitical priests. Furthermore, Jesus has
entered the heavenly sanctuary as a forerunner (6:19, 2 o) of the people
of God (e.g. the readers), who have as their final destiny a heavenly
sanctuary and the heavenly city (6:19, 22; 11:13-16). So, it is quite plau-
sible to understand 9:24 as emphasising the heavenly location and nature
of the "true sanctuary" and not as delineating its extent, as if to say that
heaven and the heavenly holy place were one and the same. Many have
also had difficulty with the notion that things in heaven need to be
cleansed, 1 45 and therefore some take the references to heavenly things as
symbolic. 146 Some see the cleansing as a reference to the expulsion of
Satan from heaven. 147 Lane understands this cleansing as a removal of
defilement. 148 In both Jewish apocalypse 149 and in Paul' 50 both heaven
and earth are part of this present evil age, and since our author uses the
language of "the ages" in 9:26, this may provide a clue to understanding
the significance of heaven being "cleansed". In any case, it seems neces-
sary to understand the cleansing of inanimate objects as something dif-
ferent from the cleansing of a person from sin, in which case it would be
better to view the cleansing of things such as the earthly or heavenly
sanctuaries as something like a dedication or a marking out for a particu-
lar and sacred service, in conjunction with the removal of defilement.
l 44Hurst, The Epistle to the Hebrews: Its Background of Thought, p. 28.
l45Moffatt , Hebrews, p. 132; Montefiore, Hebrews, p. i6o. Delitzsch (Hebrews,
p. 124) gives a good overview of the views current in his day.
l46See Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 26 1-62; Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 228-29; Kistemaker,
Hebrews, p. 262 Milligan, Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 262; Isaacs, Sacred Space, p.
212.
I4lHéring, Hébreux, p. 89. See also Riggenbach, Hebräer, p. 283.
l48Lane , Hebrews 9-13, p. 247. Buchanan (To the Hebrews, p. 162) says, "It also
seems a little surprising to think of heaven as a place where there would be sin and
defilement that needed cleansing. The author of Hebrews found no difficulty with
this, however."
149 E.g. 2 Bar. 59:3;Apoc. Elif. 5:22.
' 50Lincoln, Paradise Now and Not Yet, p. 171. See Rom. 8:22, 23; I Cor. 8:5;
Eph. 1:20, 21.
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This cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary, then, is probably a reference to
its inauguration and purification, in connection to entering the new age
of the NC with its power to cleanse. Dunnill suggests:
Perhaps the idea of "purifying" the heavenly sanctuary .and its instruments
is a mere analogy, describing the inauguration of the new covenant in the
same terms as Moses' inauguration of the old in the previous verses; at
another level, though, the suggestion that evil has entered the dwelling of
God has to be taken seriously.'51
The picture painted by blood sacrifice always relates to the remission of
sin, but since something inanimate cannot sin, the cleansing of a thing
may be seen as illustrating the solution to human sin, while marking out
the thing cleansed as an instrument for dealing with sin. In the case of
the sanctuaries, they needed to have a point of inauguration or transition
from a common to a sacred status before they could be properly seen and
used as sanctuaries. 152
 This is not to deny that sin has in some way
affected the heavenly realm, but the cleansing of an object must have
been distinguished in the mind of our author from the cleansing of
people, even though he uses similar terms, since some of the language he
uses to describe the cleansing of people (cf. 10:1-4) could not possibly
be applied to objects. So, in relation to the cleansing of the heavenly
sanctuary, as with the earthly, it is not necessary to understand the sanc-
tuary in some symbolic or metaphorical way, but rather it is possible to
take the cleansing itself as a symbol, illustrating the significance of the
work that would take place within the sanctuaries and initiating them for
sacred use.'53
In whatever way one understands the nature of the heavenly sanc-
tuary, not only does Jesus' entry into this holy place hold out the
151 Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 232. See also
Buchanan, To the Hebrews, p. 153. Spicq (Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 267) also associates
the concept of cleansing in this verse with inauguration (5'KaLuI(w).
l52Milligan (Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 262) connects the cleansing of the earthly
tent, etc. with the notion of cleanness and uncleanness, seeing it as the way of mak-
ing these instruments acceptable for service to God. Nonetheless, he does not make a
similar connection in regard to the heavenly holy place.
' 53 Barclay (Hebrews, pp. 14 1-42) calls Christ's cleansing of the heavenly things
a "picture of a kind of cosmic redemption that purified the whole universe, seen and
unseen". Snell (New and Living Way, p. ii 9) writes: "the point is that the purifying
of a sanctuary really means that a purification is made in it; it is not the place that is
purified, but the ritual is done there to afford sinners access to God".
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promise of a future benefit for the readers who could look forward to a
similar entrance for themselves, but there is also the present benefit of
Jesus' entry in that he has "now appeared before God" on behalf of the
readers. In Jesus' priestly ministry there is an on-going effort of interces-
sion on behalf of the people of God (2:18; 4 15; 7:25), just as the leviti-
cal priests continued day after day and year after year to make interces-
sory sacrifices for the people. Jesus' continuing intercession, however,
does not involve any more sacrificing, since his superior, once-for-all
sacrifice gives him continual access to God, seated at his right hand.
Having looked at some of the details of vv. 23, 24, it is helpful to
stand back and consider the more general implications of these verses.
Coming after the discussion of the inauguration of the OC, they are
meant to give the reader some indication of the inaugural significance of
the sacrifice of Christ, particularly as it relates to its foreshadowing in
the old system. One effect of Christ's sacrifice is to provide an inaugural
rite for the "cleansing" of the heavenly sanctuary. That which was pic-
tured in the sacrifices and ceremonies performed by Moses in the inau-
guration of the first covenant and the initiation of its vessels was
accomplished truly and eternally in the sacrifice of Christ and his entry
into the holy place in heaven. To understand the nature and significance
of the offering of Jesus with respect to its role in the inauguration of the
NC, or indeed to discover in the first place that the sacrifice of Christ had
such a significance, it is necessary to recognise the typological relation-
ship between the two systems/sacrificial events and then to apply one's
knowledge of the old, the shadow, to the corresponding categories of the
new, the true. On the other hand, to appreciate the contemporary
significance of the old, one must recognise its fulfilment in and replace-
ment by the Christ-event, the new. These verses show, then, that Christ's
appearance before God accomplished the purification of the true, heav-
enly holy place in a way corresponding to the cleansing of the earthly
tent by the inaugural sacrifices superintended by Moses.
Verse 25 repeats a recurring theme in Hebrews, that whereas the
levitical priests continued to offer OC sacrifices,' 54 Christ offered himself
' 54The present tense of EiopXo/1aL used here to describe the entrance of the high
priest into the sanctuary cannot be used to prove that the temple sacrifices were still
being offered at the time of writing, since the author may be—and probably is—
using the present tense to emphasise the durative or continual nature of the levitical
high priest's yearly entrance into the holy of holies. The author's use of the present at
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only once (cf. also 7:27; 9:6, 7; 10:2, io). Another recurring emphasis in
these verses is that as a priest Christ offered his own blood, and not the
blood of animals as did the levitical priests (cf. also : 12-14; I 3:12).
Verse 26 explains why Jesus' sacrifice could not be a repeatable sacrifice
as were the levitical offerings, €TTE1 E5EL auTol) rroAAciKts' TraGELl-' a'rró
Karaf3oAr/c o'ciIiov ("since it would have been necessary for him to
suffer many times from the foundation of the world"). This indicates that
Hebrews sees the sacrifice of Christ as having a redemptive significance
even before its time, and that the redemption of people in all ages
depends in some way on the sacrifice of Christ. For our author, the
redemptive power of the once-for-all offering of Christ is not only
sufficient for all the future, but also for all the past. Therefore, the author
is able to consider the Christ-event as "the summing up of the ages"
(9:26), and to reckon his offering capable of doing away with sin. This
rejection of sin (d9iatu [TT7S'] á,uapt'ac) by the sacrifice of Christ
applies to all sin, whether it occurred before or after the Christ-event,
since the Christ-event is the eschatological climax of history. 155
 The
effect of the Christ-event with respect to sin is not viewed at this point in
the usual cause and effect manner which requires a strict ordering of the
past, present and future. Instead, all of time points toward the Christ-
event as the focal point and climax of history, so that, whether sin occurs
before or after the sacrifice of Christ, it is that sacrifice that must ulti-
mately take away that sin.
So, not only does the entry of Christ into heaven provide for the
cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary, but Christ' s single appearance in
the heavenly holy place also provides for the rejection (a'OE'T77o )156 of
sin. It is made clear in : 15-22 that the cleansing of the sanctuary and the
forgiveness of sin are the accomplishments of the sacrifices, whereas in
the heavenly realm this is accomplished by Christ's entry into the sanc-
tuary. The parallel between the old and new at this point indicates, then,
that Hebrews does not see the sacrifice of Christ as completely defined
by his earthly death, but as including his entry into the heavenly holy
place as well.' 57
 Just as the priests' entry into the tent with the blood of
the animal sacrifices completed the levitical offerings, so Jesus' entry
this point is in contrast to his use of the aorist eioAOoi-' to describe Jesus' entry as
high priest into the heavenly sanctuary, which is not a continual or repeated event.
155Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 264.
l56Attridge (Hebrews, p. 265) takes this as legal language.
157Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 263-64.
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into the heavenly holy place on the basis of his own shed blood (9:12)
serves to complete his sacrifice. Under the OC the priests represented the
people before God, making sacrifices on behalf of the people. They did
not, however, entirely take the place of the people in the sacrificial pro-
cess since they offered animals rather than themselves as sacrifices, so
that in this way the animals took the place of the people in a very impor-
tant respect. The ministry of the OC priests relied on the blood of another
in two respects: in an immediate sense it relied on the blood of the
animal sacrifices for its continuing practice, and in a final sense it relied
on the blood of Christ for its eschatological fulfilment. The fact that the
blood of another was used by the levitical priests is partly what made
their sacrifice less than perfect for our author (cf. 10:4), and the fact that
Christ shed his own blood is partly what makes his sacrifice superior.
From this perspective, then, it is possible to see the levitical priests'
reliance on the blood of another as betraying its own inadequacy, as it
anticipated its own eschatological reliance on another (human) sacrifice,
which our author understands to be the sacrifice of Christ.
The once-for-all nature of Jesus' sacrifice is further explained in vv.
27, 28 by comparing Jesus' death to the death of the race in general. Just
as it would be impossible for a person to die physically more than once,
it would also be impossible for Jesus to offer himself more than once,
since his sacrifice involved his death as a human being. The necessity of
the singleness of Jesus' sacrifice has already been argued by pointing out
that it is unnecessary for him to die repeatedly when he could do it once
"at the summing up of the ages", and impractical for him to die repeat-
edly since, if once is not enough, then the repetition required would be
staggering (9:25, 26). 158 But not only is the repetition of Jesus' sacrifice
unnecessary and impractical, it is also impossible, just as impossible as
for the typical human to die more than once.' 59 The importance placed
by Hebrews on Jesus' humanity with regard to the value of his sacrifice
is evident at this point, since the author leaves no room for any concep-
tion of the sacrifice of Christ that is not thoroughly attached to and
dependent on his humanity. This concept is paralleled throughout
' 58Attridge, Hebrews, p. 264; Bruce, Hebrews, p. 230; Moffatt, Hebrews, pp.
132-33.
159Moffatt (Hebrews, p. 133) takes the concept of Jesus' one-time death as sug-
gesting to the author the idea that all people must die once; however, Hebrews seems
to be arguing from the fact that human beings can only die once to show that Jesus
could only die once.
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Hebrews (4:15, 16; 5:8; 9I2 10:10; 12:2,3; 13:12), and is most promi-
nent in the author's comparison of Christ to the angels in chs. 2 and 3
—
he is superior to the angels both because he is divine and because he is
human, and the angels are neither.
When our author says a' TTJKEL rat TOIS' a'u8pw'rroic á'rra
a'TroOcwEuL', /lETa 8 TOUTO KpIGTLS' ("it is appointed for people to die
once, and after this judgment"), he is not only providing an argument for
the once-for-all nature of Jesus' death on the basis that people can only
die once, but he is also leading into a point about the importance of
Christ's offering in relation to the judgment of humankind.' 60
 Just as it is
impossible for a person to physically die more than once, it is equally
impossible for anyone to avoid the issue of God's judgment. In the mid-
dle of v. 28 there is probably an allusion to Isa. 12 (LXX), Kal airôç
a/lap Tt'as' rroAA3ii dLIIJUEVKELI ("and he has taken away the sins of the
many"), in the phrase ó Xpiarác irra TrPoaEl-'EXGElc Et'c rá rroAAóJi-'
a'J-'EUEVKELL' an/lapyiac ("Christ was offered once-for-all to take away
the sins of the many").6i Jesus came once to offer himself for sin; he
will come again to offer salvation to those who expect him (oiwc Kat
o XpLcJTOS' arra TrP0UEPEX9EIS' E1 TO TTOAAWU ch'EvEyKEIl-'
a/Japrtac, EK 6EUTEpOI) XP'S' a/JapTL'ac d97joE rat rotc cLt5 TO V
arrEK6EXo/IE'uOLS' (Is' crwTT7pLat-'-9:28). In effect, the author is saying
here that the one who does not expect Jesus should expect judgment.
Whereas the appearance of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary brought
about the cleansing of the holy place and the rejection of sin, his second
appearance' 62
 will offer final salvation from judgment. Throughout this
pericope the author has made allusion to the Day of Atonement ritual,
with Jesus entering the sanctuary to make an offering for sin, and
coming out of the holy place, like the levitical high priest, bearing
salvation for the people.' 63 Nevertheless, the parallel between the two
has its limitations (e.g. the singleness of Jesus' offering), and it is where
160Cf. T. Levi 3:i-Io, which also deals with the concepts of sacrifice and judg-
ment in the same context.
' 61 Hagner (Hebrews, pp. 147-48) calls it "a conscious allusion to Isaiah 53:12,
whence the expression 'many' derives". See also Snell, New and Living Way, p. 121.
l62Though the text does not explicitly state where Christ's second appearance
will occur, the comparison in 9:28 of his second appearance with his offering to take
away sins at his first advent and the fact that his appearance will be to those who
expect him—Christ appearing before them rather than vice versa—probably implies
that this appearance will take place on the earth.
63Cf.
 Guthrie, Hebrews, pp. 200, 201.
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the parallel breaks down that Jesus' work is seen to be superior. 164
 In v.
28, going beyond the argument for the one-time sacrifice of Christ, the
author begins to argue for the end-time significance of his sacrifice . This
leads him into a discussion in the verses that follow of the superiority of
Christ's sacrifice as compared to the repetitive nature Of the OC sacrifices
and their ultimate inability to solve the sin problem in any eschatological
sense.' 65
 Thus the author continues to develop the significance of time
with respect to sacrifice.
Sacrifice and Law (10:1- io)
The first verse of ch. I 0 asserts the inability of "the law" to
"perfect" those who approach God by means of the levitical sacrifices:
XKLâz i )'àp E'WV o Uo/iOS' TWU /IEAA6PTWJ) a'yaW1J, 01K cZL5TT)l) TIP
ElKova Twi) Trpay/lciTWi-', KaT' evLauTaz) Talc aLTaLc OvcrIatc dc
TTpOcTçbE'pOUclLl) EL'S' TO 81i,PEKL'c o?)6E?TT0TE 8?JPaTaL TOi)S'
TTPOcJEPXO/IEPOUS' TEAeLwcYaL ("For the law, having a shadow of the
good things to come, not the true substance of the things, is never able to
perfect those who approach [God] with the same yearly sacrifices which
they offer continually"). Hebrews has used the term uo',uoc ("law")
several times up to this point, signifying for example the law that
instructed the levitical priests to extract a tithe from the people (7:5), the
law that established the levitical priesthood (7:16, 28), the law that
prescribed the sacrificial system (8:4; 10:8), the law that would be put
into the hearts of NC believers (8:10; io:i6) and the law that demands
cleansing by blood (9:28). In all of these cases, apart from the law put
into the heart under the NC, it is clear that the author is referring to the
Mosaic law, and this is the case in 10:1 as well.'66
The main contrast' 67 in To: i is between ciKia' as used to describe the
Mosaic law and EL'K&$l-', which is seen as the expression of ultimate real-
ity.' 68 Col. 2:17 uses o7aci in a way that is very similar to its use here, c
cYTLl! O7C1 TUil-' /JEAAQ'lITWP, To 6 awia TO?) XpLCYTOD ("which is a
l64Attridge , Hebrews, pp. 262-63; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 250.
165Cf. Manson, Hebrews, pp. 141-42; Weii3, Hebräer, p. 495.
l66Ellingworth (Hebrews, p. 490) takes the law in this passage in its cultic aspect,
presunably meaning the Mosaic law but with primary reference to its regulations
about sacrifice.
l6lAlthough 46 reads ical W)TijU, virtually equating rather than contrasting GTKLcI
and dKthl- this is almost certainly not the preferred reading.
' 68 Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 260.
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shadow of the things to come, but the body [or reality] belongs to
Christ"), where criaa' refers to "food and drink . . . a festival or a new
moon or a sabbath" (Col. 2:16—RSV). It is not unusual for cJKLa' to be
used for a foreshadowing of that which is real, as it is in Heb. 10:1 •169
The term EL'KoJ'i-' is often used to describe a likeness or image, that is,
something patterned after something else, a concept not dissimilar to that
of shadow. There is, however, a use of El/au'!' in the sense of "pattern,
archetype", and this is closer to the meaning here. 17° BAGD lists the use
of El/au'!) in Heb. io:i under the heading "form, appearance", and sug-
gests that Gen. i :6f. is a strong influence here.' 7 ' The meaning of EL'KUJ'V
here is surely something like "form", but there is little reason to connect
this verse to Gen. 1:26 except for the use of Ei/aui! itself. l72 The point
being made by the author's use of Ei/auu over against UICI ci in this verse
is that the old system simply did not have the actual form of ultimate
reality, as does the new. The old was not immediately connected to the
true substance of spiritual reality, but was only an illustration of that
reality, or, to put it better, it was a shadow of that reality.
The Mosaic law with its cleansing sacrifices was never able to per-
fect the people of the OC, a position also expressed in : 19. The reason
for this as given in 10:1 is that the law had but a shadow. The use of the
"shadow" concept to describe some part of the OC is also found in 8:5 to
describe the earthly tabernacle, indicating that our author considered this
concept to be an apt and useful way of depicting the old as compared to
the new. By using this metaphor, our author is affirming the continuity
and discontinuity between the old and new, as well as defining the nature
of that relationship to some degree. As a shadow, the old represents the
new and corresponds to it in its general shape and form, but the very
existence of the old depends entirely on the new because only the new
has any true substance. A shadow is an indication that something other
' 69BAGD, LSJ, Moulton and Milligan, s.v. UKLcI.
170LSJ, s.v. E1/(WU. Cf. Ti. Locr. 99d, /lErà 6 Tall Tw Koojiw oócxyaatv (cówv
GuaTw'ul-' yeuvarnz-' EllaxallaclaTo, LI" l7 TEAEOS' 7TOTI Tail EIK01-'a TrauTEAwç
cirrEIp'aa/Iá-'os ("and after bringing together the cosmos he devised the production
of mortal beings, so that it [the cosmos] might be perfect, being brought to perfect
completion according to the pattern"), which gives tia.0 a similar meaning as in
Heb. xo: I. In his translation of this passage of Timaeus Locrus, Marg (Timaeus
Locrus: de Natura Mundi etAnimae, pp. 138-39) uses the term "dem Vorbild" to
render Ta!-' eiicóua.
BAGD, s.v. EL KC ii, 2.
172Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 270-7 I.
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than itself exists, and by appearing first, it may also indicate that some-
thing of substance is near to hand. 173 A shadow can disclose something
about the nature of the thing that cast it, but a shadow cannot accomplish
anything substantive on its own. Therefore, having but a shadow of what
is real, the law is incapable of making any substantive or permanent
provision for the people of God. This is proven, for our author, by the
fact that the same sacrifices had to be offered annually, the same rituals
had to be performed year after year, and the same cleansing had to be
repeated over and over again.
If the levitical sacrifices had been the final solution to the people's
problem, then there would have been no need to offer the same levitical
sacrifices more than once, as expressed by the author's question in 10:2,
ETTE1 01k aU errav'aavTo TrpocTçbEpó/lEuaL 6La TO /1)78E/lLaP EXELU
E' TI	 U1WEL'6TJGTLU a/lapTLc,Ju	 T0L)s' )aTpEVoi'TcZS' d(irae
KEKa9apLcT/1Evovs; ("since would they not have ceased to be offered, on
account of the worshippers, having been cleansed once-for-all, not hav-
ing any longer a consciousness of sins?"). For our author, a truly effec-
tive sacrifice would not only take care of the sins of the past, but also the
sins of the future. Since the sacrifice of Christ is understood in Hebrews
as permanently effective and sufficient to deal with sin, then Christ's
sacrifice must be seen as able to deal with sins committed both before
and after his offering. Unlike the sacrifices prescribed by Moses, which
could only affect sins committed before the sacrificial act, Jesus'
sacrifice was effective for any sins, whenever they were committed.
Another implication that comes out of io: is that, one way or another,
the cessation of levitical sacrifice was inevitable. If levitical sacrifices
' 73 Cf. Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 259), who argues that this term is not being used
in a Platonic sense but in an eschatological sense, the "imperfect or incomplete"
pointing forward to the "perfect or complete". It is quite possible if not probable,
however, that the writer of Hebrews was influenced by Alexandrian philosophers, or
even by Philo himself, in his choice of shadow/substance terminology. The use of
these terms in Hebrews may also indicate that the author was aware of his readers
being under the influence of the Platonic/Philonic philosophers, and that he chose
this terminology in order to communicate more effectively with them. However,
although Hebrews uses some of the same terms as a writer such as Philo, these terms
are not used in Hebrews to convey the platonic ideas found in Philo. Therefore,
although the writer of Hebrews may have been influenced by the Alexandrian
philosophers on the superficial level of word choice, his writing was far less so
influenced on the conceptual level. See also Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection, pp.
131-32, 144-45.
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had been truly and permanently effective in dealing with sin, then they
would have ceased because of the lack of need—just as Jesus does not
keep offering sacrifice. On the other hand, if the old, levitical sacrifices
were not ultimately sufficient, as Hebrews argues, then they would need
to be replaced by something better and therefore would come to an end
because of their own obsolescence. There is irony in this. Whereas one
might conclude that any ritual that has persisted for several centuries
may be destined to continue indefinitely, since it has stood the test of
time, in our author's way of thinking the repetition of the levitical
sacrifices itself proves that they could not continue forever.
This irony comes to the fore in v. 3, since the more the sacrifices are
offered the more the worshippers are reminded of sin: dAA' u ai.yaIç
thiciii'icrtc a/lapTLwP IcaT' l)LauTóu ("but in these sacrifices there is a
reminder of sins each year"). So, while Hebrews would accept that the
levitical sacrifices did afford certain benefits to the worshippers (see
9: io), their continual recurrence also had the negative effect of keeping
the issue of the worshippers' sin before them, rather than taking it away
as would the sacrifice of Christ (9:2 8). This paragraph ends with v. 4 in a
way very similar to the paragraph ending at : 22, with a statement that is
axiomatic in quality: d8u'iiaro yap a//la rat1pwi-' icat Tpaywu
a' çbatpEL P a/JapTL'ac ("for it impossible for the blood of bulls and goats
to take away sins"). This statement, introduced by ycip, provides the log-
ical starting point on which the first three verses of ch. I 0 are based. The
remembrance of sin is kept alive by the levitical offerings, because the
sacrifices are continually repeated, and this is the case because the law
only has a shadow of ultimate reality, since animals' blood was never
capable of actually and permanently removing sin.
Having stated plainly that animals' blood can never take away sin,
our author proceeds to explain that animal sacrifices were never at the
heart of what God really wanted from his people, but rather, what he
wanted was the submission of the human heart and will, as exemplified
by Christ's self-sacrifice. To do this he introduces a quotation from
Psalm 40, which he places on the lips of Christ: iltá ELcrEpxóIlEl'oS' ELç
TÔL' K6QJIOV Ac5'a ("Wherefore, coming into the world he [Christ]
says"). 174 This introduction to the quotation of Ps. 40:6-8 does not follow
174Attridge (Hebrews, p. 273) notices a shift in the use of K00710c in I 05 as
compared to its use in : I, the only other reference to the cosmos. He sees a contrast
between the author's characterisation of the "cosmic" sanctuary as external and in
the realm of the fleshly and his positive view of Jesus' entry into the cosmos.
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a typical formula.175 In fact, Wilson considers "the use of an Old Tes-
tament passage which involves its being placed on the lips of Jesus" as
"incongruous". Several solutions have been suggested and recorded by
Wilson: the first is that the Psalm is taken as being prophetic, another
that the pre-existent Christ speaks through the psalmist, and yet another
that the OT is now embodied in the person of Jesus.' 76
 Schroger thinks
the author interprets the psalm according to the method of midrash-
pesher.' 77 But the simplest and most persuasive suggestion has been put
forward by Kraus, who reasons that the use of Psalm 40 here is typologi-
cal.' 78
 Since the Psalm claims to be written by David, it would not be
surprising if our author did understand there to be a typological relation-
ship between king David and the greater king, Christ.' 79 From this per-
spective, it is easier to see how the words in the middle of the quotation
("Then I said, 'Behold I come") could have given the writer reason not
only to assign these words to Christ, but also to place them at the time of
his coming. !8O In fact, the words "I come", along with other details in Ps.
40:6-8, may have been part of what gave rise to the application of this
passage to Christ as a messianic reference in the first place.' 8 ' The words
of Rissi add one final point regarding the significance of these words
applied to Jesus' coming: "The authentic offering is explained on the
ground of the citation of Ps 40:7-9, which is laid in the mouth of Jesus. It
explains the point of his 'coming' "182 To give his life in sacrifice and
thus provide the means of redemption was indeed the point of his
coming, in our author's view.
l 75 See Heb. 2:12 as a similar example of an OT citation being attributed to Christ.
'76Wilson, Hebrews, p. 178, referring to Manson, Westcott and Hughes, respec-
tively.
77Schroger , Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 176.
l78Kraus, Psalms 1-59, p. 427. See also Keil and Delitzsch, Commentary on the
Old Testament, vol. : Psalms, p. 34; Spicq, Hebreux, vol. 2, p. 304.
179 Cf. the Davidic Psalm I JO quoted in Heb. i:i and applied to Christ (and, if
they are Davidic as well, the anonymous psalms quoted earlier in that chapter), and
Psalm 22 in 2:12.
l8OEllingworth (Hebrews, p. 499) argues: "It is probable that this Christ-centred
understanding of Scripture was generally accepted in the community to which
Hebrews was originally addressed."
181 See Hagner, Hebrews , p. 137; Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 262.
l82Rjssj, Die Theologie des Hebrderbriefs, pp. 74, 75 (my translation).
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Otto maintains that "the attitude which the epistle adopts towards
the Old Testament here seems contradictory". He goes on to explain:
On the one hand, scripture is regarded as a direct revelation of God's
will. . . On the other hand, the epistle will not admit that the sacrifices
which the Old Testament regarded as having been instituted in accordance
with a divine command were really an expression of what God wanted and
intended. 183
Notwithstanding the opinion of Otto, it is not clear that Hebrews
contradicts itself here. It is simply exploiting a tension which already
exists in the OT itself. 184 The balance in Heb. i o:5-Io between the
renunciation of the OC with its trappings and the authoritative use of OC
Scripture is precisely why this passage is so instructive on the subject of
the use of Scripture in Hebrews. In spite of this, it is a passage not often
dealt with outside the commentaries.
The LXX version of Ps. 40:6-8 (39:7-9 in the LXX and 40:7-9 in the
MT) follows the MT quite closely; in fact Rahlfs' Septuaginta follows it
almost exactly. However, the quotation in Heb. 10:5-7 differs in some
respects from both the MT and Rahlfs. 185 (The relevant texts are shown
in figure i o.) In the first difference, the MT and Rahlfs—who prefers a
later, Hebraizing version (Psalterium Gallicanum) at this point—both
refer to "ears" in v. 7 and w'Tt'a), while three LXX codices
(Vaticanus, Sinaiticus and Alexandrinus) as well as Heb. Io:5 use
"body" (aaI1ua). Bruce offers a workable explanation for these
differences:
The Greek version cannot well be explained as representing a variant or
corrupted Hebrew reading; it is rather an interpretive paraphrase of the
Hebrew text. The Greek translator evidently regarded the Hebrew wording
as an instance of pars pro toto; the "digging" or hollowing out of the ears is
part of the total work of fashioning a human body. Accordingly he rendered
it in terms which express totum pro parte.186
183 Otto, Hebrews, p. 67.
l84Attridge (Hebrews, p. 275) speaks of this tension in the psalm and our writer's
interaction with that tension in the phrase "he takes away the first that he might
establish the second".
l85Rahlfs follows the version Psalterium Gallicanum against the codices
VaticaflUs, Sinaiticus and Alexandrinus, apparently to maintain consistency with the
MT.
l86Bruce, Hebrews, p. 240.
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Hebrews Io:5b-7
	 Psalm 39:7-9	 Psalm 40:7-9
5b 6vaIav Kal
TipocTçbO,OaU OUK
rOArcras', athua 6è
/caTqpTLcIw /10t
6 oAo/cavTw/laTa Kal
1TEpL aflapTias' 01)/C
EU8o/cqcYcic' 7 TOTE
throt-', 'I8oi) icw, t'
KEçbaAL6L 13t/3Aioij
5'paTrTaL TTEpL e/ioO,
TO?) TTOL crat o Eôc To
cTov.
5b "Sacrifice and offering
you did not want, but a
body you prepared for
me; 6 whole burnt offer-
ings and sin offerings you
did not desire. 7 Then I
said, 'Behold, I have
come—in the scroll of the
book it has been written
concerning me—to do
your will, 0 God'."
7 Ovoiai-' ical
rrpoaçbopai-' othc
rOcAr,iaa', £iTta 8
KaT)7pT(aw /1OL
OAoKdnTwpa Kal 1TEpL
a/JapTIas' OUK irriaac
8 TOTE ETTrO1! 'ISov
T1KW, EU KEçbaAL8I
/3t/3A(ou yEyparrrat 7TEpL
4LoO 9 TOO rrouciat
TO OeAi,uci UOV, 0 9Eoc
E0UAr/OT7t1 Kat TOP
i-V/lOLl (YOU El) /IEOW
TT7S' K0LALa5' /101).
7 "Sacrifice and offering
you did not want, but ears
you prepared for me; for
whole burnt offering and
sin offering you did not
ask. 8 Then I said,
'Behold, I have come—in
the scroll of the book it
has been written concern-
ing me-9 I desire to do
your will, 0 my God; and
your law is within my
belly'."
I riqr	 7
'? ir
rri ri
'rnçrTrT 'Inr T 8
:7S)
	
T1 L7	 9
	
:'wr i i 	 riI
7 Sacrifice and offering
you did not desire, but my
ears you have dug out;
burnt offerings and sin
offerings you did not
require. 8 Then I said,
"Behold, I have come—it
is written about me in the
scroll of the book. 9 I
desire to do your will, 0
my God; your law is
within my belly".)
Fig. JO
Attridge agrees with this analysis, and deems the change from "ear"
to "body" as "probably an interpretive paraphrase".' 87 The classical use
of the term oc3,ua supports this view. Moulton and Milligan give one of
the uses of aJ3pa as "slaves', as in Rev. 18:13 and frequently in the
18l Attridge, Hebrews, p. 274. Some suggest that this difference is the result of a
scribal error, substituting HEAHXAXf2MA for H6EAHXAXQT1A; see Schroger
(Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 174) for examples. While
this is possible, it forces the final sigma in H6EAHXAX to serve also as the first let-
ter in QMA, and in view of the lack of any textual evidence for this it seems best to
understand the change as a result of an interpretive paraphrase.
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LXX".' 88 This usage may have been in the mind of the translators of the
LXX when they substituted ac3ua for "ears", if they were attempting to
give a dynamically equivalent translation of the concept of obedient
service implied in the term "ear." The second difference is a matter of
vocabulary choice and is of little consequence: in the MT. v. 7 uses the
term ("you desired, asked"), where Rahlfs uses friioac ("you
asked"). In the Hebrews quotation of this verse in I 0:6 the term
Et8oKT/aac ("you took pleasure, chose") is used. The last differences are
concentrated at the end of the citation, and involve the change of word
order at the end of the quotation, the exclusion of iov, and ending the
citation before /3ovA4th1i-'. These changes amount to a shortening of the
scriptural text, but do not change the essential meaning of the text.189
Therefore, the meaning of the Psalms texts of the MT and the LXX, and
the quotation in Hebrews are all practically equivalent.
Generally, interpretations of Ps. 40:68 190 fall into two groups. The
first group suggests that the psalmist replaces the animal sacrifices
expected in Torah with obedience; the second group understands him to
be stressing the offence of offering sacrifice to God when it is not
coupled with obedience. Most interpreters I have read fall into the first
group. Hagner reasons that "what is important to God is not sacrifices
but obedience. The OT itself recognises the inadequacy of the leviti-
cal sacrifices."19' For Kraus these verses are a criticism of sacrifice
influenced by prophecy (e.g., Amos 5:22; Isa. 1:11; and Jer. 6:20) and
describe the psalmist's substitution of the scroll (v. 9), which was written
by him and constituted a thank-offering, for sacrifice.' 92 Brown under-
stands these verses to apply to the Messiah alone: "Most certainly David
could not say that God did not require of him sacrifice and offering."93
This interpretation recognises the difficulty generated if the psalmist
claims to be free from the obligation of sacrifice while he is yet under
obligation to Torah, and so it separates David from the rejection of sacri-
188Moulton and Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek New Testament, s.v.
aua. See also LSJ and BAGD.
i89Ellingworth (Hebrews, p. 492) points out the changes of emphasis and focus
that these alterations create, but this does not contradict the point that the core mes-
sage of the text is maintained.
190 Verse references follow the English versions.
l9lHagner, Hebrews, p. 136.
192Kraus, Psalms 1-59, pp. 424, 427.
l93Brown, Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 439.
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fice, which it leaves to the Messiah. The problem with this view is that
there are no indications in the psalm itself that this section was intended
to be messianic.
Seybold, who offers a creative explanation somewhere between the
first and second groups, says: "Actually, [the psalmist] had wanted to
bring gifts and sacrifices . . . however, it became clear to him that no
burnt offering or sin offering was required of him." Here there is a sub-
stitution made for the offering: "instead of animals for the burnt offering
he brings a scroll written about himself, in order to proclaim salvation in
the assembly: sermon instead of sacrifice, psalm of praise in place of
cultic animal offering", but he does not actually do away with Torah
sacrifices, since this substitution is only possible because the Law made
no claim upon the worshipper at that time.194
Representative of the second group, Keil and Delitzsch see these
verses as echoing i Sam. 15:22, "obedience is better than sacrifice", and
as consistent with other OT passages:
When it is said of God, that He does not delight in and desire such non-per-
sonal sacrifices, there is as little intention as in Jer. vii. 22 (cf. Amos v. 21
sqq.) of saying that the sacrificial Tôra is not of divine origin, but that the
true, essential will of God is not directed to such sacrifices.195
Kissane' s explanation of these verses is particularly cogent:
This agrees with the common teaching of the prophets, that sacrifice in
itself is of no value apart from the disposition of the heart which it is
intended to represent (cf. [Ps.] 50:8ff.; 51:18; Is. i:iiff., Jer. 7:2Iff.; Mich.
6: 6ff.). 1 96
On balance, it seems that the second view represents the best inter-
pretation. To support this, I shall begin by examining the sacrificial ter-
minology used by the psalmist. Keil and Delitzsch give an elaborate
explanation for the choice of sacrificial terms in this psalm. They argue
for a categorisation of the first couplet, 	 according to the
l94 Seybold, Introducing the Psalms, p. 41.
l95Kejl and Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol. 5: Psalms, p. 38.
196 Kissane, The Book of Psalms, vol. i, p. 179. See also Anderson (The Book of
Psalms, vol. I, p. 317), who also takes this second view: "Those obedient to Yahweh
will always offer right sacrifices, but not all who bring their offerings to God are
faithful to him. In other words, the cultic institutions are ineffective when they are
used by those who flagrantly break the Covenant with God."
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material of which the offering consists, animal and meal, and the second
couplet, tm 11SW', according to the purpose of the offerings, the gain-
ing of God's good pleasure and the turning away of his displeasure.'97
There is some question as to whether such a detailed explanation is nec-
essary, as Brown proposes: "It would serve no good purpose to distin-
guish nicely between these different kinds of sacrifice. The meaning is
just—the whole levitical service." 198 These two views regarding the
meaning of this sacrificial terminology, however, are not mutually exclu-
sive. The description of these sacrifices by Keil and Delitzsch can be
accepted without denying the significance of their poetic juxtaposition,
that is, that they represent the whole of the levitical system.'99
So, if the sacrificial terminology used in Ps. 40:7 speaks of the
levitical system as a whole, which the psalmist claims that God did not
want or desire, is it conceivable that these verses could be an announce-
ment that the entire cult has been abandoned by God, or even that they
l 97 Keil and Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol. 5: Psalms, p. 37.
198 Brown, Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 442. See also Peterson, Hebrews and
Peifection, p. 147.
' 99Briggs and Briggs (A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of
Psalms, p. 354) make a unique observation regarding the term "sin offering" in verse
: "Most scholars, ancient and modern, think of sin offering here rather than sin. This
is tempting in order to complete the enumeration of the great classes of offerings; but
the sin offering is not known in the Psalter here; it is not known to the literature upon
which this Ps. depends, especially in this verse; the Hebrew word used here nowhere
else has that meaning; and even with the sin offering the list of offerings would be
incomplete. . . ." BDB disagrees, citing 1ITT in Ps. 40:7 as meaning "sin-offering",
but according to BDB this is the only time ITC, which is used several times to
mean "sin", is ever used to mean "sin offering".
The interpretation of Briggs and Briggs adds weight to the view that there is no
repudiation of the sacrificial system itself in this passage, only a denunciation of the
sacrifice offered by worshipers who are concealing sin, but it does pose some
difficulties. The first is that this view does not seem to follow the expected parallels.
In the first colon of v. 7 the two words "sacrifice and offering" are paired, in the third
colon "burnt offering" is paired with which the reader would also expect to be
a term for sacrifice. It is hard to argue definitively on the basis of parallels, however,
because the unexpected pair may be used as a poetic device to communicate the
impropriety and shock of the situation, that is, that sacrifice is being offered along
with sin. Still, the breaking of the parallel does weaken the argument for as
"sin". Another problem with this view, albeit inconclusive, is the weight of scholar-
ship against it. The final straw may be that the LXX, which the writer of Hebrews
follows, seems to stand against this interpretation, as it translates r;rj using rrepi
a/laprias', "sin offering". In the light of these problems, it seems best to preserve
the parallel: "burnt offerings and sin offerings".
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indicate a movement in that direction? It would seem better to under-
stand this passage in a less sensational manner. That it would be
improper to make too much of a statement such as Ps. 40:7, as strongly
worded as it is, is well argued by Tasker:
We must remember that in the Hebrew language comparisons are often pre-
sented as strong contrasts. Thus when we read "Jacob I loved and Esau I
hated", it is a Hebrew way of stating "I chose Jacob rather than Esau" [Ma!.
1:2-31. So the statement of Psalm 40 that "God has no pleasure in burnt-
offerings and sacrifices for sin" means that God has no pleasure in such sac-
rifices if they are offered without a change of heart on the part of the wor-
shiper.200
The scope of the sacrificial references in Ps. 4o: 7 argues against the idea
that its abandonment is in view. But does this not simply deny what the
psalmist has said, that God does not want sacrifice and offering? To
answer this question, it is helpful to examine what it is that God does
want according to this passage.
The first clue to what God desires is in the second colon of v. 7,
("ears you have dug for me"). The verb which is
variously understood, is the key to understanding this phrase. Some sug-
gest "hast thou opened . . . meaning pricked" 20 ' and "thou hast
pierced", 202 which is seen as a reference to the practice of piercing the
slave's ear as a symbol of voluntary and life-long service (Exod. 2 15
Deut. I 5:16, 17). BDB prefers "thou hast dug". 203 Another similar option
is "didst Thou bore". 204 These interpretations trace the reference back to
creation (digging out the ear of man made from the dust of the earth) and
they understand the significance to be that God has provided the means
and ability to hear and obey. 205 The ear stands for the body and is thus an
example of "the part for the whole". Clearly there is an allusion to the
Pentateuch here, and recognising this allusion can give some direction in
deciding between these two options. It is likely that the ear reference in
Psalm 40 is connected to the piercing of the slave's ear in Deut. 15: i6,
200Tasker, The Old Testament in the New Testament, p. I 13.
2olTasker, The Old Testament in the New Testament, p. I 14.
2o2Kissane, The Book of Psalms, vol. I, p. 179.
2O3BDB, s.v. rn..
2o4Briggs and Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of
PsalmS, p. 355.
2O5The LXX supports this view as it renders 	 by means of Ka7i7prIow, "to
furnish".
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17, since "the roll of the book" mentioned in Ps. 40:8 is linked to Deut.
17:14-20, as will be shown later. The possibility of two allusions origi-
nating from passages in such close proximity in Deuteronomy makes
both possibilities all the more likely, since they are mutually confirming.
But, from whichever text this connection originates, the ear piercing
symbol or the creation account, it must be a reference to obedient ser-
vice, since either would depend on the Hebrew connection between
hearing and obeying. In fact, it is not unusual for the Hebrew verb SI?)
("to hear") to be used with the extended meaning of "to obey"; 206 there-
fore the poetic phrase "ears you dug for me" indicates that what God
desires is obedience from his servant. Verses 8 and 9 develop the con-
cept of obedience, and specifically obedience to Torah. Verse 8 clearly
describes the obedient response of the psalmist, and shows that it is the
will of God expressed in Torah that is the focus of his obedience. This
seems to indicate again that the idea that sacrifice and offering, which
are a part of Torah, are being repudiated in Psalm 40 is not a valid one.
Finally, it is left to determine the identity of the scroll in verse 8.
Some identify the scroll as written by the psalmist and presented as a
substitute for levitical sacrifices,207 others see it as connected to Torah,
possibly the book of Deuteronomy, 208 others "the whole of the Old
Testament's prophetic work". 209 Keil and Delitzsch are more specific in
tracing the allusion to Deut. 17:14-20: "The roll of the book is the Torah,
and more especially Deuteronomy, written upon skins and rolled up
together, which according to the law touching the king (Deut. xvii. 14-
20) was to be the vade-mecum of the king of Israel."21 ° Deut. 17:18-19
reads as follows:
18 When he takes the throne of his kingdom, he is to write for himself on a
scroll a copy of this law, taken from that of the priests, who are Levites. 19
It is to be with him, and he is to read it all the days of his life so that he may
learn to revere the LORD his God and follow carefully all the words of this
law and these decrees. (NIV)
2O6BDB, s.v. rntL; cf. Isa. 50:4-5.
2O7E.g. Kraus, Psalms 1-59, p. 424 and Seybold, Introducing the Psalms, pp. 40,
4'. 
2O8Briggs and Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of
Psalms, P . 335 Keil and Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol. 5:
Psalms, PP 34, 39 Kissane, The Book of Psalms, vol. i, p. 179.
2O9Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 274-75.
2l O Keil and Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol. 5: Psalms, p. 39.
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The connection of the scroll () in this passage and the scroll
(fl) in Ps. 40:8 is convincing, 211 and represents another allu-
sion to the Pentateuch. And since the king of Israel was to keep and read
a copy of the Deuteronomy scroll, it would not be surprising to find pas-
sages from Deuteronomy woven into Davidic psalmody. These positive
allusions to the Deuteronomy scroll seem to be another confirmation of
the view that true levitical sacrifices are not being denigrated by the
psalmist, especially since the scroll is associated so closely with the
levitical priests (e.g. Deut. 17:18).
The allusions to the Pentateuch in Ps. 4o: 7-9, then, make it evident
that these verses have nothing to do with the rejection of the levitical
system, or even a move in that direction. In fact, just the opposite is true.
This psalm reflects the perspective that sacrifice for its own sake was
never God's plan or desire. God did not have any need for sacrifice for
its own sake; it was only a means to an end. The importance of sacrifice
was that it was symbolic of the relationship between God and his people.
When that relationship was persistently violated by sinful disobedience,
sacrifice became a mockery. The psalmist actually sought to strengthen
the people's relationship to Torah by encouraging and exemplifying
heart obedience to it.
The Dead Sea Scrolls object to the levitical sacrifices on the belief
that the Jerusalem temple was defiled. 212 Many Hellenists also objected
to the idea of bloody sacrifice, some considering it an attempt to bribe
the gods,213
 others unnecessary since deities do not need anything.214
Although the levitical sacrifices are emphatically rejected by our author,
there is no hint of any of this in Hebrews. Our author does not reject the
levitical sacrifices because they are improperly performed, neither does
he reject them because the notion of sacrifice is offensive to him. Wilson
is correct that there is no objection to the concept of sacrifice in itself,215
only the conviction that Christ's self-sacrifice accomplishes what Torah
2ll Especially in the light of the other possible allusion to Deut. 15:16 as dis-
cussed earlier.
2l2Sutcliffe , The Monks of Qumran, pp. 109-10; LaSor, The Dead Sea Scrolls
and the New Testament, pp. 66-70; Thompson, The Beginnings of Christian
Philosophy: The Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 103. See iQpHab 12:7-9; iQS 9:3-5.
213E.g. Plato, Laws 10, 885, B.
2l4Euripides , Herc. 1346.
2l5See also Manson, Hebrews, p. 145.
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sacrifices could not, and therefore replaces them. 216 However, it is evi-
dent that Hebrews goes beyond the original meaning of the psalmist's
claim that God did not want sacrifice. This claim for the psalmist was
not a renunciation of the sacrificial system, but for the author of Hebrews
it has a different significance in the light of the Christ-event. 217 The
psalm itself establishes that God was not ultimately interested in the
levitical sacrifices but in a changed heart in the worshipper, and for the
author of Hebrews, these sacrifices could not accomplish this. After the
offering of Christ, which is able to effect an internal change, our author
takes the statement that God does not desire sacrifice even further. In the
light of the sacrifice of Christ, it is no longer sufficient to say that God's
ultimate goal is not levitical sacrifice, but it has become evident to our
author that God does not want levitical sacrifices at all. This extension of
the meaning of the claim that God did not want sacrifice actually
reverses the meaning of the UT passage for our author, which is accom-
plished by reading Scripture in the light of the new revelation of the
Christ-event (cf. Heb. I :1-4).
The goal of Christ's coming, according to Heb. io:, was the
fulfilment of God' s desire or will, and the death of Christ was the ulti-
mate expression of God's will. Again, David is seen to be a type of
Christ in this respect since his words, "I have come to do your will", are
attributed to Christ. The exposition of this phrase in v. 9, a'i-'at pet TO
TTpWTOJJ ii'a TO SEU'TEpOJ-' cTTTcT17 ("He takes away the first that he
might establish the second"), is often interpreted as signifying the aboli-
tion of the oc ("the first") and the inauguration of the new ("the sec-
ond"), presumably because of the use of the terms "first" and "second".
Käsemann serves as an example:
The time of its validity is over; an earthly continuity to the second diatheke
does not exist. Rather, the second replaces the first: . . . Neither has a place
beside the other.218
2lóWilson, Hebrews, p. 177.
2l7Attridge (Hebrews, p. 275) observes: "Although the psalm was probably
familiar with the prophetic critique of cult, it did not, in fact, repudiate cultic activity
generally. Our author, by focusing the opposition between external cultic acts and
interior obedience, sets the stage for just such a repudiation." Lane (Hebrews 9-13,
p. 263) agrees. Cf. also Ellingworth, Hebrews, p. 489.
2l 8Käsemann, Das wandernde Gottesvolk, p. 33 (my translation).
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This interpretation is also maintained by Kistemaker, who refers to Heb.
8:7, I3 9I, 2, 6, 8, 15, and 18, where the terms Trpw'T17 ("first") and
8EuT6p ("second") are employed. In all of these cases the forms are
feminine because they modify the feminine noun 6LaO4Kq ("covenant").
But in 10:9 the forms are neuter. Kistemaker explains this variation of
gender in the latter terms as the "neuter to denote collectivity". 219
 This
explanation of the use of the neuter gender is possible, but not com-
pelling. Furthermore, this view fails to take adequate account of the
grammar of vv. 8-jo. The relevant phrases are as follows:
8 ciuwTEpoII Ae'wi' OTt &uaIaç Kat rrpociq5opàc KUL óAoKaum51uaTa
Kal Trepi ci/JapTias' OLK i6EA17aac ot6 EL8óK17cJaS', aL'TLPE5- Kara
6jiov Trpocrq5EpoiiTat, 9 TOTE E1p17KE1', 'I6ov 'iao roD ot rio-at rô
aou. ch-'atpEI TO rrpd5Tol-' iva TO 8EciTepOi-' aTrJcrlj, Jo a' 4)
OEA1LaTL r'taaia'oi th1ta'
(8 Saying above, "Sacrifice and offering and whole burnt offering and sin
offering you did not desire, neither did you want"—which are offered
according to the law— 9 then he said, "Behold, I have come to do your
will." He abolishes the first that he might establish the second, io by which
will we are made holy....)
It is most likely that rrpw rol' (at the end of v. 9) refers to the first
sacrifices as outlined in the psalm, and that 8Ev'Tepoi-' (at the end of v. 9)
refers to God's 9'Ai7,ua (will) which required Christ's own sacrifice, and
that neither refer directly to the concept of 8La9rfK1 (covenant).
However, the implication of the "first" being abolished and the "second"
being established220 is the replacement of the OC with the NC, since the
clear result of Jesus setting aside the first (levitical) sacrifices by offering
his own perfect and obedient sacrifice is the setting aside of the first
covenant and the establishment of the new. However, this is merely an
implication of the words of this passage which flows from its basic
meaning. To skip over the actual meaning of the words used by the
author and to focus entirely on their covenantal implications is to risk
missing something important in the flow of the passage. That it is not the
first and second "covenant" referred to here, is indicated by the fact that
219 Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 128. See
also Omanson, "A Super Covenant: Hebrews 8:i–io: i8", p. 369, and Bruce,
Hebrews, p. 243, fl. 48.
22OAttridge (Hebrews, p. 275) points out that with the use of duatp.w and IoTqpt
"our author again reverts to technical legal terminology for laws and testaments".
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neither the phrase from the psalm which comes before nor the commen-
tary which comes after make any reference to the notion of covenant.
Further, if the words TTpW TO!-' and 8Et5TEp0P refer to the covenants
(Si aOrfKT7), then it is difficult, in spite of the many attempts, to explain
why they are both neuter in gender and not feminine. More importantly,
however, the sentence structure requires that SEóTEpou refer to OA17,ua in
the middle of v. 9. In vv. 8-9a the author restates the psalm in summary
fashion, highlighting what is most significant to his argument. If the
UBS text221 punctuates these verses correctly, then a new sentence
begins at v. 9b, and the relative clause in v. io must depend on the first
part of this new sentence to which it belongs, and more specifically, to
the 'ua clause in v. 9b. In this case the antecedent of near the begin-
ning of v. i o must be 8ELTEp0V, which would require that it refer to a
second will. The only other option is to take vv. 8-jo as one long sen-
tence. In this case, the author would be offering a parenthesis after each
restated part of the psalm, the first at the end of v. 8 ("which are offered
according to the law"), and the second at the end of v. 9 ("he takes away
the first that he might establish the second"). Each parenthesis would
serve to clarify that which comes before it (which the first parenthesis
clearly does) so that the 8Eu'TEpol/ which is established must refer to TO
E'A iIa in v. 9 which Christ came to do (and the antecedent of ij ' in v. io
is TO 9A 17/1 in v. 9). Whether vv. 8-jo are taken as one long sentence or
two shorter sentences, SELTEpOIJ must refer to the will of God, which
Christ did by offering himself. For the author of Hebrews, the will of
God referred to in this quotation and obeyed by Christ has a primary
connection to his self-sacrifice, since according to v. i 0, our author and
his readers were sanctified by this will through the once-for-all offering
of the body of Jesus Christ. This indicates, then, that the sacrifice of
Christ was an essential part of God's will for him.
As for the meaning of Trpw TOP, there is but one thing in the passage
that Hebrews sees as abolished: the levitical sacrifices. The advantage of
understanding rrpou as referring to the list of sacrifices in vv. 5, 6 and
repeated in v. 8 is that this view explains the neuter gender of rrprov.
Of the four sacrifices listed, three are feminine in gender, but one is
neuter, and it is the mixture of genders in this list which justifies the use
of the neuter rrpc3 To!-'. It is indeed a "neuter to denote collectivity", as
Kistemaker suggests, but with reference to the list of sacrifices, not to
22lThjrd Edition (Corrected) and Fourth Edition.
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the two covenants. Braun agrees with this view as a whole, taking
TTW To!-' as referring to "the animal sacrifice" and saying that SE U' TEpOJJ is
"the doing of your will".222 Therefore, rrpwou and SEU'TEpoJ' in v. 9
juxtapose the sacrifices of the levites and the self-offering of Christ: "He
takes away the first (levitical) sacrifices that he might establish the sec-
ond will of God that requires Christ's sacrifice."
So, the author of Hebrews has chosen to use these verses from
Psalm 40 because he is able to show by them that abandoning the leviti-
cal sacrifices is not as shocking as the readers might believe, since these
sacrifices never were the ultimate focus of God's will or desire anyway.
Nonetheless, having established this, he avoids the conclusion that
sacrifice in itself is undesirable or ineffective, since he argues that it is
through the sacrifice of Christ that the NC is inaugurated and the readers
are made right with God. In these verses the author brings his rejection
of the levitical sacrificial system to a climax, but he is careful at the same
time not to impugn but to affirm the concept of sacrifice itself, since he
will go on in the next verses to assert the validity and value of Christ's
sacrifice for the readers. Another reason the author chose to cite from
Psalm 40 was probably the use of a3ia in his version of the LXX, since
it fits his christological purpose so well. The idea of obedience, which
springs from the MT ' ("ears you have dug for me"), still
reverberates throughout the quotation in the phrase aia 5 KaT17pTI'aw
/101 ("a body you prepared for me") from the LXX. But the re-framing of
the concept of obedience using the term "body" gives it particular force
in relation to Christ's obedience in death. 223 According to v. i 0, the
offering of the body of Christ in obedience to God's will provides the
means for sanctification: v q 9EATJ'/IaTL 7- yLacr/1E1JoL thuài SLd TT)S
rrpocrq5opc2c TO?) cmi'/laToc 'Ii7aoD XpLUT0D E'çba'rra ("by which will
we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once-
for-all"). The body of Christ, then, is vital, if not central, to his sacrificial
222Braun, An Die Hebräer, p. 298 (my translation). Bruce (Hebrews, pp. 242-43)
and Attridge (Hebrews, pp. 275-76) agree with Braun.
223 Omanson ("A Super Covenant: Hebrews 8:1-10:18", p. 369) says, "He could
have used other texts from the Psalms, such as Psalm 50 or i, or from Amos or
Isaiah, to reject the Levitical sacrifices, but no doubt the author used this text because
it also indicated to him the way by which God's favor could be recovered: by the
coming of the incarnate Jesus to be obedient to God's will."
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ministry as described in Hebrews, and this is probably one reason that
our author was attracted to these verses from Psalm 40.224
Many describe Hebrews' treatment of this psalm as a midrash, and
indeed there are midrashic characteristics evident in this passage. This
kinship, however, is related more to the mechanics of interpretation than
to content or even hermeneutics. This is true of the most obvious exam-
ple of midrashic style in the passage at hand, the citation of the OT text,
followed by exegetical comment which includes the repetition of phrases
from that text. (Heb. 4:7 and 8:13 are further examples of this process.)
Another characteristic of the midrashim, the use of a base verse and an
intersecting verse, may also be employed here. 225 Neusner speaks of the
"classic' form in which the intersecting verse is fully worked out and
only then drawn to meet the base verse". 226 This may describe the rela-
tionship between Jer. 31:31-34 (the base verses) and Ps. 40:7-9 (the
intersecting verses) in Hebrews 8—io. Not only is Jeremiah quoted in ch.
8, but part of it, as our author is prone to do, is requoted in 10:16-17, a
few verses after the Psalm quotation; then the two passages are tied
together in v. 18. Keeping in mind that the Psalm quotation deals with
the sacrifice of Christ, the connection between the two OT passages made
by our author in 10:17-18 is easy to understand:	 TWv a/JapTLwu
a1'iTl) KaL Th)U dUo/ILWI) aóTun) 07) /177 /1u77c1977'aO/laL ETL. 6rrou 6
d'q5cots' TO 7) Th) 1', othcETt rrpoaçbopd TiEpi a/JapTiac ("and their sins
and their lawless deeds I will no longer remember at all; but where there
is forgiveness of these things, there is no longer a sacrifice for sin"). The
subject of forgiveness which comes from the Jeremiah passage is
brought together with that of sacrifice from the psalm. If this is an exam-
ple of intersecting texts, which seems quite likely, it would be a classic
example of midrashic style.
As well as being woven into the interpretation of Jer. 31:31-34, our
author's exegesis of Psalm 40 can be seen as beginning its own midrash-
like treatment of the psalm, which sets the pattern for the rest of ch. i a
This pattern is created in part by the repetition of catchwords throughout
the rest of the chapter. These catchwords, such as Ovala (vv. 5, 8, 26),
lTpocTq5opa(vv. 5, 8, 10, 14, i8), TrEpI d/JapTIas' (vv. 6, 8, i8, 26),
c/lapTLa (vv. 6, 8, 17), E15SOKE'w (vv. 6, 8, 38), and 7/KU (vv. 7, 9, 37),
224Cf.
 Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 262.
225See Ellingworth, Hebrews, p. 40.
226Neusner, What is Midrash?, p. 82.
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create links back to the psalm. These links not only serve to reinforce the
writer's argument by drawing the reader back to the psalm, but they also
affirm the notion that the exposition and application of Scripture has a
central place throughout this chapter.
The final quotation in ch. i o comes from Hab. 2:3, 4 and may
include an allusion to Isa. 26:20. Catchwords play a particularly impor-
tant role in these verses, connecting the Habakkuk 2 quotation to the
Psalm 40 quotation: 17KW ("I have come") in vv. 7, 37 and 6l)SoKe'w ("I
delight in, approve") in vv. 6, 38. This connection is probably related to
the interpretive principle expressed in Hillel's second rule, gezerah
shewah, which states that passages may be linked together by virtue of
words common to both. 227 Although the two quotations are not in close
proximity (consider the string of quotations in ch. I which are collected
on the basis of the principle of gezerah shewah), the link between
Habakkuk 2 at the end of ch. 10 and Psalm 40 earlier is evident. Both
passages speak of the coming one, who does the will of God (v.7), and
who is coming soon (v.37). The doing of the will of God (self-sac-
rifice—cf. v. 19) and the coming soon are both sources of confidence for
believers. Both passages also speak of God's displeasure, which is
directed in vv. 5, 6 toward levitical sacrifice and in v. 38 to those who
shrink back. On the basis of these links, it seems that for our author
shrinking back is equivalent to relying on levitical sacrifices, since both
are linked to God's displeasure. It is not until these passages are read one
in the light of the other that the reader meets the full impact of the
writer's message: because Christ, "the coming one", does the will of
God (v. 7), his people can be confident to live by faith before God, and
not shrink back (v. 38, cf. v. 19), that is, not fail to move on from the old
security of the levitical sacrifices with which God is no longer pleased
(vv. 5-6) and therefore bring his displeasure upon themselves (v. 38).
The IsaiahlHabakkuk quotation sums up the preceding paraenesis and it
concludes chs. 8-jo as a section. If the significance and power of this
quotation is to be fully appreciated, then it must certainly be interpreted
in the light of its connection to the exposition of Psalm 40 earlier in the
chapter.
227 Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, p. 94 Birnbaum, A Book of
Jewish Concepts, pp. 331-32.
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Christ was the interpretive key for the exegesis of the early
church, 228 and this is reflected in our author's typological use of
Scripture. It has already been pointed out that the words of Io:7, "Then I
said, 'behold I come", have prompted a typological interpretation of
Psalm 40. Although there is no clear indication in the psalm itself that
there should be any application of it to the Messiah, the author of
Hebrews does just that. This typological approach grows out of the
writers' christological use of the OT,229 so that applications which would
not otherwise be apparent can be made on this basis. Hughes expresses
the fundamental importance of the life of Christ for our author's interpre-
tation of Scripture, a view which applies equally well with regard to the
entirety of the Christ-event:
But there is an even more important way in which the exegetical work of
the writer is subject to an external control, namely the memory of the life
and character of Jesus as it is borne along in the church. This is the screen
through which the Old Testament is seen at every turning, and by which the
meaning of any text is defined and therefore determined.230
For the writer of Hebrews, typology is an important facilitator of scrip-
tural exegesis, as it provides a way of reading Scripture in the light of the
Christ-event, and therefore produces a new relevance for OC Scripture in
the new era. Putting the words of this psalm on the lips of Jesus is a
striking example of typological interpretation, and the words "it is writ-
ten of me in the roll of the book" serve to reinforce this interpretation,
once the typological relationship is established.
Sacrifice and Priesthood (10:11-14)
In 10:11-14 the contrast between the old and new is sharpened all
the more. The core of this contrast lies in the use of the two terms
EcTT77KEU in v. i i and /cd6LaEu in V. 12, with the levitical priests
described as having "stood ministering daily" while it is claimed that
Jesus "sat down at the right hand of God". The levitical priests are por-
trayed as continually standing to offer sacrifice: n-âç jthu iEpE1S'
grT)7KEl) iazG' j,uE'pau AELT0VpYW11 Kal Yâç airrac TrOAAaKLS ipocr
çWpuw uaIaç ("on the one hand, every priest has stood ministering
22SSee Hagner, Hebrews, p. 135.
229See Longenecker, "Who Is the Prophet Talking About? Some Reflections on
the NT Use of the Old", p. 5.
23OHughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics, p. 64.
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daily and offering the same sacrifices many times"). Jesus is depicted as
having finished his sacrificial work and as having taken his place at the
right hand of God to anticipate the fulfilment of his sovereign rule:
oo' 6è /1(aP UTTp a/JapTLWl) TrpOcJE LIE KS' 9VcYL'al) 615' To
8L171)EKES' E/ca8LuEl' ELI 8ELç1 TOO 8ou, rO AOL UOu E'KSEXo/lEuoc
EWS' TEOC3cJLU 01 XOP0I ai)yoO vTroTró&oz-' TU)!) rro&i3v w5 yo9 ("on
the other hand, this one, having offered one sacrifice for sin forever, sat
down at the right hand of God, waiting for his enemies to be made a
footstool for his feet"). There is also a dramatic contrast drawn between
the effect of the levitical offerings and Jesus' offering. The old was
never able to take away sin (a '-rL 1165' oL&Tr0TE 8u'vavyat TTEpLEAELJ)
a/lapTL'ac). The new is able to perfect and sanctify (,wç? yap rrpocrçbopç
TETEAEL'WKEJ) EL'5' TO 8Lr)1)EK5' T01)S' ayLa(o/JE'l-'ouc). The many con-
trasts set forth in vv. 11-14 can be set out as in figure ii.
Of course, there is a clear allusion, almost a citation, in these verses
to Psalm I 10: I. This is particularly noteworthy since it comes near the
end of the theological part of this section of Hebrews, matching the
allusion to Psalm I 10:1, 4 in 8:1 at the beginning of this section. This
allusion, along with the re-quotation of Jer. 31:33, serves to mark the
closing down of the author's theological argument in the fashion of an
inclusio. This shows that Ps. I 10:1 is foundational to the argument of
chs. 8—i 0, and that one of the fundamental reasons that Jesus is seen to
be superior to the levitical priests is his close association with and indeed
sharing of the sovereignty of God. The eschatological significance of
Christ's sacrifice is also brought to the fore by this allusion. Not only
does his sacrifice provide for the sanctification of his people (vv. JO, 14),
but it has also secured the defeat of his enemies. The image of Jesus
seated at the right hand of God, waiting for the humiliation of his ene-
mies, indicates that the battle has already been won and that the score
has already been settled for all time through his one-time sacrifice. It is
interesting that the humiliation of the enemies of Christ is linked to the
perfecting of "those being sanctified" (v. 14; note the author's use of
ycip),23 ' so that in the end, the success of the people of Christ not only
contrasts with but also contributes to the defeat of his enemies. This con-
cept may flow in part from the second and third verses of Psalm 110
which predict the rule of the "Lord" from Zion in the midst of his ene-
mies, and the willingness of his people to take up his cause, presumably
231 Cf. Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection, p. 149.
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LEvITICAL PRIESTLY MINISTRY
• Many priests
• Priests stand daily
• Many sacrifices
• Many times
CHRIST'S PRIESTLY MINISTRY
• One Priest
• Jesus sits
• One sacrifice forever233
• Once
• Not able to take away sin 	 • Able to perfect and sanctify
Fig. II
in battle. In any case, for the writer of Hebrews the humiliation of the
enemies and the perfecting of the believer are both eschatological cer-
tainties secured by the sacrifice of Christ.232
Sacrifice and Covenant (10:15-18)
Again in io:i the author attributes the words of Scripture to the
Holy Spirit (see also for example 9:8). The material from Jeremiah 31
cited here has already been cited in ch. 8, and figure 12 compares these
two citations. The re-citation of this material from Jeremiah begins in a
word-for-word fashion, but the longer it continues the more the author
shortens and summarises the material, replacing "the house of Israel"
with "them", skipping over several lines, and then amalgamating the last
two clauses. It is clear, then, that the author is offering a summary of his
previous quotation, highlighting the particular elements that are most
important to his argument at this point: 234
 I) the promise of a NC, 2) the
internalisation of the law and 3) the putting away of sin. The last ele-
232Cf.
 Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection, pp. 149-53.
233 See Ellingworth (Hebrews, pp. 509-10), who outlines two different views as to
what 5L17l-'E!cc modifies: i) the offering of Jesus' sacrifice, or 2) Jesus' sitting down
at God's right hand. He prefers the second option (against his previous position; cf.
his £pworth commentary, The Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 90, 91), as does Attridge,
Hebrews, pp. 279-80. Bruce (Hebrews, pp. 245-46) and Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p.
267) prefer the second option, as do I, since "sit. . . until" seems to limit the time of
the sitting. Also, if 9:28 refers to the return of Christ to the earth, then his sitting at
God's right hand cannot be conceived as "forever".
234Attridge (Hebrews, p. 281) says that the author "manipulates the text to tease
from it a meaning particularly suited to his argument." But certainly the author is not
trying to ignore the original form of the text, since he quotes it fairly accurately ear-
lier on. To be exact, 10:16, 17 is not really a citation at all, but a paraphrase, and
paraphrasing is not necessarily manipulation. Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 268) calls
these verses a "free repetition of the oracle".
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ment, the putting away or forgiveness of sin, is the climax of this cita-
tion, as made evident by the author's extremely brief but very important
exegetical conclusion. 235 If there is forgiveness of sin, or as the Jeremiah
passage has it, forgetting of sin, then there is no longer a place for the
levitical offerings, which, recalling 10:3, only dredge up the memory of
sin. 236
 The point that the author sees the Holy Spirit making, then, has to
do with the significance of Jer. 3 1:33, 34 as interpreted in the light of the
sacrificial ministry of the levitical priests which continually dredged up
the memory of sin. Under the NC God has dealt finally with sin—i.e. he
has internalised the law and no longer remembers sin—so there is no
longer any need for the repetitive sacrifices of the OC. When our author
says that the Holy Spirit also bears witness, he is indicating that this is
not the first piece of evidence in this context that he has given for the
obsolescence of the levitical sacrifices; in fact, it is the fourth and last.
First, he has argued that the repetition of the sacrifices argues for their
ineffectiveness (10:1-4). Secondly, he has argued the case from Ps. 40
(10:5-10). Thirdly, he has argued through an allusion to Ps. 110:1
(10:11-14). Finally he argues from the NC passage of Jeremiah (i 0:16-
18). With this final piece of evidence the author has concluded his theo-
logical argument for the obsolescence of the OC, showing that the arrival
of the NC and the putting away of sin is incompatible with the levitical
system of sacrifice on account of the two different and opposing ways
that the two covenants deal with sin.
The manner in which our author employs the Jeremiah citations is
quite instructive with respect to his use of Scripture. This is not the only
instance where the author re-quotes a certain Scripture passage (e.g. 3:7,
8 and ii), but in the case of the Jeremiah 31 passage it is evident from
8:8-12 that the author was aware of and used a reading of the passage
very similar to our own LXX and even the MT, while in I 0:16, 17 he is
able to paraphrase the passage (see figure 12), presumably for the pur-
pose of brevity and to focus the readers' attention onto certain key points
from the Scripture passage at hand, all the while attributing the citation
to the Holy Spirit. This seems to indicate that for our author there is no
contradiction in citing a passage from Scripture in a manner
235 Schroger (Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, pp. 178-79)
sees the author's interpretation of Scripture here as following the style of the midrash
pesher.
236Cf. Ellingworth, Hebrews, p. 497.
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Hebrews 8:10-12
JO ó'TL UUT17 17 8La917K17,	 iJP
6taOrjao,ual 7 011(4) 'kipaiiA peTa
Tds' 1,upas' EKetuac, AE'E1 ia1ptos'
St8ovç 110/101)5' /101) EL5' Till)
&cluotau auTwu, Kal Ti Kap8lac
ai yo5'i' errt'pa,bw al)Tovc, Kal
crojat a yoc dc Ocôi-', Kal a i5 TOt
ECJOPT(1L /101 E15' Aaóu
II KW 01) /117 8i6awatu cKacyyoc
TO1 TTOAL 7771) al TO 1) K1 KUTO5'
TOP d6cAq5ôu a15ToO A5'wu, fl)&)OL
TOl' KUp1011, (iTt 7TCIUTE5' E1817U0VC1111
fAd thrà /ILKpou EWS icyctAou aiTwi-',
12 6T1 LAEC&Jç ecrofiat aîc ciSi 1(1cii 5'
clUTWl) Kat Twi' a/lapTtUil) auTwu OV
/11 /1111700W ETL.
jo "Because this is the covenant which
I will make with the house of Israel
after those days", says the Lord, "I will
give my laws into their mind, and upon
their heart I will write them, and I will
be a God to them, and they will be a
people to me,
ii and each one will never teach his
fellow citizen and each one his brother
saying, 'Know the Lord', because all of
them will know me from their least to
their greatest,
12 because I will be merciful to their
unrighteous deeds and their sins I will
certainly no longer remember."
Hebrews io:i6, 17
i6 A17T17 17 81aO17K17 iu
&aOl7cropaL TTpOS' auTOVs' /IdTa
Tas' 1]/lEpaç eKdtuas', A'ei
1api0c St8ovç uó/10uç ,LLou E1TL
KapSiac aVTWII
 icat E1TL T171-'
6tauoicii' aurwu	 e7Tt'pchlJc)
a 1) TO 15',
17 Kal TWP Ct/IciPTLWP auTwu Kal
TWI' avo/Itwu aurcu p 015 /Ir)
/luI7cTth7o-0/lat fri.
I 6 "This is the covenant which I will
make with them after those days",
says the Lord; "I will give my laws
upon their heart and upon their mind
I will write them,
17 and their sins and their lawless
deeds I will certainly no longer
remember."
Fig. 12
other than word-for-word while at the same time asserting the divine
authority of the citation. 237 The question in Hebrews seems to be whether
an appropriate understanding of the Scripture passage has been con-
veyed, rather than an accurate representation of the scriptural text. In
other words, our author is not always concerned that the readers follow
237 Ellingworth (Hebrews, p. 514) asserts: "The cumulative effect of these addi-
tional changes is to reinforce the application of the text to the readers; there is an
increased emphasis (as in 12:20), but no radical change of meaning."
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his exegetical path starting from the words of the text through to his
theological and then paraenetic conclusions, but he is primarily con-
cerned that they accept his conclusions and are persuaded by his argu-
ment. Having said this, the author does at times focus the readers' atten-
tion onto the particular words of Scripture, for instance in 8:13, and
when he does this he relies on an accurate reproduction of these words
from the Scripture passage. Nevertheless, he is also willing to leave out
from his argument a few of his steps of exegesis and logic. In fact, he is
obliged to do so. The modern reader can imagine the huge scale of the
task of attempting to spell out every turn of exegesis and logic, and how
the persuasive powers of such a sermon (tome) would soon become
diluted by its own massiveness. It is vital to bear in mind that Hebrews,
like most sermons, was never meant to conform to modern standards of
precision writing, and is therefore able to evoke a religious and
emotional response that the latter frequently cannot.
Chapter Four
Paraenesis Based on Christ's New Covenant
Priestly Ministry: Hebrews 10:19-39
Having finished his theological discourse on the priestly ministry of
Christ, the author turns once again to his paraenetic task, as always,
anchoring the practical firmly in the theological. Whereas in the first
main division of the book (chs. 1-7) the author frequently moved
between theology and paraenesis, in this division (chs. 8—jo) he finishes
his theological discussion in one section, and then completes the divi-
sion with one long paraenetic section. In the light of the strong connec-
tion between theology and paraenesis in Hebrews, it is not surprising
that the exhortations in 10:19-39 would follow the structure of the previ-
ous doctrinal section of 9:1-10:18, revisiting from a practical standpoint
the three main topics of I) sanctuary, 2) covenant and 3) sacrifice, the
same three topics introduced in ch. 8.
CONFIDENCE TO ENTER THE SANCTUARY (10:19-25)
Provision for Confidence (Jo: 19-21)
These verses are full of sanctuary images, and although these
images refer to the heavenly sanctuary, it is the earthly sanctuary from
which the author gains his perspective on the nature of the heavenly
holy place. So, while these descriptions rely directly on the author's own
conception of heavenly realities, they are also indirect allusions to pas-
sages of Scripture which describe the earthly sanctuary. (These are
Scripture passages which have been discussed in previous chapters of
this work.) There is also an implicit contrast in this passage between the
185
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earthly and heavenly orders. In 9:6, 7 the author has described his con-
ception of how the old system functioned, with tight restrictions even on
the priests' entry into the holy place. In io:i, however, he indicates
that all of his readers (a'8EAçboI) possess a confidence that allows them to
enter into the holy place, and this confidence comes though the blood of
Christ. This would be bold enough, but 10:20 takes the readers still fur-
ther, indicating that their entry is not just into the holy place, but into the
most holy place. This is indicated by the author saying that the readers
have a way through the curtain, which probably refers to the dividing
curtain between the holy place and the holy of holies.1
At the end of v. 20, the author includes a difficult dependent clause,
but one that promises to provide insight into his understanding of the
interchange between the cultic imagery drawn from Scripture and the
Christ-event as portrayed in Christian tradition. This clause, TOUT'
thYw Trc crapiws' ai)yoD ("this is [through] his flesh"), is difficult
because it is not immediately clear what it modifies. It may describe the
"way" into the sanctuary opened to the readers, the curtain 2 or the entire
previous relative clause. 3 A clause similar to the one in question is used
some six times in Hebrews, including i o:o.' This provides a basis for
characterising the author's use of this device: i) the clause always
begins with the words TOUT' EaTLl-', 2) the clause always refers back to a
particular referent in the same sentence and 3) the noun phase is always
in apposition to a previous referent of the same case. If Io:2o fits into
the same pattern, and it seems best to start with the assumption that it
does, then crcIp would stand in apposition to KaTarrE'Taa/la, since there
are only two genitives in vv. I 9 and 2 0, Tc31' yi'uit' and YOU
KaYaTrEYcIcr,uaTOs', and it is highly unlikely that TS cYapKóc a15 YOU
stands in apposition to "the holy place". Therefore, "his flesh" serves as
an alternative to "the curtain" in this sentence, but does it serve as an
ordinary appositive, redefining "curtain"? It is possible to understand
Jesus' flesh as being equivalent to the veil separating the holy place
1 Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 250-51. It is impossible to be sure whether or not the
author has in mind the Synoptic tradition of the rending of the veil here (Mt. 27:5 I;
Mk. 15:38; Lk. 23:45).
2E.g. Dahi, "A New and Living Way': The Approach to God According to
Hebrews 10:19-25", p. 405.
3 Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 285-87.
4See 2:14; 75 9:11; 10:20; 11:16; 13:15.
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from the holy of holies in the heavenly sanctuary, 5 but the fact that Jesus
himself enters the sanctuary (9:12) and goes through the curtain (6:19,
20) may be somewhat awkward. If the veil/flesh metaphor is not pushed
too far beyond a comparison of the two as means of access or approach
to God, then it is possible to make sense of the verse in this way.
Another option is to understand the Tijc cxapKos' al) TO V of the TOUT'
thTtu clause as providing an alternate object of the preposition Sid:
Jesus inaugurated "a new and living way through the curtain, that is,
[through the means of] his flesh". In this construction, the author is giv-
ing an alternative object to the preposition, but here "his flesh" does not
redefine "the curtain" in the manner. of a true appositive, so it does not
strictly follow the pattern of the other TOUT' thTLu clauses in Hebrews.
This way of understanding v. 20 requires that Si ci take on a different
sense with each of its two objects. In its first function, "through the
curtain", Sia is used in the sense of going "through" something, while in
its second function, "through his flesh", it has the meaning of the means
"through" which something is accomplished. 6 This understanding of
5 Moffatt (Hebrews, p. 143) takes the view that "he allegorises the veil here as the
flesh of Christ". Kistemaker (Hebrews, pp. 286, 287) understands "flesh" as modify-
ing "curtain", as does Hagner (Hebrews, p. I 64). Braun (Hebräer, p. 308) takes
"curtain" and "flesh" as equated in this passage. Cf. Edwards, Hebrews, pp. 150-58;
Dahi, "A New and Living Way': The Approach to God According to Hebrews
10:19-25", p. 405.
6Attridge (Hebrews, pp. 286-87) deals with the possibility that Sici could be used
with two different meanings, saying, "There may be a shift in the use of the
preposition SL ci, from the local sense that operates in the image of Christ's passage
through the veil, to the instrumental sense that operates in the referent of that
image". Hoflus (Der Vorhang vor dem Thron Gottes, p. 8 i) also takes Stci as under-
stood before the TOUT ' OTti-' clause and having an instrumental sense, while its
sense before KaTaTreTao7laroS is local. He also takes the implied Stci phrase as
modifying the verb yKaLuI(w, but he still sees the fleshly life of Jesus as identified
with the heavenly curtain, since Jesus himself is the new and living way through the
curtain. Barclay (Hebrews, pp. 133-34) takes the &d as doing double duty, but as
having the sense of "by means of' in both phrases: "by means of the veil, that is, the
flesh of Jesus". For Barclay, the flesh of Christ veiled his "godhead" (he quotes
Charles Wesley, "Veiled in flesh the godhead see"), but "it was when the flesh of
Christ was rent upon the cross that men really saw God". Similarly, Snell (New and
Living Way, p. 128) says: "his flesh is called a veil because it was by the rending of
it on the cross that he opened up the way for us". Lindars (The Theology of the
Letter to the Hebrews, p. 91 n. 94, p. 102 n. 105, and similarly WeiB, Hebräer, p.
525) understands Jesus as having passed through "the veil of his flesh", but he also
accepts the double use and meaning of St ci. Isaacs (Sacred Space, p. 57) takes the
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V. 20 creates an interesting parallel with the second half of v. 19: in v. 19
the readers have i) an entrance 2) into the holy place 3) by the blood of
Jesus, and in v. 20 they have i) a new 7 and living way 2) through the
curtain 3) by means of his flesh. 8 This structure revealed by such an
understanding of v. 20 makes this view appealing, since it also has the
added benefit of being able to make ready sense of the verse.
In v. 20, the concept that the readers would most likely have needed
clarified or emphasised, which seems to be the primary function of the
Tovr' oTtu clause not only here but wherever it is used in Hebrews,
would be that of the "way" into the sanctuary. The curtain imagery
would have been reasonably transparent to the readers, although this
would not have stopped the author from re-defining it with a new twist.
However, the one thing in the sentence that begs most vociferously for
explanation is the "way". If the readers have this right to enter the heav-
enly sanctuary, what is the way to get in? The simple answer is,
"through the flesh of Christ", which would immediately put the readers
veil as allegorised and representing the flesh of Jesus. Delitzsch (Hebrews, pp. 172-
73) and Buchanan (To the Hebrews, p. i68) both take "his flesh" as modifying "the
curtain". Westcott (Hebrews, p. 322) takes the "flesh" as modifying the entire clause
"a fresh and living way through the veil" as a compound noun. Montefiore
(Hebrews, pp. 173-74) thinks that using one preposition in two different ways is
"stylistically extremely awkward, and quite uncharacteristic of our author". This
evaluation may be too strict in the light of the author's irapa/3oArf in 9:8-10.
Montefiore's conclusion on the use of "flesh" in this verse is that it explains the
"new and living way" and that it is therefore a "correlate of the blood of Jesus". In
the end, this is not far from my conclusion, although he arrives at it by a different
reasoning. Dunnill (Covenant and Sacrfice in the Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 233-34)
makes an interesting comment: "Regarded as a system-affirming event, the unique-
ness of the access afforded by the Day of Atonement and its occurrence only in the
context of the deepest penitence emphasise the normativeness of separation in the
old covenant; under the new covenant, the same entry, with a greater claim to
uniqueness, serves to establish access which is unrestricted and joyful. To argue on
the basis of word order, that in 10:20 Jesus is being described as a 'veil' between
humanity and God, is to plunge Christian salvation back into the separative state of
the old order: on the contrary, his flesh is the 'new and living way' through the veil
into God's presence".
7Delitzsch (Hebrews, p. 171) offers a helpful explanation of the term
rrpóaçbaroç, on the basis of its later Hellenistic usage, as a way "never trodden
before", that is, a "newly made or recent" path. This word reflects the view of
Hebrews that the ministry of Christ has provided something new and superior to the
old system.
8 Cf. Lane, Hebrews 9-13, p. 275; Young, "TOUT' TT1U Ti' crapKôc athoD
(Hebr. x, 20): Apposition, Dependent or Explicative?", pp. 100-104.
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in mind of the sacrifice of Christ9—a dominant theme throughout this
central division of the book—and possibly also his entry as a forerunner
as well as other aspects of his ministry. It seems much more effective for
increasing the readers' motivation and helping their understanding of
this verse if the writer were attempting to explain the connection
between the "way" and Christ, rather than attempting to explain the
"curtain" as Christ's flesh. It is indeed fascinating to contemplate the
significance of equating Jesus' flesh with the veil in the heavenly holy
place, especially in the light of such passages as Jn. 1:14, Kal 6 Aóyoc
c7ap EyEJ'ETo Kal thKT)'l-'wcxEl-' i' i5,ulv ("and the word became flesh
and tabernacled among us"). Nevertheless, rather than clarifying io:o,
this interpretation of the TOUT' Ecryll) clause throws it into a terrible
state of confusion and would be prone to distract the readers rather than
help them follow the argument. On the other hand, if one interprets the
TOUT' thTL i-' clause in the way described above, then the meaning of the
verse becomes more clear, and a very practical question (in this parae-
netic section) is answered for the readers. Also, if the "flesh" of Christ is
being connected to the "way" into the holy place, this may explain why
the author uses the term "living" to describe the way, an allusion to
Christ himself as the readers' "way" into the heavenly sanctuary. 10
In terms of the relationship between the old and new systems there
is one more issue of interest in 10:20. The beginning of v. 20 says that
Jesus inaugurated (ueicai'z-'i oeu) the new and living way through the
curtain. This is of significance since this is the same language used by
the author to describe the inauguration of the OC in 9:18, 59EL1 oi58 r
rrpw'T77 wpc al/laToc E5'KEKaL'lLaTaL ("whence the first has not been
inaugurated without blood"). 11
 This affirms again that our author con-
siders the sacrifice of Christ as playing the role of inaugurating the NC,
and therefore as standing in a typological relationship to those inaugural
sacrifices offered at the inception of the OC. Just as those inaugural
sacrifices under Moses put in motion the covenantal system under which
the levitical priests served in the wilderness tabernacle, Christ's sacrifice
9Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 287 Braun, Hebräer, p. 308.
10Lane (Hebrews 9-13, pp. 275-76) comes to the same conclusion as I have on
the use of the TOUT' faYL1) clause with reasoning that is quite similar. Ellingworth
(The Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 519, 521) agrees with Lane, saying that access to
God by a new and living way "is gained by means of Jesus' self-offering" (italics
mine).
11 Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, p. 285.
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put in motion a new covenantal system under which all of his people
gain open access to the true, heavenly holy place and the presence of
God. Further, the sacrificial implications of this term "inaugurate", as
indicated by : i8, affirm that the connection of the "flesh" or sacrifice of
Christ to the "way" he inaugurated is indeed the best way of understand-
ing this verse.
The readers have confidence (vv. 19, 20) and a high priest, and the
ministry of that priest constitutes the source of their confidence. If the
readers felt insecure with their Christian faith (apart from the practice of
Judaism) because it seemed to them to lack any cultic credibility, they
could be confident in the knowledge that they, as Christians, did enjoy a
sufficient cultic provision with Christ as their "great high priest" (Kal
1EpE'a /JE''al) iTI TÔ1-' 011(01) Toy 9Eou—Io:21).' 2 The phrase ni Tàu
011(01) yoD 9E0u recalls the discussion in : i-6 of the faithfulness of
Christ over the house of God (ni TOP 011(01) aiiyoD as compared to
Moses. The references to the house of God in 3: i-6 may constitute an
allusion to the concept of "house" in Jeremiah's NC passage, but 10:21
certainly represents an allusion to Jeremiah since it comes after the
quotation of Jer. 31:3 I and	 a: 'I6o)	 i 'pai p'ouTaL, q5icriu
Kl1pL os', Ka &a8r/'cro/lal yc oi'Kcp Iapar,A icaL TcjI o1',ai JouSa
6La9TjKi7i-' KaLI)T7'P . . . OTI UT7) 1) 6La94K17, t) 8taO4cio,uai 3
oi'iap IapaiA /lETa Tàç T/lEpac E'KeL'paS' ("Behold, days are com-
ing', says the Lord, 'and I will make with the house of Israel and with
the house of Judah a new covenant. . . because this is the covenant that I
will make with the house of Israel after those days"). Jer. 31:31 and 33a
are quoted in 8:8, and Jer. 3 I33 is re-quoted io: i6, but in the latter
citation the author has changed the wording so that the house connection
is not preserved at that point, requiring the readers to recall the earlier
citation in ch. 8. In any case, Io:21 seems to be an attempt to explicitly
compare the role of the readers as the NC house of God to that of their
predecessors as the OC house of God (cf. 3: i-6), as well as to implicitly
connect the NC concept and the priesthood of Christ through the house
allusion. While the focus of this verse is on Jesus, the high priest, this
comparison of the readers to "the house" of Israel/Judah reveals their
typological relationship with those under the OC, since it has already
12This verse parallels 4:14, XOUTES' oil dpLepa ,u5'au ("therefore, having a
great high priest"). Lev. 2 1:10 and Num. 35:25, 28 LXX use ó icp 6 5'acas a
reference to the high priest.
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been established that the Old and New Covenants, priests, sacrifices, etc.
also stand in a typological relationship. It is not at all surprising that the
author would use this sort of typological framework to compare the old
and new people in the light of his previous comparisons of the two peo-
ples in, for example, 3:7-4:11.
Results of Confidence (10:22-25)
On the basis of the confidence that belongs to the readers through
the sacrifice of Christ, and on the basis of the fact that they have such a
high priest as Jesus, the author lays out three imperatives for them in the
form of hortatory subjunctives: i) approach [the holy place], 2) hold fast
the confession and 3) consider one another. With the first of these
imperatives in V. 22, the author continues his cultic allusions with the
term ripocxpo,uaL, which he has used in I 01 to describe the people
who bring their sacrifices under the OC. 13 The "approach" that is spoken
of in I 0:22 clearly describes the Christian's "entry" (v. 19) into the
heavenly holy place, just as the levitical priests entered to fulfil their
duties as prescribed by the law. But even though the way into the sanc-
tuary is fully open to God' s NC people, there are still certain expecta-
tions for the condition of those who approach. It is interesting to ask
whether these expectations are fulfilled by the people themselves or by
the work of Christ, or by the people's recognition of what the work of
Christ had done for them. The necessary assurance, dAi9ii-'is' KapôIac
di-' r,ipoq5opt'çz rriaEwc ("true hearts in full assurance of faith"), is
something that the author would see as being accomplished by the read-
ers (see 3:6, I4 4:16; 10:35). On the other hand, the cleansing of heart
and body is something that our author would see as accomplished by the
sacrifice of Christ (see : 13, 14; IO2, 10, 14). Therefore, the meaning
here is that the readers themselves need to approach with assurance, but
that they are only able to do so because of, and by recognising, the
cleansing which is accomplished for them by Christ's sacrifice.
Verse 23, central to these three exhortations, expresses a concern
that is also central to the message of the book as a whole: KaTEXU/IEI-'
T171) O/IOAOyL au T)7"S' E'A7TL'805' a'KALUJ7, TrLcJTôç ydp 6
E'rray?'cLAa',ueuoc ("let us hold fast the confession of hope without
wavering, for the one who promised is faithful"). The main paraenetic
concern of our author is that his readers hold fast to their Christian faith,
13See also the various uses of rrpocpoiai in 4:16; 7:25; 11:6; 12:18; 12:22.
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and the foundation stone of his exhortation is his assertion that God con-
tinues to be trustworthy. This perspective also comes to the surface in
the author's last group of scriptural citations in I 3:5, 6, where he quotes
from the Pentateuch and the Psalms: atTáç yap Ei'p77/cEu, Oi ji4 crE
dv ot6' oó /1 ij 06 '/caTaAI'Trw, &7TE 9appovl-'Tczc i 1udç A5'EI U,
K?)ploc 4w1 f3oiOo'c, 1/cal] oi çbof3l7th7'cYo/laI, TI' 1TOL l7cyEt ,uoi
th'&pwnos'; ("for he himself has said, 'I will certainly never leave you,
neither will I ever forsake you', so that we have confidence to say, 'The
Lord is a help to me, and I shall not fear. What can any person do to
me?") These two complementary concepts expressed in v. 23 underlie
the entire message of Hebrews: the essential faithfulness of God to his
people, and therefore the obligation of his people to be faithful to him.
The theological parts of Hebrews are essentially designed to vindicate
God as faithful by explaining his NC work through Christ, while the
paraenetic parts of Hebrews are essentially designed to motivate the
readers to respond to God' s continued faithfulness by continuing to be
faithful to him.
The last of these three exhortations in vv. 24, 25 requires that the
readers strengthen and preserve their allegiance to one another through
love and good works, and their commitment to gather together. These
three exhortations distil the thrust of the book as a whole: the readers,
most essentially, were to have faith in God and be faithful to him (v.
23), and to strengthen them for this calling, they are helped to appreciate
the covenantal and cultic significance of the ministry of Christ (vv. 19-
22), and exhorted to live out their faith in the context of the mutual
encouragement of their faith community (vv. 24, 25).
JUDGMENT FOR REJECTING GOD'S COVENANT (10:26-31)
As much as I 0:19-25 offers the readers a very positive and
promising motivation for clinging steadfastly to their Christian commit-
ment, the next six verses paint the darker picture of judgment as the
negative side of what should properly motivate the readers to avoid
abandoning their faith. It is clear that 10:26-31 is directed at the readers
as Christian believers, and that this view alone takes adequate account of
the unity and flow of the argument at this point, and allows the author to
speak in the unfettered, forthright manner characteristic of the book.
This is affirmed first, in that these verses are inseparably connected to
10:19-25 by the use of ycip at the beginning of v. 26. In v. 25 the readers
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are exhorted not to forsake their own assembling together, which would
be all the more important as "the day" (probably of judgment and
redemption)' 4 draws near.' 5
 The ya'p in v. 26 specifically connects the
next verses to this concept, and probably generally as well to all three
exhortations in vv. 22-25. The message is clear: Do not fail to encourage
one another and, indeed, to obey all of these exhortations, for the threat
of judgment is ever near to hand for those who fall away. Secondly,
these verses do no more than apply to the readers as the NC people of
God the same standard that has already been applied to the people of
God under the OC (3:7-4:13). In fact, :i says "let us fear, lest receiving
the promise to enter into his rest any one of you seem to fall short". It
must be left to a more theologically oriented context than this work to
ask how our author may have understood what this falling short or
falling into God's judgment may have meant for the eternal salvation of
those unfortunate enough to have this experience. Nonetheless, it does a
grave injustice to the message of the book to disallow from the start any
part of vv. 26-3 i to apply to those addressed in vv. 19-25. Somehow,
our author wishes to communicate that even those who have been pre-
sented with the privilege of entering the heavenly holy of holies are at
risk of falling under God's judgment if they do not choose to be faithful.
Certainty of Judgment (10:26, 27)
The language of vv. 26, 27 also affirms that the author is writing
these words for his Christian readers, since he includes himself in the
warning by using the first person plural pronoun (as he often does, e.g.
10:20): EK0UUL'wc yap ciiapiaiiouwu i5jioii ,uETà TO Aaf3EIV TT/L'
TTL'yUWcILJ I rijc dArJ9EIas', OVI(E'TL TrEpi a/LapTLwl) a'TToAEL'TrETcZL
8vcrt'a çbof3Epà & TLS' E'Ic5o'r) KpL'crEws' Kal rrupOs' (Ao' EcYGLEL1'
,uAAooç oç l)rrEi.'auT(ovç ("for when we willingly continue sin-
fling after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains
a sacrifice for sin, but a certain terrible expectation of judgment and a
'4Attridge, Hebrews, p. 291. Interestingly, judgment characterises the next para-
graph (vv. 26-3 i) and redemption is a central thrust of the final paragraph in this
section (vv. 32-39). Bruce (Hebrews, p. 259), who takes Hebrews as written before
70 CE, wonders if the "day" here may refer to the destruction of the temple, but says
that in the end it refers primarily to the parousia.
15Lindars (The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 21, 105) suggests with
some merit that this verse indicates that the readers' expectation of the parousia had
not faded.
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zealous fire about to consume the adversaries").' 6
 This denunciation of
deliberate sin most likely reflects a similar concept found in Scripture.
For example, Num. 15:22-29 sets out the required sacrifices if the people
or individuals "unintentionally fail to keep any of these commands"
(NIV), but vv. 30, 31 set out no sacrifice for the one sinning intention-
ally, and require that that one be cut off from the people:
"But anyone who sins defiantly, whether native-born or alien, blasphemes
the LORD, and that person must be cut off from his people. Because he has
despised the LORD'S word and broken his commands, that person must
surely be cut off; his guilt remains on him" (Mv).
The concept of the consuming fire in 10:27 echoes the words of Isa.
26:IL
KUpLE, 6/J17Aós' aov 6 /JpaXl'wli, Kal 06K 1)8EL0aP, yvóvTEs' 8
aLoXuL'81]cTouTaL (fj,1o5' Arj/ie/JETaL Aadv drraI8eirrov, i<Tal vuv TrOp
ro	 LTrElJai-'TL'ouç Serai.
(0 LoRD, your hand was lifted high and they did not know, but when they
do know they will be ashamed; zeal will take ignorant people, and now fire
will consume the adversaries.)
There seems to be more than a verbal connection here, since in both
contexts the enemies of God are those who have an opportunity to
accept the "truth", but who, in the end, "cease" to "learn righteousness"
and "do the truth" (Isa. 26:10 LXX, cf. Heb. 10:26). In the view of our
author, when the people of God act like the enemies of God, they can
expect to be treated by God like an enemy. With respect to intentional
sin, then, the demands of the NC are not unlike those of the OC, as mdi-
cated by the comparison in v. 28.
Reason for Judgment (10:28, 29)
Not only is there no sacrifice for deliberate sin, but the one who
sins intentionally is deserving of death, under both covenants, as indi-
cated by vv. 28, 29:
28 dOETrfaas' Tic P0/IOU MwOaws' xwpIs' OLICTIp/Iwil Em 6vcnv i
TpLcYL1) IICPTVcTLP dTroOI'rjaKeL 29 TrOU(i 5OKEITE XEL'POUOc
aLCuOT7OETcZL TL,wupLas' 6 YOU VIOl) 'rot) OEoi) ,caarrarjciac Kal Ta
' 6Cf. 2 Bar. 48:39 for the judgment of the unrighteous by a consuming fire.
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a//la Tfjc ölaOljKqc KOIL'Ôv r'qcrcIpE1-'oc, u ci5 rjyiciaOq, ical rô
Trl-'EU/la qc XaPLT0S EuupLaac;
(28 one who rejected the law of Moses dies without mercy on the basis of
two or three witnesses; 29 how much more deserving of punishment do
you think the one is who trampled under foot the Son of God, and
considered common the blood of the covenant by which he was sanctified,
and insulted the Spirit of grace?)
Again the first two of these three characterisations of disloyalty
described in 10:29 may roughly represent the first two general topics of
the book, with the first seven chapters of Hebrews focusing on the Son
and the next three on covenant. It may also be possible to see the last
three chapters of Hebrews as an attempt to encourage the readers not to
be caught up by the sort of hubris (cf. à'u/3p1(üi in 10:29) that could lead
them to abandon their faith, since faith in delayed promises (ii: 1-12:3),
endurance in difficult, even humiliating circumstances (i 2:4-29) and
obedience to authority (i 3:1-19) are all antithetical to hubris and pride.
In any case, these verses indicate a high level of continuity between the
expectations of the Old and New Covenants for the people of God. Not
only is there a similar focus on the state of the sinner's heart (intent) in
determining how sin should be dealt with, but our author also relies on
the readers' knowledge of the Mosaic attitude toward deliberate sin to
show that they, who are not under Moses, would fall under a similar but
worse fate if they did not avoid such deliberate sin.
The exegetical method used in these verses, arguing from the lesser
to the greater, is referred to as an afortiori argument or, in Jewish terms,
an example of qal wahomer, arguing from the light to the heavy. 17 For
our author, it is axiomatic that the ministry and provision of Christ is
superior to anything provided under the OC; therefore, just as the
benefits of the NC are greater, the consequences of rejecting the NC are
equally more severe. This logic of arguing from lesser to greater, also
used in : 13, 14, is common in the exegesis of the rabbis and can also be
found in Philo' 8 as well as several NT passages, 19 but it is also a common
feature of a wide range of sources, including modern ones.2°
17This represents the first of Rabbi Hillel's seven rules of interpretation
(middoth). See Ellis, The Old Testament in Early Christianity, pp. 87-90.
18E.g. Spec. Leg. 2. 225.
19E.g. Luke 12:28; 2Cor. 3:7-IT.
20D. Daube, "Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenistic Rhetoric",
HUCA 22 (1949), pp. 239-64, see especially note 7.
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Hebrews IO:30a	 Deut. 32:35a	 Deut. 32:35a
'Euoi .K6L'K77cTLc. y)	 El) 15/1GfX1 EK8LKTjCYEWc
Cf p a rro&ti ow.
	 th-'yaTro&t$ow
"Vengeance is mine; j
	
"In the day of vengeance I "Vengeance is mine"—and
will repay."	 will repay."	 he will repay.2'
Hebrews IO:30b
	
Deut. 32:36a	 Deut. 32:36a
Kpti-'eI KOpLos' YOU AaOi' dyt KpLU1EI IwpLoc YOU'
aOToO.	 AaOu aOToO	 1U2 'rrhl' 'V-'
The Lord will judge his 	 Because the Lord will	 Because the LORD will
people.	 judge his people.	 judge his people.
Fig. 13 (Differences between the above texts are underscored.)
Nonetheless, since qal wahomer is a particular method of Jewish exege-
sis, and since Hebrews has such strong connections to Jewish tradition
in the light of its reliance on Jewish Scripture and the Jewish identity of
the author as well as the readers, it is reasonable to conclude that our
author is using qal wahomer here because this is a natural way for him
to think exegetically and because he expects it to resonate with his read-
ers who would be used to this kind of exegetical reasoning.
God of Judgment (10:30, 31)
Deliberate sin is dealt with even more harshly under the NC than
under the OC, according to our author, since the Christian has forsaken
an even greater grace and provision of nearness to God, and therefore
falls all the more directly into the hands of God. Continuing to build on
the continuity he established in the preceding two verses, the author
quotes and directly applies to the readers two Scripture portions, both
from the Song of Moses in Deuteronomy 32 (see figure 13).
21 Holladay (Lexicon, s.v. thzi) suggests that D'C1 be read as	 , "1 will repay"
(which agrees with the LXX); BDB suggests	 is a noun with the meaning
"recompense", s.v.	 I; BHS proposes repointing to	 "and recompense". It is
possible that there has long been some confusion surrounding this passage with
regard to the subject of the verb "will repay", in the light of this problem with
and the rendering of the Lxx (see Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 295-96). This may be why
Paul emphasises the identity of the speaker by adding the phrase A5'El iaploc after
he cites this passage in Rom. 12:19: y5'parrrat 'a'p, 'Eioi àc8iK17cT15', c5'ü)
th-'rarroSw'u&i, A5'et iaptoc ("for it is written, 'Vengeance is mine, I will repay',
says the Lord"). Paul's additional comment is not unlike our author's introduction of
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Unusually, our author's wording is closer to the MT than the LXX in
the beginning of his citation of Deut. 3 2:35a, the LXX adding i'
i 4upa22 which is not present in either the MT23 or in Hebrews, but then
he agrees with the LXX at the end of his citation.24 However, if our
author was familiar with a Hebrew text 25
 that read	 ("I will repay")
instead of 1. ("and he will repay"), according to Holladay's
suggestion, 26 then this entire citation would be an example of Hebrews
following a Hebrew text against the LXX. On the other hand, in the
citation of Deut. 32:36a, 27 all of the texts agree—even in placing the
word "judge" in the emphatic position—except that Hebrews begins its
quotation after the initial conjunction of the LXX version. It is very
interesting that in applying these verses to the NC situation our author
does not sift the text through any hermeneutical grid like typology or
christology, as he so often does. Rather, he simply states these Scripture
the quotation with oi'Sa1uev 'àp Toll ELTTO1-'Ta ("for we know the one who said").
See Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. i 80.
22Ellingworth (Hebrews, p. 542) says, "There is in any case no sufficient case for
believing that the author of Hebrews, contrary to his normal practice, followed the
MT against the LXX". Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 295) suggests that the author follows a
Greek text that had been conformed to the MT. Montefiore (Hebrews, p. 179) asserts:
"This is the only occasion when our author cites a text closer to the Hebrew than to
the LXX version of the scriptures." Buchanan (To the Hebrews, p. 172) suggests that
the author is quoting from a text no longer extant, especially since Paul uses the
same formula. Kistemaker (The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 46)
proposes that "the phraseology which the Targums and the NT writers have recorded,
prevailed in an oral tradition, and that the quotation, which was considered divinely
spoken, circulated as a proverbial saying". It is really impossible to come to a firm
conclusion on this issue, because there are now and probably always will be too
many holes in the textual histories of the LXX and the MT to determine whether the
author is following a Greek or Hebrew text at this point. In the light of this, the vari-
ous views cited above can be reconciled, each having a valid point to contribute to
the debate.
23The Samaritan Pentateuch and Philo, Leg. All. 3, 105, 3 follow this reading.
240de 2 reproduces Deuteronomy 32:35a, 36a with no textual variations.
25The author's explanation of the Hebrew titles in :i, 2 may indicate that he
was familiar with the Hebrew Scriptures at some points.
26Holladay (Lexicon, s.v. thLi) However, there does not seem to be any textual
evidence for Holladay's reading.
27Psalm 135: ia in the MT, 1t rTrr ("because the LORD will judge his
people"), and Psalm 134:14a in the LXX, On KPI1JEI iczptoc TO!-' Aadu aTOO
("because the Lord will judge his people"), are identical to Deut. 32:36a, but it is
most likely that our author has the Deuteronomy passage in mind since he has just
quoted from the previous verse in Deuteronomy.
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passages and applies them directly to his readers, as if they were the
intended, original audience. 28
 Schroger agrees: "Both citations from
Deut. 32:35, 36 have been interpreted in a purely literal sense."29 Many
interpret the judgment referred to in Deut. 32:3 5, 36 as directed toward
the enemies of Israel, 3 °
 but this is probably not the best way to
understand the passage, as Keil and Delitzscb assert:
Again, these words do not relate to the punishment of "the wicked deeds of
the inhuman horde," or the vengeance of God upon the enemies of Israel,
but to the vengeance or retribution which God would inflict upon Israel.3'
It is vital to recognise the change in speaker from the Lord to the
narrator between vv. 27 and 28, and from the narrator back to the Lord
between vv. 33 and 34, since this shows that vv. 2 8-33 are actually a
narrative aside. In this aside the narrator elaborates on the statement of
the Lord in vv. 26, 27 that he would not destroy his people lest the
enemy that he used for this purpose think that it was they and not the
Lord who had accomplished it. Verses 30 and 31 speak of the Lord in
the third person, while v. 34 resumes the speech of the Lord, so what the
Lord says he has kept in reserve in v. 34 cannot be connected to any-
thing in vv. 28-33 because these are not his words. In fact, v. 34, begin-
ning again with the words of the Lord, takes up where v. 27 left off, that
is, with the discussion of the judgment of Israel; what is kept in reserve
(v. 34) is the scattering and blotting out of Israel (v. 27). So, the
28Bruce (Hebrews, pp. 264-65) says, "Our author's application of the words is
not inconsistent with the original context: God's own people are not exempt from his
law that men and women reap what they sow. . . . What was true then remains true
for God's dealings with his people now." Accordingly, referring to Deut. 32:36,
Snell (New and Living Way, p. 131) says that "the word 'judge' may well be
intended there in a grim sense, as it certainly is in its application here". Delitzsch
(Hebrews, p. 191) claims that "there is no need to assume that the writer of this epis-
tle uses the citation in a sense foreign to the original. His meaning may well be, that
the Lord will execute judgment on behalf of his people against those who desert the
sacred cause, against traitors and blasphemers."
29Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 18 I (my
translation, his italics).
30E.g. Driver, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Deuteronomy, pp. 374-
75; Von Rad, Deuteronomy, p. 199. Attridge (Hebrews, p. 296, and similarly
Moffatt, Hebrews, p. 152) understands Deut. 32:35 as directed at the enemies of
Israel, but this is not the best way to understand the flow of the context.
31 Keil and Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol. I: The Pentateuch,
p.487.
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vengeance in v. 35 applies to Israel, the people of God, as does the
judgment in V. 36. Many commentators take the word "to judge" (1,
MT, Kpil-'W, LXX) in v. 36 as meaning "vindicate" 32 since it is paired with
the concept of compassion. It is unlikely that the LXX understands in
this way since it renders it using icpi'i-'w, and it is alsO unlikely that our
author understood the concept here as vindication rather than judgment
in the light of the context of the quotation in Hebrews. In fact, under-
standing both the MT and the LXX in terms of judgment and compassion
makes perfect sense in the light of the subsequent verses, for example, "I
wounded and I will heal" (v. 39b). 33
 Therefore, our author does interpret
these verses from Deuteronomy in a literal sense, and he applies them
directly to his readers.
This passage ends with the author's own response to the Scripture
passages he has cited, as he expresses a principle that, as shown by its
straight-forward application to the readers, he must see as universal in
its scope and timeless in its relevancy: çbof3epôv To ,u1TEacLU dc
XELpas' 9Eou CwvToc ("it is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the
living God"). 34 This brings to the surface again the significant question
of how the author can deny the validity of the OC for his readers, and yet
use and apply the OC Scripture in such a way as to place his readers
under its authority.
REWARD FOR ENDURING SACRIFICE (10:32-39)
The first of the three pericopes in this paraenetic section (vv. 19-25)
expresses the very positive position of the readers before God as a result
of his provision for them through Christ. The second pericope (vv. 26-
31) warns of the extremely negative result of the readers failing to live
up to their calling by abandoning their Christian commitment and falling
into the terrible judgment of God. This third and final pericope (vv. 32-
39) strikes a balance between the positive and negative, outlining the
past success of the readers, their current (potential) deficiency and the
opportunity for the readers to exercise their faith and be rewarded
accordingly.
32Mayes, Deuteronomy, p. 391; von Rad, Deuteronomy, p. 199.
33Cf. Cairns, Deuteronomy, p. 287.
34Cf. 2 Sam. 24:14.
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Past Successes (10:32-34)
In these verses, the author rehearses the very commendable manner,
from his Christian perspective, in which the readers endured certain per-
secutions. During this time of spiritual success the readers are charac-
tensed as "enlightened" (cf. 6:4), and the implication is that now the
readers are at least in danger of forsaking their enlightenment. These
verses are certainly among the most important in Hebrews for answering
the nagging questions concerning the setting and circumstances of the
writing, not to mention the questions of the identity of the readers and
the writer. It is not possible to tackle these questions in the context of
this work, but one implication of these verses along this line is that at
the time Hebrews was written the readers were likely enduring some
sort of tribulation, either in the form of physical persecution, spiritual
oppression or both. Further, it is likely that, at least in the view of the
readers, their current tribulation was even worse than that which they
had previously endured, for they were obviously not inexperienced or
unsuccessful sufferers, and so whatever constituted the current attack, it
must have been something quite severe, something that struck at the
heart of their Christian confidence.
It seems, then, that our author is probably attempting to provide
encouragement and motivation for the readers in an extremely difficult
situation by reminding them of their previous success and commitment
to faith in Christ at no small price. The readers' previous identification
with those suffering, and especially those "in bonds", resonates with
13:3, where our author exhorts the readers to "remember those in bonds
as fellow prisoners, those suffering as those who are also in the body".
Present Imperative (10:35, 36)
Verse 35 finds the author coming back to the issue of confidence,
which he exhorts the readers not to throw away, and which he says car-
ries with it a great reward. At this point the readers would still have
fresh in their minds the discussion of confidence just a few verses back
(vv. 19-25), and the access to the heavenly holy place that their
confidence could afford them. Certainly this is a part of the reward that
confidence brings. Nevertheless, in vv. 36b-39 there is a future reward
discussed, and it is on this that the author will focus his readers' atten-
tion at this point. It is not just confidence that the readers need, for
confidence is not the end to which the author is driving. What he wants
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in the end is for the readers to endure, so that they would be able to
receive what had been promised to them (v. 36).
Future Reward (10:37-39)
The author closes this section of paraenesis and the middle division
of the letter with a Scripture quotation. In this case there is no overt
indication that the author is quoting from Scripture. He does not intro-
duce the quotation, but simply fits the words of Scripture into his sen-
tence structure as if they were his own words, although he may have
expected (many or most of) his readers to be aware that he cites
Scripture here. The first two words are the author's, but the rest of the
first phrase could be from Isa. 26:20 LXX (see figure 14), and the rest of
the citation comes from Hab. 2:3, 435 (see figure 15) with a couple of
additions from our author.36
Hebrews Io:37a
ETI Yclp /IIKpOP 000P
0001)
Isa. 26:20
/3a8L(E, Aaóç ,uou,
ELcTEA9E ELS' Ta TLEL
oou, dnóKAElcrov T171'
0ipav aoi, aTro/cpv/3178L
/itKpÔV OOD?) OcT01), EWS'
dv rrapEAO i5 ópyi
KvpIou.
Isa. 26:20
tQ "r	 ':1
¶
t32	 'r
:rn[;s.r1 1Tl)
for yet in a very little Walk, my people, enter Walk, my people, go into
while	 into your treasuries, close your rooms and close your
your door, be hidden for a door behind you; hide for a
very little while, until the little while, until the curse
wrath of the Lord passes. passes over.
Fig. 14
There is some question as to whether the phrase jiicpáv 6cTov ocrov
("a very little while") is in fact an allusion to Isa. 26:20, since the
"allusion" only involves three words which may simply represent a
Greek idiom. 37 On the other hand, the repetition of 6aov is distinctive,
35Széles (Wrath and Mercy: Habakkuk and Zephaniah, p. 30) reckons that v. 4 is
"the centerpiece, the heart, of the whole prophecy".
36Cf. Delitzsch (Hebrews, pp. 198-201), who offers a good treatment of the tex-
tual issues.
371u1icpôv ó'aov can be found in Lucian, Hermotimus, 6o, i 3; Plutarch,
Demetrius, 43, 6, ; and seven times in Philo. As Moffatt (Hebrews, p. I 57) points
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Hebrews IO:37b, 38	 Hab. 2:3, 4
	
Hab. 2:3, 4
iith iTrr ii ' 3
L 1	L,
1'rTI	 t
:rT'
ris) rirr 4
P iQ	 9T
:1'rT' ira; p'T
37/3	 PXOI0c 17Et
Kat 0?) XP0ULQL
38 6 8 8LKaL6S' IAQ?2
C/C TTLOTEWS' (T)UETaL,
L CUL' urrooTELAi7raL,
06K c6SoKeI 17 x4
/10?) Cl) a6TqJ.
3 8ión ETL opacrts' Eic
KL p01' Kal civayeAel
dc TTEPc1S KUL 00K ELç
KEL'611 dP LIcYTEpI7cT17,
UT1O/JELL'oP avTou,
OTL_Cpxó/JEpoc 17EL Kat
poi-'t'c. 4_P
LITrOcTTEIAL7TIL, 00K
E66OKEI 17 ?/JVX17 J
	
El)
avTw •
 0 8E &KalOs' EK
1TLUYEWS' /Q (IJUETaL.
3 "Wherefore, there is 3 "Because there is still a
still a vision for the time, vision for an appointed
and it will rise to the end time, it will breathe out to
and not to nothing; if it the end and will not lie; if
37b The one who is comes late, wait for it, it lingers wait for it,
coming will come and because the one coming because it will certainly
will not delay; 38 but my will come and will not come and it will not delay.
righteous one will live by delay. 4 If he shrinks 4 Behold, puffed up and
faith, and if he shrinks back, y soul will not be not upright is his soul
back, my soul will not be pleased with him; but the within him; but a righteous
pleased with him.
	
righteous one shall live by person shall live by his
jy faith."	 faith."
Fig. 15 (Differences between the above texts are underscored.)
and may indicate a connection with the Isaiah passage here on some
level. 38 Further, it is possible to find some connection between the con-
text of Isa. 26:20 and the message of Flebrews, 39 not least the coming of
the Lord. In the light of this, it is possible that our author had Isa. 26:20
in mind, and was influenced by its wording as he chose his own words,
but there is too little here to prove that our author is intending to make
any exegetical connection to Isaiah.
On the other hand, vv. 37b, 38 clearly cite Hab. 2:3b, 4, although
there is no formal introduction to these words as a quotation either. Our
author clearly follows the LXX here, with the citation beginning after the
out, "ociol-' oaoi-' is a variant in D (on Lk. 5:3) for dAiyou. The phrase ocrop ociol' is
also used in Aristophes, Wasps, 213 and elsewhere." Kistemaker (Hebrews, p.
302) and Westcott (Hebiews, p. 339) agree that the allusion to Isa. 26:20 is debat-
able, and that the phrase in question may simply be a colloquial expression.
38There is probably an echo of Isa. 26:11 in 10:27 as well.
39Ellingworth, Hebrews, p. 555.
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initial ó'TL. 4 The several alterations in this citation begin with the
author's inclusion of the article before póuEuoc right at the beginning,
but in this instance the use and thrust of the participle is grammatically
nearly identical with or without the article. 41
 The next change is in the
form of xpout'(w, from aorist subjunctive with oó ,uij in the LXX to a
future indicative with oi5 in Hebrews, two forms with practically identi-
cal meanings. Next, our author takes a line out of turn, and changes the
order of 1uov in that clause. 42 This shifts the emphasis of the citation, and
changes the possessor of faith from the Lord to the righteous one.
However, there are a few texts that agree with Hebrews 43 in its place-
ment of ,uou, A-26, C and a handful of minuscules, so it is possible that
the text our author knew placed the ,uou after öiKaLoc. Finally, our
author adds his own transitional ai before the cciu, to accommodate his
change in the order of the lines. The most substantial textual change,
then, is the change of line order, which unambiguously makes ó
8L'KaLoS' the subject of l'TroaTEL'Ar/TaL, and allows the implications of the
citation to be applied more easily to the readers.44 The one coming refers
to Christ, but the righteous one is the individual believer, who must not
"shrink back". So, this change of line order at least contributes to the
author's ability to use the text according to his own purpose. 45 In the
end, Schroger may well be correct when he says that "the words of
Scripture are less interpreted here; they serve rather to give the thoughts
of the author an impressive form". 46 However, comparing our author's
40Ward (Habakkuk, p. I 3) believes that the MT "should probably be corrected
after the LXX", but this is not based on any textual evidence.
41 Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 304) asserts, probably rightly, that the addition of the
article here may sharpen the messianic interpretation of the text, creating a messianic
title, "the Coming One".
42Some texts of Hebrews follow the main LXX tradition in their placing of pou.
43Cf. also Rom. I: 17 and Gal. 3:11, which both leave out the #ou altogether.
44Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 274-75. Schroger (Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes
als Schriftausleger, p. 186) suggests that our author has quoted and paraphrased this
passage in the manner of the midrash pesher, as in i Qp Hab 7:5-8:3.
45Bruce (Hebrews, p. 273) says, "Our author, then, is but dotting the i's and
crossing the t's of the Septuagint interpretation when he applies Hab. 2:3b to the
second coming of Christ." Montefiore (Hebrews, p. 185) asserts that "our author,
although he is nearer to the LXX than to the Hebrew, interprets the text in a sense
approximating to that of the Hebrew. He means that the righteous man will be pre-
served in his life by his loyalty and faithfulness to God."
46Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schriftausleger, p. 185 (my
translation).
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use of the Habakkuk passage to its original context, there may be a
fundamental change in meaning introduced by our author. In the MT, the
one coming is the revelation from the Lord, which may or may not have
a personal, messianic referent. The LXX changes the structure of the pas-
sage by using a masculine participle for "the coming one", which would
not correspond to the feminine noun "vision" or "revelation". Schroger
takes the pronoun ó 'pxó,uEvos' as a messianic reference.47 In Hebrews,
the one coming is clearly Jesus, but this is not surprising in view of what
has come before in the book. First, in Heb. 1:2 the author asserts that in
the age of the NC God is speaking through his Son in the same way that
he had spoken "to the fathers through the prophets" in the age of the OC.
In other words, our author sees Jesus as a revelation from God. There is
a great deal in Hab. 2:1-4 LXX that resonates with Heb. 1:1-3 as well as
10:37-39. In Hab. 2:1, 2 the prophet is waiting to hear what the Lord
would say, while Heb 1:1 describes how God spoke in the past through
the prophets. In Hab. 2:2, 3 the Lord promises a vision that turns out to
be a person—the writer uses a masculine pronoun and participle to
describe the (feminine) vision in v. 3. Hebrews i: describes the Son as
the radiance of God's glory and the image of his nature. Secondly, it is
certainly not unusual for our author to employ a christological or mes-
sianic use/interpretation of Scripture, whereby he understands Scripture
as speaking of Christ, or indeed speaking for Christ. This is precisely
what he has done with Psalm 40 in Hebrews io:5-io, probably partly on
the basis of the theme of coming which he found in the Psalm 40 pas-
sage, a theme which he also found in the Habakkuk passage. What is
coming in Hab. 2:1-4 is described as a vision, and certainly this coming
one/vision represents a revelation from God in Habakkuk. Jesus is also
both a coming one and a revelation of God in Hebrews. So, whether or
not there is any messianic reference inherent in the words of Habakkuk,
our author uses the passage in this way, applying again a christologi-
cal/messianic approach to the passage.48
There are two link words in this citation which create a connection
back to the Psalm 40 quotation in 10:5-7: r/'Kw and E?58o/cw. As dis-
cussed in the section of this work on 10:1-Jo, the common themes of
47Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrjftausleger, p. 187. Lane
(Hebrews 9-13, p. 304) also sees the text of the LXX as "thoroughly messianic".
48See Attridge (Hebrews, pp. 303, 304) for a treatment of the use of this passage
from Habakkuk in Qumran literature and Paul.
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coming into the world and what does not please God in these two cita-
tions create a link between them that gives the Habakkuk material a
richer significance than it would have on its own. In I 0:37, although it
does refer to Christ coming into the world (cf. I 0:5), the coming refers
to the second coming of Christ, since it comes in the context of receiv-
ing "the promise" and the future destiny of the readers (vv. 36, 39). In
JO: 5-Jo the author explains that Christ came into the world the first time
to provide a once-for-all sacrifice for the people, but according to 9:28
he will come a second time not to deal with sin but to bring salvation to
those expecting him. In 10:36-39 the second coming of Christ will fulfil
God's promise for those who have endured and have done the will of
God, while those who shrink back will find that they have displeased
God.
The connection of the Psalm 40 and the Habakkuk 2 material
through the subject of God's pleasure is strengthened and informed by
the presence of another link word from Psalm 40 in I 0:36: 9Aia. In
10:7 8Aiia is used to describe the purpose of Christ's coming, which
was to do the will of God; in 10:36 the readers are exhorted to do the
will of God themselves. The author asserts in 10:5-Jo that God's will no
longer includes levitical sacrifices; in fact, he neither wants (Ge'Aw) them
nor desires (El8oKw) them. In 10:38 God will not be pleased (El8oKw)
if his righteous one shrinks back. Shrinking back for our readers would
mean forsaking their NC identity and denying the sufficiency of God's
provision in Christ (cf. 10:29) . According to our author, the will of God
for his readers did not require them to perform the levitical rituals, and
to deny their NC heritage for the sake of those rituals would amount to
shrinking back, which would have dire consequences—e.g. not obtain-
ing the promise (10:36) and falling under the judgment of God (10:26-
31). Hebrews 10:35-39, then, is designed in part to remind the readers of
the example of Christ doing the will of God at his first coming, to
remind them of his second coming at which time they could receive the
promise, and to emphasise that God would not be pleased with them if
they failed to live by faith, shrinking back from their NC life apart from
an earthly cult.
It is interesting that the interpretation of Hab. 2:4b in iQpHab has
so much in common with its interpretation in Hebrews. This section of
the Qumran material is as follows:
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Interpreted, this concerns all those who observe the Law in the House of
Judah, whom God will deliver from the House of Judgment because of
their suffering and because of their faith in the Teacher of Righteousness.49
In both cases the addressees have suffered and are being encour-
aged to continue in faith. There are also common themes of judgment
and reward, which are connected to the faith of the addressees. On the
other hand, there are also some stark but predictable differences between
the two. First, the object of faith in i QpHab is the Teacher of
Righteousness, while in Hebrews the objects of faith are God and Christ
(see I 0:19, 2 0, 2 3) . Secondly, those at Qumran are encouraged to
observe the Mosaic law, while the message for the readers of Hebrews is
just the opposite: the Mosaic law is no longer necessary, so learn to have
faith in God apart from the law. Nonetheless, it is clear that there are
certain general similarities between these two applications of Hab. 2:4b,
which shows that our author's use of this text has much in common with
at least one stream of Jewish thought on this verse.
Hebrews I 0:35-39 also creates a transition from the topic of
confidence in Christ's priestly ministry to that of faith in God's promise.
(The inclusion of the faith concept in these verses does not indicate that
they belong structurally with the next section, since the author habitually
uses announcement of subject to anticipate the subjects of later sections,
and is quite prone to use very smooth transitions between sections.)5°
The promise theme is introduced in I 0:36, and will come up again at
least a half dozen times in ch. i i. The faith theme, so prominent in ch.
II, comes up in 10:38 and 39. In 10:38 the righteous lives by faith; in
10:39 faith is the opposite of shrinking back (as in 10:38), and the way
to save the soul: 	 eis' 6 oth cT[Là' 5rroaoAs' E5' a'Trw'AEICW
dAAà TrLCTTEWS' Etc TTEpLTTO(T1CTLI.i /wXfjs' ("but we are not of shrinking
49Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, p. 239.
50Lane (Hebrews 9-13, p. 279) understands 10:19-39 as a unit, and points out
that the term rrappoIau frames the section as an inclusio, marking out its beginning
and end in vv. 19 and 35
.
 He also agrees that the last few verses of ch. JO serve as a
transition unit. Vanhoye (La Structure Littéraire de 1 'épItre aux Hébreux, pp. I 15,
182) also takes 10: 19-39 as a unit connected to the preceding material. Attridge
(Hebrews, p. I 9) places a division after 10:25, taking I 0:26-12: 13 as a unit.
Schroger (Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrzftausleger, p. I 79) places
I0:I9ff with the following material in the structure of the book, as does Moffatt
(Hebrews, p. 141). Numerous commentators take at least part of ch. 10 as belonging
to the next division of the book.
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back, but of faith for the saving of the soul"). It may be that faith and
confidence are (nearly) interchangeable concepts for our author, since he
begins his discussion of reward in 10:35 with the great reward that
confidence has, and ends the discussion in 10:39 with faith having the
reward of saving the soul. Whatever the case, the author is preparing his
way with these verses to commence one of the greatest discourses on
faith in the entire Bible.
Chapter Five
The New Covenant Use of Old Covenant
Scripture in Hebrews 8-10
This study has chosen to focus on chs. 8—jo of Hebrews so as to
provide a more in-depth exegetical basis on which to draw its conclu-
sions. Nonetheless, it has been necessary throughout to bear in mind the
broad perspective of the book as a whole in order to gain a proper
understanding of chs. 8—jo. Now, in the task of describing and summing
up the use of Scripture in these chapters, it is all the more important to
consider their relationship to the whole. Therefore, this chapter will be
slightly broader in scope than those previous, building on the exegetical
base established from the study of chs. 8—jo, and maintaining the cen-
trality of these chapters as a basis for its conclusions, but allowing the
author's use of Scripture in the rest of his work to enter into the
discussion where it seems helpful or necessary.
TEXTUAL ISSUES RELATED TO THE A UTHOR 'S USE OF SCRIPTURE
"The textual origin of the OT citations in Hebrews has long been an
enigma. From the time the texts of the two principal witnesses to the
LXX, LXXA and LXXB , became available in the early part of the nine-
teenth century, it has been observed that the text of the citations in
Hebrews does not exactly correspond to either." However, it is widely
accepted that in Hebrews 8—jo, as in the book as a whole, the scriptural
citations come exclusively or almost exclusively from some version of
the LXX. The only possible exception to this in chs. 8—jo is the citation
1 Thomas, "The Old Testament Citations in Hebrews", p. 303.
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of Deut. 32:35 in io:o, where the author agrees with a Hebrew version
against the LXX,2 as does Rom. 12:19. It is unclear whether this repre-
sents the direct influence of a Hebrew text, a Hebraizing Greek text or
even the influence of the wording of the Romans citation.3
There are several problems related to determining the text type used
by the author of Hebrews. First, it is probable that not all textual tradi-
tions of the LXX have survived, and since the textual tradition used by
the author of Hebrews may not be extant, it is impossible to determine
with certainty whether deviations from the critical text represent an
alternative textual tradition or a change introduced by our author. That
our author did introduce changes in his citation of scriptural texts is
made clear by his re-quotation of Jer. 31:33, 34 in Jo: i6, 17, for exam-
ple. This first difficulty can be overcome to some degree by considering
each variation to determine whether or not the author of Hebrews may
have had reason to introduce such a change. But whether or not the
author's argument benefits from a textual variation does not finally
prove whether or not it originates from him, since he may have chosen a
certain text, and possibly even a certain version in some cases, 4 on the
basis of the usefulness of the variant words themselves. 5
 Secondly, even
when variants from a text quoted in Hebrews are attested in various
manuscripts of the LXX, suggesting on the surface that the author did not
create the variation, it is not always clear whether Hebrews is following
the tradition represented by these manuscripts or whether these
manuscripts have been corrected to agree with Hebrews. 6 Certain
manuscripts would be more likely than others to represent a correction
toward Hebrews, and some conclusions can be drawn on this basis, but
seldom can one draw absolute conclusions. Thirdly, it is evidently not
the case that all the citations in Hebrews 8—jo represent a single text
type. If the author quoted from memory or from his own anthology of
2See Howard, "Hebrews and the Old Testament Quotations", pp. 208-216;
Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 58.
3 Cf. Thomas, "The Old Testament Citations in Hebrews", pp. 315, 319.
4Though it is much less likely that the author of Hebrews chose between differ-
ent versions of the same passage from the LXX.
5 See Bruce, Hebrews, p. 26.
6Wevers (Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus, p. 410) suggests that the
manuscripts that add rrcii'ya in Exod. 25:40 (F and two families of miniscules) "are
probably based on Heb. 8:5".
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passages extracted from various texts, 7 or even from testimonia, 8 it is
possible that the citations in Hebrews were drawn from texts represent-
ing a multiplicity of textual traditions. Even more to the point, the tex-
tual history of the LXX varies according to section and even among indi-
vidual books in the same section. Therefore, the scriptural citations in
Hebrews 8-jo probably did not originate from a single text representing
a single textual tradition. Nonetheless, it is possible to discuss the char-
acteristics of the text(s) used by our author, if one recognises the
probability that multiple text types are represented.
Of the six passages cited in Hebrews 8-jo, there are some 24 varia-
tions from the critical texts, 9 not including the citation from Jer. 3 1:33,
34 in I 0:16, 17 because this material is already represented in ch. 8 and
any further variations must have originated with our author, nor the
possible citation of Isa. 26:20 (LXX) in I 0:37 since there is significant
doubt as to whether or not this phrase should properly be classified as a
citation and since in any case there are no variants involved. These vari-
ants (tabulated in figure i6)'° show that the text used by the author of
Hebrews was similar in general to the septuagintal tradition represented
by the well known codices A and B.11 The representative sample of
textual witnesses appearing in figure 16 also shows that for almost every
variant there is some textual witness; however, it is likely that some of
these witnesses represent a correction toward Hebrews.
7C.D. Stanley (Paul and the Language of Scripture, pp. 73-78) argues that Paul
would have copied excerpts from the biblical scrolls in the course of his studies,
building up an anthology of passages from which many of the scriptural citations in
his letters would have been drawn. Stanley also argues that this practice is referred
to in Greek and Latin literature, and may be exemplified by 4Q Testimonia. The
argument of Stanley may apply equally well to the author of Hebrews.
8 See Synge, Hebrews and the Scriptures, pp. 2, 3, 53, 54.
9Rahlfs and the Gottingen edition both suggest the same texts for all the passages
cited in Hebrews.
10The sigla in figure i 6 follow the Gottingen edition of the LXX.
11 Cf. Thomas, "The Old Testament Citations in Hebrews", p. 303; Swete, An
Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, p. 402.
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[No. REF.	 VARIANTS	 MSS
EXODUS 25:40 IN HEBREWS 8:5
I	 8:5	 [iTcIPTa	 F, b, s, 85, 126, 127, 129-246, 130, 509
2 8:5	 L6EtxuTa	 ft767, s,f, 15, 30, 53, 126, 128, 426, 799
JEREMIAH 38:31-34 (LXX) IN HEBREWS 8:8-12
_3_ 8:8	 A'EL	 A,S,Q
	
_4 8:8	 avuTEAthw	 41
_j_ 8:8	 e!n- rôi-' orecov none
6 8:9	 rroiaa	 Q
j_ 8:9	 AE5'El	 407, 544 (+ AE5'EL 538, A5'cL q57jaLiI 62, 490)
8	 8:10	 A'EL	 none
	
8:10	 &JOW omitted	 A, Q
JO 8:10	 in'pci,Liw12	 Q, V, 26-46-86'-106-130-239-534-544-613
II 8:11	 aiyt3u omitted 13 A, A-io6', 567, 239, 534, 544
8:1 I	 at omitted	 A, B (ex con. uid.)
EXODUS 24:8 IN HEBREWS 9:20
	
j3_ 9:20	 TOOTO	 Sa, DiaITA (+ roOrof56*)
_j4_ 9:20	 EVETEIAaT014	 71
5_ 9:20	 6 9eóç	 71
PSALM 39:7-9 (LXX) IN HEBREWS 10:5-7
i6 10:5	 cic3pa	 A,B,S,rel.
17 io:6	 6686k77c7ac
	
2013,Sa
i8 10:7	 roD ITOLI/cYat 6 86&S'	 2013, Sy
DEUTERONOMY 32:35, 36 IN HEBREWS 10:30
19 10:30	 'E/lOi! K8t' otS, èyü)	 (cf. Romans 12:19)
HABAKKUK 2:3, 4 IN HEBREWS 10:37, 38
20 10:37	 6	 46, 130'
21	 10:37	 /tl7onutted	 V,lI-410,87-534
22 10:37 xpOu(aa	 11-86-410, 26
23 10:38	 ai and line order change	 none
24 10:38	 ptijl5	 A-26-49-4o7
Fig. i6
12The Epistle to the Hebrews as attested in codex B reads ypthiw here, following
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From the data represented in figure 16, it can be observed that there
is a high degree of correspondence between the variants in the citations
of Exod. 24:8 and Ps. 39:7-9 (LXX) and a single minuscule in each case.
The only variant in Exod. 24:8 not attested by manuscript 71 is obvi-
ously introduced by the author to conform to traditional language related
to the inauguration of the NC, and a scribe correcting a LXX manuscript
according to a NT citation might not follow a variation obviously intro-
duced by the NT author. So, it is likely that manuscript 71 was corrected
to agree with the Hebrews citation of Exod. 24:8. Likewise, it is likely
that manuscript 2013 was corrected to agree with the citation of Ps.
39:7-9 (LXX) in Hebrews, since it is the only extant witness that agrees
entirely with the text as represented in Hebrews. 16 In these examples
there is a far greater probability that Hebrews has influenced the septu-
agintal witnesses than vice-versa, since the chance of Hebrews having
contact with such isolated traditions is far less likely than the editors of
these LXX manuscripts having contact with Hebrews. The likelihood
that the variants in Exod. 24:8 and Ps. 39:7-9 (LXX) are introduced by
the author of Hebrews is confirmed by exegetical considerations. With
regard to Exod. 24:8, it is likely that our author follows Christian tradi-
tion in replacing t'6ou' with roDyo, and that he replaced K11p1 oç with ó
9Eoc in 9:20 to avoid the association of Christ with KL5ptos'. With regard
to Ps. 39:7-9 (LXX), the changes in the last line of the citation probably
represent our author' s abbreviation of the text to facilitate ending the
quotation before the last line of v. 9 (LXX), in which the psalmist speaks
positively of the law of Moses.
Another way to describe the textual characteristics of the six pas-
sages cited in chs. 8—jo is to plot readings in Hebrews that follow A
the LXX.
13Several less reliable manuscripts of the book of Hebrews add rn5Twu, matching
the LXX reading.
14The book of Hebrews as attested in Codex C agrees with the LXX here, reading
6tOero.
15 Some manuscripts and Eusebius attest to the placement of the pov after
rnorcwç in the book of Hebrews, which would agree with the LXX.
16Swete (An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, p. 479) cites the awpa
variant from Ps. 39:7 in Hebrews 10:5 as an example of the NT influencing LXX
traditions.
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No. REF.	 HEBREWS	 LKXA	 LXKB
JEREMIAH 38:31-34 (Lxx) IN HEBREWS 8:8-12
i	 8:8	 Avct	 t=same as Hebrews q5qaIi-'
2 8:9	 Ka7'w	 t	 Kal	 'có
_	 8:io	 8LaOrjKl]	 1	 6LaO7jI	 /lov
4_ 8:10	 6L 8oi'ç	 1	 8t8oi)' &Jow
5	 8:io	 Kal cxoiat	 Kal ôçEJo/lal Kal 'cxojjat	 t
6 8:ii oi),ai	 _____________ _____________
7 8: i i	 8t 8dwat ii	 __________________ 6t 8ciovat ii
8	 8: i r	 rrotLTT7l-'	 d8EAçbóLI	 t
9	 8:ii	 d8eAqoz'	 rrArjolou	 t
JO 8:ii	 /ltKfJOl)	 ________________ /ILKpOV aiywii
PSALM 39:7-9 (Lxx) IN HEBREWS 10:5-7
ii io:6	 óAoKavTô5paYa	 óAoKauT/Ja
HABAKKUK 2:3, 4 IN HEBREWS 10:37, 38
12 10:3 8	 8IKaLóS- 1_WV	 TIIUTEWS' 1_WV
Fig. 17
against B and readings that follow B against A (as in figure 17).17 This
evidence shows that when the A and B traditions divide our author
favours A over B in three out of four cases in chs. 8-To.18
Comparing the data in figures 16 and 17 reveals that the citations in
Hebrews 8—jo deviate at times from both A and B. This can be
accounted for in the citations of Exod. 24:8 and Deut. 32:35, 36 as
changes introduced by our author. This may also account for the devia-
tions from A and B in the citation of Exod. 25:40, but it is more likely
that the author of Hebrews has been influenced by other sources, possi-
bly including Philo (Leg. All. III, 102, as discussed below), though he
l7J must acknowledge my debt to the work of Thomas ("The Use of the
Septuagint in the Epistle to the Hebrews", pp. 180-228) for the data in figure 17,
which I have verified as accurate.
18This is consistent with the conclusion of Thomas ("The Old Testament
Citations in Hebrews", pp. 32 1-22) with regard to the entirety of Hebrews. Swete
(An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, p. 395) also espouses the view that
the NT as a whole has a closer agreement with A than B. See also Schroger, Der
Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, pp. 247-48.
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does not follow Philo verbatim. 19 The citation of Exod. 25:40, then,
probably indicates that the text cited in Hebrews was derived from a
tradition separate from A or B, indicating that the author of Hebrews
gathered material from more than one source, probably over a period of
time and over the course of his travels. 20 This evidence is consistent with
the theory that our author may have extracted passages from the texts of
the LXX that he studied, even texts to which he gained access in a
variety of locations, to create his own anthology of Scripture passages.2'
The textual issues related to the citation of Scripture in Hebrews 8-
io are complex, but it is certain that our author used some version of the
LXX, which he modifies at some points. Schroger lists several Scripture
passages quoted in Hebrews that he reckons could only serve the author
in their septuagintal version, including the citation of Ps. 39:7-9 (LXX),
because of the phrase aB,ua 6 icaTiprtow ,uot, and the citation of
Hab. 2:3, 4, because of its messianic overtones in the LXX version.22
Although the term aw'ua does make a significant contribution to the
appropriateness of the Psalm 40 citation, perhaps Schroger slightly
overstates the case in this instance, since other features of the passage
that agree with the MT also contribute to the author's argument and
would justify his use of it. Nonetheless, it is clear that the author of
Hebrews not oniy uses the LXX as his scriptural text, but that he wit-
tingly or unwittingly exploits its particular wording to further his
theological and paraenetic purpose.
Finally, K.J. Thomas argues that the author of Hebrews had contact
with the work of Philo at a limited number of points. Thomas suggests
that the author of Hebrews may have followed Philo' s citation of Exod.
25:40, which is quoted in Leg. All. lU, 102, with regard to the addition
of ncIpya,23 and that he may have deliberately introduced textual
changes to contradict Philo's interpretation of Deut. 32:35, which is
quoted in Leg. All. III, 105. In the latter example Philo argues that God
stores up evil instead of releasing it upon humanity, giving the sinner
time to repent before exercising vengeance. In 10:26-31 Hebrews argues
that God will take vengeance and judge his people for persistent sin. In
19See Braun, Hebräer, p. 234
20Hebrews 13:19 indicates that our author had at least some occasion to travel.
21 Stanley, Paul and the Language of Scripture, pp. 73-78.
22Schroger, Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrzftausleger, pp. 263-64.
23 Philo's quotation of Exod. 25:40 is as follows: a's' q5qrn icad rô
rrapd&tyia To 8E6eL',aáiou IOL àì rqi OPEL rrai-'Ta TTO11JcTEL.
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fact, the interpretations of Philo and Hebrews, in my judgment, do not
contradict, although the two certainly do have differing emphases, and
the interpretations of Philo and Hebrews are starkly different in tone:
Philo emphasises the grace and patience of God in delaying judgment,
and Hebrews the certainty and severity of God's judgment. Philo also
quotes Num. 12:7 in Leg. All. III, 103, which adds strength to Thomas'
contention that our author knew Leg. All., since these three passages
cited in such close proximity to one another in Leg. All. are also cited in
Hebrews 24
TECHNIQUES IN THE A UTHOR 'S USE OF SCRIPTURE
Introduction to Quotations
The author of Hebrews does not always introduce his Scripture
quotations, but he usually does. In chs. 8—jo there is only one block of
quoted material that does not have a proper introduction. This block
begins at 10:37 where the possible citation of Isa. 26:20 and the citation
of Hab. 2:3, 4 begin. The rest of the citations in these chapters have
introductions, as the following demonstrates:
8:5 "just as Moses was warned when he was about to complete the
tabernacle. . . for he says"
8:8 "finding fault with them he says"
9:20 "saying"
10:5 "Wherefore, coming into the world he says"
24Thomas, "The Use of the Septuagint in the Epistle to the Hebrews", pp. 248-
316. According to Thomas, there are 16 Scripture citations common to Philo and
Hebrews, and eight of these show that the author of Hebrews probably had some
knowledge of their context in Philo. See also Schroger (Der Verfasser des
Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, pp. 29 1-307), who says, "Philo had a different
hermeneutical starting point in the interpretation of Scripture than the author of the
epistle to the Hebrews" (p. 306; my translation). Schroger goes on to assert that the
many similarities between Philo and Hebrews, which he describes, are more likely
the result of their common literary and religious milieu than direct literary depen-
dence. For the most part this view is correct, apart from the possible limited contact
outlined by Thomas. According to Schroger, rabbinic and late Jewish interpretation
of Scripture developed in two directions, allegorical and salvation-historical, with
Philo representing the former and Hebrews the latter.
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10:15 "and the Holy Spirit also bears witness to us, for after saying"
Io:30 "for we know the one who said. . . and again"
These introductions in chs. 8–io all lay stress on the fact that the
words of the quotation are spoken by someone, and can be placed into
one of three categories depending on the attribution our author wishes to
make: I) attribution to the original speaker as indicated by the Scripture
passage itself, most frequently God, 25 2) attribution to Christ 26 or 3)
attribution to the Holy Spirit. 27
 The author's use of introductions in chs.
8–jo is very much representative of his practice throughout Hebrews in
that few citations in the rest of the book are made without an introduc-
tion, virtually all of the introductions emphasise the (place of a) speaker
of the words quoted and most fall into one of the three categories out-
lined above—with the notable exception of 13:6, where the author
claims the words of Scripture for himself and his readers. Most often our
author attributes the words of the Scripture passages quoted in chs. 8-
10, as in the rest of Hebrews, to God. Sometimes, consistent with the
original context, he attributes the citation to other characters such as
Moses (9:20; cf. 12:21). There are a few instances, however, when our
author attributes the words of Scripture to a person not mentioned in the
original context, usually Christ or the Holy Spirit. In any case, treating
Scripture as a spoken word rather than written has the effect of personal -
ising it, highlighting the presence of a personality, usually God, behind
its words, and discouraging an approach to Scripture as a collection of
dry and impersonal propositions. 28 It is the personality standing behind
Scripture that is important to our author, not just scriptural propositions,
as indicated by the introduction to the quotation of Deut. 32:35 in 10:30,
"for we know the one who said. . . ." Likewise, Hebrews i o: attributes
25 8:5; 8:8; 920 10:30.
2610:5.
27 Jo: 15
28 Smith ("The Use of the Old Testament in the New", p. 61), among others,
points out that Hebrews never uses the terms ypciqw or tpac to introduce a
citation, which is, as he says, remarkable. This is, however, consistent with such
passages in Hebrews as i: and : 12, 13, which stress the personal and vital nature
of God's word. (See Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als
Schrftausleger, pp. 252-54.) The similarity of Hebrews and some Jewish literature
is reflected in the observation of Metzger ("The Formulas Introducing Quotations of
Scripture in the NT and the Mishnah", p. 298): "By far the majority of quotations in
the Mishnah are introduced by the verb
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the words of Ps. 40:6-8 to Christ (cf. 2:12), probably on the basis of the
perceived typological connection between Christ and the psalmist
(David), and on the basis of the author's messianic interpretation of the
psalm. For our author, the words of Ps. 40:6-8 match his understanding
of the significance of the Christ-event, and the words of the psalm are
written in such a way that they correspond to certain aspects of the
Christ-event when they are treated as coming from Christ. Placing the
words of the psalm on the lips of Christ makes them all the more vivid
and personal.
That our author believes the Scripture passages he quotes have the
authority of the word of God for his readers is affirmed by his declara-
tion in 10:15 (cf. 3:7) that "the Holy Spirit bears witness to us" through
Scripture. This introduction is difficult to understand at one point. At the
end of the introduction he says, liE ra yap TO Eip7]KEvat ("for after
saying"), which leaves the reader looking for a second introduction to
what he says afterwards, but it never comes. The implication of this
introduction is that there is a before and after to what the Holy Spirit
says, but the before and after parts are difficult to identify. It is possible
to understand the first element as consisting of vv. 16, 17, and the sec-
ond element as consisting of v. 18. In this view the &' at the beginning
of v. 18 is awkward, but it is feasible to understand it as marking out the
second element. If v. 18 is intended to be the second element of what the
Holy Spirit says, then it is clear that his "witness" includes the logical
implications of the Jeremiah passage interpreted in the new light of the
Christ-event. It is also possible that the before and after elements are Jer.
33:33 and 3 4, since they are separated by an ellipsis. In fact, some
manuscripts begin v. 17 (Jer. 33:34) with the words ikJTEpou AyEL
("later he says"),29
 marking the ellipsis and drawing attention to the
connection of the two separate parts of Jeremiah 31. The textual evi-
dence for this is not strong, however, and this addition probably arises
from later attempts to solve the difficulty presented by this introduction
in the first place. It should be noted that even if one rejects the authen-
ticity of IOTEPOJJ AE'yEL, it is still possible to understand the author as
intending this or a similar phrase to be understood here. It probably
would have been difficult for the average readers to recognise the ellip-
sis in this citation between Jer. 33:33 and 34 and then interpret v. 34 as
constituting the second element of what the Spirit says without the help
29The RSV, NW and NASB include these words.
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of a verbal marker. However, the ai at the beginning of v. 17 may
serve as such a marker, especially if it is given emphasis.
By assigning the words of Scripture to the Holy Spirit, our author is
not oniy reminding his readers of the authority of the words he is quot-
ing, but he is also evoking the authority of God for his own message.
This is especially the case since in 9:8 our author goes beyond merely
attributing the words of Scripture to the Holy Spirit, assigning to him at
least part of the interpretive process as well. In other words, the Holy
Spirit bears witness not only through the words of Scripture, but through
the logical implications drawn from Scripture as well. In io:i 5-18 the
implications of Jer. 3 1:33, 34 constitute the crux of the Spirit's witness:
there is no longer any need for the continuing, levitical sacrifices (v. 18).
This affirms the author's interpretation of Ps. 40:6-8 (see especially
10:9), and this affirmation is driven home by his use of the phrase from
the psalm in v. 18, TTEpL aflapTiac ("for sin" or "sin offering").
Combination of Sources
In various places the author of Hebrews seamlessly combines two
or more sources in at least two ways: first by simply conflating multiple
sources, and secondly by interpreting material from different sources in
the light of one another. Examples of simple conflation can be found in
Heb. I I5 with the combining of information from Gen. 5:24; I En.
70:1-4; Wis. 4:10 and Sir. 44: i6 in the short biography of Enoch, Heb.
12:12 with the possible combination of Isa. 35:3 and Sir. 25:23, and
Heb. 13:20 with the possible combination of Isa. 63:11 and Zech. 9:11
with one or more of Isa. 55:3; Jer. 3 2:40 and Ezek. 3 7:26. While this
method is not uncommon in the book as a whole, it seems to occur with
an unusually high frequency in ch. 9. For example, Heb. 9:4, combines
material from Exod. 16:30; 25:10-16, 18-22; 30:1-6; Num. 17:8-10 and
Deut. 10:3-5 in the description of the layout of the tabernacle. The
description of the ministry of the OC priests in 9:6, 7, i depends on as
many sources as Exod. 30:10; Lev. 11:2, 25; i:8; 16:2, 14-34; Num.
18:1-7 and I 9 13. In Heb. 9:13 the material on the blood comes from
Lev. 16:3, 14, 15, while the material on the ashes probably comes from
Num. 19:9, 17-19. Finally, Heb. 9:19-21 involves several sources from
the Pentateuch (Exod. 24:3, 6-8; Lev. 8:15, i; 14:4, 51; 17:11; Num.
19:6), and seems to add material from sources outside Scripture as well
(see the exegetical section on 9:18-22). However, as I have argued pre-
viously, the author may well be using hyperbole in this last example,
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which may have included the exaggeration of the scriptural material as
well. This example, then, goes beyond the way of using scriptural mate-
rial in the examples cited above; nevertheless, it does involve the
combination of source material.
The second type of conflation in Hebrews involves interpreting two
or more passages together. The most important example of this in
Hebrews is the author's use of Ps. 110:1, 4. In this case there is exegeti-
cal warrant within the psalm itself for connecting these two 'veises, \ut
the author of Hebrews is the first writer explicitly to make this connec-
tion. Another example of this interpretive conflation is Heb. io:i6-i8
which interprets Jer. 3 1:33, 34 and the practices of the levitical priests
(see 9:6, 7; 10:1-4, ii) in the light of one another to conclude that
because God no longer remembers sin, that is, he forgives it, there is no
longer a place for the on-going levitical sacrifices. 30 It is also possible to
understand the author's bold interpretation of Ps. o: 6-8 in I 0:5-Jo, "he
abolishes the first in order to establish the second", as depending on his
understanding that Jesus has fulfilled Jeremiah's NC passage and put an
end to sacrifice, as indicated by v. 18. If this is the case, then the exeget-
ical basis for the author's general assertion of the obsolescence of the
levitical sacrifices is Jeremiah 31 (see 8:13), and the exegetical contri-
bution of Psalm 40 is to show that it was the sacrifice of Christ in partic-
ular that made them obsolete. Therefore, the most significant contribu-
tion of Ps. 40:6-8 to the argument of Hebrews is not so much to make
the point that the first sacrifices are abolished, but to assert that it is
Christ who abolishes them by doing the will of God and sacrificing
himself.
Influence of Midrash and Pesher
"It is by now commonplace to complain about the varied and mis-
leading uses of the term 'midrash". 3 ' To overcome this problem, it is
necessary to clarify at the outset what one means when using such a
term. Porton offers this definition:
30Cf. also Hebrews 4:8, which interprets Josh. 22:4 in the light of Ps. 95: 8-u to
conclude that the rest Joshua offered was not the final sabbath rest for the people of
God.
31 France and Wenham, Gospel Perspectives: Studies in Midrash and
Historiography, vol. 3, p. 290.
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In brief I would like to define inidrash as a type of literature, oral or writ-
ten, which stands in direct relationship to a fixed, canonical text, consid-
ered to be the authoritative and revealed word of God by the midrashist and
his audience, and in which this canonical text is explicitly cited or clearly
alluded to.32
Neusner accepts and expands Porton's definition, emphasising the
Jewish nature of midrash:
For something to be considered Midrash it must have a clear relationship to
the accepted canonical text of Revelation [sic]. Midrash is a term given to a
Jewish activity which finds its locus in the religious life of the Jewish
community. While others exegete their revelatory canons and while Jews
exegete other texts, only Jews who explicitly tie their comments to the
Bible engage in Midrash.33
On the basis of Neusner's understanding of midrash, what we find in the
NT generally and Hebrews specifically can properly be called midrash
only if one considers these writers and their readers to be Jewish by
religion. It is possible to see the writer of Hebrews and his audience as
representing a sect of first-century Judaism, but it is not clear that our
author would agree with this in the light of his attitude toward the
Mosaic system. Others, such as Porton above, do not define "midrash"
so strictly, and leave room for a broader application of the term. If the
term "midrash" is applied to the interpretation of Scripture in Hebrews,
it is necessary to recognise that the "midrash" in Hebrews can oniy rep-
resent one strand of the genre/method, alongside that found in rabbinic
literature and possibly in the Qumran scrolls, for example. Just as it
would be improper to equate rabbinic midrash with "midrash" pesher,34
it would be wrong to think of midrash in Hebrews as equivalent to the
non-Christian midrashim. In other words, in the same way that other
32Poon, "Defining Midrash", p. 62. Also see his article in the Anchor Bible
Dictionary, s.v. "Midrash".
33Neusner, What is Midrash?, pp. 9, JO.
34See Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk, pp. 23-25 on the term
"midrash pesher". Ellis ("Midrash, Targum and New Testament Quotations", p. 62)
defends the designation "midrash pesher". Others do not accept that the pesharim are
a sub-genre of the midrashim, e.g. Aune, "Charismatic Exegesis in Early Judaism
and Early Christianity", p. 135; Horgan, Pesharim: Qumran Interpretations of
Biblical Books, pp. 249-52; Rabinowitz, "Pesher/Pittaron': Its Biblical Meaning and
its Significance in the Qumran Literature", p. 231; Frölich, "Le Genre Littéraire Des
Peshari,n de Qunirân", pp. 283-398.
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manifestations of midrash have been distinguished by sub-categorising
the designation (e.g. midrash halakah, midrash haggadah, midrash
pesher), 35
 so too, if one chooses to use the term "midrash", Hebrews (or
the NT) deserves its own category: possibly NT midrash or Christian
midrash. 36 On the surface it is obvious that Hebrews' (and the NT's)
midrashim are as different from the (rest of) Jewish midrashim as the
rabbis' midrash is from the pesher of the Qumran scrolls, which is to say
that there are both significant differences and similarities between the
two.
There is another issue relevant to defining what one means by
"midrash". Midrash can be used to describe: i) a particular method of
exegesis, 2) an example of midrashic exegesis or 3) an entire work char-
acterised by midrashic exegesis. These uses represent another way of
categorising midrash, and Neusner has offered the terms: i) midrash-
process, 2) midrash-exegesis and 3) midrash-compilation. 37 For the pre-
sent discussion the first category, dealing with exegetical method, is the
most important since the appropriateness of applying the other two cate-
gories is determined by the extent of midrashic exegetical method
employed, and the other categories are more helpful for describing the
general character of a work than for defining how it is constructed.
More important than the question of whether or not the interpreta-
tion of Scripture in Hebrews can be classified as midrashic is the fact
that Hebrews does utilise some of the interpretive techniques common in
the midrashim. There are several instances in Hebrews 8—jo where the
use of Scripture parallels that of the rabbis. 38 Although some of the
methods employed in these examples are more distinctly rabbinic than
others, all of these examples together suggest the probability that our
author was influenced by contemporary Jewish uses of Scripture. 39 First,
35Cf. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, p. 44.
36See Ellis ("Midrash, Targum and New Testament Quotations", p. 65), who
uses the term "Christian midrash". Bruce (Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p.
8i) uses the term "Christian 'pesher". Part of this distinction is based on differences
of content, but it is impossible to separate genre entirely from content.
37Neusner, What is Midrash?, pp. 8, 9.
38For a fuller treatment of the use of these methods in these passages, see the
previous exegetical sections of this work.
39Though all rabbinic literature in its written form dates from the end of the sec-
ond century CE at the earliest, it is reasonable to conclude that much of this literature
reflects practices current at the turn of the eras, and where the practices of the NT
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in Heb. 8:13 and i 0:8, 9 the writer uses a method common in rabbinic
exegesis when he re-quotes, within his own exegesis of the passage,
words and phrases from the passage he has just cited. 4° Secondly, in
9:19, 20 our author may be using a method particular to the rabbis,
taking the particle n-os' (
	
in Hebrew; the rule also applies to the parti-
cles , r, ) "to indicate that a supplementary teaching from tradi-
tion should be introduced at that point."4 ' Thirdly, the rabbinic method
of using intersecting texts (two passages interpreted together) is proba-
bly employed in 10:5-10 and 10: i6-i8 with citations from Ps. 40:6-8
and Jer. 3 1:33, 34.42 Fourthly, the citations of Ps. 40:6-8 in 10:5-1043
and Hab. 2:3, 4 in 10:37, 38 may be considered an example of linking
two texts together on the basis of them containing the same word, akin
to Hillel's third middah, constructing a family from a single text. Fifthly,
the author's argument from the lesser to the greater in 9:13, 14 and
10:28, 29 is akin to the rabbinic practice of arguing from the lesser to
the greater and vice versa, described by Hillel's first rule, qal wahomer
(cf. 2:1-4; 7:9, Jo; 12:3, 4)
.
 What is true with many midrashic interpre-
tive practices, that they represent logical principles found in many other
writers show an affinity with practices in rabbinic literature, this conclusion is
validated.
40See, for example, Gen. R. 44:17, i8; 55:8; Lev. R. 13:5; Sfré to Numbers 58.
41 Towner, "Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A Fresh Look",
p. 128. Cf. the first and third of R. Eliezer's 32 middoth; Gen. R. I, I4 Mek. on
Exod. i8:i8.
42See Neusner, What is Midrash?, p. 82; Ellis, Prophecy and Hermeneutic in
Early Christianity, p. 159.
43The alleged use of Ps. 40:8 by R. Isaac (around 300 CE) in Ruth Rabbah
(Freedman and Simon, Midrash Rabbah on Ruth [vol. 8], p. 93) is interesting when
compared to its use in Hebrews, although it comes too late to be of any substantive
value. Ruth R. 8 says: "R. Isaac opened his exposition with the verse Then said I:
Lo, 1 am come (Ps. 40:8). I ought to have sung a song that I have come, since the
word az (lo!) refers to song, as it is said, Then (az) sang Moses (Exod. 15: i). I was
included in the verse An Amonite and a Moabite shall not come into the assembly of
the Lord (Deut. 2 3:4), but I have come with the roll of a book which is prescribed
for me (Ps. 40:8). 'With the roll' refers to the verse, Concerning whom thou didst
command that they should not enter into thy congregation (Lam. 1:10). 'In the
book', as it is said, 'An Amonite and a Moabite shall not come into the assembly of
the Lord' (Deut. 23:4). And not only have I been allowed to enter, but in the roll and
the book it is written concerning me. 'In the roll'—Perez, Hezron, Ram,
Amminadab, Nahshon, Boar, Obed, Jesse, David; 'in the book'; And the Lord said:
Arise, anoint him; for this is he ( i Sam. 16:12)."
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traditions,44 is especially true here. Finally, the author's placement of his
exegetical comment in io:i after the citation of Scripture (in this case
Deut. 32:35Ys typical of rabbinic method.
The use of two more rabbinic methods found outside chs. 8—jo are
worth mentioning. The catena of citations in ch. i seems to be con-
structed in line with the later rabbinic practice of building families of
texts around one or two passages of Scripture (cf. Hillel's rules 2-4).45
Then, in 7:3, our author asserts that Melchizedek had no father, mother
or genealogy, had no beginning of days or end of life, and like "the Son
of God" was a priest forever. 46 This kind of argument from silence,
according to Bruce, "plays an important part in rabbinical interpretation
of Scripture where (for exegetical purposes) nothing must be regarded as
having existed before the time of its first biblical mention." 47 Strack and
Billerbeck confirm this and cite the saying "quod non in thora, non in
mundo."48
Examples of rabbinic interpretive methodology are not difficult to
identify in Hebrews,49 and it is sensible to accept the likelihood that our
author would have been influenced by (pre-)rabbinic uses of Scripture in
the light of these examples, especially if his readers were in fact Jewish
and familiar with these methods. However, there is a danger in over-
emphasising the connection between Hebrews and (pre-)rabbinic uses of
Scripture, since it is evidently the case that there are many characteris-
tics in Hebrews that distinguish its use of Scripture from theirs. One
such characteristic is its similarity at some points to midrash pesher as
found in some of the Qumran documents.5°
44Cf. Lane, Hebrews 1-8, p. cxxi. Daube ("Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation
and Hellenistic Rhetoric", pp. 239-264) claims that the interpretive methods
employed by the rabbis are derived, at least to a very large extent, from Hellenistic
rhetoric.
45See Strack and Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, p. 22.
Hillel's seven middoth can be found in Aboth D'Rabbi Nathan, A 37 (Soncino).
46For examples of argument from silence in rabbinic literature see B. Mes 87a,
Gen. R. 60:12; 65:9.
47Bruce, Hebrews, p. 159.
48Strack and Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und
Midrash, vol. 3, pp. 694-95 ("If it is not in Torah, it is not in the world"). See also
Towner, "Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A Fresh Look", p. 103.
49See also Lane, Hebrews i-8, pp. cxix-cxxiv.
50Cf. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, p. 185.
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It is common for writers to refer to some of the exegesis in
Hebrews as pesher, but, as with the use of the term midrash, there is
some question as to whether this is appropriate. 5 ' In fact, it is more
difficult to justify the application of the term "pesher" to Hebrews than
the term "midrash", since the pesharim always exhibit a particular form
which never occurs in Hebrews. Every instance of pesher in Daniel
(2:36; 4; 18; 5:17; 7:16), where the genre/method evidently originates,52
and in Qumran (e.g. i QpHab) manifests three formal characteristics:
there is i) a citation of a divine message which needs to be interpreted,
2) a transition connecting the message and its interpretation that consis-
tently uses the word "pesher" (ti in Aramaic) 53 and 3) the divinely
enabled interpretation of the message.54 There are instances in the Dead
Sea Scrolls where Scripture is interpreted in a manner similar to the
pesharim and where the term itself is not used (e.g. CD 4:2-4), but these
can be explained as examples of pesher' s influence on non-pesher texts
since these texts lack the formal structure and overall character of the
true pesher texts. Regarding the example of CD 4:2-4, Patte says, "This
pesher-like interpretation looks almost 'accidental", and later he says
that "pesher interpretation is presupposed by several other uses of
Scripture which we have found in the Dead Sea scrolls". 55 Bruce
comments concerning the Zadokite Documents:
It might be said that, after all, the Zadokite work is not a pesher, and that
accordingly we need not expect to find its application of Scripture follow-
ing pesher principles. It is doubtful, however, if we should take this con-
51 For a definition of pesher see Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk, pp.
25-28.
52See Elliger, Studien zum Habakuk-Kommentar vom Toten Meer, pp. I 56-57,
164; Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, pp. 6 7-74; Brownlee, The
Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk, pp. 28-31; Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the
Apostolic Period, p. 42.
53 See Horgan, Pesharim: Qumran Interpretations of Biblical Books, pp. 230,
242. Horgan cites three examples of pesher interpretations that do not incorporate
the term "pesher", but two of these three texts have been reconstructed due to lacu-
nae where the term would normally occur. This leaves one sure example, 4QpIsb
2:6-7, indicating remarkable consistency in including the use of the term in the
form of the pesharim. See also Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als
Schrftausleger, p. 277.
54See Aune, "Charismatic Exegesis in Early Judaism and Early Christianity", p.
135.
55Patte, Early Jewish Herineneutic in Palestine, pp. 244-45, 299.
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sideration too seriously; it may be that the Zadokite writer did think of his
exegesis as being in the true pesher style.56
Even Bruce, who argues that the exegesis of the Zadokite material fol-
lows pesher principles, is reluctant actually to call the work a true
pesher, saying instead that it is "in the true pesher style". 57 Aune
"distinguishes three types of pesharim":
(i) "Continuous pesharim" (i.e. verse-by-verse commentaries on entire
books, e.g. iQpHab), (2) "Thematic pesharim" (i.e. quotations from vari-
ous biblical books grouped around a theme, e.g. 4Qplsae ; 4Qfior 1-2 i I 4;
ii QMelch 12, 17), and (3) Isolated pesharim, the use of one or two verses
from the Hebrew Bible interpreted using the pesher method and terminol-
ogy, but within the framework of a larger composition (e.g. CD 19:5-13 on
Zech. 13:7; iQS 8:13-15 on Isa. 40:3).58
It is significant that even in the last category Aune includes the use of
pesher terminology as a necessary element in his definition of pesher. In
the light of this, it seems reasonable to use the designation "pesher-like"
for exegesis that has some hermeneutical affinities with the pesharim but
does not adopt their formal characteristics.59
Along with the formal structure of the pesharim, their conceptual
framework probably derives from Daniel, 6° and has few if any exact
parallels in the rest of Jewish literature. According to Bruce, the primary
characteristic of pesher interpretation is its contemporary nature. 6 ' In
other words, the exegete interprets a prophetic passage of Scripture in
the light of the exegete' s own time and community rather than those of
the prophet who wrote the Scripture passage. For the pesher exegete the
Scripture passage is a mystery ( p1), even to its author, and this mystery
56Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 32.
57Bruce also qualifies his use of pesher at one point in this context by placing it
in quotation marks.
58Aune, "Charismatic Exegesis in Early Judaism and Early Christianity", p. 133.
59Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic in Palestine, p. 244 Ellis ("Midrash, Targum
and New Testament Quotations", p. 6) uses the term "Christian pesher-type
midrash".
60Cf. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 67; Elliger, Studien zum
Habakuk-Kominentar vom Toten Meer, p. 164; Aune, "Charismatic Exegesis in
Early Judaism and Early Christianity", p. 132; Frölich, "Le Genre littdraire des
Pesharim de Qumrân", p. 395.
61 See Bruce, "Biblical Exposition at Qumran", pp. 77-96, for a full description
of the exegetical method of pesher.
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can be unlocked by him only because the Teacher of Righteousness has
been given the interpretive key. 62
 In the pesher, Scripture is often
applied directly to the Teacher of Righteousness and other contemporary
figures. The description "this is that" has often been used to describe the
essence of pesher exegesis.63
The eschatological mind-set along with the charismatic applica-
tjofl64
 of Scripture in the pesharim have elements in common with the
NT at some points, and this is particularly the case in Hebrews. (Even
the christological interpretation of Scripture in the NT has some affinity
with the application of Scripture to the Teacher of Righteousness.65)
There are at least three examples of this in chs. 8_Io.66 The first, and
most obscure of the three, is in 9:6-JO, where our author assigns a
contemporary significance to the tabernacle ministry of the levitical
priests, saying that it is an "illustration" for the present time. This
example is more obscure because it does not attempt to interpret a
specific passage of Scripture. Also, unlike most examples of pesher-like
exegesis in Hebrews, the Scripture alluded to in this example is not from
the Psalms or the Prophets, the typical scriptural sources for the pesher
of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Nonetheless, some of the same interpretive
conventions are employed here as in the pesharim. The second example
is the quotation and application of Ps. 40:6-8 in Heb. Jo:5Io.67 In this
most overt of the three examples, our author interprets his Scripture
passage in the light of his own time, that is, the Christ-event, and with
reference to his own community, instead of in the light of the text's
original temporal and community context. This approach is at the heart
of the hermeneutical method of the pesharim. Most interpretations of
sacred texts, including the pesharim from Qumran and the midrashim of
the rabbis, seek to exegete the text with a view to engaging and
62Bruce, "Pesher", in the Encyclopaedia Judaica, cols. 33 1-33. See also Elliger,
Studien zum Habakuk-Kommen tar vom Toten Meer, p. 154. On the concept of mys-
tery (rn) see Patte, Early Jewish Hermeneutic in Palestine, pp. 226-27.
63E.g. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 75.
64Cf. Aune, "Charismatic Exegesis in Early Judaism and Early Christianity", pp.
126-50.
65But see Brownlee (The Meaning of the Qumran Scrolls for the Bible, pp. 143-
5i), who draws several contrasts between the presentation of Jesus in the NT and that
of the Teacher of Righteousness in the Qumran literature.
66Cf. Schroger, Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schriftausleger, p. 258.
67Cf. Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 87, 88.
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enlightening the community's contemporary experience. 68
 The
interpretation of the pesharim and our author's here take this a step
further by understanding the text as if it were a part of their own
community's contemporary context. In other words, rather than bringing
together the two historical and community contexts of the text and the
interpreter, pesher-style exegesis replaces the former with the latter.
Though something similar to this seems to be in operation here, this is
not the most fundamental principle guiding our author's understanding
of Psalm 40. Rather, our author is clearly practising here what has come
to be called christological interpretation, with these pesher-like qualities
playing a part in that more fundamental hermeneutic. That is, this is an
interpretation that stems more specifically from typological connections
and the author's view of the relationship of Christ to Scripture than it
does from insight into a mystery that comes by applying an interpretive
code. 69 A christological interpretation is an even more thorough-going
and radical paradigm shift than the pesher hermeneutic, because for our
author not only is the meaning of Scripture finally and fully revealed,
but its institutions are also set aside as a result of the Christ-event.70
While it may be easy to imagine that, on some level, our author sees
Jesus and the Christ-event as the key to unlock the mystery of DC
Scripture, even so, he does not apply this principle in a way that
completely ignores or replaces the text's original context and meaning,
since the same levitical offerings are in view in both contexts. The third
example is the application from Hab. 2:3, 4 of "the coming one" to
Christ and the "righteous one" to the readers in Io:3739.71 Here again,
as in the pesharim, a prophetic text is interpreted and applied in the light
of the author's historical context rather than that of the prophet. 72 While
iQpHab does not equate "the coming one" with the Teacher of
Righteousness, it does interpret the "righteous" as applying to the writer
and his community. 73
 Finally, it is not an uncommon practice in the
68Towner, "Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A Fresh Look",
p. 101.
69Cf. Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 89.
70Cf. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p. 76 and Bruce, "Biblical
Exposition at Qumran", p. 97.
71 Kistemaker (The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 74) calls
10:37-39 an example of midrash pesher, as does Ellis (Prophecy and Hermeneutic in
Early Christianity, p.
72See Attridge, Hebrews, p. 24.
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pesharim, as in other forms of midrash, for the interpreter to "adjust" the
scriptural text to fit his purposes, 74 which is what our author does with
Hab. 2:3, 4.
Even though there are points at which the interpretation of
Scripture in Hebrews and that in Qumran pesher seem to share some
hermeneutical if not ideological characteristics, it would be wrong to
make too much of these similarities since they are far outweighed by the
many differences. For example, Brownlee derives thirteen hermeneuti-
cal principles from i QpHab which demonstrate that there are substantial
differences between the use of Scripture in the Habakkuk pesher scroll
and Hebrews. 75 The most important of these differences include the
presence in i QpHab of the interpretation of orthographic peculiarities,
the use of allegory, making use of more than one textual variant to assist
the interpretation and treating the biblical text as if it were a code.
Furthermore, while it is possible to find affinities with both rabbinic
midrash and midrash pesher in Hebrews, where these affinities exist,
they centre primarily around the author's exegetical method rather than
the overall character of his work or its content. This is in contrast to the
Platonic/Philonic influence which many find in Hebrews, which is pri-
marily confined to terminology and largely excludes exegetical
method.76 Whether the similarities between Hebrews and the Judaism
represented by some of the rabbinic and Qumran literature demonstrate
any direct connection between them, or whether they are simply the
result of sharing a common religious and interpretive milieu, is difficult
73Ellis ("Midrash, Targum and New Testament Quotations", p. 66) says, "Hab.
2:3f. .. . appears to be the concluding text of a homiletic midrash (? Heb. Jo: 5-38).
In view of its affinities with IQpHab, however, Heb. IO:37ff. could also well illus-
trate a Christian pesher-type midrash." He also cites the use of Psalms 8 and I 10 in
Hebrews as examples of a "similar phenomenon".
74Cf. Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 70, 72,
74.
75Brownlee, "Biblical Interpretation Among the Sectaries of the Dead Sea
Scrolls", pp. 60-62.
76For example, there is a conspicuous lack of allegory in Hebrews as compared
to Philo. As Goppelt (Typos, p. i 6i) says, "There is much [in the exposition of
Hebrews that is reminiscent of Philo, but unless a person is fascinated by superficial
matters of form, he will discover fundamental differences in the way individual
Scripture passages are interpreted". See also Williamson, Philo and the Epistle to
the Hebrews, p. 576.
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to determine. 77 Whatever the case, it seems that even with his radical
rejection of OC practices our author's understanding and application of
Scripture was influenced by the Judaism of his day.
The Jewish influence evident in Hebrews is certainly natural given
the (probable) Jewish identity of the readers and author. The exegetical
method and expressions associated with the use of Scripture in Hebrews
would have been familiar to the readers and they would have been natu-
ral for our author. The readers of Hebrews certainly had a deep respect
for the institutions and practices of Judaism, and the author of Hebrews
consistently treats the OC and its trappings with respect, even maintain -
ing a gentleness in asserting its obsolescence. The readers evidently had
deep spiritual and emotional ties with the Jewish faith, and their separa-
tion from Judaism, for whatever reason, caused them considerable dis-
tress. The author of Hebrews attempts to encourage the readers in their
distress, and even to relieve that distress, by demonstrating from
Scripture the authority and sufficiency of the NC provisions in Christ. In
this process our author speaks in terms that would have been familiar to
his readers, using OC categories such as priest, sacrifice and sanctuary.78
But more than this, he also uses exegetical methods that would have
been familiar to the readers, those represented in rabbinic and Qumran
literature, possibly unconsciously, but possibly as an attempt to establish
common ground with his readers, since the message he derives from
Scripture may have been (relatively) new to them. The use of these
exegetical methods, then, may well have had the effect of helping the
readers to feel less threatened by the radical content of Hebrews.
Reproduction of the Biblical Text
In chs. 8—io there are two instances where our author seems to base
his argument on an aberrant representation of the biblical text. (There
are many places where his application of a Scripture passage goes
beyond the original meaning of the text, but this is a hermeneutical issue
and will be dealt with below.) In 9:20 our author cites Exod. 24:8.
Though this citation accurately represents the biblical text, the material
surrounding the citation does not. The problem is that the historical
information the author gives to provide a context for the words of Moses
77llurst (The Epistle to the Hebrews: Its Background of Thought, pp. 65, 66)
concludes that there is no direct connection between Hebrews and Qumran.
78Cf. Hughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics, pp. 102, 103.
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as found in Exodus does not correspond to the context as described in
Scripture. Some of the material seems to come from Scripture passages
describing unrelated events (i.e. Leviticus 14 and Numbers 19). Some of
the material does not seem to come from Scripture at all. This may be
due to the author relying on extra-biblical tradition, or it may be the
result of his use of sarcasm or hyperbole (see the exegetical section on
9:15-22). Nevertheless, the author implies that some of the material in
this passage comes from Scripture, and more specifically the account of
the inauguration of the Mosaic Covenant, when it clearly does not.
Then, in io:i6, 17 the author cites or alludes to Hab. 2:3, 4, where
he reverses the order of two lines. It may be a presumption here to
assume that the author intends this material as an alternative version of
the text of Hab. 2:3, 4, since there is no introduction to mark it out as a
citation, and there is a possible combination of material here with Is.
26:20 LXX. So, following Schroger, 79
 it is quite possible to understand
our author in Heb. 10:37, 38 not as representing a citation of biblical
material but as alluding to it—quite like I 0:12, 13 which alludes to Ps.
110:1—in order to add force to his own thoughts (see the exegetical
section on 10:19-39). Nonetheless, whether or not one understands these
verses as quoting Habakkuk, our author does rework the order of the
scriptural text for his own exegetical purposes here.
THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE AUTHOR'S USE OF SCRIPTURE
"Perhaps more than any other figure the unknown author of
Hebrews deserves the title of the Old Testament theologian of the
New." 8° Describing the basic pattern in Hebrews' use of Scripture, many
scholars use the terms "continuity" and "discontinuity". 8 ' This is to say
that the interpretation and application of Scripture in Hebrews reflect the
view that the OC and its writings have much in common with the NC sit-
uation, while at the same time the oc is obsolete and its Scripture speaks
originally of and to a bygone age. 82 This view represents one of the most
basic of our author's theological (presup)positions. Therefore, to under-
79Schroger, Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 185.
80Sth, "The Use of the Old Testament in the New", p. 6i.
81 E.g. Hughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics, p. 1o2; Lehne, The New Covenant in
Hebrews, pp. 12, I3 Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 69.
82Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 30. Cf. Isaacs, Sacred
Space, pp. 69-70.
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stand better the use of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo it is necessary to
explore the theological framework surrounding and supporting this
position.
Revelation of God
It is significant that our author begins his work with .a statement of
God's revelatory activity, saying that God spoke first to the fathers in
the prophets and then finally in a Son. Thus he lays the foundation for
both his argument and his use of Scripture. The argument for the superi-
ority of Christ and the NC depends on the assertion that the Son is him-
self the supreme revelation of God (see i:, 3), and it is on account of
this that the Christ-event carries a greater authority than any past revela-
tion to define (or redefine) the nature of God's interaction with his peo-
ple. On the other hand, it is the author's recognition of the divine origin
of the prophetic message of OC Scripture (see 1:1) that allows him to use
it with such assurance and authority. If there is one concept that under-
lies both the argument and the use of Scripture in Hebrews it is that the
Son embodies the ultimate progression in revelation from God. 83
 God
speaks through both the OC prophets and the Son, but the final revelation
in the Son is superior because the Son is divine.
There is a tension held throughout the book of Hebrews: the
author' s teaching affirms, on the one hand, that the NC is superior to and
in fact replaces the OC, while the author' s use of OC Scripture affirms its
validity as an authority for those under the NC. 84 The Christ-event opens
to the people of God a new dimension in revelatory history, and places
them in a relationship with God inconceivable to those who had gone
before. Nevertheless, there is also a sense in which the NC people of
God remain firmly connected to the past OC revelation of God. The
achievement of Hebrews is remarkable in that the author is able firmly
and with authority to assert the inferior nature and obsolescence of the
OC (e.g. 8:13; 10:1-4), while maintaining respect for the OC and uphold-
ing its validity in redemptive history (e.g. 1:1; 22 4:1-3; II:440).85
This stance can best be explained, in the light of i:i-, as founded on
the principle that there is progress or advancement in divine revelation
83This is not to say with Hughes (Hebrews and Hermeneutics, pp. 3, 4), how-
ever, that hermeneutics is the central question of the book.
84See Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 47.
85 See Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 229;
Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. -69.
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as a result of the Christ-event. The Christ-event, for our author, had a
unique significance for many reasons, one of which is that it represents a
watershed in the revelatory activities of God (see for example 1:1-3; 2:3,
4; 10:29; 12:18-24). As never before, God is directly revealed in Christ
(e.g. 1:2, 3), and thus the ministry of Christ is itself at the heart of spiri-
tual and ultimate reality (I 0:11-14, 19, 20). It is an important concept
underlying the use of Scripture in Hebrews, then, that the Christ-event
marks a radical leap forward in the revelation of God and his purposes.
Another foundational concept related to this is that it is the same
God who reveals himself in both the OC and NC. 86
 Though the mode and
extent of revelation in Christ are superior to past revelation, the central
focus of what is being revealed, namely God, remains the same. First,
Hebrews assumes at every turn that the God of the NC is the same in
identity as the God of the OC, 87 but this surfaces in passages such as 1:1,
2, where the same God speaks in both the old and new situations, and in
11:39, 40, where the same God works out his unified purpose with both
old and new covenant peoples. Secondly, God is still the same in
character. This point is made overtly twice in Hebrews with respect to
Christ, first in 1:1 I, 12, then in 13:8, which is significant in the light of
1:3, where Christ is described as divine. If, therefore, Christ as divine is
unchanging in nature, then the same applies to God. Furthermore, the
unchanging nature of God is assumed throughout Hebrews, providing a
basis for asserting the consistency of his interaction with humanity. For
example, what God swore to the exodus generation is still relevant to the
readers of Hebrews (3:7-4:1 i), God became his own security for the
promise to Abraham in order to assure future generations of his
unchanging purpose (6:13-I 7),88 he swears and will not change his mind
(7:2 I from Ps. I 10:4), he is faithful to his promise (I 0:23), he still
judges his people (10:30), and he is still a help to his people (13:6). All
of these assertions rely on the assumption that God remains essentially
the same.
There are, therefore, two principles that describe the view of
Hebrews concerning the revelation of God. First, in both the old and the
new situations it is the same God who reveals himself and his purposes.
Secondly, the Christ-event, a unique watershed in the history of God's
86See von Rad, "Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament", p. 36.
87Lindars (The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 29) says, "The Jewish
understanding of God is one of the things that is taken for granted".
88See Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 249-51.
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revelatory activities, gives the believer unprecedented and direct access
to spiritual realities and even to God himself. These two foundational
principles are determinative for our author's use of Scripture, as shown
in the last main section of this chapter.
People of God
It is clear that Hebrews sees the people of the OC and the people of
the NC as distinct, that is, they possess a different corporate identity.
This is reflected in several passages. For example, the two communities
look to a different source of security in God's saving message (2:1-4),
they are part of a different house (3: i-6), they are described using "us"
and "them" language (4:2), they have a different priesthood (7:1-28) and
sacrificial system (9:23-10:18), they are under different covenants (8:7-
13), they are part of different ages (9:9), the NC people are not under the
law (io:i-io), NC believers enjoy a new approach to God (i 0:20), the
NC people are at risk of a stricter judgment (10:29), the two communities
have a different place in the fulfilment of the purpose of God (I 1:39,
40), they have a different experience with regard to the glory of God
(i 2:18-24), the N C people receive a more significant warning (I 2:25),
they have a different altar (I 3: io) and the description "outside the
camp" implies a disjunction between the two peoples (13:12, 13). The
Old and New Covenant communities are distinct primarily because they
belong to two different economies, that is, they are under different
covenants. The obvious consequence is that they relate to God and God
relates to them differently. Some of the most essential differences are
expressed in the quotation of Jer. 31:31-34 in 8:8-12, but much of the
message of Hebrews focuses on the differences between the two
peoples.
Equally important is the author's conception of the similarities
between the Old and New Covenant people. For example, both are con-
fronted with God's revelation (1:1, 2) and are held accountable for their
response (2:1-3), both are described as the house of God (3: i-6), both
are offered rest (3:7-4:1 i), both have a tendency toward sin (3:13, 16),
both have good news preached to them (4:2), both stand in the tradition
of Abraham's faith (6:12-17), both respond to God through a priestly
(7:1-28) and sacrificial system (9:23-10:18), both need a solution for
their sin (10: 1-10), both are judged by God (10:30), both are expected to
evidence faith in God (11:4-12:3), both are part of the same purpose of
God (11:39, 40), both are warned by God against infidelity (12:25-29)
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and both are helped by God (13:6). In fact, our author seems to see the
OC and NC people in general as having essentially the same spiritual
needs and tendencies; they clearly share the same humanity. Any dis-
tinction in the place of the two peoples in redemptive history stems from
the nature of their particular covenantal relationship with God (as shown
above), and not from any essential difference in the nature of the people
themselves. So, the OC and NC communities have a distinct corporate
identity, covenantal arrangement and religious experience, but share the
same nature, spiritual short-comings and religious needs. They are dif-
ferent people, and yet partake of the same humanity. This continuity and
discontinuity between the OC and NC people of God is also determina-
tive for our author's use of Scripture, as shown in the last main section
of this chapter.
Relationship between God and his People
As with most of the NT, a primary concern of the book of Hebrews
is the relationship between God and his people, but in Hebrews this
topic is perhaps nearer to the central thrust of the book than in any other
NT writing. One of the purposes of Hebrews is to assure the readers that
God still remains faithful to his covenant people (4:14, 15; 6:12, 13;
:i; 8:8-12; 10:23, 37; 11:39, 4o; 13:5, 6). That God can be trusted to
keep his covenant/promise is a vital doctrine for the author of Hebrews,
since he understands covenant and promise as central to God's
relationships with humanity.
Probably the most foundational divine promise in Hebrews is that
given to Abraham, since it is the earliest of the dispositions mentioned
and since it establishes a people or offspring with whom the rest of
God's covenants could be executed. The importance of Abraham in the
thinking of our author is demonstrated by the fact that more space is
devoted to Abraham and Sarah in ch. i I than to any other characters,
including Moses, and although there are many promises implied behind
the various examples of faith in this chapter, most of them can be seen
as extensions of the Abrahamic promise (cf. i I:9).89 This promise is
described in 6:14, EL' ii)u EL5A0yW1! E15A0Y)7aw oe KaL 1TA779th'wv
1TAij&vu3 o ("surely, I will abundantly bless you and I will abundantly
multiply you"), and the readers are identified as heirs of this promise in
6:17, I 8. For our author the promise to Abraham is valid for both the OC
89Cf. Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 172-73.
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and NC people, and finds ultimate fulfilment in Christ (6:18-20). Unlike
Christ' s fulfilment of the OC, replacing it with the NC, its real, eschato-
logical counterpart, Christ fulfils the Abrahamic promise in a way that
affirms its eternal, unchangeable validity. Both dispositions are fulfilled
in Christ, but the Abrahamic promise is fulfilled in the sense of being
kept, with its eschatological significance and validity affirmed, whereas
the OC is fulfilled in a way that makes it obsolete. In other words, our
author sees the Abrahamic promise as fulfilled like a promise, and the
OC as fulfilled like an obligation. It is on this basis that the readers can
be described as heirs of the Abrahamic promise, while they are no
longer seen as governed by the covenant with Moses.
Nonetheless, Hebrews does make a connection between Abraham
and the old system in the process of showing the superiority of Christ's
priesthood to that of the levitical priests in ch. 7. Meichizedek is supe-
rior to Abraham, the forefather of the levitical priests, so Christ must be
superior to the levitical priests since he is a priest in the order of
Melchizedek. Abraham, then, is identified with the old, Mosaic system
as the "father" of Levi, but this does not require that the Abrahamic
promise be understood as standing in a similar relationship as the OC to
the New. First, ch. 7 focuses on comparing persons, establishing the
superiority of Melchizedek and Christ to Abraham and Levi, and this by
itself does not prove the superiority of the NC over the Abrahamic
promise, since it is the person and not the promise that is at issue. Of the
four parties involved in this discussion, only Abraham is not a priest,
which means that he is not compared to the others as a mediator of the
promise made to him, so when he is linked to Levi it is not as a repre-
sentative of the Abrahamic promise but simply as Levi's ancestor. In
fact, it is evident from 6:17 that Hebrews sees God himself as the media-
tor of the Abrahamic promise, so that a comparison between the OC and
the Abrahamic promise could be inferred from ch. 7 only if it contained
a comparison between Meichizedek and God. Secondly, even if the NC
is seen to be superior to the Abrahamic promise, this does not require
that the Abrahamic promise be viewed as superseded or made obsolete.
The Son, as the supreme revelation of God, does not make all of God's
previous revelation (in Scripture) obsolete, and the same may be true
with the NC in relation to the other promises/covenants of Scripture. In
fact, this is likely since Hebrews does not present the NC as correspond-
ing in detail and intent to the Abrahamic promise as it does to the OC.
For example, there is no priestly element in the Abrahamic promise that
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would be made obsolete by the new. Thirdly, it is the dependence of the
levitical priests on Abraham that is an issue in Hebrews 7, and this
dependence is never reversed. Abraham is not dependent on the Mosaic
system in any way, so that the criticisms levelled against the OC do not
necessarily apply to the Abrahamic promise. Therefore, the connection
between Abraham and Levi, although it is held to say a great deal about
the Mosaic system, says nothing about the nature of the Abrahamic
promise. It is the relationship between Melchizedek and Abraham that is
significant to this issue, and even this does not require that the
Abrahamic promise be placed in the same position as the OC in relation
to the N C. Finally, the difference in language used in Hebrews to
describe the two dispositions shows that the author conceives the two
differently. The author never uses the term "covenant" with reference to
the Abrahamic promise, which makes no demand on Abraham apart
from trusting the promise, and which our author describes as relying
entirely on God for its fulfilment (6:17) 90 On the other hand, the
"covenants" which our author describes do make demands on the human
participants, and do rely, at least to a degree, on the faithfulness of the
people for their success (see for example 8:8, 9; 10:36, 39) . A promise
(from God) must be kept, but the people can break a covenant. The
discussion of Abraham in ch. 7, then, does not require that the
Abrahamic promise be seen as obsolete along with the OC, although it
may allow for such a view. However, in the light of the discussion of the
Abrahamic promise in 6:13-20 where it is clearly held to be in force for
the readers, it would be wrong to push ch. 7 in the direction of placing
the Abrahamic promise and the OC on the same footing. For our author
then, the NC fulfils the Abrahamic promise in a way that affirms its
eschatological validity.
The concept of covenant is far from ubiquitous in the NT, and
though it plays a more important role in Hebrews than in any other NT
book, there are great stretches of text even in Hebrews where the notion
of covenant plays no overt role. In fact, the term appears oniy three
times outside chs. _j•91 The relatively confined use of the term
"covenant" in Hebrews is, however, out of all proportion to its impor-
tance in the book. Clearly, for our author the covenant concept is foun-
dational to the Christian faith, so much so that its force and importance
90See Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, p. 19.
917:22; 12:24; 13:20.
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is assumed throughout the book. 92 This is similar to the concepts of
priesthood and sacrifice which are not mentioned in chs. 11-13 until
13:10, where the reintroduction of these cultic ideas shows that they
actually serve as a background for the author' s previous practical dis-
cussion. Likewise, the concept of covenant in Hebrews is foundational
to the author' s understanding of God' s relationship to his people, and
colours his perception of what it means to be Christian. For example, the
ministry of Christ is usually described using covenantal terms such as
"priest", "mediator", "sacrifice", "sanctuary", and the most important
role of Christ in Hebrews is that of priest or mediator, a role which is
inherently linked to and dependent on the concept of covenant. Even
faithfulness and endurance are concepts that have strong links to
covenant in Hebrews, with covenant fidelity, or the lack of it, as a
recurring theme throughout the book. 93 Most of the warning passages in
Hebrews also have covenantal overtones or use covenantal language.94
Hence, the importance for Hebrews of the change from the OC to the NC
can hardly be over-estimated, and it is in this light that a comparison of
the two covenants finds its true value.
The beginning point for comparing the OC and the NC in Hebrews
must be a recognition that both covenants are portrayed in Hebrews as
bonafide, authoritative and from a divine source. 95 Hebrews is not about
exposing the OC as fraudulent or misconceived in any way, but rather
about viewing it as superseded by a new and better covenant. The OC is
seen as God's revelation no less than the NC, and it was just as valid in
its time. 96
 On the other hand, the OC is described as the mere shadow of
the NC. The OC has always been severely limited in terms of what it
could accomplish spiritually, and thus it could never have been anything
but temporary (e.g. 7:18, I9 10: I4).97 By its very nature it fails to mea-
sure up to the spiritual needs of the people of God (e.g. 10:2) and falls
short of the spiritual character of their destiny (see 11:13-16), because it
92Cf. Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, pp. ii, 12, 93.
93E.g. 3:7-4:11; 8:7-13; Io:23; 13:15, i6, 20, 21.
94E.g. the blessing and cursing language of 6:7, 8, the covenant reference in
10:29 and the covenant inauguration motif in 12:18-24.
9 Cf. Smith, "The Use of the Old Testament in the New", p. 6 i.
96Cf. Dunnill (Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 230), who
rightly stresses that Hebrews sees the OC as good and gracious.
97Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 51.
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was never more than a dim reflection of spiritual realities. 98 The OC
sanctuary, priesthood, sacrifices, and indeed the OC itself all point to a
corresponding and greater spiritual/heavenly reality (8:i-6). 9 On
account of this it cannot achieve the final fulfilment of God's purpose
(i 1:39, 40). Neither is the 0 C the final word in God's revelation,
nonetheless, it still remains an important and abiding revelation from
God. The OC is at best merely a representation of spiritual reality, yet its
best contribution is precisely in its concrete representation of this reality.
For NC as well as oc people, the OC stands as a portrait of spiritual and
heavenly realities, painted on the canvas of this material world (9:8, 9).
So, on one level, the OC does for NC people precisely what, according to
Hebrews, it did for the OC people, namely, it serves as a physical illus-
tration of spiritual and heavenly realities. For the OC people, this illus-
tration/revelation of spiritual and ultimate reality through the OC was
realised through their submission to the OC, actualising its institutions
(see 3:9, I 0 9:6-8; I 0I-3 I 2:18-21). For NC people this illustra-
tion/revelation comes through the example of the history and experi-
ences of the OC people as portrayed in Scripture. For example, the NC
believer can have an understanding of the meaning and significance of
the heavenly sanctuary as well as Christ's priesthood and sacrifice to a
large degree as a result of comparing them to their earthly, OC counter-
part. In other words, certain spiritual realities are more clearly compre-
hended when the OC institutions designed to represent them in the
material world are allowed to perform their function as analogies (see
3:14-4:3; 8:1-5; 9:9-14; 10:1, 28, 29; 12:25).100
For Hebrews, while the OC stands merely in an analogous relation-
ship to spiritual and ultimate reality, the NC provides a direct connection
to these realities. The sacrifice of the NC is the sacrifice of Christ, the
one sacrifice that can actually and finally deal with the problem of sin
(10:1-18). The OC sacrifices, together a pale illustration of Christ's one
true sacrifice, point forward to the future and superior sacrifice of Christ
(e.g. 9:6-14). In the same way, the priest of the NC is Christ, with the
levitical priests serving as temporary substitutes until the time of Christ,
but unable to achieve his standard of sinlessness, depth of empathy or
permanency (2:17, 18; 4:14-16; 7:22-28). Finally, the sanctuary of the
98Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 82.
99See Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 118.
100See Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 55; Schroger, Der
Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, pp. 225-43.
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NC is the eternal, heavenly tabernacle, not merely a man-made, earthly
copy. The OC sanctuary, though it brought God to the people, stood as a
barrier between the people and the immediate presence of God, whereas
the heavenly sanctuary of the NC gives the people open, spiritual access
to God in a way previously denied under the OC (8:2,5; 9:8; 10:19, 20).
The oc employed material substitutes to establish and maintain the
spiritual relationship between God and his people. This furnished the OC
believer with concrete aids for understanding and for relating to spiritual
realities.' 01
 The NC does away with those material substitutes, bringing
the people of God into direct contact with the spiritual realities them-
selves. And while the material substitutes employed by the OC remain
valuable to NC believers for understanding the nature of NC spiritual
realities (e.g. 9:9), they do not play a part in their response to these spiri-
tual realities, since their spiritual relationship is direct and mediated only
by Christ.
Since the NC connects the people of God directly to the ultimate,
spiritual realities illustrated by OC institutions, it is reasonable for our
author to see the inauguration of the NC as making the OC obsolete.'°2
However, the superior nature of the NC alone is not sufficient to warrant
the replacement of the OC. For the OC to be made obsolete it is also nec-
essary for the NC to fulfil the same essential purpose as the OC—in the
same way that a superior product can only make another product obso-
lete if both are designed to do essentially the same thing. Accordingly,
our author does understand the purpose of both covenants as being
essentially the same—broadly, the perfecting of God's people—as indi-
cated most explicitly in 11:39, 40, but also implied by the countless
points of continuity recognised between the two systems throughout the
book. But there is continuity between the old and new systems not only
because they have a common purpose, but also because they have a
common focal point in the Christ-event. For our author, the OC antici-
pates the Christ-event, while the NC emerges from it. The OC was
designed to prefigure the spiritually significant elements of the Christ-
event, serving an interim, sustaining function until the time of Christ
(Io:I4) b03 and serving as a preparation for the coming of Christ by
providing categories (e.g. priesthood, sacrifice) appropriate for describ-
101Cf. Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 229-30.
lo2Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 82.
lO3Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, pp 51, 52.
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ing Christ and his ministry. The author of Hebrews, then, is able to
employ these categories to describe the NC institutions established by
the Christ-event, categories that, having played a familiar and similar
role in the previous revelation of God, are able to bear the weight of
meaning and significance ascribed to the NC institutions. 104 Though the
categories of the OC remain useful to our author for describing NC reali-
ties, the worn out, obsolete state of the OC itself allows for its disappear-
ance (8:13). The book of Hebrews clearly teaches that the NC believer is
not under the OC. Christian faith does not require obedience to OC regu-
lations because God has replaced the OC. God no longer relates to his
people on the basis of, nor through the OC, and as a result the OC no
longer has any authority over them; Rather, the Christian is under the
authority of the N C, which derives its validity from the Christ-event
itself (8:6).
Since the NC grows out of the Christ-event, and the OC looks for-
ward to it, 105 the Christ-event serves as the theological and revelatory
centre of God's dealings with humanity for our author. 106 Christ is the
ultimate revelation of God (1:1-3), but more than this, all revelation
from God ultimately centres around Christ (9:26). OC revelation antici-
pates and prefigures Christ and his ministry (e.g. 9:6-14), NC revelation
(in the Son) announces and explains the same (e.g. 10:5-Jo). To be sure,
Scripture itself predicts a Christ-like figure, providing for a messianic
hope, e.g. Ps. I 10:1. But even where Scripture is not overtly messianic
or intending to be predictive, it is still seen by the author of Hebrews as
bearing witness to Christ. This is because Christ, his ministry, the
covenant he mediates, are all seen as embodying true spiritual realities,
while previous revelations are seen as prefiguring and establishing
analogies of these realities (see for example 8:5, 6; 9:13, I4 10:1). The
Christ-event is understood in Hebrews as the focal point of redemptive
history and the centre-piece of God's revelatory activity, and this is what
drives our author' s christological interpretation of apparently non-
christological passages of Scripture.
That the Christ-event is viewed in this way is also reflected in the
author' s use of "perfection" language. Perfection is an important con-
cept virtually throughout the argument of Hebrews. Christ is perfected
lO4Cf.
 Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, p. 105; Dunnill, Covenant and
Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 261.
lO5Cf. Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 31.
lO6Lindars , The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 53.
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(2:10; 59 7:28), as arebelievers (9:9; 10:1, I4 11:40; 12:23) andfaith
(12:2) and, significantly, our author claims that the levitical system
could not bring perfection (7:11, 19) and calls the heavenly tabernacle
"greater and more perfect" than the earthly (9:1 i). Without attempting
to solve finally the problem of the meaning of perfection in Hebrews,'°7
it seems that the above uses of this concept share the idea that the per-
fect represents a final and complete state of being. 108 The concept of per-
fection, then, is similar to that of fulfilment, that is, fulfilling God' s
ultimate design, intention or goal for someone or something. 109 This
implies progress toward a goal, and provides another way of conceptual-
ising the continuity/discontinuity between the old and new in Hebrews.
The old order does not achieve completion or perfection, but it does
exist as a point on (or a section of) a trajectory that extends to perfec-
tion. This can be seen most clearly in the author's portrayal of the heav-
enly sanctuary as more perfect than the earthly in : I 1.110 The heavenly
tabernacle is the final, complete and ultimate sanctuary. In this case, the
heavenly sanctuary itself has not changed—as do Christ or believers in
their being perfected—but as concerns the experience of the people of
God, their sanctuary has changed since they now worship at the "true"
tabernacle. And having access to this ultimate spiritual reality they also
have access to the very presence of God. The Christ-event, then, updates
the old order, replacing its institutions with their perfect NC counterpart.
It also provides for the perfection of both the OC and NC people (i I : 39-
12:3). So, another way in which the Christ-event is established in
Hebrews as the culmination of redemptive history is by portraying
Christ as the only source of perfection for all believers and as the unique
agent for perfecting God's covenant institutions.
The perfected relationship of God with his people, as a result of the
fulfilment of the Old Covenant in the New, is also determinative for our
lO7For a history of interpretation see Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection, pp. 1-20
and Scholer, Proleptic Priests, pp. 187-95.
lO8 See Attridge, Hebrews, pp. 86, 87.
lO9 See Ellingworth, Hebrews, pp. 161-63; Scholer, Proleptic Priests, p. 20o;
Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection, pp. 70-73, 186-87.
110Qn the surface, using a term like "perfection" as a comparative seems strange;
either something is perfect or it is not. Looking at other uses of the comparative
form in Hebrews (1:4; 33 7:22 8:6), it is clear that the author uses this form
because he is making a comparison between two entities, and that the entity
described as "better" is actually the best. See Petersen, Hebrews and Perfection, p.
144.
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author's use of Scripture, as shown in the last main section of this
chapter.
HERMENEUTI CAL PRINCIPLES BEHIND THE AUTHOR'S
USE OF SCRIPTURE
"Perfection" terminology represents one of the means through
which the author of Hebrews describes the new situation over against
the old." 1 When this is considered along with the author's language of
typology,11 2 illustration," 3 sequence,"4 superiority" 5 and reality,' 16 a
pattern begins to emerge. It is clear that our author sees a significant
level of continuity between the old and new. They employ the same cat-
egories, they share the same essential purpose, the old looks forward to
the new and the same God stands at the centre of both. At the same time
Hebrews affirms a significant discontinuity between the old and new,
describing the new in heightened and intensified terms. Only the new is
able to deal finally with sin, to perfect, to provide unmediated access to
God and to give ideal help and reassurance to the believer. So, although
the old and new share the same purpose of God, only the new is finally
able to fulfil that purpose.
G. Hughes asks a question similar to that pursued by this study:
"How in one context can the scriptures of the Old Testament function so
immediately as a vehicle for the Word of God while in other contexts
the covenant which those same scriptures enshrine is unceremoniously
dismissed as outmoded?" 7 He designates his answer to this "the
hermeneutic of eschatological existence":
The determinative word now seems to be "context". It depends on which
context or from what perspective, eschatologically speaking, the scriptures
of the Old Testament are being approached—if with reference to the
"Cf. Moule, "Fulfilment-Words in the New Testament", pp. 317-18.
112E.g. "type, copy, shadow" (8:5), "antitype" (9:24).
113E.g. "parable" (9:9).
l4E. g.
 "first, second" (8:7), "new, old, obsolete, disappearing" (8:13).
' 15 E.g. "superior, better" (8:6), "not blameless" (8:7), "faulted" (8:8), "greater"
(9:11).
' 16E.g. "true" (8:2), "earthly" (9:1), "of the flesh" (9:10), "not made with hands,
not of this creation" (9:11), "heavenly" (9:23), "the very image of things" (io:i),
"living" (10:20).
17Hughes , Hebrews and Hermeneutics, pp. 35, 71.
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difficulties, the conditionedness and responsibilities, within historical exis-
tence, then the Word of God in the Old Testament may be as meaningful to
Christians as to its original recipients. But from the point of view of what is
now considered to have taken place in the advent of Jesus Christ, those
words can only be seen as preparatory, witnessing, some of them at least,
to their own futurity and hence unfinality...
From the point of view of the Christian conviction that the events that
comprise the life and death and exaltation of Jesus represent God's finally
effective self-disclosure, the Old Testament forms, which are then so
clearly anticipatory, may all be regarded as having been outmoded. This in
fact is regularly the attitude adopted in the theological-Christological sec-
tions of the letter, which, we saw, just as uniformly adopt a "realised"
eschatological stance. But when the Christian community is forced to
reckon with its own unfinality, as being still very much enmeshed in the
processes of history, it then discovers a real and existential continuity
between itself and the community of the old covenant.118
It is an insightful observation by Hughes that the eschatological
focus of the context in which scriptural material appears, that is, whether
the context is one of realised or futuristic eschatology, is generally con-
sistent with whether or not our author treats that material as made obso-
lete by the Christ-event. Hughes infers from this that the eschatological
perspective of the context in which Scripture is used determines whether
or not that Scripture is treated as "outmoded". If this were the case, then
the same scriptural material could be treated as outmoded in a context
with a focus on realised eschatology and directly applicable where the
context focuses on futuristic eschatology. That Hebrews never treats the
same scriptural material as both outmoded and directly applicable does
not prove the inadequacy of Hughes' "hermeneutic of eschatological
existence", but it does deny it one source of confirmation. In Hebrews,
the character of the scriptural material used in the two types of eschato-
logical contexts is always consistent with those contexts. For example,
Hebrews does not use passages related to OC rituals in contexts which
focus on the "not yet" of futuristic eschatology. Furthermore, when one
seeks to define the context of a passage in Hebrews, the scriptural mate-
rial itself often plays a deciding role in the eschatological perspective of
the passage. For example, in 10:26-3 I the realised and futuristic per-
spectives are mixed, speaking of impending, "futuristic" judgment, but
also of the finished, "realised" aspect of the NC work of Christ. In this
" S Hughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics, pp. 71, io8.
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context, the author applies Exod. 32:35 directly to the readers, which is
evidently consistent with the futuristic elements in this passage, but this
can only be determined on the basis of the content of the Exodus
material. The content of the scriptural material, then, contributes a great
deal to the character of the context in which it is used. So, the eschato-
logical significance of the scriptural material used in a given context
plays a role in determining the eschatological perspective of that con-
text, and not the reverse. In fact, it is the author's choice of scriptural
material that the eschatological inclination of a given context in
Hebrews determines, not his interpretation of scriptural material.
For Hughes, "from the point of view of the Christian conviction
that the events that comprise the life and death and exaltation of Jesus
represent God's finally effective self-disclosure, the Old Testament
forms, which are then so clearly anticipatory, may all be regarded as
having been outmoded" (italics mine), whereas from the perspective of
the NC community as "enmeshed in the processes of history", scriptural
material regains its relevance. The difficulty with this view is that it does
not give enough attention to the role of the content of the scriptural
material itself in determining its relevance to the NC community. In fact,
the view of Hughes lends itself to an abuse, which is to say that the
author of Hebrews may have treated the same scriptural passage or
concept as obsolete when using it in a context focusing on realised
eschatology and directly applicable in a context focusing on non-
realised eschatology. It is difficult to sustain that how the author of
Hebrews wished to use a passage of Scripture would have determined
whether he would treat it as outmoded and obsolete or directly
applicable and authoritative for his readers. In fact, it is not the context
of Hebrews or the eschatological perspective of the author that
determines whether or not a scriptural concept or passage is seen as
obsolete in the new situation. Quite the opposite, it is whether a
scriptural concept or passage is seen as obsolete that determines the
context in which it will have relevance. Scriptural material that
foreshadows the finished work of Christ will necessarily be outmoded,
and since the finished work of Christ represents the part of his
eschatological work that is "realised" in the new situation, the fore-
shadowing passages will always be associated with realised eschatology.
On the other hand, scriptural passages or concepts that relate to the work
of Christ yet future from the perspective of Hebrews will necessarily
remain relevant in the NC situation as described in Hebrews, and thus
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will always be associated with non-realised eschatology. So, if the
eschatological perspective of the NC interpreter is not the interpretive
grid that determines the relationship of a particular passage of Scripture
to the NC situation in Hebrews, the question still remains: What deter-
mines whether or not the author of Hebrews sees a passage or concept
from Scripture as obsolete?
In general, the author of Hebrews would have understood a given
scriptural concept or passage as relating to one aspect of Christ's work,
realised or future, but not both, and to which aspect it is related is
determined by the content of the scriptural material and the author's
understanding of its eschatological fulfilment in the Christ-event, not by
the author's or the context's changing, eschatological perspective. Old
Covenant Scripture predicts and foreshadows the NC situation, and
because there are similarities in the earthly circumstances of Old and
New Covenant believers, OC Scripture retains a certain relevancy to NC
believers. Furthermore, the "not yet" element that is part of both the old
and new situations provides a connection between the old and new
communities which allows some OC Scripture to be applied directly to
NC believers. Therefore, Hughes is correct to observe that the author of
Hebrews uses Scripture that he understands as outmoded in contexts that
focus on realised eschatology, and Scripture that he understands as
directly applicable in contexts that focus on futuristic eschatology, but
this observation does not answer the question of how these passages are
distinguished in Hebrews, that is, why some are connected to the NC
situation on the basis of the realised work of Christ and others on the
basis of his future work.
For the author of Hebrews, the old is fulfilled in the new, and this, I
submit, is the overarching principle in his understanding and use of
Scripture in chs. 8—i 0.119 To identify the term "fulfilment" as describing
the heart of the use of Scripture in these chapters is fitting for several
reasons. First, it recognises the eschatological significance of the Christ-
event in relation to Scripture. Secondly, it expresses the balance of con-
tinuity and discontinuity between the old and new. Thirdly, it expresses
the element of heightening and intensification from the old to the new.
Fourthly, it expresses the superior nature of the new. Fifthly, it expresses
"9Against Barth, "The Old Testament in Hebrews; An essay in Biblical
Hermeneutics", p. 61, but cf. Kistemaker, The Psalm CItations in the EpLstle to the
Hebrews, p. 89.
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the certainty of success for the new. And lastly, it expresses the finality
of the provisions of the new. This term, then, seems sufficient to
describe our author's understanding of the relationship between the old
and new, and thus is useful for outlining his approach to Scripture. For
the author of Hebrews, Oc Scripture is fulfilled in the NC situation, but
not all Scripture is fulfilled in the same way, and it is precisely the dif-
ferences in the way Scripture is fulfilled in the new situation, in the view
of our author, that determine its application in Hebrews. There are three
principal methods in chs. 8-jo by which the author of Hebrews
demonstrates the fulfilment of OC Scripture in the age of the NC. 12° The
first is by prophetic fulfilment, which provides the foundation for the
development of the other two. The second is by typological fulfilment,
the most productive for our author. The third is by universal fulfilment
(direct application), where the author re-applies certain universal
principles from OC Scripture directly to the NC situation.12'
120lsaacs (Sacred Space, pp. 69, 70) offers a slightly different perspective. She
says, "Hebrews stands firmly within the New Testament tradition which seeks to
emphasize the continuity of God's word in the past with its expression in Jesus of
Nazareth. Among New Testament writers we find three principal means of doing
this: (i) by an appeal to the fulfilment of prophecy; (2) by interpreting Scripture
allegorically; (3) by presenting events of the past as 'types' of the future". She goes
on to attribute all three methods to Hebrews, and in my view, wrongly asserts that
Hebrews interprets Scripture allegorically. As Spicq (Hebreux, p. 6i) says, "one
never finds with our author the slightest trace of this allegorical exegesis" (my
translation). The treatment of Meichizedek in : 1-3 is often cited as an example of
allegory in Hebrews (e.g. Isaacs, Sacred Space, p. 70), but while our author employs
exegetical methods that may be unfamiliar or even unacceptable to the modern
exegete, such as argument from silence, etymological interpretation of names, typo!-
ogy, this does not justify the description of the exegesis in this passage as allegory.
Apart from his typological connection to Christ, Melchizedek is not made to repre-
sent any other entity or concept in Hebrews, which is a characteristic practice of
allegorical exegesis (see Hanson, Allegory and Event, p. 7).
' 21 Synge (Hebrews and the Scriptures, pp. 58-64) says that the key word for
understanding the Old Testament is "promise". Promise is, of course, closely related
to the concept of "fulfilment" as I am using it here. In fact, it is possible to under-
stand these two terms as describing the same approach to Scripture from comple-
mentary perspectives; that is, they are two sides of the same coin. Promise and
fulfilment are clearly at the heart of prophecy and typology, and even the direct
application of Scripture in the NC context affirms certain foundational and eternal
spiritual principles so as to hold out the promise of their perfect realisation. See also
Hughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics, p. 102 and Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in
the Apostolic Period, pp. 174-75.
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Prophetic Fulfilment
Scripture makes certain predictions which the author of Hebrews
sees as fulfilled by the NC and the Christ-event. (To avoid unnecessary
complication, the fulfilment of promise is included in the category of
prophetic fulfilment since, for our purposes, there is little distinction
between the two.) Some of these predictions relate to the Son, or Christ,
and others relate to the people of God. Ps. iio:i, 4 is arguably the most
important prophetic passage for the book of Hebrews, since it establishes
the priesthood of Christ. 122 On the surface, the only apparently
predictive element in Ps. I I 0:1, 4 is the promise in v. I to make the
Lord's enemies a footstool. But Ps. 110:1 also expresses a predictive
and messianic intention in the phrase "the Lord [Yahweh] said to my
Lord". The LXX refers to two Lords due to the translators' unwillingness
to use the term "Yahweh" (ETrrEu 6 K)pLos' r4 icupup ,uou), but even
here, assuming Davidic authorship as our author would have, the first
"Lord" clearly refers to God, and the second to another Lord of David.
(The MT makes it clear that the one making the declaration is Yahweh,
'&? mm. On the basis of simple logic, "my Lord" must be a
figure superior to David whom God can address, and so this figure can
reasonably be understood to be the messiah. Our author and his readers
certainly would have understood Psalm no as messianic, 123 and would
not have been alone in this view, as the synoptic Gospels (cf. Mt. 22:41-
46; Mk. 12:35-37; Lk. 2 0:41-44) and even the rabbis testify.' 24 Allen
states:
Mark 12:35-37, which reflects the contemporary Jewish understanding of
the psalm as messianic and of the heading in terms of authorship, may rep-
resent an argulnentum ad hominem. The insertion of the psalm into the
Psalter, either beside a pair of Davidic psalms, Pss. io8, 109, or subse-
122Cf.
 Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 37.
123 Cf. Kistemaker, The Psalm Citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 27.
1241t is important to recognise the danger of anachronism in using rabbinic
sources to shed light on the NT, but used along with other evidence the views of the
rabbis are of some value since they tend to reflect traditional views. Many rabbis
took "my Lord" as a reference to Abraham, but the view that this phrase refers to the
messiah is also put forward. See Braude, The Midrash on the Psalms, vol. 2, pp.
205-207.
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quently attracting them to it as a cluster, already reflects a messianic
understanding. 125
An important principle behind our author's use of Scripture is that he
interprets it in the light of Christian presuppositions, for example, that
Jesus is the divine Christ (Messiah). 126 So, taking Psalm 110 as mes-
sianic, our author would have understood it as inherently predictive,127
and pointing to Christ. For this reason, our author could use the predic-
tions of Psalm I io that the messiah would sit at the right hand of God,
that God would defeat his enemies and that he would be a priest forever
in the order of Melchizedek, as the cornerstone of his appropriation of
Scripture. Furthermore, the use of Psalm i io in Hebrews demonstrates
that for our author scriptural predictions involve elements of both
realised eschatology (Jesus as a priest forever at God's right hand) and
non-realised eschatology (the defeat of Christ's enemies).
Jer. 31:31-34 is another predictive passage of foundational impor-
tance in Hebrews 8—io. As our author points out, the prediction of a new
covenant implies the passing away of the old.' 28
 Jeremiah's prediction of
the forgiveness of sin is also important here, since it shows that the OC
evidently fell short of this in some way. In the light of Jer. 31:33, "I will
be their God and they will be my people", the principle from Deut.
32:35, 36, "Vengeance is mine, Twill repay . . . the Lord will judge his
people" can be applied to the readers of Hebrews since they are
identified as God's NC people. Finally, the prediction of the coming one
from Hab 23, "the one coming will come and he will not delay", how-
l25Aflen, Psalms 101-150, p. 79.
l26Hughes , Hebrews and Hermeneutics, pp. 103, 104; Bultmann, "Prophecy and
FulfiliTlent", p. 50.
l27Aflen (Psalms 10 1-150, p. 8 3) says, "A sizeable group of scholars have
refused to associate the psalm with any activity of the human Davidic king and
regard it as eschatological and messianic from the outset." See also Delitzsch,
Biblical Commentary on the Psalms, vol. 3, p. 161; Hengstenberg, Commentary on
the Psalms, p. 317.
' 28Some argue that Jeremiah does not predict a new covenant but a renewed
covenant (e.g. Kaiser, "The Old Promise and the Old Covenant: Jeremiah 31:31-34",
p. iio; Fischer, "Covenant, Fulfilment and Judaism in Hebrews", pp. 175-87; see
also Anderson, "Who Are the Heirs of the New Age in the Epistle to the Hebrews?",
pp. 268-74), but this Is difficult to sustain in the light of the phrase oi) /caTà Tiv
&aOrjiciu, it) 8LEO4LiLJ
 TOL' Trarparnu w)mu ("not according to the covenant
which I made with their fathers"). The renewed covenant view is certainly not the
view of Hebrews.
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ever one works out the textual problems involved here, adds impetus to
the author's warnings and encouragement to faithfulness, along with the
prediction from Psalm 110:1 (see for example Jo: 13) that the enemies of
the messiah would be humiliated—encouraging the readers not to put
themselves in the position of Christ's enemies by being unfaithful (see
10:27).
These predictions from Scripture serve as the foundation or starting
place for our author's application of Scripture to Christ and the NC situa-
tiofl. 129 Merely from the predictive passages used in chs. 8_io,130 a
foundation of christology and soteriology has been laid on the basis of
prophetic fulfilment:
• The messiah will sit at the Lord's right hand.
• The messiah will rule over his enemies, whom God
humiliates.
• The messiah will be a priest forever in the order of
Melchizedek.
• God will make a new covenant with his people, replacing the
Mosaic covenant.
• The messiah will come soon.
The foundational quality of these basic prophetic themes in cbs. 8–
JO can be illustrated by tracing the argument that the author builds upon
the messianic predictions of Psalm i [ 0, showing how the argument
logically begins with these predictions and depends on the identification
of Christ as a priest in the order of Melchizedek. Along with several
other NT writers, our author holds the presupposition that Jesus is the
messiah, identifying him as the figure "my Lord" in Ps. 110:1.131 By
reading Ps. I Io:4 in its context, our author was also able to identify
Jesus as the eternal priest in the order of Meichizedek. In the first seven
chapters, the author shows that as a priest, Jesus was by nature a supe-
rior mediator to any that came before (angels, Moses, Aaron and his
sons), save Meichizedek. Then in 8:3, 4 he begins to build a case for the
sacrifice of Christ replacing the levitical sacrifices. If Jesus is a priest, he
must have a sacrifice, and this sacrifice must be something other than the
levitical sacrifice because the levitical priests were adequately perform-
ing those rites already. Heb. 9:12 makes the first connection (in the
l29See von Rad, "Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament", p. 26.
l3OSee Schroger, Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 256.
l3lSee for example Mt. 22:44; 	 Acts 2:34; Rom. 8:34; Eph. 1:20.
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book) of Jesus' death with ritual sacrifice on the basis of his entering the
heavenly sanctuary. The typological relationship between Moses' sanc-
tuary and the heavenly one has been made in 8:5 on the basis of Exod.
25:40, which uses T5TrOS' in the LXX to describe the heavenly tent, or its
representation. 132 Jesus, already described as a high priest in
Meichizedek' s order, enters the heavenly tabernacle in order to take his
seat at the right hand of the throne of God, equivalent for our author to
the mercy seat in the heavenly tabernacle. 133
 The reason Jesus is able to
enter the holy place in heaven is because he has died, shedding his
blood, an event upon which the early church had already placed
redemptive significance. Like that of the levitical high priest, Jesus'
priestly entry into the holy place must indicate that he made a sacrifice,
and his own death on the cross is the most reasonable candidate for this
designation. Once Jesus' death is identified as constituting his high
priestly sacrifice, its relation to the levitical sacrifices can be explored
and its superiority demonstrated. After showing by their very nature the
limitations of the levitical sacrifices (see 9:9-14; 10:1-4), our author
asserts the obsolescence of the levitical sacrifices in the light of the
superior demand of the NC, which only the sacrifice of Christ can fulfil
(see io:i-i8).
So, the author is able to develop a sophisticated theology of the
relationship between the old and new on the basis of his application of
the messianic prophecies in Psalm 110 to Christ. These prophecies, then,
provide the logical and exegetical justification for the author's applica-
tion of Scripture to Christ and the N C situation. Once the priestly
significance of the Christ-event is recognised, certain passages of
Scripture take on an entirely new significance. This treatment does not
deal with all of the predictions of Scripture that the author of Hebrews
uses to found his argument, and its intent is to focus on chs. 8—jo, but it
does show that the use of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo at least begins
logically with certain of Scripture's prophetic predictions which are seen
as fulfilled in Christ and the NC. From this perspective, the use of
Scripture in Hebrews 8—io simply explores the implications of identify-
ing Christ as messiah and priest, and identifying the NC as his covenant.
Typological Fulfilment
132See Lehne, The New Covenant in Hebrews, p. 25; D'Angelo, Moses in the
Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 225-26.
133 See8:i; 12:2.
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"With the present historical reality of redemption as its starting
point, Hebrews holds to the historicity of Scripture and is committed in
principle to the literal sense of Scripture. Therefore, the meanings which
Hebrews directly attributes to the OT message can largely be defended in
the light of the modern historical interpretation of Scripture as typologi-
cal interpretation." 34 There are several terms in Hebrews that the writer
has associated particularly with his typological application of Scripture,
yet there is no indication that any of these terms are used with a techni-
cal force.' 35 The most obvious typological terms are Tv'Troc (8:5, from
Exod. 25:40) and th-'T1'TuTros (9:24). Interestingly, the use of these terms
in Hebrews is reversed as compared to the NT in general and modem
usage,' 36 referring to the copy as the dUT(TUTTOS' and the real as the
n)rroc. This is due to the fact that, uniquely in the case of the taberna-
cles, the real, heavenly precedes the earthly in time. These terms are
used to signify that the image of the earthly tabernacle corresponds to
that of the heavenly, but that this correspondence does not extend to the
essence or substance of the sanctuaries. Another term used in relation to
the tabernacles is l5rróSEt)',ua (8:5; 9:23; cf. 4:1 i). This term, used in
conjunction with aicta' (8:5), conveys the idea that the earthly, although
patterned after the heavenly, is merely a copy of it (in 8:2 the author
calls the heavenly tabernacle dAi79ti-'j or "true", and pitched by God and
not a human being). The term ota' is also associated with the Mosaic
law (Jo: i) in an assertion that the law has the outline form of spiritual
realities, but not their actual substance (Elicoil-'). Finally, the author uses
rrapaf3oArj ("illustration", "comparison" or "analogy") to describe the
levitical system of sacrifice and the arrangement of the wilderness tent
(9:9). Here the author draws a comparison between the old and new that,
by using this term, brings to the fore what is always present in his use of
typology: it is designed to teach NC believers something about the nature
of their NC relationships and the nature of the fulfilment of the old by
'34Goppelt, Typos, pp. i6 1-62. Barr (Old and New in Interpretation, pp. 103-
107) argues against the "conception of revelation through history" (p. 103), but this
would not find support in Hebrews' understanding of revelation.
135For examples of the different yet probably non-technical use of typological
terms in Philo see Op. Mund. I 9, 34; Vit. Mos. II, 76; Spec. Leg. III, 207. Von Rad
("Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament", p. 17) observes that the use of
typology is not limited to theological study or Oriental thought processes, but it is
"an elementary function of all human thought and interpretation". See also Eichrodt,
"Is Typological Exegesis an Appropriate Method?", p. 229.
' 36Lampe and Woolicombe, Essays on Typology, pp. 6i, 62.
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the new. 137 Typology in Hebrews 8—jo, then, explores the relationship
of continuity and discontinuity between the old and new, and is intended
to teach something about the nature and character of the new.
Considering typological terminology provides a basis for an under-
standing of the use of typology in Hebrews, but this .does not go far
enough. It is also necessary to consider the conceptual framework which
engages such terms. Davidson has discovered five essential characteris-
tics of typology in the six occurrences of TthTOç and its cognates in NT
passages in which the writers are interpreting Scripture. These
characteristics can be sun'imarised as follows:
• Historical: the historical reality, historical correspondence and escala-
tion of the OT rirros' are assumed.
• Eschatological: OT persons/events/institutions find their fulfilment in
NT realities.
• Christological-soteriological: Christ is presented as the ultimate orien-
tation point of the OT rOrrot and their NT fulfilments, which are soterio-
logically charged.
• Ecclesiastical: the experience of Israel happened as TUTTOL for the NC
community.
• Prophetic: OT TLTTOL, superintended by God, necessarily prefigure cor-
responding NT realities, giving them the force of predictive
foreshadowings.138
Though Davidson's study is limited in scope, considering only passages
in which the term yi)rros' and its cognates occur, I believe it has led him
to a full and adequate description of typology in the NT. And although
the description of typology summarised above derives from the NT in
general, its description also seems to fit the use of typology in Hebrews
'37Cf. von Rad, "Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament", p. 39.
138Davidson, Typology in Scripture, pp. 398-403. For a discussion of the distinc-
tiveness of typology compared to other methods (e.g. allegory) see Goppelt, Typos,
pp. 17, i 8; Eichrodt, "Is Typological Exegesis an Appropriate Method?", pp. 226-
29. Barr (Old and New in Interpretation, pp. 103-li) argues against distinguishing
between typology and allegory, while Lincoln (Paradise Now and Not Yet, p. 199, n.
21), disagreeing with Barr, argues for the validity of this distinction. See also R.P.C.
Hanson (Allegory and Event, p. 7) who soundly defines typology and allegory as
follows: "Typology is the interpreting of an event belonging to the present or the
recent past as the fulfilment of a similar situation recorded or prophesied in
Scripture. Allegory is the interpretation of an object or person or a number of objects
or persons as in reality ,
 meaning some object or person of a later time, with no
attempt made to trace a relationship of 'similar situation' between them."
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in particular, 1 39 in the light of what this study has shown so far.'4°
Further, the concepts of fulfilment and the prophetic nature of typology,
as put forward by Davidson, have particular force for understanding the
use of typology in Hebrews particularly, and in the NT generally:
The origins of typology are to be found in the way the New Testament
writers handled the Old Testament prophecies. Search of the Scripture and
discernment of the signs of the times, both of which were fundamental
elements in the evangelist's study of the fulfilment of prophecy, were
adopted as the fundamental elements in typological writing and exegesis.
Again, just as the recapitulative nature of the saving acts of God in Christ
is at the heart of the fulfilment of prophecy, so it is at the heart of
typology.'4'
Eichrodt goes even further when he says:
There is certainly a very close relation between . . . typology and the
interpretation of the Old Testament as prophecy of the fulfilment which is
found in the New . . . for each of them sees in the Old Testament the
announcement, in a preliminary form and in a time of waiting, of the com-
pletion of salvation by God himself... . From this point of view one might
designate typology as "objectivised prophecy".'42
Typology in Hebrews 8—io is concerned primarily with the
fulfilment of the OC in the NC, and consequently focuses on the inaugu-
ral events surrounding	 With respect to the OC, it is the exodus
' 39Though this general description of Davidson's does not fit the use of the term
Ti)TrOç in Hebrews, as he would agree, since Hebrews uses nrros' to describe what is
usually called an "antitype" and cIUT(TVTTOS to describe what is usually called a
"type".
l40Eichrodt ("Is Typological Exegesis an Appropriate Method?", p.229) claims
that in Hebrews "we have the first case of something approaching a constant typo-
logical method".
l4lCf.
 Lampe and Woollcombe, Essays on Typology, p. 49.
l42Eichrodt,
 "Is Typological Exegesis an Appropriate Method?", p. 229. See
Pannenberg ("Redemptive Event and History", pp. 328-29), who expresses a very
similar view. Cf. Clement's typological use of the Rahab story in i Clem. 12, where
he connects typology and prophecy, concluding on the basis of his typological con-
nection that there is a prophetic element in the story. See also Schroger, Der
Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrzftausleger, p. 312.
143 Smith ("The Use of the Old Testament in the New", p. 6o) says, "There are
several important typologies in Hebrews . . . . They all, however, seem to revolve
about the basic typology of the Old and New Covenants."
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experience of Israel that holds our author's typological interest, 144 and in
the case of the NC it is the Christ-event.' 45 In Hebrews, typology has a
strong connection with elements of realised eschatology as experienced
in the NC situation, and thus relies on scriptural material that our author
would consider obsolete. This is consistent with the characteristic
heightening or modulation of the antitype as compared to the type.' 46
 It
is within this typological framework that Hebrews compares Christ to
Moses (3: i-6). ' 47 In chs. 8—jo, the typological interest of the author nar-
rows, concentrating on the cultic provisions of the two covenants,
showing how the OC provision from its inauguration at the exodus antic-
ipates the NC and is fulfilled by it' 48 In Hebrews 8—io, then, the typo-
logical use of Scripture is primarily aimed at expressing the contempo-
rary significance of the Old, Mosaic Covenant, with a view to shedding
light on the nature of the Christ-event and the NC. In Hebrews typology
is not as concerned with interpreting Scripture as it is with interpreting
the Christ-event. The primary purpose of our author is not to clarify the
meaning or significance of Scripture, but to apply Scripture in such a
way as to clarify for his readers the meaning and significance of the
Christ-event, including their NC situation.
In contrast to the Mosaic Covenant, the promise made to Abraham
is not interpreted typologically (6:13-20), but seems to be fulfilled
directly by Christ and his entry into the heavenly tabernacle. The Christ-
event fulfils the Abrahamic promise literally by providing its ultimate
realisation (6:18-20). The account of Abraham meeting Melchizedek is
essentially interpreted literally as well (7:I-Io),'49 but Abraham's expe-
144Daube (The Exodus Pattern in the Bible, p. ii) rightly identifies the exodus as
the most important pattern of deliverance in the Bible.
l45This interest in the typological relationship between the two covenants and
therefore the relationship between the exodus/wilderness wanderings of Israel and
the Christ-event may be another reason that our author refers strictly to the scriptural
account of oc cultic practices and does not refer to contemporary Jewish practice.
l46See Goppelt, Typos, pp. i6, i8.
147Cf.
 Lindars, The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, p. 54.
l48 See for example 9:15-22.
l49 Some identify an allegorical use of Scripture in the Melchizedek material in
ch. 7 on the basis of the etymologising of his name. This is unwarranted since names
in Scripture are often given etymological significance (e.g. Abraham: father of a
multitude, Gen. i:; Jacob: heel catcher, deceiver, Gen. 27:36), which may be
understood as a literary device, the interpretation of which would not necessarily
constitute an allegory (cf. Barr, Old and New in Interpretation, pp. 107, 108). See
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rience offering Isaac provides a rrapa,BoA ij or type of final resurrection
(i 1:17-19). The Christ-event also fulfils the OC, not in the same way that
it fulfils the Abrahamic promise, but by completing, perfecting and
replacing it. The oc is seen by its very nature to have anticipated some-
thing greater, since its institutions had such inherent limitations. The
concept of the fulfilment of the old in the new asserts both the continuity
and discontinuity between the two covenantal systems, as seen through-
out this study. It is on the basis of this balance of continuity and discon-
tinuity, as contained in the concept of fulfilment, that the typological
relationship between the old and new is established. The essential ele-
ments in the typology of chs. 8—io of continuity and discontinuity under
the rubric of fulfilment are consistent with the view that the typological
use of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo grows out of the concept of prophetic
fulfilment (including the fulfilment of promises), and that typology itself
also involves a certain kind of fulfilment. 150
Bruce, Hebrews, pp. 27, 28; Attridge, Hebrews, p. 189; Lampe and Woolicombe,
Essays on Typology, p. 67; against Isaacs, Sacred Space, pp. 71, 72.
15OGoppelt, Typos, pp. 162-63. In the view of Eichrodt ("Is Typological Exegesis
an Appropriate Method?", pp. 234-35), a connection between prophecy and typol-
ogy is made in Scripture itself, for example in Hos. 2:14 and Jer. 23:7. See also
Lampe and Woolicombe (Essays on Typology, pp. 2 2-27), where Lampe continually
couples the concepts of prophecy and typology and then says, "In such passages as
Isa. 51:9-11, the prophetic interpretation of the pattern of history assumes a form
which may fairly be called typological. The creation struggle finds its antitype in the
Exodus and both alike are in turn recapitulated and fulfilled in the future act of
deliverance from the Exile" (p.2 7; cf. also p. 39) . The significance of this statement
for the subject at hand can hardly be overestimated, since it shows that OC Scripture
itself provides a basis for linking the concepts of prophetic and typological
fulfilment, and that this has been recognised by scholars for decades. Goppelt
(Typos, p. 57) concludes that typology in Jewish literature is used "almost exclu-
sively in the shaping of their eschatology". Smith (A Priest Forever, pp. 4, 5, 29-65)
observes that "typology is often, perhaps invariably, found in connection with escha-
tology in the bible" (p. 4), and eschatology is, of course, closely related to prophecy.
But then he goes on to espouse what he calls an "allegorical typology" based on
Barr's Old and New in Interpretation (see pp. 103-48).
Lindars (The Theology of the Letter to the Hebrews, pp. 53-55) recognises the
prophetic foundations of our author's use of Scripture, but he concludes from this
that the interpretation of Scripture in Hebrews is not typological, but literal and
involved entirely in demonstrating the fulfilment of prophetic statements from
Scripture. While Lindars has rightly identified the foundations of the use of Scripture
in Hebrews, prophecy, his unwillingness to recognise the typological use of
Scripture that is built on this foundation is unjustified. In Hebrews, the development
of typological relationships involves more than the fulfilment of prophetic state-
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The aim of Hebrews is to encourage the readers to persevere and
have confidence in their NC relationship with God apart from OC prac-
tices. In the first ten chapters the author's primary means of accomplish-
ing this is to show that, in their superiority, Christ and his NC fulfil the
OC and its institutions in a way that makes them obsolete. The author's
conception of this fulfilment, at least in chs. 8—io, is based on the
prophetic fulfilment in the Christ-event of certain passages of Scripture,
but his development of this fulfilment is primarily accomplished through
typology. That is to say, our author develops and extends the notion of
the fulfilment of the old in the new to the greatest degree through the use
of typology, and he uses typology to a greater extent than any other
method. In view of this, it is correct to claim that typology is the central
and most productive use of Scripture in Hebrews 8-10.
In 8:1-10:18, the author develops the typological relationship
between the cultic institutions of the OC and NC, but in 10:19-39 he
focuses on the typological relationship between the OC and NC people.
Here he uses priestly imagery to describe the spiritual privileges of NC
believers (vv. i 9-2 5), and compares the responsibility of the NC com-
munity to that of the people under the law of Moses (vv. 26-3 I; cf. 3:1-
4:13). It is clear, then, that the people of the NC stand in a typological
relationship to the people of the OC, and that for our author, the role of
the people of God played by OC believers is successfully and finally
fulfilled only by the NC community.' 5 ' Nonetheless, it is with regard to
the people of God that our author has the greatest tendency to apply
Scripture directly, apart from the use of any method such as typology,
indicating that he sees the role of NC believers as quite similar at some
points to that of God's OC people, and this corresponds to the author's
periodic focus on eschatological elements "not yet" fulfilled in his own
time.
Universal Fulfilment (Direct Application)
Fulfilment is clearly associated with scriptural prophecies coming
true, and though there is no explicit prediction involved in typology,
there is also a sense in which the arrival of an antitype fulfils a typologi-
ments of Scripture, and includes the correspondence of historical entities such as the
levitical priests and their sacrifices and Christ's priesthood along with his offering,
as well as the Old and New Covenant people of God.
I5f• Lampe and Woolicombe, Essays on Typology, p. 29.
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cal relationship. The use of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo, then, can be
understood in terms of prophetic and typological fulfilment, but there is
also a more direct use of Scripture that, although it does not fit into a
prophetic or typological category, can also be understood in terms of
fulfilment. The direct application of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo repre-
sents another kind of fulfilment of Scripture since, in the NC context, it
involves the ultimate application and expression of certain universal
spiritual principles. There are certain universal principles that flow nec-
essarily from the nature of God and his people, and these principles are
reiterated in Scripture in association with different covenantal (promise)
arrangements. In other words, these principles seem to be valid in the
context of any relationship between God and his people, and hence they
are reiterated in Scripture both in connection with and apart from the
OC. An important aspect of the relevance of such universal principles is
their application in the new situation at points where the "not yet" of the
Christian experience is in focus, that is, points where elements of
realised eschatology are not in focus, and where the old and new com-
munities would have the most in common on the basis of their earthly
existence.
The fulfilment of universal principles of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo
involves the direct application of OC Scripture, but that which is applied
in this way has already been expressed in Scripture in a broader context
than the OC, relates generally to the "not yet" of Christian experience
and finds its ultimate expression and final reiteration in the context of
the NC. There are two ways in which the direct application of universal
scriptural principles in Hebrews can be considered fulfilment. First, the
expression of such principles in the eschatological context of the NC
community constitutes their ultimate and final expression.' 52 In this
sense Scripture is fulfilled, or brought to a culmination, by its applica-
tion to the eschatological community of NC believers at the end of the
age. Secondly, the assertion of the validity of certain scriptural princi-
ples in the new situation in some cases (e.g. "the just shall live by faith")
obligates the NC community to affirm them and abide by them, that is, to
fulfil the demands made by them, while in other cases (e.g. "God will
judge his people") the community is exhorted to live in the light of cer-
152To say that these principles are universal is not to say that they are eternal.
For example, the principle from Exod. 32:35 that God will judge his people is uni-
versal because it applies to all of God's people, but it is not necessarily eternal, if
one understands there to be a final judgment.
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tam principles, the fulfilment of which they will experience in their own
situation. In the fulfilment of such universal scriptural principles, the NC
believers stand in continuity with their OC counterparts, among whom
these principles would also find fulfilment.' 53 So, on the one hand, just
as an obligation is fulfilled, whether on the side of God or his people,
these universal principles can be seen as fulfilled in both the old and
new situations. On the other hand, they are uniquely fulfilled in the
eschatological context of the NC where they find their final and ultimate
application.
There are several examples of this "universal fulfilment" in
Hebrews, where the author applies Scripture directly to his readers.'54
The most obvious example of this in chs. 8—jo is the use of Deut. 32:
35, 36 in 10:30. Though they originally occur in a prophetic context, the
words of this citation in particular seem to express a general principle
about the way God relates to his people, rather than a specific prediction,
and this is the way our author seems to have taken them.' 55
 In a similar
way, our author applies directly to his readers the statement from Hab.
2:4 LXX, "If he shrinks back, my soul will not be pleased with him; but
the righteous one shall live by my faith". This passage is included in the
list of prophetic passages above, since it predicts the coming one. But
the prophetic context of the passage does not fully explain its applica-
tion to the readers, since it is not the prophetic element of the passage
that the author applies to them. Our author seems to take Habakkuk as
expressing a general spiritual principle that the righteous person lives by
faith, which he applies directly to the readers in 10:39. Of course, the
author's direct application of Scripture is not confined to chs. 8—jo. He
also applies Ps. 95: 7 directly to his readers in :i, j j, i56 where they are
encouraged to make sure that they enter into the rest that is promised in
15 This use of the concept of fulfilment is reflected in the use of the pi 'el of p
in the Mishnah (Sheqalim 6:6 and Baba Qamma 3:9), which, according to Metzger
("The Formulas Introducing Quotations of Scripture in the NT and the Mishnah", p.
307) "is properly translated 'fulfilled" in the sense that it "is said to be fulfilled by
anyone whenever he complies with the Mosaic precept".
1 54Cf Schroger, Der Veifasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 259.
1551he context of Deut. 3 2:35, 36 is significant and probably familiar to our
author. The last half of v. 21, "I will make them envious by those who are not a
people; I will make them angry by a nation that has no understanding" (NW), cited in
Rom. 10 19, may have drawn our author to this passage if he saw this verse as refer-
ring to NC believers as Paul did.
S6f• Smith, "The Use . of the Old Testament in the New", p. 6o.
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the psalm. Also, ch. I I demonstrates that, in like manner to its use of
particular passages of Scripture, Hebrews is able to apply a scriptural
concept, in this case faith, directly to the situation of the readers. 157 Here
our author uses outstanding examples from Scripture of faithful individ-
uals as patterns for his readers to follow (cf. 12:16, 17, which use a
negative example). Then, near the end of his sermon, the author directly
applies two more passages of Scripture to the readers. The first is Deut.
31:6, in which the Lord promises never to leave or forsake Israel; the
second is Ps. 118:6, which describes the Lord as a help and protection to
the psalmist and to Israel.
In much of our author's application of Scripture, he deliberately
opens a gulf between his readers and Scripture by arguing for the obso-
lescence of the OC and for the distinction between NC believers and
Israel (see the section on "The People of God" above). It is evident,
however, that having opened this gulf he is also willing and able to find
a bridge which allows him to span it and apply Scripture to his readers,
even in a way that treats certain passages as if they were originally
intended for his readers. This bridge, I suggest, is the typological rela-
tionship established between the peoples of the Old and New Covenants
based on prophecy. It is clear that Hebrews applies Scripture typologi-
cally to Christ, but there is also a typological connection made between
OC and NC believers (e.g. 10:19-22, 26-29). Just as the Christ-event is
seen to fulfil the expectation of Scripture by establishing an eternal
priesthood and a NC, the NC people of God are seen in Hebrews as
fulfilling the role of God's people previously occupied by Israel (10:15-
i 8).
The typological relationship between the readers and Israel, like all
of the typologies in Hebrews, can be described as founded on the
fulfilment of prophecy and promise. Furthermore, this relationship
depends on the prophetic and typological connection previously made
between Christ and scriptural prophecies and institutions. For example,
Jeremiah's NC promise is fulfilled in the Christ-event (8:6, 7), so that the
followers of Christ can be identified as God's NC people (8:6; 9:15). On
this basis Christians receive and fulfil the NC promise originally given to
Israel (10:15-18). Furthermore, if the sacrifice of Christ corresponds to
the levitical sacrificial system typologically, and if Christ's sacrifice is
the NC provision for sin on which Christians rely, then Christians must
157 Cf. Smith, "The Use of the Old Testament in the New", p. 60.
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stand in a typological relationship to Israel, since their respective
sacrifices are so related (io:ii-i8). The same could be argued on the
basis of the typologies of the tabernacles, the priests and even the
covenants. There is, then, a theological basis for applying OC Scripture
typologically to the NC people, but this does not explain the author's
direct application of Scripture to his readers.
Hebrews argues that the OC is obsolete (8:13), and that Christians
(NC believers) are not bound by OC stipulations (13:12-16), but Hebrews
does not argue that Scripture itself is obsolete' 58—for example, the
Abrahamic promise is validated (kept) through its fulfilment by Christ
(6:18-20). In the light of this it is vital to maintain a distinction between
the OC and (OC) Scripture, for they are not equivalent. First, Scripture
contains more than just matters related to the OC (e.g. Genesis, cf. Heb.
11:4-22). Secondly, for our author the OC is not the most fundamental
construct in Scripture, or even the most foundational covenant or
promise (see Heb. 6:12-20 in the light of Gen. 15_17).159 Though much
of Scripture deals with matters directly related to the Mosaic Covenant,
there are institutions, constructs and principles in Scripture that are more
fundamental and abiding than the OC. These principles undergird both
the OC and the NC, and can therefore be directly applied to both com-
munities. In other words, our author recognises certain principles that
derive from the very nature of God and humanity that are so fundamen-
tal that they are operative in all relationships between the two, for
example: i) God judges his people, 2) the just shall live by faith, 3) faith
in God is a virtue that he rewards, 4) God does not abandon his people
5) God helps and protects his people. 16° These things apply to OC
believers not because they are particular to the OC, but because they are
foundational to any (covenant) relationship with God. If these founda-
tional principles apply to Israel as God' s people, apart from their par-
ticular covenantal responsibilities, then they must also apply to NC
believers as the people of God. But how does our author identify the
institutions and principles that precede and supersede the Mosaic
Covenant? Evidently, they are drawn from or confirmed by Scripture
158 Cf. Zimmerli, "Promise and Fulfillment", p. 115.
159Zimmerli ("Promise and Fulfillment", p. 118) says, "according to Paul [the
faith of Abraham] does not belong to the time characterized by the subsequent
giving of the law, but stands in the sphere of evangelical promise". Hebrews seems
to take the same position with regard to the Abrahamic promise.
1 60 1) 10:30; 2) 10:38, 39; 3) ii:6; 4)13:5; 5) 13:6.
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passages that are not associated with the Mosaic Covenant. For example,
that God judges his people is demonstrated, in part at least, by the story
of Esau (12:16, 17). That the just shall live by faith is shown, for exam-
ple, by the stories of Abel (11:4) and Abraham (6:12- i5;i 1:8-19) and
the other patriarchs (11:20-22), as is the principle that faith in God is a
virtue that he rewards. That God does not abandon his people, and that
he helps and protects them, is demonstrated by the Abrahamic Promise
(6:13-20) and the story of Noah (11:7). These principles can also be
demonstrated from Scripture passages associated with the OC, and
Hebrews applies certain of these passages directly to the readers (e.g.
Deut. 31:6 and Ps. ii8:6 in 13:5, 6), but this only serves to illustrate the
universality of these principles. These principles, then, applied directly
from OC Scripture to NC believers, have a wider authority than the OC,
and are derived from the broader record of God's dealings with his
people, including but not limited to the Oc.
In Hebrews, then, Scripture is fulfilled in at least three different
ways: its predictions come true, its redemptive patterns are consum-
mated and its universal principles are reiterated, affirmed and given their
ultimate expression. These are three distinct kinds of fulfilment;
nevertheless, it can be said that each fulfils the expectation of Scripture.
CONCLUSION
"Every community which regards as normative certain texts given
by the worthies of old must develop a 'hermeneutic', a means whereby
these fixed standards can be kept in an effective relationship with the
ever-changing frontier of day-to-day experience." 61 This is one
accomplishment of Hebrews, but for our author, the Christ-event has
brought about such a fundamental change in the relationship between
God and his people that they do not just experience an ever-changing
frontier, but the arrival of an altogether new frontier, the ultimate and
final frontier.' 62 The Christ-event has removed the people of God from
the age of the OC and has brought them into the eschatological age of
l6l lowner, "Hermeneutical Systems of Hillel and the Tannaim: A Fresh Look",
p. 101.
162Cf. Hughes (Hebrews and Hermeneutics, pp. i i-i3, 125-26), who does not
seem to fully appreciate the view of the writer of Hebrews that he and his readers
stand on an interpretive plane, as a result of the Christ event, that can never be
superseded (I: I, 2). See Goppelt, Typos, p. 12.
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the NC, yet there remains a vital and authoritative link with the past and
God's revelation therein.' 63 For the author of Hebrews, there remains a
profound authority in oc Scripture, even though the OC itself is
"obsolete and growing old".''
If the OC is obsolete in the view of the author of Hebrews, what
authority can OC Scripture have for his readers? To answer this founda-
tional question, first it is necessary to recognise that in Hebrews the OC
and Scripture are not coextensive. There are concepts and divine dispo-
sitions in Scripture that are, in contrast to the OC, permanent. The
promise to Abraham, for example, does not come under the criticism of
obsolescence in Hebrews, and rather than being replaced by the Christ-
event and the NC, it is realised, affirmed and finds its eschatological
fulfilment in the NC ministry of Christ. Secondly, there are certain theo-
logical presuppositions that undergird our author's use of Scripture: i)
the God of the OC and the God of the NC are the same in identity and in
character, 2) the people of the NC are distinct from the people of the OC
and yet both share the same essential humanity and 3) the essential pur-
pose of God is the same under the OC and NC, but only the latter is able
to fulfil that purpose finally and perfectly. Thirdly, Hebrews 8—io
understands Scripture as fulfilled by the Christ-event and the NC: I)
prophetically 2) typologically and 3) universally. The concept of
fulfilment as it relates to the use of Scripture in Hebrews 8—io is multi-
faceted, but it always involves an attempt to express the consummate
significance of Scripture in the last days.
The use of Scripture in Hebrews 8—jo is founded on its prophetic
fulfilment in the Christ-event, and guided by the prophetic link between
Scripture and the age of the NC. Typology forms the backbone of our
author's use of Scripture, and grows out of the prophetic relationship
between Scripture and its NC fulfilment in the Christ-event. In Hebrews,
typology is not so much meant to interpret Scripture as to interpret the
Christ-event and to establish its meaning and significance in redemptive
history. The direct application of Scripture to the readers in chs. 8—io
stems from the typological relationship between Israel and Christians,
l63Cf.
 Bruce, Hebrews, p. 28.
' 64Schroger (Der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes als Schrftausleger, p. 3 I 3) is
right to say that "The author of the epistle to the Hebrews had at his disposal an
excess of capability to show the readers how one must read 'Scripture' in order to
learn the sense intended by God; he did it according to the manner of his time" (my
translation).	 -
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which identifies them as God's NC people. It is also based on universal
principles that undergird God's dealings with humanity under both
covenants and that are reiterated in Scripture in a context broader than
the OC.
This study has confirmed that our author views the OC as obsolete,
that Scripture is in fact an important source for his message and that he
relies on the authority of Scripture to strengthen his message and its
efficacy with his readers. Now it is possible to answer the question that
began this study: If the author of Hebrews understands the OC as obso-
lete, how can he rely on OC Scripture as an important source and
authority for his message? The answer to this question is that the author
of Hebrews understands the OC as fulfilled in the NC and the Christ-
event, and OC Scripture as fulfilled in the age of the NC. As a result, it is
impossible to understand or appreciate fully the significance of the spiri-
tual realities of the NC, the Christ-event or the relationship between God
and his NC people apart from their concrete prefigurements in Scripture.
Therefore, filtered through the grid of "fulfilment", God's revelation in
Scripture still has meaning, significance and authority for the readers of
Hebrews as NC believers.
Though the readers are in danger of losing confidence and slipping
away from their faith, our author uses Scripture in a way that assumes
the readers' acceptance of its authority. The readers have already paid a
price for their faith, and our author expects that they will suffer still
more on account of it (cf. 10:32-36). By showing the readers that as NC
believers they fulfil the expectation of Scripture, and even the expecta-
tion of the OC itself since in Hebrews the OC inherently anticipates the
better provision of the NC, our author seeks to encourage his readers to
discharge faithfully their commitment to Christ outside the safety and
comfort of Judaism. Scripture is used in Hebrews 8—jo as an authority
to demonstrate the nature, validity and security of the NC provision of
Christ, and this is meant to embolden the readers in their commitment to
Christ and his NC community.
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